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Part I : 

Introduction and General Theoretical Framework 

1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the research problem will be discussed and the purpose of the study stated. 

Then an overall framework is presented that shows which general areas this study focuses 

on. The delimitations are discussed in relation to this overall framework. The chapter is 

ended with the disposition of the thesis. 

1.1 In Search of Success 

The recipe for organizational success is the Grail that both practitioners and 

academicians have been looking for since the beginning o f modem time. 

Although we know in our minds that such a universal recipe does not exist, there 

are virtually thousands o f books that claim to have found the key to success. Our 

point o f departure is that each o f these books probably carry some truth, but only 

in certain situations. The situation determines what is effective and what is not. 

W h e n we assume that there is no universal best way, but still contend that there 

may be a best way i n a certain situation, we have a contingency perspective (e.g. 

Woodward, 1965; Bums & Stalker, 1961; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; and 

Thompson, 1967). The situation can depend on both external (e.g. level of 

competition and economic growth in the market), as wel l as internal factors (e.g. 

strategy, internal control and how the firm is organized internally). 

The best way depends not only on the situation, but also on how we define 

success. W e are bound to get different answers for different aspects o f success. 

Especially i n the shorter term, different performance dimensions (such as financial 

and market) may have different relations to the factors we beheve affect firm 

performance. Moreover, the situation is also affected by the state o f each 

performance. For instance, i f the financial situation is bad, there may be different 

factors that are o f importance, as opposed to when the financial situation is good. 

Even though more and more research is done i n smaller organizations (see 

Storey, 1994, for a good overview o f small business research), the bulk o f 

research in management is still made on larger firms, i n American studies often 

Fortune 500 companies. This is regrettable since the multitude and diversity 

among the smaller firms give the research community new challenges all the 

time. Small companies provide many interesting research problems that, i f 

addressed properly, can help us to better understand differences and similarities 

among small firms. A n d more importantly, h o w small firms are different f r o m 

larger firms. 
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Still, the greatest enemy o f small business research may be small business 

researchers themselves. For a research area " i n fashion", such as small business 

research, i t is important to be critical about the w o r k produced. I f we are too 

much " i n love" w i t h what we want to study, the outcome o f the research is 

bound to become interesting only to those already convinced about the beauty o f 

i t 1 . The idea that there is wel l performed and less wel l performed research per se, 

instead o f good and bad research areas is appealing to the present author. 

Thus, the fact that the research area is popular 2 should be taken both as an 

opportunity and a threat. Having support f r o m politicians and other influential 

persons makes i t easier to d m m up attention and funds for research, but i f 

nothing substantial is accomplished, both the support and the funds w i l l go 

elsewhere i n the future. I n order to survive in the long m n , the research field 

needs to both provide the practitioner w i t h good advice and, at the same time, 

push the research frontier forward. 

Some apparent characteristics o f smaller firms are their l imi ted resources and 

higher dependency on single products and single markets. I n combination, this 

makes them more vulnerable than their larger colleagues. Even relatively small 

mistakes may lead to failure. However, these companies can also be very 

successful i n relative terms. The difference between success and failure is usually 

small. Unl ike larger corporations w i t h more inertia, smaller companies are 

generally more affected by changed circumstances, but are also able to do more 

to change their situation due to better flexibility. 

Turbulence seems to have become the normal state for more and more markets. 

Many markets which earlier had predictable characteristics (such as growth) have 

now been sent into a state o f constant flux. This is perhaps linked to the 

globahzation o f markets, fo l lowing the work to reduce trade barriers between 

countries. This is exemplified by G A T T on the general level and attempts to f o r m 

internal markets on the regional level, such as N A F T A in N o r t h America, 

A S E A N i n Asia, and the European U n i o n . Moreover, the bad economic 

situation, at least i n Europe, has caused many markets to decline. This, often 

drastic, decline has left only few firms intact. The vast majority have been forced 

to down-size or reorient their operation, at least to some degree. 

When the environment tums less predictable and markets have greater swings 

between good and bad periods, the struggle for survival, especially among smaller 

firms, is not always trivial. But, the mles o f the business game is to cope, both i n 

1 This line of thought is inspired by a lecture given at Luleå University in 1997 by Professor Per Davidsson. 
2 The Swedish government has recently launched several projects to facilitate the start-up and growth of small 
firms. It seems to be a consensus among academicians, politicians and large company executives that future growth 
(especially regarding number of employees) wi l l mainly take place in smaller firms. 
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good and bad times. Perhaps the ability to survive more turbulent times is more 

important than doing wel l i n more stable and prosperous times. Since the present 

situation o f greater turbulence seems to be here to stay, i t may be the ability to 

handle and prosper on turbulence that w i l l be the key to success in the future. It 

is, anyway, interesting to leam more about small f i r m behavior and outcome in 

times characterized by turbulence. Then, what are the recipes for success and, 

conversely for failure, i n a market characterized by turbulence? 

Obviously, there are several factors that could be o f importance i f we want to 

k n o w about the characteristics o f success and failure for small firms in a turbulent 

situation. A survey o f a turbulent industry - namely the Swedish prefab and 

jo inery industry - by the present author (Westerberg, 1996; hereafter called Part 

One) tested the influence o f aspects o f strategy, structure, f i r m orientation and 

C E O characteristics, based on earlier research. The results showed that especially 

C E O characteristics, including background and personality, were influential. It 

seems interesting to study why these factors proved important, that is, h o w can 

the CEO's personality and background influence the firm's situation and, 

ultimately, its performance? 

C E O background and personality are only two aspects o f the C E O and neither 

o f them are directly concerned w i t h what the C E O actually does. Undoubtedly, 

it is what the C E O actually does (or refrains f r o m doing) and not his or her 

education, experience, personality, etc, that i n the end w i l l make the difference. 

A n d as the environment turns more turbulent, action becomes more important 

(cf. Bmnsson, 1982). However, i t is still interesting to f i n d out i f certain C E O 

background and personality characteristics can be l inked to certain patterns o f 

action. Thus, we are concerned wi th both how small f i r m CEOs manage their 

companies when faced w i t h turbulence, and i f their "management" can be 

related to their background and personality. 

1.2 Purpose of the Present Study 

This study is Part T w o in a project aimed at obtaining a better understanding o f 

small f i r m performance in a turbulent environment. Part One provided a 

snapshot o f a turbulent industry and helped us to identify some factors that seem 

to be important. A m o n g these factors, C E O personality turned out to be most 

influential. The aim o f Part T w o is to develop the results and tentative 

conclusions i n the earlier study by taking a closer look at some interesting cases 

included i n Part One. More specifically, the purpose in Part T w o is to: 

• Identify how small firms faced wi th turbulence manage their situation 

• Identify how different f i r m factors (including f i r m orientation, firm strategy 

and ownership) and especially the CEO's characteristics (including background 
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and personality) can be l inked to how the small firm is managed and how i t is 

performing 

The expected contribution is, thus, mainly to further the knowledge regarding 

the impact o f the C E O on small firm performance i n turbulent environments. 

The survey in Part One gave indications that the CEOs matter. Especially the 

CEO's self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity proved to be important. W i t h 

this study, we want to be able to better understand why the C E O matter. 

The framework for Part T w o draws heavily on Part One. I n Part T w o the 

framework w i l l be further developed and the results f r o m the earlier study w i l l 

serve as a starting point i n this study. W h e n drawing conclusions and building 

theory, both studies w i l l be used. 

1.3 The Overriding Framework and the Delimitations of 
the Study 

As mentioned i n Part One, one o f the research agendas o f the management 

control division at the University o f Luleå is focused on small enterprises and 

their performance. Figure 1.1 describes this framework. 

Figure 1.1 Overriding framework for the present study. Darker shaded circles and 

thicker arrows indicate the focus of this research. Based on Dent (1986). 
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In Part One, areas related to the content i n circle 2, 3 and 5 were dealt w i t h . In 

this study, we w i l l also - i n relation to concepts i n circle 2, 3 and 5 - cover some 

aspects o f management control found in circle 4. Management control can be 

related to both aspects o f firm orientation (especially implementation) and firm 

strategy (especially cost effectiveness). Research at the division o f Management 

Control at the University o f Luleå on small firms (Bergström & Lumsden, 1993) 

indicates that management control differs greatly between firms, which therefore, 

makes it an interesting area to look closer at. Also aspects o f circle 1 w i l l be 

included. However, as for Part One, the study w i l l be on a single industry, and 

therefore contingency factors, such as market conditions, government actions and 

so for th , w i l l be relatively equal fo r all firms operating in the industry. The focus 

o f this study w i l l still be on the areas examined i n Part One, i.e. circles 2, 3 and 5 

(darker shaded in Figure 1.1). Another delimitation, wh ich is the result o f only 

one industry being studied is that we are unable to directly generalize the results 

to other industries. However, the results may be generalizable to industries i n the 

same situation (cf. "analytic generalization" i n Y i n , 1994). Moreover, some 

results pertaining to what the CEOs do to solve their problems may be more 

universal. This w i l l be discussed i n the final part o f this thesis. 

When the C E O is i n focus, i t is hard to avoid the concept o f leadership 

altogether. However, we w i l l focus more on management, that is, what the CEO 

does to influence his firm's position. 

1.4 Disposition 

The thesis is organized in four major parts. Part I contains the introduction, the 

purpose, the overall framework and the delimitations for the study. Here, the 

scientific positioning is also discussed. Part I I puts forward the theoretical 

framework and the research methods. I n the theoretical framework, the 

important concepts are discussed and some more detailed research questions are 

put forward. In the research methods chapter, we describe and discuss aspects in 

relation to conducting this study. I n Part I I I , the eight case studies are reported 

and analyzed one by one. Part I V concludes the thesis w i t h an overall analysis 

and conclusions. Put somewhat differently: 

Part I Chapter 1: Introduction, including purpose and delimitations 

Chapter 2: Scientific positioning, including overall framework 

Part I I Chapter 3: Theoretical framework 

Chapter 4: Research methods 

Part I I I Chapter 5-12: Case descriptions and within-case analysis 

Part I V Chapter 13: Between-case and between-part analysis 

Chapter 14: Conclusions and implications 
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2 Scientific Positioning 

In this chapter, we will discuss some of the fundamental assumptions that we use in our 

work. We will start by discussing paradigms, and then go on to more specific theories that 

we use as a foundation for our work. As we discuss each part, we will try to position both 

Part One and Part Two. 

2.1 Paradigm 

According to K u h n (1970) science has a tendency to assemble under a common 

wor ld v iew (or paradigm) which is the "acknowledged" way to look upon the 

wor ld . A change in this fundamental v iew o f the basic assumptions comes only 

seldom, i n the f o r m o f a revolution, and only when i t is no longer possible to 

hold together the old w o r l d view. I n the social sciences, we have not assembled 

under one single paradigm, but rather under several different ones. K u h n w o u l d 

perhaps disagree that these different streams o f social research should be called 

paradigms, since a paradigm, according to his definition, must be in charge o f 

the entire research community (Hke i t is i n the natural sciences). However, we 

use the w o r d paradigm more i n accordance w i t h Burrell & Morgan (1979). I n 

their view, different paradigms constitute different frames o f reference, each 

defined by its own meta-theoretical assumptions. Although different paradigms 

co-exist, they offer mutually exclusive views that cannot be synthesized because 

they are partly contradictory. Burrell & Morgan offer a framework that contain 

two dimensions and four different paradigms. The dimensions are objective -

subjective and regulation - radical change. The four paradigms are "Radical 

Humanist", "Radical Stmcturalist", "Interpretative" and "Functionalist". 3 

The paradigms concerned w i t h radical change (i.e. radical humanist and radical 

stmcturalist) w i l l not be discussed at length. For our purposes, i t w i l l suffice to 

mention that much o f the ground work was done by Marx. The young Marx 

was devoted to radical humanism, while the older Marx "converted" and became 

one o f the most influential thinkers o f radical structuralism. According to both 

these paradigms, one o f the goals w i t h science is to change the wor ld . Radical 

humanists want to free man mentally f r o m the domination o f the ideological 

superstmctures, while radical structuralists want to free man f r o m domination (by 

unequally distributed power) i n the "real" social wor ld (Burrell & Morgan, 

1979). 

The aim o f Part One and Part T w o in this study is not to change society, but 

rather to understand i t . Some normative elements exist, but change is not i n 

J Some researchers have recently started to discuss a fifth paradigm, namely "Postmodernism". Postmodemists 
hold that all earlier paradigms are more or less obsolete and that new theories, concepts and methodologies are 
needed for today's society (Macintosh, 1994). 
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focus 4. Thus, we have placed ourselves among those who w o r k according to the 

sociology o f regulation. There are two different paradigms which work w i t h this 

basic assumption: the interpretative and the functionalist. The former paradigm 

"sees the social wor ld as an emergent social process which is created by the 

individuals concerned" (Burrell & Morgan, 1979 p. 28). According to this 

paradigm, there is no objective, or "real" social reality. Social reality is just 

shared assumptions among independent individuals. 

The other paradigm devoted to the sociology o f regulation is labeled 

"functionalistic". Here, the basic assumptions are that "the wor ld is composed of 

relatively concrete empirical artifacts and relationships which can be identified, 

studied and measured through approaches derived f r o m the natural sciences" 

(Burrell & Morgan, 1979 p. 26). W i t h i n the functionalist paradigm, social reality 

is acknowledged to exist outside man. In other words: there is a "real" reality 

independent o f man, that puts restraints on our lives. However, the not ion that 

social science can use the methods o f natural science has been criticized f rom 

w i t h i n the paradigm, arguing that i t is important to look at the acton and their 

view when trying to understand society. Still, most research i n the social sciences, 

and particularly i n management (defined broadly) follows the basic assumptions o f 

the functionalistic paradigm (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). 5 

The present study (including Part One and Part Two) mainly follows the 

assumptions o f the functionalistic paradigm. W e utilize both the more formal 

v iew o f rationality, as wel l as the more recent view that see organizations as 

natural systems (see for example Boland & Pondy, 1983). In the former view, an 

organization can be seen as a collection o f cogs, making up the organizational 

machinery. The problem is to identify how the cogs are connected. The latter 

view, sees the organization as a l iv ing entity, able to leam, adapt and self-

regulate. Whi l e the former v iew tends to focus on the details, the latter focuses on 

the whole. W e believe i t is possible and fruitful to combine these two views. Part 

One was mainly concerned w i t h the cogs, while Part T w o aims at breathing life 

into the results obtained earlier to create a more holistic view o f the studied 

phenomenon. 

A theory which coincides w i t h the above assumptions about how man works is 

the "social action theory". Below we w i l l elaborate on this theory. 

^ B y communicating the results of Part One to both academicians and practitioners a spark towards change may 
have been created. In Part Two, the interaction with the companies, and especially the CEOs, may have given the 
companies and their CEOs ideas. However, the potential change the study may have created is seen more as a 
positive by-product rather than the focal aim. 

5 Confer Macintosh (1994) for examples of studies using the different paradigms in the management accounting 
area. 
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2.2 Social Action Theory 

Social action theory derives f r o m the Weberian not ion o f verstehen. Verstehen 

implies that the researcher puts himself into the role o f the actor i n order to 

understand his actions. Based on the preceding, Cohen (1968) suggested a 

number o f assumptions that can be used when analyzing social actors. These 

assumptions are: 

i) The actor has goals (or aims, or ends); his actions are carried out in pursuit o f these. 

ii) Action often involves the selection o f means to the attainment o f goals; but even where it 

appears that i t does not, i t is still possible for an observer to distinguish analytically 

between means and goals. 

iii) An actor always has many goals; his actions in pursuit o f any one affect, and are affected 

by, his actions in pursuit o f others. 

iv) The pursuit o f goals and the selection o f means always occur wi th in situations which 

influence the course of action. 

v) The actor always makes certain assumptions concerning the nature o f his goals and the 

possibility o f their attainment. 

vi) Action is influenced not only by the situation, but by the actor's knowledge of it . 

vii) The actor has certain sentiments or affective dispositions which affect both his perceptions 

of situations and his choice o f goals. 

viii) The actor has certain norms and values which govern his selection o f goals and his 

ordering o f them in some scheme of priorities, (ibid, p.69) 

These assumptions indicate vol i t ion on the part o f the actor, and starkly contrast 

w i t h more deterministic theories, also part o f the functionalistic paradigm. Social 

action theory essentially tries to merge objectivistic and subjectivistic approaches 

in the study o f society. Generally, the more subjectivistic approach (which is 

related to symbolic interactionism, see for example Mead (1934)) is used. 

However, when analyzing phenomena that are suited for a more objectivistic 

approach, or when we want to statistically generalize results, i t is possible to use 

more objectivistic approaches. The idea that different methods complement each 

other is a central part o f the present researcher's " w o r l d v iew". Whi le Part One 

used mainly objectivistic approaches, Part T w o looks at the same k ind o f 

phenomena using more subjectivistic approaches. Thereby, we can hopefully 

merge the knowledge o f the different studies and f i n d interesting results which 

come f r o m looking at the same thing f r o m different points o f v i ew 6 . 

Social action theory covers both the functionalistic paradigm and the interpretive 

paradigm. The discussion above shows that studies belonging to social action 

theory can be quite different. Although the basic assumptions about human 

actions are the same, i t is clear that Part One uses methods that places i t on the 

" Some researchers would argue that objectivistic and subjectivistic approaches are not possible to combine as they 
have their origin in totally different ontological standpoints. However, Norén (1995) gives a number of examples 
that use the "dualistic" approach, where both objective and subjective elements are mixed. 
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objective side rather than on the subjective side, whi le Part T w o is on the border 

between the two sides. Since the present author is deeply rooted i n the 

functionalistic paradigm (because o f education and experience), i t is probable that 

this w i l l draw the study towards the objective side, but the ambition is to find a 

balance between the objective and the subjective side. Regarding the other 

dimension (radical change vs. regulation), this study, especially Part T w o , has 

some normative features w h i c h wou ld pul l i t towards the change dimension. But 

still, the study is, on the whole, more concerned w i t h asking why, rather than 

telling how. Consequently, the study as a whole belongs closer to the regulation 

end o f the spectmm. Below, in Figure 2 .1 , we have tried to mark the position 

for social action research as we l l as for Part One and Part T w o . 

The Sociology of Radical Change 

Subjective 

"Radical 
Humanist" 

"Radical 
Structuralist" 

"Interpretive" ( ^ \ [Functionalist" 

Objective 

Figure 2. 1 

The Sociology of Regulation v. 
^^Social Action Theory 

The position of social action theory (dark shaded area), Part One (1) and 

Part Two (2) in relation to Burrell & Morgan's (1979) framework. 

2.3 Contingency Theory and Summary 

Another theoretical framework which is important i n this work is contingency 

theory 7 . The idea that the situation determines what factors are associated wi th 

success is a cornerstone i n much o f today's research (cf. i tem " i v " regarding 

action theory above). The quest for grand theories in the social sciences have 

more or less ended. Al though contingency theory makes good sense, it is 

important to acknowledge that the notion o f social science as a multitude o f 

fragmented theories, one fo r each situation, poses a threat to the research 

community. I f all results we can come up w i t h are restricted i n time and space, 

no one w i l l pay attention to them. Therefore, an important task for every 

researcher is to think creatively to see extensions, rather than just limitations o f 

the research. 

7 Confer Part One, section 2.2.2 for a fuller discussion around classic and modern uses of contingency theory. 
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Let us sum up the assumptions that this study makes. W h i l e Part One was clearly 

part o f the functionalistic paradigm w i t h its use o f classical quantitative methods, 

Part T w o is o f more interpretative nature. Here, the results f r o m Part One, 

together w i t h the empirical findings presented i n this volume, w i l l be used to 

better understand the phenomenon being studied. B o t h parts use the social action 

theory as a general framework and both parts have the underlying assumption 

that success is contingent on the situation. 
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Part I I : 
Theoretical Framework and Research Methods 

3 Theoretical Framework 

In this chapter, the framework for Part Two will he developed. The framework developed 

in Part One will serve as a starting point. The literature used in developing the framework 

for Part One will he incorporated in a briefform8 and extended with the results from Part 

One and new references. Areas not covered in Part One will have a "normal" literature 

review. 

Structural Factors Strategic Factors C E O Factors 

Firm Orientation 
• Internal - Market 
* Imp. - Planning 

Firm Structure 
• Location 
• Business segment 
• Ownership 

Firm Strategy 
• Differentiation 
• Cost Effectiveness 
• Focus 

/ 

CEO Background 
• Age 
• Years in Firm 
• Years as CEO 
» External CEO experience 

CEO Personality 
• Tolerance for Ambiguity 
• Self-Efficacy 
• Need for Cognition 

Figure 3.1 The framework for studying the relationship between the chosen factors and 

the performance of the firm in Part One. 

Figure 3.1 portrays the framework used for studying the relationship between 

some chosen factors and performance i n Part One. The factors w i l l be discussed 

in turn. W e start w i t h firm performance. 

3.1 Firm Performance 

W e need to evaluate an organization's performance in order to see i f the 

organization is effective or not. That is, performance constitutes the yardstick 

needed to classify organizations and their success. However, performance can be 

evaluated using several criteria, including financial and market aspects. Each of 

these can be further divided into more narrow aspects. Thus, performance can be 

8 Please refer to Part One for a more in-depth discussion on each area. 
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defined in numerous fashions. Since the correlation between different aspects o f 

performance is likely to be far f r o m perfect and sometimes even negative, the 

choice o f performance definit ion becomes important. I n order to avoid the worst 

problems concerning bias, performance should be evaluated using several criteria. 

Tosi (1992) argues that each organization produces effects, defined as outcomes 

for internal and external coalitions, as a consequence o f their existence. Further, 

he defines effectiveness as the degree to which an organization attains effects 

preferred by the dominant coalition, while creating adequate levels o f outcomes 

for other coalitions. In addition, Tosi maintains that there is a "survival domain" 

which constitutes all the possible combinations o f effects that lead to survival for 

the organization. The choice o f effect to maximize depends on the breadth o f 

this survival domain and the strength o f the dominant coalition. 

The notion o f the firm as a struggle between coalitions, e.g. owners, managers, 

employees, customers, financiers and so on, was discussed by Cyert & March 

(1963). From their work, the stakeholder model appeared. The general idea is 

that all stakeholders i n and around the firm stay as long as they feel that the 

contributions they give are equal or less than the inducements they receive. 

Although this model has been criticized over the years, i t still provides an 

understanding o f the conflicts i n running a company and the need to have the 

interests o f several groups i n m i n d when putt ing down goals and acting on them. 

A problem related to performance and goals is whether it is possible to keep these 

two separate. I t has been found that managers, based on performance, rationalize 

their goals to be i n line w i t h this performance (Levitt & March, 1988; Starbuck 

& M i l l i k i n , 1988; also cf. Mel lemvik et al, 1988 and Hayes, 1983). A C E O for a 

f i r m which grows, but shows dismal financial performance wou ld then argue that 

growth has been i n focus, regardless i f this is the case or not. For a firm that has 

both poor market and financial performance, the C E O may have found that 

some aspect o f their performance is satisfactory (e.g. customer satisfaction) and 

hold this as a goal. Since customer satisfaction is difficult to assess in a 

quantitative way, there is, thus, more room for interpretation. In Part One, we 

find an indication that the CEOs overrated their level o f customer satisfaction 9, 

perhaps i n an attempt to "lighten the picture up". 

Classic economic theory assumes that the goal o f the owners, profi t 

maximization, is most important. Still, many studies, f r o m the 1930s to this day, 

have shown that many firms instead maximize the interests o f the managers 

(Tosi, 1992). Al though this is said to happen mainly in large publicly held 

° The average score was almost 4 (on a five-point scale). Since the rating was " in comparison to competitors", the 
average firm overrated their level of customer satisfaction heavily. Moreover, the correlation between self-reported 
customer satisfaction and both self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity was not significant. 
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companies w i t h no dominant owner, we argue that diversions f r o m strict profit 

maximization happens also in smaller firms. Actually, i t is probable that i t is more 

common i n smaller firms. For example, i n small firms headed by classic 

entrepreneurs we may find cases where profitabili ty is second to growth. There 

are also small firms that are operated merely for "bread-and-butter", i.e. to 

provide for the owner-manager and the employees. This can be the case when 

the owner-manager regards his or her chances to obtain a better paying j ob as 

small or when the work itself is the main attraction (irrespective o f how much it 

pays). Kuratko, Homsby & Naffziger (1997) found that small business owner-

managers were i n business to satisfy four general goal areas, namely extrinsic 

awards (e.g. increase income), independence/autonomy (e.g. personal freedom), 

intrinsic rewards (e.g. meet the challenge) zndfamily security (e.g. to bui ld a firm to 

pass on). 

Moreover, there is a distinction between short-term profitability and long-term 

profitabili ty. Some actions by the firm may lead to lower profitability i n the 

short range, but a better one in the longer m n and vice versa. However, w i t h a 

weak market situation the survival domain becomes more narrow and firms are 

forced to pay more attention to their short-term profitability. 

The time perspective is another aspect o f performance evaluation. The 

performance in a single year is important, but i t is when the single years can be 

aggregated that more informed judgments about the performance can be made. 

Trends become visible and extrapolation becomes possible. But, i n a dynamic 

market, past performances may be o f little value in predicting future 

performances. However, earlier success normally gives the firm some advantages, 

in any market situation, including better financial status and a better confidence. 

This is i n line w i t h Kimberly and Bouchikhi (1995) who argue that "the past 

shapes the present and constrains the future" (p. 9). Disregarding the question 

whether past performance can be used to predict the future, i t is definitely o f 

interest for a researcher to have access to the performance record for the last, say 

10 years. This record helps an outsider to get a grip on how the company has 

been doing. 

3.1.1 L o o k i n g Closer on Some Performance Dimensions 

Traditionally, effectiveness i n competitive organizations is linked to some aspect 

o f financial performance. Financial performance gives an indication o f a firm's 

operating effectiveness. In essence, a producing company uses resources in the 

f o r m o f labor and raw materials, etc, and transforms this into products (and 

services) wh ich are sold on a market. This task can be done in numerous ways 

and financial performance informs us how effective the firm is in organizing this 

task. Profitabili ty gives an indication o f h o w successful the firm is i n achieving 
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this on an overall level, while productivity tells us how wel l the firm uses its 

resources (e.g. manpower or machines). 

Most firms tend to regard at least some aspect o f profitability as an important 

indicator o f performance, since it is an indicator o f the overall performance. 

Further, profitability needs to reach a certain level for the firm to be viable i n the 

long m n . Since productivity is closely related to the efficient use o f resources, i t 

also tends to be related to cost effectiveness. I t is mainly by reducing costs that 

firms are able to increase productivity, especially i n a declining market. 

Market performance is another area often used when evaluating organizations. 

Market performance is defined as external performance, reflecting the 

effectiveness o f the company in the market. I t gives an indication o f how wel l the 

company serves their customers. The increase in sales and market share, the level 

o f customer satisfaction, etc, are criteria that many consider to be important 

aspects o f a firms performance. Yet, there are others w h o view growth w i t h a lot 

o f skepticism. Especially among smaller firms there are many owner-managers 

w h o don't want their firms to grow beyond a certain level (Bergström & 

Lumsden, 1993. Also cf. Gibb & Scott, 1985; Davidsson, 1989). But, even 

though growth is not wanted, other aspects o f market performance, such as 

customer satisfaction, can be regarded as very important. As for financial 

performance, a f i r m w i l l not survive i n the long m n i f the market performance 

does not reach a certain level. 

I n Part One, we found that market and financial performance had a moderate 

positive correlation (r=0.38), as we hypothesized. W h e n looking at the 122 firms 

that had survived wi thout reorganization, 84 firms had both market and financial 

performance either above or below average (high or low performers), while 38 

firms had one performance dimension above average and the other below 

average (mixed performers). I t is thus clear that the two performance dimensions 

tend to reflect one another i n most cases. Firms w i t h good financial performance 

also tend to perform wel l i n the market. However, the contention that firms, i n a 

given time period, often have a tendency to be either prof i t - or growth-oriented 

can still be tme. A correlation o f r=0.38 infers that less than 15 % o f the variance 

is shared. The interrelation between aspects o f financial and market performance 

w i l l be one o f the areas that the present study w i l l be able to provide information 

about. Unl ike the questionnaire study, which could only give correlations, the 

case study design permits us to draw inferences about h o w the aspects o f 

performance are interrelated. 

I n an earlier study o f the focal industry by H ä c k n e r (1991), the managers 

indicated that aspects o f financial performance (profitability) and market 

performance (sales growth) were considered most important. Even i f there are 
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other aspects o f performance, these are seldom used as a primary means o f 

evaluation (unless the organization is non-profi t ) . Therefore, this study w i l l focus 

on market and financial performance. 

Further proof o f the assertion that researchers should look at several criteria in 

order to get the f u l l picture was provided by the analysis where we tried to 

delineate how different factors affected performance quality (i.e. market and 

financial performance among survivors) and avoidance o f performance 

breakdown (i.e. ability to survive). The outcome o f this analysis provided further 

support for the not ion that the results are highly contingent on the chosen 

performance measure. Some factors proved to be helpful when looking at one 

performance criteria, but negative when looking at another. For instance, longer 

experience as C E O i n the firm was associated w i t h greater probability o f 

survival, but also worse performance among survivors. 

Based on the discussion and the results f r o m Part One, we propose to use several 

criteria f r o m the market and financial facets for evaluating each firm's 

performance, including both subjective (self-report) and more objective sources. 

This w i l l be outlined in detail i n the method chapter. 

3.2 Influence of Firm Orientation 

Firm orientation is a concept which can be l inked to firm culture, which is 

perhaps best k n o w n for being so illusive. Many speak about firm culture, but few 

succeed when trying to capture its essence in real l i fe . Perhaps this is not so 

surprising since firm culture is invisible to the eye o f the observer. For instance, 

business values have been considered as the core o f culture (see e.g. Deal & 

Kennedy, 1982), but these values can't really be observed. 

I f we consider the organizational climate, i.e., "how the culture is expressed at 

each point o f t ime" (Nyström, 1990 p. 238), instead o f the culture per se, i t 

becomes easier to capture in a real life setting. The climate, defined as "the 

feelings, attitudes and behavioral tendencies that characterize organizational l i fe" 

(ibid., p. 31) can be probed by asking members about their feelings and attitudes 

and by observing actual behavior at work . However, tme feelings and attitudes 

can be hidden, while i t is harder to put on a facade when i t comes to actual 

work . 

I n response to this, Hofstede et al (1990) empirically showed that shared 

perceptions o f daily practices (i.e. how things are done i n the firm), instead o f 

shared business values, is the core o f an organization culture. Founders' and 

leaders' business values become members' practices. Different people's perception 

o f practices i n their firm are expected to be consistent, depending of 

homogeneity o f the culture. Small firms are generally more homogenous since 
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the C E O and the employees w o r k closer together (Miller, Kets de Vries & 

Toulouse, 1982; Mi l l e r & Toulouse, 1986). 

Our not ion o f firm orientations is closely l inked to firm practices. W i t h a given 

orientation, certain practices fo l low. I n essence, firm orientation captures the 

not ion o f dispositional tendencies o f firms. Just like individuals, firms tend to be 

favorably predisposed to attend to certain processes and outcomes (e.g. planning) 

and unfavorably predisposed toward other processes and outcomes (e.g. 

implementation) 1 0 . 

Based on this, firm orientation was i n Part One conceptualized to be a 

continuum, where the endpoints were "opposite" orientations (e.g., emphasis for 

implementation or for planning). One problem w i t h this was the inability to 

capture the absolute strength o f each pole. T w o firms showing a balanced relative 

orientation between planning and implementation could be very di f ferent 1 1 . I n 

this part, we w i l l both consider the absolute strength o f the two orientations on 

each dimension as well as their relative strength. This may help us to better 

understand the impact o f firm orientation. 

In Part One, we used two continuums, namely internal - market and 

implementation - planning. In Part T w o , we w i l l also look at another 

orientation, results - process, based on Hofstede et al, 1990. There are other 

dimensions in the same family (e.g. professional - parochial, see Hofstede et al, 

1990) as wel l as entirely other approaches for defining firm orientations (e.g., 

Haahti, 1989), which may be explored i n future research. By including another 

aspect o f f i r m orientation, we hope to be able to capture more o f the difference 

between firms. However, having too many dimensions makes it difficult both to 

present the cases and analyze them afterwards. The three proposed dimensions are 

all believed to be important aspects o f a firm's orientation. Important questions in 

regard to f i r m orientation are; Can firm orientation be linked to the CEO? Can firm 

orientation be linked to aspects of performance? Next , we w i l l discuss the dimensions 

o f firm orientation which w i l l be used i n this study. For the first two, we also 

discuss the results f r o m the earlier study. 

Apart from a disposition towards one pole, small firms normally don't have resources or competence to attend 
to both orientations well. 
1 1 I f one f i rm has relatively high competence in both planning and implementation and another has relatively low 
competence, the balanced orientation can indicate two different situations. In the first case, a firm that focuses 
both on planning and on implementation, and in the latter case a firm that focuses on neither planning nor 
implementation. 
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3.2.1 Internal-Market 

Reed, Lemak and Montgomery (1996, p. 175) note that "the idea that firms can 

be oriented towards their internal operations or towards their customers and 

markets is f i rmly embedded in the management Hterature". 

A n intemaUy oriented firm is favorably disposed towards internal factors, such as 

internal effectiveness, operational efficiency and the well-being o f employees. 

Here, the emphasis is on process efficiency and cost-efficient production 

methods. Lit t le attention is paid to boundary spanning and external monitoring 

systems. By keeping a tight control on operations, costs can be kept low. 

Market orientation has received considerable attention i n the marketing 

literature. Narver & Slater (1990) define market orientation as composed o f three 

behavioral components; customer orientation, competitor orientation, and 

interfunctional coordination. KohH & Jaworski (1990, p. 6, emphasis i n original) 

define i t to be "the organizationwide generation o f market inteUigence pertaining 

to current and future customer needs, dissemination o f the inteUigence across 

departments, and organizationwide responsiveness to i t . " Our use o f the term 

market orientation is more general and imphes a general focus on customer 

satisfaction. 

Market orientation has been extensively tested and found to be positive for firm 

performance in most studies (e.g. Slater & Narver, 1994 and Jaworski & Kohl i , 

1993). Internal orientation has not received the same attention in the hterature as 

market orientation. StiU, i t is grounded i n classical management literature (e.g. 

Taylor, 1947) and can be related to Porter's (1980) cost effectiveness strategy. 

In Part One, we argued that market orientation may not be positive for firm 

performance in all situations. I n a declining market, when resources are scarce 

and survival threatened, i t may be better to concentrate on internal factors first. 

The hypotheses were that market performance wou ld benefit f r o m an emphasis 

on market orientation, while financial performance wou ld benefit from an 

emphasis on internal orientation. 

Our results indicated no relationship between market - internal orientation and 

firm performance, when looking at the sample o f 139 firms still i n business. 

However, when looking at survivabihty, we could see that market orientation 

was l inked to bankrupt firms and internal orientation was linked to firms that 

avoided bankmptcy or managed to reorganize after bankmptcy. This is an 

indication that the present research on market orientation, which generally 

argues that higher market orientation leads to improved performance in all 

situations, should be supplemented w i t h more studies that examine firms in 

situations characterized by turbulence posing a threat to survival. 
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3.2.2 Implementat ion-Planning 

The planning oriented firm emphasizes making careful plans. I n this firm, the 

disposition towards external monitor ing is high. The management has 

considerable resources invested in collecting, organizing and analyzing 

information. This firm has the disposition to prepare fo r every contingency. The 

implementation oriented firm is favorably disposed towards the action itself. 

Resources are allocated mainly towards management control. The management 

control systems help the firm to focus on tasks or h o w they are interrelated. 

The conflict between planning and implementation becomes clear i n small firms. 

Whi le a C E O for a small firm, generally, is forced to be short-term oriented and 

often heavily involved i n day to day decisions (cf. Das, 1991), the same C E O is 

often the only person at the firm who is able to engage in planning for the future. 

This infers that both implementation and planning seldom can be focused. 

The findings in the literature (see Part One, Section 3.2.2 and Stone & Brush, 

1996) are mixed and, at best, only provide weak support for the l ink between 

planning and better firm performance. Moreover, most o f the studies cited in 

Part One have examined the impact o f planning in relatively stable 

environments. Many small companies attribute their success to adaptability, 

which could be impeded by excessive planning. "Paralysis by analysis" can occur 

when planning is over-emphasized, especially i n dynamic situations (e.g., 

turbulent environments). In these situations, firms may be better o f f investing 

their resources and energies i n implementation instead o f planning. Based on this, 

we hypothesized that the higher the planning orientation, the lower the firm 

performance wou ld be. 

Part One could not find a relationship between the implementation-planning 

orientation and firm performance looking at the sample o f 139 operating firms. 

However, when looking at survivability, an emphasis for planning proved to be 

linked to bankmptcy, while an emphasis for implementation was l inked to firms 

that had avoided bankmptcy. Thus, an emphasis for implementation (as opposed 

to planning) tended to be superior. W e must keep in m i n d that the 

operationalization o f planning orientation in Part One tended to focus on formal 

aspects o f planning. Stone & Bmsh (1996) found, i n their extensive review o f 

planning i n small (entrepreneurial) firms, that very f ew used formal planning. 

Rather, planning was likely to be informal, unstmctured and irregular. Further, 

they found that formal plans often were used mainly to influence external 

stakeholders (such as banks or other financiers). They found a conflict between 

planning used for building commitment and planning used for acquiring 

legitimacy. For the type o f planning that builds commitment, they found no 

conflict between planning and implementation. Based on their findings, they 

developed a planning configuration framework. See Figure 3.2. 
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Internal Pressures 

Commitment Legitimacy 

Interpretative Planning Abbreviated Planning 
Commitment Action-based, flexible, Meets formal demands from 

improvised, symbolic, board without restricting 

verbal. CEO maneuverability. 

External 

Pressures 
Decoupled Planning Formal Planning 
N o substantive content. Written document wi th 

Legitimacy Meet external demands for analytical data and time-

financing, etc. specific action steps. 

Figure 3.2 Planning configuration framework. Based on Stone & Brush (1996). 

The four types o f planning appear widely different and designed for completely 

different purposes. Interpretative planning is closely related to implementation, 

since i t is about building commitment for a certain course o f action. The course 

o f action is not clearly defined, but rather an overall direction. By the vagueness, 

everybody can f i n d aspects that appeal to them. Abbreviated planning combines 

formal and informal aspects. By performing some formal planning, the demands 

f r o m board members can be met. However, i f the planning wou ld be more 

formal, the discretion o f the C E O may be severely restricted. By keeping the 

board satisfied, they won ' t interfere in the day-to-day mnning o f the business. 

The C E O can manage other internal and all external stakeholders according to 

interpretive planning. Decoupled planning refers to CEOs who produce formal 

plans w i t h no internal value, only to gain legitimacy f r o m certain external 

stakeholders. As for abbreviated planning, the actual planning is likely to be 

interpretative. Finally, formal planning refers to the classic notion o f planning, 

where documents are the core and formal analysis the tool used to produce them. 

Formal planning is used when both internal and external stakeholders expect the 

company to act rationally. Formal planning and classic rationality are closely 

related. 

Stone & Bmsh (1996) argue that the use o f different modes o f planning are hkely 

to depend on the situation. A young firm is i n greater need o f building 

commitment and, therefore, interpretative planning w o u l d be more prevalent in 

the early years. Once the commitment is starting to be established, demands on 

more formal planning is likely to arise f r o m stakeholders. T o begin w i t h , this w i l l 

probably lead to abbreviated or decoupled planning since there w i l l be a need for 

both legitimacy and commitment at this point. W h e n the firm gets older the 

demands on stmcture (legitimacy) w i l l probably come f r o m most stakeholders. 
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The shift f r o m need for commitment to need for legitimacy is thus complete. 

Growth and decline are also likely to affect whether commitment or legitimacy is 

more needed. I f a f i r m grows, i t needs resources. To gain access to (normally 

external) resources normally demands formal plans, indicating the use o f 

decoupled or formal planning. If , on the other hand, the f i r m faces decline, i t is 

important to bui ld cornmitment for a strategy to manage the decline and turn the 

company around. 

I n the present study, we w i l l , except for formal planning, also look for the more 

informal aspects o f planning and their relation to the C E O and f i r m 

performance. 

3.2.3 Results-Process 

Results - Process orientation opposes a concern w i t h goals, to a concern w i t h 

means. I n a resultsoriented firm w i l l mainly look at the result and pay little 

attention to h o w i t was produced. Rewards w i l l here be closely related to the 

individual's result. Consequently, in a processoriented company, people are 

expected to fo l low given guidelines and stick to procedures, paying little 

attention to the outcome. Rewards are therefore not l inked to the outcome o f 

each individual's task. 

Historically, scientific management (Taylor, 1947) is a good example o f a 

process-oriented management philosophy, whi le many aspects o f T Q M (Total 

Quality Management, e.g., Deming, 1986) is geared towards modem aspects o f 

process-orientation. The dominant philosophy behind resultsorientation is M B O 

(Management by objectives, see for example Carroll & Tosi, 1973). Hofstede et 

al (1990) compare this dimension to Bums & Stalker's (1961) classic distinction 

between mechanistic and organic type o f organizations. Although there may be 

some similarities between the mechanistic type and process and the organic type 

and results, they are clearly distinct. I n a stable environment, where Bums & 

Stalker argued that the mechanistic organization wou ld be better, i t makes more 

sense having a process orientation, since i t should be possible to find the best way 

to do various tasks. I n a volatile environment, where Bums & Stalker posit that 

the organic organization is superior, i t may be better to give employees more 

room for their o w n initiative, and, consequently, ask for results and ignore h o w 

these were accomplished. 

This idea, imply ing that the choice between result and process control can't 

always be made by the management, was further developed by Ouchi (1979) 

where he discusses h o w different forms o f uncertainty affect the company's ability 

to control See Figure 3.3. 
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Knowledge o f the 
transformation process 

Perfect Imperfect 

Results control 
High and/or Results control 

process control 
Ability to 

measure output 

L o w Process control Clan control 

Figure 3.3 Control options in different types of uncertainty. Based on Ouchi (1979, 

p. 843). 

It is only when the knowledge o f the transformation process is perfect and the 

ability to measure output is high that firms have a choice. W h e n knowledge 

about the transformation process is lacking, process control does not make sense. 

Having detailed instmctions for a task that you can't predict the outcome o f w i l l 

not lead to efficient use o f resources. I n this case, i t must be better to leave the 

choice o f " h o w " to the person who performs the task and instead concentrate on 

measuring the output. W h e n the opposite situation is at hand, that is, the ability 

to measure output is l imited, then results control is useless. I f the performance 

can't be measured, results control w i l l be like "the bl ind leading the bl ind" . Here, 

the only choice is to keep to the proven method and have confidence that it w i l l 

result i n a good performance. However, i f both knowledge about the 

transformation process is lacking and the ability to measure output is limited, 

then both results and process control are useless as instmments to assure good 

performance. In this situation, Ouchi recommends clan control, a f o r m o f social 

control. Members o f an organization under clan control share a strong 

commitment for the organization's goals. A profound agreement about proper 

behavior exists. High ly selective recmitment and encouraged socialization wi th 

older members are used to retain control when the organization grows. 

T Q M tends, apart f r o m being process-oriented, also to be geared towards aspects 

o f clan control. B y doing so, T Q M works in all situation, regardless of 

environmental uncertainty. I n the situation that i n Ouchi's (1979) model would 

be best suited for results control, T Q M can use clan control. The argument, made 

by advocates o f T Q M , fo r never using results control is often related to the 

notion that short-term results can be misleading (see e.g. Deming, 1986). A n 

interesting question is whether the companies use the control that fits their 

situation, or i f other aspects influence the choice o f process vs. results orientation? 
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3.3 Influence of the C E O 

As indicated in Part One, the significance o f the C E O i n organizational w e l l -

being has been a popular topic o f business research for a good many years. 

Despite the quantity o f research i n this area, consensus on how, and to what 

extent, the managers at the top (CEOs) influence their organization has not 

emerged. However, recent studies seem to attribute more and more importance 

to the C E O as a person (including Part One that found the CEO's influence to 

be o f major importance for firm performance and firm orientation). Executives, 

and CEOs especially, define the identity (related to firm orientation) o f their 

firms and impact firm performance through their decisions and actions. The 

reason w h y especially the most recent research has found a clear l ink between the 

C E O as a person and organizational outcomes could be related to that there 

seems to be a more uncertain environment today. Good leaders appear to help us 

cope effectively w i t h this uncertainty, while poor leaders appear to exacerbate 

disaster. Especially when the environment is turbulent and the firm is small i t 

seems incorrect to overlook the influence o f the CEO. I n a small company, the 

C E O can be seen as the nerve center, where external and internal information is 

gathered and used to influence both internal and external action. Mintzberg 

(1972), reporting part o f his impressive study o f managerial roles, l inked three o f 

these to the role as nerve center. See Figure 3.4. 

External information 

From contacts and informers 

peers and experts 

trade organizations 

Internal information 

From organizational 

members 

Manager as 

D I S S E M I N A T O R 

Information to 

organizational members 

^ CEO as ^ 

N E R V E C E N T E R 

/ 1 \ 
Manager as 

SPOKESPERSON 

Information to outsiders 

Manager as 

S T R A T E G Y - M A K E R 

Information for models, 

plans, entrepreneurship and 

Figure 3.4 The CEO as organizational nerve center. Based on Mintzberg (1972, p. 

93). 

CEOs i n larger companies have normally worked their way up to their position. 

By doing so they have acquired a relatively common set o f assumptions (based on 

shareholder value maximization) that guide their actions (Schein, 1996). A m o n g 
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entrepreneurs and owner-CEOs there is greater diversity. Bohman & Johansson-

Lindfors (1998) suggest four types; the ownership-management (or 

administrative) type whose main ambition is to stay i n business; the opportunistic 

type who is i n business mainly for "making business deals"; the industrialistic 

type who wants to find synergies and exploit these; and finally, the incubative 

type where innovations are central. 

Another attempt to divide entrepreneurs into distinct groups is suggested by 

Black (1998). She uses two dimensions, degree o f honing activities and degree o f 

enterprising activities, to develop twelve groups (see Figure 3.5). She argues that 

the horizontal dimension is related to the entrepreneur's tolerance for ambiguity 

whi le the vertical dimension is related to the entrepreneur's risk attitude. W e 

agree that enterprising 1 2 demands tolerance for ambiguity. However, the other 

dimension seems to be more related to having the proper competence and being 

able to apply this competence (i.e. being persevering). There is an element o f risk 

involved at higher levels o f honing, when the entrepreneur leads the way, but 

below this level i t is more about having and applying competence. Having high 

self-efficacy could be cmcial for an entrepreneur at higher levels o f honing. The 

idea is that entrepreneurs w i t h higher skills i n either enterprising or honing w i l l 

lead firms that outperform those w i t h lower skills. 

This framework includes aspects o f the firm orientations discussed earher. The 

vertical dimension can be seen as reflecting market orientation to some extent. 

Firms w i t h l ow honing skills are highly internally or iented 1 3 w i t h little or no care 

for customer needs, while firms w i t h high honing skills probably are highly 

market oriented 1 4 , although internal aspects also are important. When i t comes to 

planning orientation, i t seems that both those w i t h high honing orientation and 

those w i t h high enterprising orientation need planning. Those adjacent to these 

types are in more need o f good implementation skills since they are followers 

and/or adaptors. Those w i t h the lowest honing and enterprising skills are 

probably most i n need o f implementation skills, since planning does not make 

much sense at this l o w level. Still, the implementation sküls needed by these 

groups are lower than what the groups w i t h higher honing and enterprising skills 

acquire. 

Kirzner (1982) defines entrepreneurial activities (related to enterprising) as a function of making decisions and 
taking actions in the face of an uncertain present or future environment and/or the realization of existing 
opportunities that have remained previously unnoticed. 
1 'k 
1 3 Implying that intemal aspects are more important than market aspects. Still, their absolute level on internal 
orientation may be low, implying that they are not cost effective. 
1 4 Implying that market aspects are more important than internal aspects. However, their absolute level on intemal 
orientation must be relatively high to assure cost effectiveness. This shows the importance of looking at both 
relative and absolute levels regarding firm orientations. 
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Black links the honing and enterprising skills to the entrepreneur. However, the 

entrepreneur may be leading a f i r m where others than the entrepreneur possess 

the skills that "define" the firm. Then, there wü l be a discrepancy between the 

firm and the entrepreneur. Although this study has the C E O (entrepreneur) as a 

focal person, i t is still the firm as a whole that is evaluated in terms o f 

performance. I t , therefore, becomes important to look both at the C E O and at 

other persons i n the firm w h o are influential i n terms o f enterprising or honing. 

^ — -
Enterprising 

H o n i n g ^ ^ 
L o w to None 
Established Niche 

Acceptance 

Moderate 
CurrentNiche 
Modification 

High 
New Market Niche 
Creation/Discovery 

High 
Initiators of Within 
Niche Innovation 
(Quality, Speed of 

Response, Customer 
Orientation, etc.) 

Honing Drivers High 
Performance 

Drivers 

Dynamic Drivers 

Moderate 
Second Movers on 

Within Niche 
Innovation 

Cost Cutters Dynamic 
Balancers 

Innovation 
Drivers 

L o w . . . 
See Norms 

Acceptance of 
Established Norms / 

Initial Creation of 
Norms in New Markets 

Reactors Customizers Knowledge 
Drivers 

No. . . 
Ignore Norms 

No Commitment to 
Others' Norms 

Crafters Pouncers Knowledge 
Prospectors 

Figure 3.5 Entrepreneurial types based on ability to perform enterprising and honing 

activities. Based on Black (1998). 

Defin i t ion o f the twelve types (Based on Black, 1998): 

Crafters stay in business because of some inherent joy in running their business in their own 

way or because other options for employment do not exist (cf. bread-and-butter-companies 

discussed in the performance section). They do things their way, care litde what the customer 

wants and try to stay in wel l -known niches. 
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Pouncers are compared to crafters more prone to adopt new ways to work in their niche, but 
they are still internally driven and thus care little about customer needs. 

Knowledge Prospectors are motivated by an ambition to create new inventions. After the 

invention (process/product/service) has left the prototype state, their interest in it becomes 
very low. To market the invention is left for others. 

Reactors understand and embrace their industry's norms. They are slow to respond to changes 

since they want to avoid adapting their actions to fads. Like the crafters they try to stay in their 
wel l -known niche as much as possible. 

Customizers have greater enterprising than honing skills. Therefore, they would rather 

modify the niche than make within-niche adjustments. Often this is done by customizing a 
presendy existing niche, rather than creating a new niche altogether. 

Knowledge Drivers have, Hke the knowledge prospectors, a strong desire to create 

something new. They are also wil l ing to create initial market norms for their invention. But 

beyond these initial attempts they tend to become frustrated when working wi th existing 
processes, products or services. 

Cost Cutters are not able to initiate changes either wi th in or between niches. However, they 

are quick to adopt new innovations and use these to compete in their niche. Adapting their 

niche to their strengths is more difficult. Only when others lead the way, they adopt new 
niches. 

Dynamic Balancers have the ability to be strong second movers i n their own niche as well as 

the ability to modify their niche to their strengths. Although it is difficult to remain relatively 

strong in both honing and enterprising, those who succeed wi l l be in a good position where 

they imitate competitors' best practices and use these in niches most suited for them. 

Innovation Drivers are Hkely to follow the niche leader closely and adopt changes, but they 

are even more likely to modify present niches or create new niches by inventing new processes, 

products or services. Their success is more contingent on creating new niches than i t is on 

adapting to present niches. I f a niche becomes too placid, they are likely to abandon it 

altogether and instead put their resources into new niche development. 

Honing Drivers enjoy deciphering what customers want and delivering it to them. They do 

not wait for others to lead in their own niche, but do this themselves. When it comes to 

modifying their niche they are weak. Their strength is their ability to fine-tune operations in 

their niche. Consequently, they are often first to push cost effectiveness or aspects o f lean 
production. 

High Performance Drivers have the abiHty to avoid the trap honing drivers can faU into 

when the old prosperous niche dries out, since they also have the ability to modify their niche 

considerably. They lead the firms in their main niche in terms o f effectiveness, but are also good 
at finding new niches that balance the risk of being too dependent on a single niche. 

D y n a m i c Drivers have it all. They can both create and refine. A n d in both aspects they are 

Hkely to use unorthodox methods linking the ability to learn f r o m the best and finding 

completely new ways to work. They are the only ones that both are able to set up a new niche 
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and give i t the first norms, and be able to see the niche grow and finally become mature and die. 

Their success is generated over the entire niche cycle f rom birth to death. Typically, they work 

on several niches at the same time. 

As noted above, this framework can be connected to the entrepreneur's person 

and, thus, this person's personality and background. I n Part One, three 

dimensions o f C E O personality were used, namely tolerance for ambiguity, self-

efficacy and need for cognition. The background covered aspects o f experience. 

Personality and background w i l l be discussed next. 

3.3.1 C E O Personality 

C E O personality can be conceptualized in several ways. The reason for choosing 

tolerance for ambiguity, self-efficacy and need for cognition were that they are 

all dispositional characteristics1 5 that were believed to be important characteristics 

o f the C E O , especially when the firm is small and the environment turbulent. 

Below, for each characteristic, we discuss earlier research and the results f r o m the 

previous study pertaining to the association between each characteristic and firm 

performance as wel l as firm orientation. 

Tolerance for Ambiguity 
Tolerance for ambiguity was, i n Part One, defined as the extent to which an 

individual feels threatened by ambiguity or ambiguous situations and affects the 

individual's level o f confidence when making decisions (Dermer, 1973). Gul 

(1986) shows that individuals l o w on tolerance for ambiguity had less confidence 

in their decisions than individuals w i t h high tolerance for ambiguity when there 

was uncertainty involved. 

In a recent article, Lipshitz & Strauss (1997) discuss how concepts such as 

uncertainty, ambiguity, risk, etc. tend to have a multitude o f definitions. Since i t 

is likely that these are operationalized in an even greater variety, there may be 

problems. The paragraph above, including our o w n definition, seems to add to 

the confusion since i t includes both ambiguity and uncertainty. Furthermore, our 

operationalization (based on earlier studies) uses the words uncertainty, change 

and unpredictability i n relation to the market. Lipshitz & Strauss (1997, p. 150) 

propose the fo l lowing definition: "uncertainty in the context o f action is a sense 

o f doubt that blocks or delays action". Since action is focused on in the present 

study, we w i l l use this as a guideline when discussing uncertainty/ambiguity. 

Relation to Firm Performance. W e hypothesized that CEOs w i t h high tolerance for 

ambiguity w o u l d be related to better firm performance when turbulence is at 

1 3 Indicating that they are relatively enduring (i.e. stable over time) preferences for a person to think or act in a 
specific manner. House, Shane and Herold (1996, p. 203) provide a review that gives "a compelling argument for 
incorporating dispositional theory into explanations of behavior in organizations." 
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hand, since these CEOs may be better at taking advantage o f opportunities that 

arise, instead o f being overwhelmed by uncertainty. 

The results supported our hypothesis i n still operating firms. Both market and 

financial performance were highly related to firms where the C E O had higher 

tolerance for ambiguity. Like we argued, the ambiguous situation that the 

industry faces tends to suit those w i t h higher tolerance for ambiguity. I n the 

above framework (Figure 3.5), this may mean that CEOs w i t h higher level o f 

tolerance for ambiguity could redirect the firm's activities to new niches (apply 

enterprising) when the estabhshed niches declined. However, there was no 

difference regarding C E O level o f tolerance for ambiguity between firms of 

different status (i.e. Hving, reorganized or bankmpt). One reason for this could 

be that too high a tolerance for ambiguity may be related to too high a risk. This 

was not detected i n the earher study because only linear effects were examined. 

Unfortunately, since only survivor firms w i l l be included in the present study, we 

won ' t be able to address this ful ly . W e w i l l only be able to examine h o w different 

levels o f tolerance for ambiguity is related to behavior i n still operating firms16. 

Wha t are the important differences between CEOs w i t h l o w and high tolerance 

for ambiguity? 

I n relation to the fact that performance, i n Part One, is measured by the CEO's 

self-report, i t is interesting to examine whether the level o f tolerance for 

ambiguity may moderate the CEO's self-report. One hypothesis wou ld be that 

CEOs w i t h higher tolerance for ambiguity have more accurate self-reports than 

CEO's w i t h lower tolerance for ambiguity. This is based on the not ion that 

higher tolerance for ambiguity allows the C E O to better moni tor his or her 

company i n comparison to national competitors. I f this hypothesis has any 

bearing on the studied companies w i l l be investigated. 

Relation to Firm Orientation. W e posited that CEOs w i t h high tolerance for 

ambiguity were more likely to be related to planning and market orientation 

when turbulence is at hand. H i g h tolerance for ambiguity can simphfy the 

planning process i n uncertain environments, while CEOs w i t h l ow tolerance for 

ambiguity are more likely to see planning as "a shot i n the dark". Having high 

tolerance for ambiguity simplifies accomplishing tasks which i n themselves are 

ambiguous. Market orientation, as compared to internal orientation, seems to be 

associated w i t h more ambiguity. Whi l e the internal environment is more 

concrete and easier to manipulate, the market can be seen as a "black box" wi th 

unpredictable outcomes over which one has little control. 

1 6 T w o finns (of eight) in the case-study sample went bankrupt during the course of this research. Therefore, 
some information about bankrupt firms is available. 
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Somewhat surprisingly, our hypotheses fell through. There were no significant 

relationships between C E O level o f tolerance for ambiguity and firm orientation. 

Thus, there seems to be no preferred firm orientation based on what level o f 

tolerance for ambiguity the C E O has. Reasons for this lack o f results could be 

found i n the discussion regarding the framework (Figure 3.5) above. First, our 

conceptualization only covered relative orientation. Regarding implementation 

vs. planning, we posited that both high honing and high enterprising skills were 

related to planning, making i t difficult to connect planning and tolerance for 

ambiguity. Second, internal vs. market orientation was posited to be related to 

honing skills, which is not believed to be influenced by tolerance for ambiguity. 

Anyway, this w i l l be further investigated in the present study. 

Self-Efficacy 

According to W o o d & Bandura (1989, p. 364), perceived self-efficacy concerns 

"an individual's belief i n his/her capabilities to mobihze the motivation, 

cognitive resources, and courses o f action needed to control over events in 

his/her l i f e . " The determinants for self-efficacy are, according to Gist & Mitche l l 

(1992), both internal and external to the person. Moreover, the determinants can 

be divided into their variability. I t is argued that the person has more control 

over factors that are internal and more variable. 

In Figure 3.6, the upper left position is, thus, factors that the person (i.e. the 

C E O i n our case) has the least control over. The attributes o f the task has to do 

w i t h interdependence and resources. For a C E O , this is related to the firm's 

market position, the position the C E O has i n relation to the board/owners and 

the financing situation. Task complexity i n the C E O position is heavily 

influenced by the uncertainty/ambiguity the f i r m experiences. 

The external factors that vary to a higher degree are interpersonal environment 

and task environment. I n the case o f the C E O , this would translate to the CEO's 

network f r o m which he or she can get feedback or find role models to imitate. 

Vicarious experience (i.e. seeing others w i t h similar ability perform well) is an 

important factor behind self-efficacy. The task environment for a C E O is, to a 

large degree, related to the conditions (time pressure, possibility to delegate, etc) 

the person works under. 

Internal factors o f l o w variability includes ability, which often is divided into 

knowledge and skills, general physical condition and personality. Enactive 

mastery, or successful previous experience, is believed to be one o f the most 

important antecedent to self-efficacy. However, having the stamina given by a 

good physical condition and the help to tolerate uncertainty/ambiguity also seem 

to be powerful factors. 
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Finally, internal factors o f high variability are those factors that the C E O has 

most control over. I t includes task strategies, that is, how the C E O approaches 

the task, and task effort, which has to do w i t h the motivation the C E O has to 

accomplish the task. 

Locus of determinant 
External Internal 

Variability of 

determinant 

Task Attributes Abil i ty 

Market situation Knowledge 
Position in relation to Skills 
board and owners 

Financing, etc. General Physical Condition 

Task Complexity Personality 
Uncertainty/ Tolerance for Ambiguity 

Ambiguity Need for Cognition 

Interpersonal Environment Task Strategies 

Colleagues/board The way the CEO 
Feedback approaches the task 

Role models 

Task Effort 
Task Environment The motivation the CEO 

Time pressure has to succeed wi th the task 

Figure 3.6 Determinants of Self-Efficacy for CEOs. Based on Gist & Mitchell 

(1992). The content in the shaded parts determines to a great extent what 

can he done at the present time and the motivation to do it. 

CEOs w i t h differently perceived self-efficacy w i l l find the different squares more 

or less controllable. I f the self-efficacy is very high, i t is likely that the C E O 

perceives himself to be able to control aspects o f the task attributes, such as the 

market situation (by changing the market stmcture, i.e. being enterprising in 

Figure 3.5 above), ensure high discretion (by being owner-manager or in other 

ways making sure o f little interference f r o m owners) and make sure the firm is i n 

a good financial situation (by acquiring long-term financing either f r o m owners 

or financial institutions). The task complexity is less controllable, but by tolerating 

uncertainty/ambiguity, the C E O can make the impact o f this less harmful. 

In the same way, depending on the perceived self-efficacy, a C E O can perceive 

himself to be more or less in control o f the contents o f the external/high 

variability and internal/ low variability squares. By forming a network and 

actively looking for good examples in the first case, and by constantly sharpening 
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the ability (e.g. by the use o f networks or by taking courses) and keeping f i t i n 

the other, the control is higher. The more the C E O can affect the factors i n these 

three squares17, the more options the C E O has in terms o f strategies and the 

easier i t becomes to exert the effort needed to succeed. The contents o f the three 

squares around the present action square constitute the CEO's situation and 

largely determines the result o f the present action. However, the content i n the 

three squares (i.e. the CEO's situation) is partly the result o f previous action. 

Self-efficacy, therefore, normally has the pattern o f a vicious or virtuous circle. 

Success breeds success and failure breeds failure (Bandura, 1982). However, this 

also indicates that self-efficacy is malleable and, thus, a vicious circle can be 

broken and self-efficacy enhanced by relevant training. For an employee, this can 

be initiated by the management, but for a small-firm C E O i t becomes more 

difficult to break out o f a vicious circle, since he or she has no superior who can 

initiate the process. They have to rely on themselves or peers. 

Relation to Firm Performance. W e hypothesized that CEOs w i t h higher perceived 

self-efficacy were likely to perform better than those w i t h lower perceived self-

efficacy, since people w i t h high self-efficacy tend to engage more frequently in 

task related activities and persist longer i n coping efforts (Bandura, 1982). Boone 

et al. (1996) found the same general picture when they reviewed studies on C E O 

locus o f c o n t r o l 1 8 and performance. In their o w n study, they also found a strong 

l ink between internal locus o f control and high financial performance. 

The results regarding the 139 firms that are still i n business supported our 

hypothesis, but only weakly and only for market performance. There was no 

relationship between C E O level o f self-efficacy and financial performance. The 

results f r o m the entire sample (including bankmpt firms) indicated that better 

self-efficacy was helpful, both for avoiding bankmptcy and to perform better. 

Firms w i t h high performance quality (above average financial and market 

performance) had CEOs w i t h higher self-efficacy than firms w i t h low 

performance quahty (below average financial and market performance). Thus, 

the results tend to support a l ink between self-efficacy and performance, even i f 

this Hnk was weaker than expected. 

1 7 This can be related to perceived discretion. Carpenter & Golden (1997) found those with internal locus of 
control (related to high self-efficacy) to perceive greater discretion than others. 
1 8 While a person's self-efficacy depends on the situation, locus of control can be seen as a generalized self-efficacy 
(Gist, 1987). In Part One, we chose to use self-efficacy rather than locus of control, since we wanted to examine 
the CEO's perceived capability in the business area in which he or she operates (i.e., task specific). There has been 
some debate over the issue whether a scale measuring perceived control should be general or task-specific. 
Hodgkinson (1992; 1993) and Robertson & Sadri (1993) argue for task-specific (strategic and general managerial 
work) measures, while Boone & de Brabander (1993) hold that the general locus of control scale is better. 
However, general and task-specific measures of perceived control share important properties (indicated by high 
correlation). This is also why we use research on general locus of control when the theoretical framework is 
discussed. 
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One reason for the partially weak l ink between self-efficacy and performance 

could be because high perceived self-efficacy may make the person too 

confident. Whyte , Saks & H o o k (1997) found i n an experiment that people wi th 

high self-efficacy tend to persist also on courses that lead to failure. Thus, i t could 

be negative to have high self-efficacy when the courses o f action leading to 

success are uncertain. In such a situation high self-efficacy may lead to blind 

commitment to a course o f action w i t h uncertain outcome. In another study 

(Krueger & Dickson, 1994), people w i t h high self-efficacy were related to 

decisions involving higher risks (by perceiving less threats and greater 

opportunity in their environment). Al though mostly functional, too high a level 

o f C E O self-efficacy apparently may lead to too dangerous a path. The fact that 

success can breed failure was also commented on by Mi l le r (1992b), who 

recommended CEOs to use more time for self-reflection and critically assess what 

is needed for future success, instead o f just doing what led to success earlier. 

Furthermore, Silver, Mitchel l & Gist (1995) found that people w i t h high self-

efficacy were more prone to attribute failure to external causes (e.g. bad luck). 

By doing so, they kept their high self-efficacy. People w i t h l ow self-efficacy 

attributed failure to internal causes and, thus, their failure led to lowered self-

efficacy. The opposite pattern was found for success, i.e. those w i t h high self-

efficacy attributed success to internal causes (and improved self-efficacy), while 

those w i t h l ow self-efficacy attributed success to external causes (and kept their 

l ow self-efficacy). This indicates that high self-efficacy tends to block warning 

signals and dismiss them as irrelevant. I n relation to this, i t is important to note a 

potential weakness w i t h Part One, namely its use o f self-reported performance. A 

person having a high level o f self-efficacy may, to retain this self-efficacy, 

overestimate his or her firm's performance. Part T w o w i l l examine this. 

Another related explanation for the partially weak relationship between self-

efficacy and performance could be that the self-efficacy is "false" 1 9, i.e. while the 

person perceives to be in control, the actual situation may be different. This can 

be related to the notion o f a subjective and objective situation (cf. Bohman & 

Johansson-Lindfors, 1998. See also Lefebvre, Mason & Lefebvre, 1997). While 

the C E O subjectively perceives himself to be i n control, the objective picture 

may show a C E O who doesn't master the situation. In relation to this, Fiedler 

(1996, p. 243) states that "[t]he motivation and abilities attributed by leaders and 

followers to one another determine i n part how the leader and subordinates deal 

w i t h each other and how this affects leader and subordinate behavior". A 

situation where the C E O perceives high self-efficacy, while the subordinates 

l y Since self-efficacy concerns a person's perceptions, it is problematic to talk about tme or false self-efficacy when 
comparing reported self-efficacy to actual performance. "Real" false self-efficacy would only be the case when a 
person can't, or won't, report the tme perceptions (see Cole & Hopkins (1995) who successfully manipulated the 
reported self-efficacy in an experimental setting). 
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attribute relatively l ow efficacy to the C E O may be more dangerous for the f i r m 

than when all agree about lower C E O efficacy. 

A n important question is whether the CEO's level o f self-efficacy is the cause or 

the effect o f good f i r m performance? A n d i f self-efficacy causes better f i r m 

performance, how is the higher level o f self-efficacy linked to better f i r m 

performance? That is, what distinguishes CEOs w i t h a high level o f self-efficacy 

f r o m CEOs w i t h a lower level o f self-efficacy i n their w o r k as CEO? 

Relation to Firm Orientation. W e hypothesized that C E O self-efficacy w o u l d be 

positively related to planning and market orientation. Planning is necessary to be 

able to address problematic situations wh ich might occur i n the future. Since 

CEOs w h o perceive higher self-efficacy are more confident i n their abilities to 

set and reach difficult goals (Wood & Bandura, 1989), they are more l ikely to 

engage i n planning. The internal operations o f a f i r m are more predictable and 

relatively easy to keep under control than its market situation. Consequently, 

when perceived self-efficacy is low, the C E O is more likely to be internally 

oriented, since he or she can cope w i t h internal factors better, and probably w i l l 

orient the company towards efficiency i n internal factors. 

The results indicated that there was only a weak relationship between higher self-

efficacy and planning, while there was no relationship between level o f self-

efficacy and market orientation. The reasons for this can, hopefully, be addressed 

in the present study. As indicated above, the failure to look at absolute and not 

only relative levels o f firm orientation may obscure the results. H i g h self-efficacy 

may very wel l be connected to higher levels o f all orientations. For instance, 

Boone et al (1996) linked CEOs w i t h internal locus o f control to superior 

implementation o f strategy (evidenced by superior performance). The task o f 

implementing a chosen strategy may be more cmcial than the choice o f strategy 

as Boone et al also found in their study. 

Need for Cognition 
Need for Cognition is the tendency for an individual to engage in and enjoy 

thinking. H i g h need for cognition correlates w i t h high inteUigence and being 

open-minded (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). A person w i t h l o w need for cognit ion is 

more likely to act wi thout prior thought, whi le a person w i t h high need fo r 

cognition is hkely to take actions after a lot o f contemplation (Inman, McAllis ter 

& Hoyer, 1990). A person w i t h high need for cognition is, thus, more l ikely to 

be (formally) rational in , and spend more time on, his/her decisions. 

Some researchers utilize the not ion o f heuristics and analytics to distinguish 

between people who have l ow and high need for cognition. The concepts are not 

identical, but share the main properties. Heuristics rely on analogies and 
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satisfactory solutions, where analytics seek to uncover causalities and f i n d the 

op t imum solution (Macintosh, 1985). Heuristics also rely on the practical aspects 

o f the situation, experience and common sense, whereas analytics rely on 

systematic processes and abstract models (Zmud, 1979). 

Relation to Firm Performance. W e posited that high need for cognition w o u l d be 

negatively related to firm performance in turbulent environments. W h e n 

turbulence renders the firm's situation unpredictable and ambiguous, CEOs w i t h 

lower need for cognition are favored since the "mles" may change at a pace that 

could render analytic skills (related to high need for cognition) obsolete. Try ing 

to find patterns in a ever-changing environment is likely to cause frustration. 

Need for cognition proved to be unrelated to both market and financial 

performance, when looking at the 139 firms still operating. However, we could 

see that higher level o f need for cognition, contrary to our hypothesis, proved 

valuable in order to survive. Firms that survived had CEOs wi th significantly 

higher need for cognition than firms that went into bankmptcy. Perhaps the 

"mles" are not changing as much as we speculated, thus putting people w i t h a 

more analytical style i n a better position. This w i l l be further studied i n the 

present study. 

Relation to Firm Orientation. W e posited that CEOs w i t h high need for cognition 

w o u l d be more Hkely to adopt a planning (as opposed to implementation) 

orientation, and less inchned to pursue a market (as opposed to internal) 

orientation. Our rationale lies i n the not ion that need for cognition is framed 

around thinking, wh ich is an important aspect o f planning. In comparison to 

implementation, planning requires more cognitive and analytical ability. 

Likewise, market analysis is less tangible and more ambiguous relative to analysis 

concerning internal aspects o f the firm. As such, an inclination towards internal 

effectiveness is more suited for traditional cognitive activity, including model 

building. A turbulent market situation further upsets the possibilities to frame the 

market i n models, wh ich would further direct CEOs w i t h higher need for 

cognition to the internal orientation. 

The results strongly supported our hypotheses. Higher C E O need for cognition 

was highly related to internal and planning orientation. This was the only clear 

l ink between C E O characteristics and firm orientation found in the previous 

study. However, since C E O level o f need for cognition was unrelated to firm 

performance among still operating firms, the l ink between need for cognition and 

firm orientation becomes less interesting. Still, i n order to understand w h y a firm 

has a certain orientation, C E O level o f need for cognition seems to be an 

important variable to study. 
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3.3.2 C E O Background 

Hambrick & Mason (1984) suggested that C E O decisions reflect, i n some part, 

the background o f these managers. Many studies have shown h o w different 

variables o f the f i r m relate (or fail to relate) to different background 

characteristics o f the C E O . Some o f the studies reviewed below have focused on 

larger companies where a top management team is present and some on smaller 

firms where the C E O is the key manager. A l l i n all, there is a strong suggestion 

that C E O background plays an important role i n determining different firm 

characteristics and ultimately firm performance. In Part One, we studied four 

factors that all involve experience, namely age, firm experience, C E O tenure, 

and external C E O experience. I n this study, we w i l l also include education. 

Age 

Perhaps the most common background variable, age, can be considered to reflect 

general experience. The older y o u are, the more general (or life) experience you 

have. The research reviewed i n Part One indicated that younger CEOs are 

associated w i t h more innovativeness, less risk aversion and differentiation 

strategies, rather than cost effectiveness strategies. Since risk aversion and 

appliance o f cost effectiveness strategies were believed to be helpful i n order to 

avoid bankruptcies, we hypothesized that younger CEOs wou ld be more prone 

to go into bankmptcy. However, greater risk and more innovativeness may pay 

o f f i n above average performance. Given that we only look at survivors, the 

performance o f younger CEOs is hypothesized to be better than average. 

The results indicated that age was unrelated to whether the firm was a final 

bankmptcy, reorganization or a survivor. A m o n g the survivors, higher age was, 

as hypothesized, linked to worse performance. Thus, the extra experience older 

CEOs have acquired does not give them an edge. Rather, i t seems age works 

against the C E O . 

Work Experience 

The literature review in Part One suggested that CEOs w i t h longer tenures are 

internally oriented, more risk averse, less apt to change and associated w i t h cost 

effectiveness strategies. I n relation to performance, the few studies tended to 

suggest that experience was positively related to success. The more you know 

about the different aspects o f the w o r k as C E O , the better you are prepared for 

different contingencies. But, longer tenured CEOs may also be "stale i n the 

saddle" (Miller, 1991) and thereby fail i n their task. As for age, we hypothesized 

that longer tenured CEOs w o u l d be less prone for bankmptcy, but worse 

performers among survivors. However, external experience as C E O o f other 

firms was hypothesized to be positive, both for survival and good performance. 
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For general firm tenure and tenure as C E O o f the firm our hypotheses were 

borne out by the results. Longer tenure was associated w i t h firms that had 

avoided bankmptcy altogether. But among those firms, longer tenure was 

associated w i t h lower performance. Somewhat surprisingly, longer external C E O 

experience proved to be associated w i t h firms going into bankruptcy (final or 

reorganization). A m o n g surviving firms, the external C E O experience was 

unrelated to level o f performance. The reason w h y external C E O experience 

proved dysfunctional can't be addressed in this study, since we w i l l only look at 

still operating firms. Speculations on the subject are found i n Part One. What we 

can, and w i l l , do is to explore how experience (both quantitative and quahtative 

aspects) i n the f i r m , as C E O o f the firm and as C E O o f external firms influences 

the C E O i n some still operating firms. 

Fiedler (1996) reports that stress may moderate the relationship between 

experience and performance. When stress is high, experience is positive, while it 

is negative when stress is low. The rationale behind this may be that i n stressful 

situations experience becomes a good guide for action, while under less stress i t is 

better to analyze the situation more ful ly , paying less attention to prior 

experience. However, i f there is turbulence, this guide for action may point i n 

the wrong direction. That is, experience w i l l help the person to act i n accordance 

w i t h what is "tr ied and tme". In turbulence, the "tried and true" may quickly 

become obsolete as the market situation changes. 

Education 

Except for the discussed variables on background, we also propose to examine the 

impact o f education (both level and specialization). Education is intuitively 

important and has been included in a number o f studies. For instance, Bergström 

& Lumsden (1993) could l ink educational level to the use o f the management 

control system. CEOs w i t h higher education tended to use the management 

control system to a greater extent. 

Lau, N g & N y a w (1997) found in a study o f managerial activities i n Canada, 

Taiwan and H o n g Kong that more extensive education only resulted in better 

salary for the manager, while the unit's performance was unaffected. Quite 

extensive schooling is often a prerequisite for becoming manager (which is not 

the case for entrepreneurs). Therefore, we can probably expect education to 

discriminate more among entrepreneurs. 

A result i n Part One was that C E O personality "absorbed" the explaining power 

that C E O background had. This could be related to the notion that age and 

experience affect the personality. For instance, relevant experience may increase 

self-efficacy. This seems even more probable regarding education. Having 

adequate education seems almost hke a prerequisite for the task as CEO. Those 
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w i t h lower education may feel that they are faced w i t h a task that is impossible to 

handle. Whether this line o f reasoning is valid or not w i l l be investigated i n this 

study. 

3.4 Strategy 

3.4.1 Definitions and Strategic Typologies 

From a contingency point o f view, strategy can be defined as "the match an 

organization makes between its internal resources and skills... and the 

opportunities and risks created by its external environment" (Hofer & Schendel, 

1978). Strategy is the way a company proposes to survive i n its setting. Different 

strategic approaches can be categorized (or typed) in several ways. Perhaps the 

two most popular and widespread are Miles & Snow's (1978) and Porter's (1980) 

typologies. I n Part One, we chose to use Porter's typology which proposes three 

generic strategic aspects, including differentiation (creating an advantage by 

making specialized, premium products), cost effectiveness (where the advantage 

Hes i n a superior value for the customer) and focus (implying selective actions on 

a segment o f the market). A firm which is not committed to either differentiation 

or cost effectiveness is, according to Porter, "stuck in the middle", and doomed 

to inferior performance. 

In Part One, strategic competence was (implicitly) defined as the ability for a 

firm to perform Porter's three generic strategies. Thus, a firm that can perform 

both differentiation and focus is more competent than a f i r m that can only 

perform differentiation. Based on this, we developed a model w i t h these three 

strategic competencies, which occur i n combinations. B y dividing firms into t w o 

groups, depending on whether they are below or above average for each o f the 

three strategic competencies, we can distinguish eight disparate groups. Figure 

3.7 shows the eight groups and their respective levels o f the strategic 

competencies 2 0. For a presentation o f each group, please refer to Part One, 

Section 8.2. 

2 0 In Part One, there is an extended discussion about whether Porter's (1980) and Miles & Snow's (1978) 
strategic types could be effectively combined or not. Despite Porter's own warning that firms should avoid getting 
"stuck in the middle", we contended that strategies could, and perhaps should, be combined from an effectiveness 
point of view. 
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Figure 3.7 The eight strategic competence groups resulting from relative level of focus, 

cost effectiveness and differentiation. Shading refers to level of strategic 

competence, ranging from very low (opportunists) via low and moderate to 

high (niche low cost specialists). 

3.4.2 Strategic Competence and its Effects on F i r m Performance 

Direct Effects 

The direct hypotheses about strategic competence were based on the Hterature. 

Many studies, like Mil ler & Friesen (1986 a, b), found that firms wi th more 

strategic competence outperformed those where no strategic thrust was identified. 

When the market situation is very bad and the majority o f firms fight for mere 

survival, as is the case among most firms i n the industry being focused on, we 

anticipated that the same pattern wou ld appear. W e expected that firms wi th 

more competence i n cost effectiveness wou ld evidence a better financial 

performance and that firms w i t h more competence i n differentiation would 

evidence a better market performance. However, this was not borne out by our 

results. Only one significant relationship was found and that was a negative 

impact on market performance for firms w i t h more competence in cost 

effectiveness. Al though strategic competence, by the way i t is defined and 

measured, should be l inked to an implemented - rather than only a planned -

strategy, one reason for the lack o f direct effects could be related to 

implementation. As Boone et al (1996) found i n their study, a wel l implemented 

strategy gives results, even i f the strategy choice itself may be less than perfect 

(i.e. not fitting the situation). 

The strategic competence i n focus (by having a distinct array o f products or a 

distinct niche o f the market) can result i n both positive and negative outcomes. 

By the focus effort, a company hopes to reduce the competition and increase the 

profits. However, the focused company has less diversification, which imphes 
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greater risk. I f a chosen niche, either shows slow development (or even decline), 

or i f the niche gets crowded by other firms, the opportunity to make good profits 

vanishes. But generally we beheve that firms i n a turbulent industry do better i f 

they focus, because resources can be spent on chosen products and/or customers. 

Therefore, we expected firms w i t h higher focus competence to evidence a better 

financial and market performance. The results indicated no such relationship. 

Thus, none o f the strategic competencies directly affects firm performance in a 

positive manner, as was anticipated. Still, this did not indicate that strategic 

competence was an insignificant factor. I t could have important moderating 

effects. Next , we w i l l discuss the moderating effect o f strategic competence. 

Moderating Effects 

Figure 3.8 describes the framework that was used i n Part One and hypothesized 

interrelationships between C E O characteristics, firm orientation and 

performance. Each horizontal arrow i n the figure represents multiple relationships 

as each constmct i n the preceding box is hypothesized to affect each constmct i n 

the fo l lowing box. The vertical arrows represent moderator effects. 

Strategic Competence (Differentiation, Cost Effectiveness & Focus) 

Figure 3.8 The hypothesized model for studying the CEO characteristics and firm 

orientation as determinants of market and financial performance, using 

strategic competence as a moderator. 

T o test the moderating impact o f strategic competence we reran all the 

regressions (hypotheses) that were done earlier on the f u l l sample o f 139 still 

operating firms for all eight strategic competence groups. Keeping i n m i n d that 

the group size was relatively small (average 18, w i t h a l ow o f 12 and a high o f 

22), wh ich makes i t harder to find statistical significance, the outcome was 

satisfactory and many results emerged. One interesting feature was that the results 

for financial and market performance seldom coincided, and sometimes even 
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showed completely opposite results (market orientation is l inked to better 

financial performance, while internal orientation is l inked to better market 

performance for opportunists). This further indicates that the choice of 

performance measure w i l l influence the results greatly. The results i n relation to 

the moderating hypotheses are presented next 2 1 . 

W e hypothesized that the higher the strategic competence, the higher the 

planning orientation (and the lower the implementation orientation) w o u l d be, 

since firms w i t h higher competence intuitively need more planning than a firm 

w i t h lower strategic competence. Using combinations o f strategic competencies 

put a greater demand on coordination, and therefore planning, to be effective. 

The results tended to support our hypothesis, although some questions remain. 

According to the results, an even better explanation for differences between the 

eight groups wou ld be to look only at the focus competence. Firms w i t h low 

focus competence seem to be better o f f implementing, while those w i t h higher 

focus competence seem to be better o f f planning. Even though i t is not a 

dominant issue, we hope that this study can help us better understand the 

relationship between the planning orientation and firm performance as i t is 

moderated by strategic competence. 

The next moderating hypothesis dealt w i t h the relationship between C E O 

tolerance for ambiguity and f i r m performance. W e hypothesized that the 

relationship between C E O tolerance for ambiguity and firm performance would 

be stronger for the four groups w i t h higher differentiation competence. Strategies 

involving differentiation seem to contain much ambiguity, since they are related 

to the market to a higher degree than the other t w o strategic competencies. 

Differentiation w i l l , thus, be avoided by people l o w on tolerance for ambiguity. 

Tolerance for ambiguity was shown to be related to the external facet o f the firm. 

This further implies that differentiation and tolerance for ambiguity may be a 

match. Our results tended to support our hypothesis. On ly CEOs i n firms wi th 

differentiation competence had a positive relationship between high level o f 

tolerance for ambiguity and better firm performance. In other firms, C E O 

tolerance for ambiguity proved to be insignificant i n relation to f i r m 

performance. 

Regarding self-efficacy, we hypothesized that i t w o u l d be most important to 

have a C E O w i t h high self-efficacy i n firms w i t h lower strategic competence. In 

the absence of strategic competence, the C E O him-/herself and the related self-

efficacy becomes more critical i n the success o f the firm. I n firms w i t h more 

strategic competence, the strategy becomes more distinctive and can account for 

a larger part o f differences in performance between firms. This is analogous to 

2 1 Here, we only present the results pertaining to the moderating hypotheses. The complete results (including 
direct effects for each individual strategic competence group) are summarized in Table 10.9 in Part One. 
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Miller 's (1992) argument that using multiple strategic competencies makes i t 

harder for the competitors to imitate the combination. Thus, competing w i t h l ow 

strategic competence, tends to equalize the firms regarding strategy, leaving 

more room for C E O self-efficacy to explain differences between firms. This was 

mostly borne out by our results. High self-efficacy was only related to better firm 

performance in groups w i t h low, or very low, strategic competence. 

Surprisingly, one group w i t h moderate strategic competence had a negative 

relationship between level o f self-efficacy and firm performance, i.e., the lower 

the self-efficacy, the better the firm performance. 

There have been studies showing that there might be a fit between internal locus 

o f control and differentiation, and external locus o f control and cost effectiveness 

(Govindarajan, 1989; Boone et al, 1996). Cost effectiveness has probably become 

more important i n the studied industry after the market fel l through in 1991. I f 

the reported results pertaining to locus o f control also w o u l d be tme for self-

efficacy, i t may explain w h y the results for self-efficacy on performance were not 

stronger. W h e n looking at the results i n Part One, i t is only the " l ow cost" group 

that has a connection between high self-efficacy and high performance. I n all the 

other three groups that have cost effectiveness to a high degree, the relationship 

between self-efficacy and performance is insignificant, and i n one case even 

negative (as reported above). However, there might be important differences 

between locus o f control and self-efficacy i n this situation. I f we specifically look 

at the task o f being C E O i n the focal industry, i t seems strange that those who 

feel more i n control o f their situation wou ld perform worse i f they chose a 

strategy including cost effectiveness. 

For C E O need for cognition, we hypothesized that the higher the level o f 

strategic competence, the more positive the relationship between C E O need for 

cognition and firm performance would be. Even though we have related high 

need for cognition to worse performance, based on the not ion o f "paralysis by 

analysis" that can happen i n a turbulent environment, there are some situations 

where need for cognition is believed to be better than i n others. When more 

types o f strategic competence are utilized, there is more need for analytical 

thinking i n order to find the best combination o f competencies. Therefore, and 

analogous w i t h the reasoning about planning, we posited that need for cognition 

is more functional when more strategic competencies are employed. The results 

showed that our hypothesis was far f rom supported. Only three significant results 

were found and they point i n the opposite direction, i.e., C E O need for 

cognition is positive when the strategic competence is l ow , but tend to be 

negative when more strategic competence is at hand. Perhaps our present study 

can help us explain w h y this was the case. 
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3.4.3 Strategie Change 

As the environment changes, firms should change (or at least adjust) their strategy 

to fit the new situation. However, Hedberg et al (1976) contended that turmoil 

only makes companies do what they have done earlier more intensely, at least in 

the short run. I n support o f this, G r ø n h a u g & Falkenberg (1989) found that none 

o f the firms i n their study changed their basic strategy when the environment 

changed from "boom" to "bust". Thus, firms seem to be stuck w i t h the once 

chosen strategy. Boeker (1989) found that the original "founder strategy" often 

was intact, even after change o f CEOs. In relation to this, Gupta (1988) argues 

that perhaps the C E O often is more the "implementor" than the formulator of 

strategy. Even i f the C E O is free to formulate the strategy, i t may still mean 

status quo i f this person because o f background and personality, carries a 

preference and ability for a certain strategy (cf. Boone et al, 1996). Real change 

i n strategy wou ld then only occur when the C E O is replaced. 

Bohman & Johansson-Lindfors (1998) identify four ideal kinds o f focus for 

strategic action; the ad-hoc focus implies a non-focus or an opportunistic focus, 

where the opportunities decide the action; the functional focus indicates that 

some function in the company (such as marketing and production) is preferred 

over others when strategic action is concerned; the profitabil i ty focus, that is 

geared towards (fast) results; and the holistic focus, where the strategic action is 

deployed to improve the company's position in the longer m n . O f these four 

ideal types, i t is only the second that implies that strategic action w i l l remain 

stable over time. A l l other types imply that shifts are likely, although the 

rationales are different. 

Denis, Langley & Cazale (1996, p. 692) propose that "leaders may build 

influence and momentum for change through symbolic management tactics in 

wh ich openings in the environment are identified and reinterpreted as strategic 

opportunities". Symbolic management includes the use o f visions. For a vision to 

w o r k as a "mobil izor" o f organizational effort i n a certain direction, i t needs to 

match the openings in the environment. Otherwise, the vision is likely to have 

an adverse effect. The advantage o f using symbols (visions) rather than more 

concrete language Hes i n their commitment building properties. I f a proposed 

change were to be analyzed openly and all its pros and cons were to be discussed, 

i t is Hkely that resistance wü l grow strong as aU disadvantages become visible. By 

displaying a vision that is attractive and possible to reach, a commitment around 

the vision can be established (cf. Bmnsson, 1982) and the problems that 

inevitably wü l arise when work ing to reach this vision w i l l be easier to handle. 

The vision then has changed subordinates to cooperators (Bohman & Johansson-

Lindfors, 1998). 
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However, as Denis et al (1996) also report, even i f visions are established and 

communicated, change won ' t occur unt i l management takes the lead and acts in 

accordance to the visions. But, by commit t ing themselves to change, they risk 

their position. I f the management (often only the C E O i n small firms) commits to 

a change that is not regarded desirable by important actors i n and around the 

firm, the credibility and ability to manage the company in the future may be 

lost. Setting for th change that is believed cmcial for the company can, thus, cost 

the C E O his power to act i n the future. Pfeffer (1992, p. 313) notes that power 

often is lost when managers are " t rying to do too much too soon". The lack o f 

change can, therefore, also be because i t is quite difficult , and sometimes 

dangerous, for a C E O to change the firm substantially. 

3.5 Firm Structure 

3.5.1 Locat ion 

The location is important for both growth and expansion (Mason & Harrison, 

1985) as we l l as for performance (Hitchins & O'Farrell, 1987; 1988; O'Farrell & 

Hitchins, 1988; Sweeney, 1987), compared to other firms in the same business. 

The distinction is usually made between firms centrally, as opposed to 

peripherally, located. The latter category o f firms have several disadvantages 

compared to the former. In a review, Birley & Westhead (1990) note that 

peripherally located companies might have a number o f problems, including 

stricter financing, smaller local market and difficulty finding managerial or 

specialized competence. The main advantage for firms i n regions that are 

peripherally located are their more fai thful workforce which reduces costs for the 

peripheral company. Moreover, the workforce i n the peripheral company often 

identify themselves more w i t h the company, creating a k ind o f family 

atmosphere, wh ich possibly could be important for survival i n turbulent times. 

The review above seems to indicate that the problems w i t h peripherally located 

companies are outnumbering the advantages, especially when performance 

quality (i.e. financial and market performance among survivors) is concerned. 

Thus, our hypothesis fo l lowed the thrust o f the reviewed literature and suggested 

that firms located in peripheral areas tend to have worse performance than firms 

i n more centrally located areas. The only significant difference found was that 

firms i n peripheral areas (operationalized as the two northernmost counties i n 

Sweden) had more bankmptcies, while centrally located firms (i.e., firms located 

outside the two northernmost counties) had more reorganizations. Thus, location 

may have been a factor for firms that went into bankmptcy. A central location 

may have helped the firms to get reorganized. I n the present study, i t w i l l be 

possible to assign more attributes to location. Instead o f just looking at one aspect 

(northernmost or not), several aspects can be taken into account, giving a richer 

picture o f the location o f the firm and h o w i t influences the company's situation. 
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3.5.2 Business Segment 

The industry focused on in this study consists o f two relatively distinct business 

segments which f o r m a relatively homogenous industry. Prefab house 

manufacturers are fewer, but larger, than the joinery factories. There was a 

difference between the two segments when i t came to whether the firms went 

into bankmptcy or not. Prefab house manufacturers tended to avoid bankmptcy 

to a greater extent than joinery firms. A t the same time, jo inery firms tended to 

be able to reorganize their firms to a greater extent than prefab house 

manufacturers. I n short, joinery firms had more problems avoiding bankmptcy 

altogether, but greater chance to reemerge, given bankmptcy had occurred. The 

present study aims to find important differences between firms i n the two 

segments. 

3.5.3 Ownership 

Ownership can chffer in many aspects. I n Part One, the distinction was made 

between family-owned and operated firms and other forms o f ownership. N o 

distinction was made between different forms o f non-family ownership. This was, 

o f course, a l imitat ion o f that study. However, interesting results still emerged 

that can be further addressed i n the present study. 

The literature review on ownership and performance i n Part One indicated that 

family owned and operated companies typically view short term prof i t as less 

important than long term survival. Often, these firms are seen as less competitive 

due to reluctance to change, and usually i t is suggested that small family owned 

firms are less "professionally" m n . However, the relation between ownership and 

performance is uncertain since studies have reported results i n favor o f both 

"sides". The review still indicated that family owned firms tend to be better 

survivors, while non-family owned firms tend to be better (short term) 

performers. 

As anticipated, we found evidence that family ownership was related to survival 

(either by avoiding bankmptcy or by being able to reorganize after bankmptcy), 

but also to poor performance among survivors. Perhaps the present study can 

help us understand differences between family owned and operated firms and 

professionally operated firms. Some help is given by Morris et al (1997), who 

propose a number o f ckfferences between family-owned and managed firms and 

professionally controlled firms that may have had an impact on the firm's 

situation. See Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Differences between CEOs in family-owned and operated firms and CEOs 

in professionally owned firms. Based on Morris et al (1991) 

Family-owned and managed 

The CEO: 

has lifetime commitment and personal 

stake in firm and often stays for entire 

career 

w i l l personally be severely affected by 

failure 

runs litde risk to be terminated 

w i l l view personal and firm success as 

closely related. Organizational success 

provides personal well-being 

is paid according to the organization's 

performance 

usually leads the company in a more 

centralized, yet informal, way 

is accountable to him-/herself and the 

family 

may be faced w i t h suspicions o f 

nepotism. Family members may be 

perceived, correctly or not, to have the 

inside track in promotions, etc. 

Professionally controlled 

The CEO: 

has Hmited commitment both in terms 

o f time and scope 

w i l l personally cope relatively well w i t h 

failure 

runs greater risk to be terminated 

w i l l foremost look out for personal 

success (e.g. pay rise). Personal success 

provides personal well-being 

is paid according to industry practice or] 

other fashion, not highly correlated to 

the organization's performance 

usually leads the company in a more 

decentralized, but more formal, way 

is accountable to the shareholders 

leads an organization where there are 

more equal opportunities to get 

promoted 

3.6 Summary 
As discussed above, a firm's performance (measured by several different indices) 

is influenced by what a firm does - its actions. These actions (that the C E O or 

others can engage in) are related to a number o f factors, where we beheve that 

the CEO's background and personality are o f great importance. Experience and 

personality influence the C E O to take certain steps, but also to avoid other 

measures. Since the C E O , normally, is the most important actor i n a small 

company, this is Hkely to have great impact on the firm's actions. The other 

factors that we have discussed are also highly related to the C E O . Forming and 

implementing strategies are tasks for the C E O , especially when the company is 

small. Since the firm orientation is reflecting the "way things are done", the 

C E O is likely have great impact on i t . FinaUy, stmctural factors constrain the 

CEO's room for action. Next , to wrap this chapter up, some important research 

questions for the different areas wiU be put down. See Figure 3.9. 
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F i r m Factors Strategic Factors C E O Related Factors 

F i r m Orientation 
Can finn onentation be linked 

to the CEO? 

Can firm orientation be linked 

to f i r m performance? 

F i r m Strategy 
Is there a correspondence 

between self-reported and 

externally evaluated (by 

researcher) strategic 

competence? 

Can strategic competence be 

linked to firm performance? 

H o w is the issue o f strategic 

change managed in the firms? 

C E O 
Are honing and enterprising 

(Black's entrepreneurial grid) 

meaningful concepts for 

classifying small firm CEOs? 

F i r m Strategy 
Is there a correspondence 

between self-reported and 

externally evaluated (by 

researcher) strategic 

competence? 

Can strategic competence be 

linked to firm performance? 

H o w is the issue o f strategic 

change managed in the firms? 

F i r m Strategy 
Is there a correspondence 

between self-reported and 

externally evaluated (by 

researcher) strategic 

competence? 

Can strategic competence be 

linked to firm performance? 

H o w is the issue o f strategic 

change managed in the firms? 

C E O Background 
H o w can CEO background 

influence CEO actions and 

firm performance? 

What is the relationship 

between CEO background 

and C E O personality? 

F i r m Structure 
H o w can location influence 

the firm's situation and its 

performance? 

H o w can ownership influence 

the firm's situation and its 

performance? 

F i r m Strategy 
Is there a correspondence 

between self-reported and 

externally evaluated (by 

researcher) strategic 

competence? 

Can strategic competence be 

linked to firm performance? 

H o w is the issue o f strategic 

change managed in the firms? 

C E O Personality 
H o w can CEO personality 

influence CEO actions and 

firm performance? 

What is the interrelation 

between CEO self-efficacy 

and the CEO's situation? 

Is there a correspondence 

between perceived and 

externally evaluated (by 

researcher) personality? 

F i r m Performance 
What performance dimension 

is regarded as most important 

by the CEOs? 

H o w are the performance 

dimensions related to each 

other? 

H o w accurate is the CEOs 

self-reported performance i n 

relation to the filed financial 

report? Is the accuracy 

moderated by the personahty? 

Figure 3.9 Summary of the most important research questions for Part Two. 
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4 Research Methods 

In this chapter, aspects related to the research process are described and discussed. First, 

there is a more general discussion about whether to apply quantitative or qualitative 

methods. Then, the chapter focuses on how the research process in Part Two was carried 

out, including giving rationalefor important choices. The chapter is ended with some notes 

about method problems and how these were tackled in this research. 

4.1 Quantitative or Qualitative? - Quantitative and 
Qualitative! 

In Part One, the purpose was to examine an entire industry and put a framework 

to test, using a questionnaire study. The study had a clear analytical stance and 

was largely designed like any other study o f this kind. By using a wel l developed 

questionnaire and by getting many respondents to answer i t , we could get a 

representative picture o f how certain examined variables affected each other in a 

chosen setting. The data we obtained was believed to be "the truth" at the time 

when the CEOs answered the questionnaires. The vahdity o f studies such as Part 

One depends largely on the response rate and whether concepts are clear and 

operationalized properly. Once the questionnaire is sent, the value o f the study is 

determined. Litt le can be done later to f i x problems that have to do wi th the 

questionnaire. 

T o our satisfaction, many interesting patterns emerged f r o m Part One. The 

discussion i n the previous chapter has indicated that some were expected, while 

some were not. The fact that substantial patterns emerged is one indication that 

the questionnaire could tell us something about the studied firms. However, a 

questionnaire study can never give the fu l l picture. Therefore, after having based 

the results on 15-30 minutes o f the CEO's time, when filling out a questionnaire, 

we want to get closer to the C E O and his or her f i r m in order to better 

understand why these results emerged. However, unlike quantitatively based 

studies, that all tend to be shaped in the same basic fo rm, there is no given design 

in qualitative studies. Instead, there are numerous approaches to choose f r o m 

when we want to get closer to the people we study. Compared to a quantitative 

design wh ich focuses on capturing "the general", a quaktative design should help 

to capture "the special" (Holtensen, 1995). 

Changing the distance f r o m distant to close and the interaction f r o m brief to 

relatively lengthy, changes many things. The main effort takes place after the 

data has been collected, when the researcher must find regularities (or 

irregularities) i n the material at hand. O f course, the data collection phase, 

including the design, is still important. W i t h o u t interesting data, no interesting 

analysis can be made. However, the qualitative study does not share the 

unforgiving nature o f the questionnaire study. I f necessary, additional data can be 
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collected to expand old areas or to examine new areas that are believed to be 

important. This is related to the inductive feature this k ind o f studies possess. 

(Ibid) 

The element o f interpretation is not used to any large extent i n a questionnaire 

study. I n fact, the researcher puts i n much effort avoiding questions that could be 

interpreted differently, since such a question w i l l damage the validity o f the 

study. Interpretation is mainly used when trying to make sense o f the results. 

W h e n we get closer to the phenomenon we want to study, interpretation 

becomes increasingly more important. Behind the actual words that are said, 

different meanings can be inferred. Depending on what background and 

experiences the researcher has, he or she may interpret the same data in different 

fashions. Thus, the exact same data can give life to totally different versions o f 

what they mean. A n illustration to this appeared i n Jackson (1990) where she 

quoted a fel low researcher's v iew on field notes. 

" I wouldn't mind sharing or reading someone else's [field notes], because what I ' m 

doing wi th my field notes no one else is going to do. Y o u could write a paper that I 

wouldn't write on my field notes" 

(Jackson, 1990, p. 31) 

I t is clear that a questionnaire study (e.g. Part One) and a qualitative study (such 

as Part T w o ) represent two rather different ways to conduct research, see Table 

4 .1 . In the research community, there is an ongoing debate about the usefulness 

o f these two basic approaches. The positivists, or quantitatively oriented 

researchers, argue that more qualitatively oriented researchers w i l l not be able to 

generalize theory, while qualitatively oriented researchers argue that 

quantitatively generated theory has poor value, since i t is too general. This is a 

debate that goes on in every part o f our wor ld . Sometimes it tends to be a battle 

between Europe and the US (see Koza & Thoenig, 1995), and sometimes i t is 

confined to a single department at a University (see Gandemo & Mattson, 1990 

and Jönsson, 1990). 
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Table 4.1 Some research issues and how they often are related to quantitative and 

qualitative methods. Based on Hollensen (1995). 

Research issue 

Possibility to standardize and provide 

structured results 

Quantitative 
methods 

(e.g. Questionnaire) 

High 

Qualitative 
methods 

(e.g. Case Study) 

L o w 

Flexibility in design phase Low High 

Applied theory of science^ "Positivism" "Phenomenological" 

Relation to the researched "I—It" - distant " I - Y o u " - close 

Knowledge production Scattered details Holistic 

Knowledge process Deductive Inductive 

Choice of study objects 

Time consumption 

Before empirical data is gathered: 

Those who are 

representative o f the 

studied population 

Substantial 

Those who best can 

convey information about 

the research question 

Limited 

After empirical data is gathered: Limited Substantial 

W e hold that both qualitative and quantitative studies add to our knowledge. I t is 

by combining the different approaches we w i l l be able to address both the 

weaknesses and strengths associated w i t h the different views. Koza & Thoenig 

(1995) are optimistic about the future and beheve that different traditions w i l l 

converge. A landmark article combining qualitative and quantitative research 

appeared in Academy o f Management Journal i n 1988. "Untangling the 

Relationship between Displayed Emotions and Organization Sales: The Case o f 

Convenience Stores" by Sutton & Rafaeli is one indication that one approach 

wi thou t the other cannot provide the fu l l picture. They started w i t h a 

quantitative study that gave results that baffled the researchers. Some relationships 

proved to be diametrically opposite to their hypotheses. By doing an in-depth 

qualitative study, comparing cases where the anomalous relationship was at hand 

w i t h cases that displayed the anticipated relationship, they could f i n d a possible 

explanation for the anomaly. Then, they tested their new hypotheses 

quantitatively and found support. Thus, it is our view that most research areas 

The labels "positivism" and "phenomenological" are here, and in other parts of this chapter, used to make 
distinction of the major opposing views on science. The label positivism applies to smdies that emphasize ideals 
drawn from the natural sciences, while the label phenomenological applies to studies that emphasize deeper 
understanding and rely on interpretation. 
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benefit f r o m the use o f both quahtative and quantitative approaches i n an 

alternating fashion. See Figure 4.1 below. 

Figure 4.1 The alternating pattern of approaches which help the researcher to expand 

scientific knowledge. 

This alternating pattern can be related to the concept o f abduction. Abduction 

can be seen as an answer to the question "Is i t deduction or induction that best 

help us to increase knowledge?" That is, abduction merges the positive aspects o f 

deduction and induction and has solutions to problems associated w i t h deduction 

and induct ion used separately. In short, abduction is a knowledge creating 

process w h i c h f r o m regularities i n the empirical data, hypothesizes a theory that 

could explain the noted pattern. Then, the theory is tested on new empirical data 

where consistencies and inconsistencies are noted. I f consistent, the theory proved 

helpful i n explaining the pattern, at least i n the setting the data was found. For 

inconsistencies, new patterns are sought for and new hypothesized theories are 

developed based on this (see e.g. Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994). This process can 

be used w h e n only applying qualitative or quantitative research, but i t is this 

author's f i r m belief that i t is best used when the approaches are combined. The 

research by Sutton & Rafaeli (1988) mentioned above is a clear example o f how 

abduction can become a very powerful tool i n generating knowledge. In their 

study, the abduction process started when the a priori proposed theory tested 

quantitatively failed to make sense o f the empirical data. By applying quahtative 

methods, an alternative theory could be put forward based on the patterns found, 

which thereafter was tested by quantitative methods and found to be valid. 

Unfortunately, most researchers tend to become specialized i n a certain 

approach. Based on earlier experience and skills, there is a preferred way to do 

things. Sometimes, i t seems that research approach is chosen before research 
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problem, which is sad, to say the least2 3. Even i f researchers get stuck in a certain 

type o f approach alternation between approaches is still feasible when looking at a 

whole research program. One researcher can do the qualitative parts and another 

the quantitative parts. However, continuity and cross approach fertilization tend 

to be lower when each researcher sticks to a single approach. 

4.2 Choice of Method 

Based on the above, i t should come as no surprise that Part T w o w i l l take a turn 

towards the qualitative side to complement the quantitative Part One. Since our 

aim is to generate deeper understanding about w h y the C E O seems so important, 

the case study appears to be a good choice o f approach. W i t h the case study, we 

can better "understand complex social phenomena" (Yin , 1989 p. 14) which the 

role o f the C E O i n a f i r m can be considered as. According to Y i n (1989), the 

case study is appropriate when the focus is on a research question, including how 

or w h y and the events are contemporary, but not controllable. The contemporary 

data w i l l be supplemented by data regarding events that took place when the 

market situation suddenly turned very bad at the beginning o f this decade. (Cf. 

critical incident, Flanagan, 1954) 

4.2.1 Cho ice o f F i r m s to Include in the Case Study 

From the results o f Part One, we can identify two variables that seem to be 

especially important (i.e. explain most variance) i n order to understand f i r m 

performance i n turbulent industries, namely C E O tolerance for ambiguity and 

C E O self-efficacy. Higher levels o f these traits were associated w i t h better 

performance. I n the present study, we w i l l look at four combinations o f these 

C E O traits and f i r m performance. They are (1) successful firms where the CEO 

has traits that tend to be associated w i t h success, (2) successful firms where the 

C E O does not have the traits that tend to be associated wi th success, (3) 

unsuccessful firms where the C E O has traits that tend to be linked to success, and 

(4) unsuccessful firms w i t h a C E O w h o lacks the traits that tend to be associated 

w i t h success. See Table 4.2 below. 

A n interesting study in relation to this is Weick (1993) about forest firefighters who died, partly because of 
their unwillingness to leave their tools behind. The tools that normally helped the firefighter turned out to be the 
most important cause for his demise. Is it then analogous for the scientific researcher? Do we use tools that slow us 
down and ultimately wi l l lead to our death (as acknowledged scholars)? Weick (1996, p. 17) in response to our 
tendency to stay with what we know states that "we ... need to be more stingy in our use of 'same', more 
generous in our use of'different'". 
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Table 4.2 Design of the study 

"Successful" traits "Unsuccessful" traits 

Successful firm Match (1) Anomaly (2) 
Unsuccessful firm Anomaly (3) Match (4) 

Thus, for successful, as wel l as unsuccessful firms, we w i l l study the case both 

when there seems to be a "match" between the firm's success and the CEO's 

traits, and the case when there seems to be a mismatch (or an anomaly). B y this 

design, we hope to be able to both detect w h y those w i t h (unsuccessful traits tend 

to be associated w i t h (un)successful firms, and also find reasons w h y this match 

does not always exist (cf. the discussion about abduction above). For each group, 

two firms (CEOs) w i l l be selected. I n Yin 's (1989) words, this constitutes a 

multiple-case, replication design. The four groups are theoretically generated, 

which means that firms in different groups should be distinct, according to the 

variables we use. W i t h i n each group, the two firms should be similar, according 

to the same variables. 

The procedure to select the cases is described next. First, we ranked all firms 1 

(lowest quartile) to 4 (highest quartile) on two scales. Scale one constitutes 

"overall" performance and is the sum o f the scores on market and financial 

performance (self-reported i n 1994), while scale t w o constitutes a "composite" 

C E O characteristic and is the sum o f the scores on tolerance for ambiguity and 

self-efficacy (collected in 1994) 2 4 . The extreme cells (darker shade in Figure 4.2), 

correspond to the two matches and the two anomalies i n Table 4.2). As w o u l d be 

expected, many firms were found in cells 1 and 4, since they had the profile we 

anticipated, according to the results f r o m the earlier study. However, firms 

fitting into cells 2 and 3, where the performance was high, while the score on the 

traits were l o w (and vice versa), were more scarce. I n order to get a pool to 

choose f r o m , we had to include firms adjacent to those cells (marked 2' and 3' 

and lightly shaded in Figure 4.2). 

*™ Combining self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity into one "composite" personality dimension, and market 
and financial performance into one "overall" performance dimension is not unproblematic. However, at the time 
of case selection, this seemed to be the best choice. In retrospect, it might have been better to focus on only one 
personality characteristic and one performance dimension at the time. Still, i n most cases, the chosen firms tend to 
portray the pattern we looked for, based on Table 4.2. For self-efficacy, high "composite" personality was equal to 
high self-efficacy, and vice versa. For tolerance for ambiguity, all cases, except Inland House (where, despite high 
"composite" personality, the CEO had relatively low tolerance for ambiguity), matched the pattern (see Table 
4.3). Regarding performance, the pattern was, on the whole, less distinct. However, for financial performance, 
high "overall" performance was at least equal to higher financial performance compared to the low "overall" 
performance group. For market performance, Riverside Joinery breaks the pattern by being part o f the low 
"overall" performance group, while having relatively high market performance. Confer Appendix 1 for details. 
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"Overall" 

performance 

High 2 2' 4 

X 

3' 

L o w 1 3' 3 

Low High "Composite" 

* CEO characteristic 

Figure 4.2 The characteristics of the firms chosen for the case studies. Numbers refer to 

those in Table 4.2 above. 

The next step was to find two firms in each o f the four pools that we n o w had 

created. The criteria were as follows: 

• On ly include firms whose income was generated solely f r o m either o f the two 

segments (prefabricated wooden houses and jo inery production). I n the 

questionnaire study we allowed firms to have as much as 49 % outside the 

designated business area. By avoiding firms w i t h other business segments, we 

avoid those which were less affected by the industry climate. 

• Keep the two firms f r o m each pool relatively different f r o m each other, i n 

respect to size, segment and location, to obtain a richer picture o f firms i n the 

four different situations. 

• Exclude firms which have less than 7 employees. Al though 10 employees was 

the l im i t i n Part One, it may be interesting to include firms which earlier had 

10-15, but since 1992 have had to downsize significantly. I t is not unlikely 

that some o f the firms w i t h the worst performance are found among the 

smallest firms in Part One. Still, we want to avoid firms which are too small 

and where the C E O perhaps has another role. 

The eight firms which were chosen were all first-hand choices based on the 

criteria above, except for one firm i n the l o w - l o w category. T w o firms that 

fitted somewhat better were excluded. The first was situated in the same area as 

the firm already chosen, which we deemed inappropriate, while the second 

dechned being part o f the study. I t was not unexpected to find the firm not 

wanting to take part i n the study in the l o w - l o w category. However, the fact that 

only one firm declined to be part o f this study was an unexpected, but pleasant, 

surprise. T w o firms (both in pool 3; Riverside Joinery and Inland House) have 
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gone through reorganization after 1 9 9 1 2 5 . Since quite a few firms i n the industry 

had been subject to bankruptcy and reorganization, i t was considered positive to 

also include firms w i t h this experience. Dur ing the spring o f 1997, two o f the 

case study firms fi led for bankruptcy, namely Riverside Joinery and Components. 

Riverside Joinery has ceased to operate after this, while Components was able to 

reorganize. Both firms agreed to still be part o f this study. However, the main 

data collection at Riverside Joinery was done after the bankmptcy and, therefore, 

the data f r o m this case is somewhat more retrospective. 

The chosen firms w i t h their relevant respective scores on the variables used i n the 

previous study are displayed i n Table 4 .3 . 2 6 As can be noted, there are substantial 

differences between l o w and high, both regarding performance and C E O 

characteristics on the whole. I n Appendices 2 (firm characteristics and 

performance) and 3 (CEO characteristics and firm performance) more 

information about the chosen firms is given. There is a fairly high variety among 

the firms i n most respects. For instance, we have firms representing many parts o f 

Sweden, from the far north to the far south, and these firms have CEOs w i t h 

distinctly different backgrounds. 

Table 4.3 The chosen case study firms and their scores on the criteria used for selection. 

All scales range from 1 to 5, where 5 is the highest. 

Firm Tol. for Self- Composite Overall Financial Market 

ambiguity efficacy characteristic performance perfl994 perfl994 

Smalltown House 4,00 5,00 4,50 H H 4,17 4,00 4,33 

Country Stairways 4,25 4,67 4,41 H H 4,08 3,50 4,67 Country Stairways 

Components 2,75 3,33 3,04 L H 3,67 4,00 3,33 

Bedrock Windows 2,25 3,00 2,62 L H 3,75 3,50 4,00 

Riverside Joinery 4,75 4,83 4,79 H L 3,00 2,00 4,00 

Inland House 3,00 4,83 3,92 H L 2,42 2,50 2,33 

Window Team 2,50 3,17 2,83 L L 1,83 2,00 1,67 

Hanson's Joinery 3,00 3,50 3,25 L L 3,00 3,00 3,00 

2 5 In the Riverside Joinery case, this was known at the time of selection. The fact that Inland House also had 
been involved in a reorganization was brought to our attention after the first contact with the firm. 
2 6 The companies' (and the CEOs') names have been changed. It was only one company (CEO) that explicitly 
wanted to remain anonymous. However, by changing all names some advantages are evident. First, since this 
study is reported in English, names in English makes the language f low better. Second, by not knowing which 
company is described, no preconceptions (from knowing about the company beforehand) are possible. However, 
this may also be the main drawback. Readers are not able to compare the case study descriptions with the real 
company. The optimal way to present cases would perhaps be to first keep them anonymous, but have an 
appendix where the real identity is presented. 
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4.3 Some Notes about the Research Context 

The context o f both Part One and Part T w o is the Swedish joinery and prefab 

housing industry. This industry has been characterized by high turbulence over 

the last ten years. The last years o f the 1980s produced rapid growth w i t h good 

margins, while the beginning o f the 1990s was a period o f rapid decline and very 

l o w margins. Between 1992 and 1994, more than 25 % o f the firms i n the 

industry filed for bankmptcy 2 7 . The last few years have left room for some 

growth, but w i t h little possibihty to achieve good margins, (due to the 

competitive situation) the situation causes many firms to stmggle at a level where 

subsistence is uncertain. The future market situation for the industry is ckfficult to 

predict. Government actions have, earlier, influenced the industry heavily, but 

since 1991, the direct effects have been small. Figure 4.3 below displays the 

development o f growth i n sales and return on sales between 1986 and 1996. 

However, i t should be noted that firms f i l ing fo r bankmptcy (probably having 

the worst performance) are excluded f r o m the statistics. Therefore, some years 

(such as 1992 - 1994) show a performance that is highly overrated. I n these 

years, the lower quartile is probably closer to the median. Moreover, the 

statistical data only covers firms w i t h at least 20 employees. I t is not unlikely that 

firms w i t h 10-19 employees could be the group that has been most severely 

affected by this situation, due to their l imited resources. 

2 7 A practice that occurs in all industries in relation to bankruptcies is the possibility for some bankrupt firms to 
get rid of debts (at suppliers' and creditors' expense) and reenter the market in a better financial position. In a 
market where many fight for their lives and the competition is very harsh, this practice seems doubtful other than 
in very special cases. Many CEOs in the smdy generally disliked the practice a lot. One referred to this practice as 
the "balance sheet shower". Instead of changing the company substantially, this only provides cosmetic change. 
Most likely, the company will end in another bankmptcy, according to his view. 
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Figure 4.3 The development (upper and lower quartile and median) of sales growth 

(left) and return on sales (right) from 1986 to 1996 in the prefab (black) 

and joinery (white) industries. Before 1994, the two industries were 

compounded in the official statistics 

4.4 Research Process 

The selected firms were first contacted in September 1996, when the researcher 

sent a short letter to the C E O presenting the project and the researcher (see 

Appendix 4). Then, the C E O was contacted by phone and the project was 

discussed in greater detail. As noted, only one C E O declined to be part o f the 

study at this stage and the task to find an appropriate replacement firm was not 

problematic. I n the fall o f 1996, the eight case study firms were visited by the 

researcher. A t each firm, between two and four hours were spent talking to the 

C E O and other managers and getting a tour o f the premises. These talks were 

quite informal. Each C E O was asked to give a summary o f the company's 

history, and especially, their o w n view on how the firm had managed the severe 

decline i n the beginning o f this decade. The general idea w i t h this first meeting 

was to get aquatinted w i t h the firm and the C E O . I t was also meant to funct ion 

as an inspiration when the interview guide was developed later. 
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The work to develop the interview guide was guided by the results o f Part One, 

the first encounter w i t h the chosen firms, and the first hterature r ev i ew 2 8 (where 

Hackner, 1991, and Bergs t röm & Lumsden, 1993, were especially influential, 

since these studies cover the same industry and management control i n small 

firms, respectively). These three sources were blended together to create an 

extensive number o f more or less distinct questions for the C E O , other managers 

and other employees. This instmment was then first applied i n the smallest firm 

(Hanson's Joinery). Smaller firms are normally less complex and, thus, easier to 

understand. Therefore, i t seemed wise to "test" the guide where i t was possible to 

detect flaws easier. The main flaw w i t h the guide was its length. I t took more 

than six hours to cover all questions i n the first company 2 9 . Therefore, some parts 

were modified and/or deleted. The (still lengthy) instmment that then was used as 

a guide is displayed i n Appendix 5 3 0 . 

Dur ing the first half o f 1997, the eight case study firms were visited. The length 

o f the visit was between two and four days, depending mainly on the company's 

size. The extra time i n larger companies was mainly needed to interview more 

people. Whi le the interviews w i t h employees around the C E O could be done in 

one session, this was normally not possible w i t h the C E O . This was because the 

interview took around four hours, a time period a small firm C E O seldom can be 

unintermpted. 

Different aspects were focused on i n different case study firms, depending on 

whether the initial question i n each area triggered promising answers. When this 

happened, the person was asked to develop his or her response. I f the initial 

question didn't trigger much response, then the interview continued to new 

areas. However, when possible, the researcher has tried to cover all areas in all 

cases so that comparisons are possible. There are, however, some missing areas in 

some o f the case study firms31. 

2 8 Over the period, new literature has been added continuously, based on tips from other researchers and other 
information. Two larger literature searches were done during this study. One, as the interview guide was made, 
and the other, nearer the end (April, 1998). For the latter, A N B A R Management resources "Management 
Library" was used and a number of interesting references stem from this source. The words used in the searches 
were basically the same as for Part One, including, CEO, small firm, personality, tolerance for ambiguity, 
uncertainty, need for cognition, self-efficacy, locus of control, education, tenure, experience, ownership, 
management control, strategy, fi t , and combinations of these. 
2 9 The rather long time it took was, partly, due to the many questions, but also to the fact that the CEO was 
quite talkative and often strayed away in his answers. Even regarding questions that he seemed to have little 
knowledge of, he gave long answers. 
3 0 The appendix displays the English version, which is translated by the researcher from Swedish. The Swedish 
version is available upon request. 
3 1 The cases that are lacking data in most areas are Riverside Joinery and Inland House. Since Riverside Joinery 
went through final bankruptcy, the interview focused on the aspects that were related to this. Most aspects 
pertaining to details of the operation was left out. For Inland House, the missing areas are caused by lack of time. 
On the assigned interview occasion, the CEO had to cut the interview short. However, time allowed the most 
important areas to be covered. 
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The problem w i t h making field notes was anticipated to be an important obstacle 

i n the process o f getting good data. W h e n you make notes, you tend to miss 

"everything" that is said, and when you don't, you tend to forget "everything" 

that is said. Some even think field notes are mostly evil. Says one researcher: 

"The record is i n my head, not on paper. The records on paper, i t , because it's 

static, interferes w i t h fieldwork ... keeping field notes interferes w i t h what's really 

important" (Jackson, 1990 p. 25). I n some cases, the notes do not show their 

value unt i l later. As another researcher says, "Later we can see people's intentions 

more clearly. So there is more value in the notes, i n hindsight. I n some ways, it's 

hke looking at another me" (Jackson, 1990 p. 25). 

The strategy i n this study was to use a tape recorder for the interviews w i t h the 

C E O and the people around h i m (management team, other white collar 

employees, etc). A t the same time, short notes were made. Since these interviews 

were relatively extensive, it wou ld have been difficult to recollect them wi thou t a 

recording. Each interview was then summarized, based on the notes and the 

recording. Making word by w o r d transcriptions were mied out for two reasons. 

First, i t is time consuming and, therefore, costly. Second, there w i l l be some 

irrelevant (for the stated purposes) information that mainly obscures the clarity. I f 

the focus wou ld be shifted, then a new summary o f the interview, based on the 

recording, can be made. A l l i n all, about 65 hours o f interviews were taped, 

(indicating an average o f eight hours per case firm) that later resulted i n a rather 

extensive summary comprising 30-40 pages for each case study firm. 

W h e n interviewing blue collar workers at their work place or i n the lunch room, 

and when talking to the C E O and the people around h i m informally, no notes 

were taken overtly. Based on the first encounters w i t h the studied firms (and on 

earlier experiences), i t seemed like the respondents opened up more easily when 

no notes were taken. The information f r o m these more informal talks were 

believed to be an important complement to the more formal interviews. A l l data 

contribute w i t h small pieces to the puzzle that together can help to understand the 

C E O and the company. Many small pieces o f information may not have been 

revealed i f notes had been taken at all times. The recollection o f each such 

informal conversation was writ ten down as soon as could be done. 

Generally, the CEO, as well as other persons at each firm, have been open and 

outspoken. There are o f coune differences, but on the whole, the accounts given 

to the researcher probably have little bias because the person was holding back on 

information. I n the cases where an aversion about certain issues was detected, 
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additional information about these issues and the reason for the aversion could be 

obtained f r o m other sources3 2. Between three and ten persons (including the 

C E O ) were interviewed extensively in each f i r m . By this, we mean that the 

interview took about an half-hour or more. I t also, i n most cases, implied that 

the questions i n the general employee guide (see Appendix 5, Section 18) were 

answered. In Appendix 6, the persons (i.e. their positions) interviewed at each 

firm are displayed. 

Apart f r o m interviews and informal talks, some time was also spent observing the 

company f r o m wi th in . This was possible at all case study firms, as they did not 

put any restrictions on the researcher's freedom to move around the premises 

when visiting each firm. The observations had several purposes. First, i t helped to 

get a general v iew o f the company, including level o f standard in the offices and 

i n the production. Were the facilities suitable for the tasks that they do? Were the 

work ing conditions appropriate (light, fresh air, space, etc)? In what shape was 

the equipment, etc? Second, by observing actual behavior o f workers and 

managers, i t was possible to relate this to the concepts used in this study (e.g. firm 

orientation). I n an environment where turbulence is high, companies have little 

knowledge about the future, since the future is, by definition, less predictable. 

This situation w i l l probably have as a result that a bias for action (cf Bmnsson, 

1982) is established. What the firm actually does, determines largely how they 

cope. Actions, both historic and present, were, therefore, at focus 3 3 . O f special 

interest was how these actions could be related to the examined C E O 

characteristics. Finding links between C E O characteristics (which cannot be 

direcdy observed), and h o w these characteristics influence the C E O to act and 

behave in his firm (which can be observed) was, thus, important. The historic 

actions were studied in order to establish behavior associated w i t h a significant 

event (crisis) i n the past, whi le present actions were studied in order to find out 

everyday behavior. 

W r i t t e n information was also gathered. The official financial information 

(including income statement and balance report) for the last 10 years is used to 

give a picture o f each firm's performance over the years 3 4 . Further, other 

information f r o m the company, such as brochures, leaflets, etc., were also 

3 2 As a rule, it was much easier to get candid, outspoken accounts from persons when meeting with them one-
on-one, without anyone else being able to overhear them. This is an indication that the researcher was not seen as 
a threat by the persons and that they had confidence in that they would not be "hung out" when the results are 
published. However, having this situation is not always possible. In other situations, the researcher must be aware 
that the person may say only what he or she feels can be said to coworkers (and the CEO) as well. 
3 3 Although observation was an important source for finding out about actions, the interviews still provide the 
most data for the case study reports. 
3 4 As indicated in the discussion about performance in Chapter 3, we will look at several performance measures. 
Profitability (ROA and ROS), productivity (Capital turnover rate and turnover per employee), growth in sales 
and solvency ratio. For each of these, industry statistics have been collected, to enable a comparison. Confer 
Appendix 7 for definitions of these measures. 
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collected. This information indicates how the f i rm wants to be seen by their 

customers and other outsiders. Finally, information was also collected by using the 

questionnaire f r o m 1994 once again. The C E O was asked to complete the entire 

questionnaire, while a number o f employees (both whi te and blue collar) were 

asked to complete the firm orientation section 3 5. The questionnaire data was 

believed to improve the study i n several ways. First, the recent questionnaire 

answers could be compared to the answers pertaining to Part One. Potential 

changes in each CEO's personality and changes in each company's strategy and 

orientation could be detected 3 6. By comparing the CEO's score w i t h his 

employees' score on firm orientation, information pertaining to h o w the 

orientation is perceived by different actors i n the firm is found. 

Another comparison which being made is the correspondence between the 

CEO's self-reported performance rating and the performance as i t is portrayed 

by the financial report. Since industry statistics are available, i t is possible to 

estimate a firm's performance i n relation to the industry. Based on the fact that 

self-rated performance is evaluated i n relation to competitors on a f ive-point 

scale, i t seems fair to regard a " 3 " as an indication that the firm is close to the 

median, a "2" or a " 4 " as an indication that they are closer to the lower or upper 

quartile than the median, and a " 1 " or " 5 " as an indication that the performance 

is below the lower quartile or above the upper quartile. The performance 

according to the financial report is evaluated looking mainly at the year i n 

question, but the surrounding years are also taken into account. 

The "hard" measures found i n the questionnaire, profitability and sales growth, 

are easy to evaluate on objective grounds, since ratios fo r these can be found i n 

the financial report. The "soft" measures, productivity and, especially, customer 

satisfaction, are, however, not so easy to evaluate in an "objective" fashion. For 

productivity, we w i l l look at the proxy "turnover per employee" to be able to 

detect i f the self-report seems accurate or not. 

3 5 For definitions and operationalizations regarding the questionnaire, please confer Part One. The only 
difference between the questionnaire from 1994 and the present one, is found in the performance section. Instead 
of rating 1992 and the present (early summer 1994), the CEO is asked to rate 1994 and the present (early 1997). 
The entire last page of the questionnaire (with questions related to background), was excluded, since these were 
already known. 
3 6 Since a questionnaire instmment only can serve as a proxy for "real" or "true" scores, we must treat the 
questionnaire results with some caution. By creating a confidence band around each observed score, taking into 
account both error stemming from sampling and due to inexact measurement, it would be possible to find out 
which differences that are likely to be real, as opposed to those that are produced by chance (see Nunnally & 
Bernstein, 1994, p. 258). However, for this confidence band, the standard deviation of an individual's observed 
score is needed. Since we can only estimate this more or less arbitrarily, the band is, instead, created by common 
sense and based on what could be perceived as probable substantial significance. Thus, a change that is less than 
0.5 is considered as reflecting only random change, between 0.5 and 1.0, a small to moderate actual change and 
over 1.0, as reflecting a large actual change. 
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A l l data on the case studies (apart f r o m the interview guides and writ ten 

information) have been collected i n three different "books" (inspired by Diesing, 

1971). One book contains the notes (additional to the interview guide) f r o m the 

verbal interactions (both formal and informal) w i t h actors associated w i t h the 

firm. Another book is dedicated to personal observations at each f i r m . The third 

book is a research diary, where thoughts that have bearing on the research have 

been entered. The last book should always be handy so all "hunches" that seldom 

stays in the head for a long time can be wri t ten down. Using the three "books" 

takes some "getting-used-to" and since this is only the second project when the 

researcher uses this "technique", the f u l l potential (especially regarding the diary) 

has not been achieved.To sum up, the foUowing data sources have been used in 

Part T w o . See Table 4.4 below. 

Table 4.4 The data sources in this study and what kind of information they provide. 

Data Source Main area for which it provides information 
Questionnaire f rom 1994 C E O background and personality, firm strategy, firm 

orientation, self-reported performance (according to 

CEO). 
Questionnaire f rom 1997 C E O personality, firm strategy (according to CEO), 

firm orientation (according to CEO and employees). 
Interview Guides (incl. notes) Practically all aspects. 
Observations Firm strategy, firm orientation, CEO actions. 
Annual reports Financial information, key ratios. 
Industry statistics Competitors/colleagues key ratios for comparison . 
Company documents Firm strategy, firm orientation. 

4.5 Case Description and Analysis 

In the fo l lowing eight chapters (5-12), each case is presented. AU cases share the 

same basic layout, which is based on the framework in Chapter 3 . 3 7 The work to 

organize the cases took considerable time and numerous rewritings. Next , the 

layout w i l l be presented together w i t h a reference (within brackets) to what 

information was (mainly) used for each section. The main instmment for data 

collection, the interview guide (IG, see Appendix 5 3 8 ) is divided into 18 sections 

The first case, Smalltown House, takes up more space than the other seven. This is due, mainly, to its greater 
size (in terms of employees and turnover), which gave rise to a larger number of accounts from co-workers. Partly, 
it is also due to that the firm (and its CEO) is known as an interesting, successful firm among the public, 
especially in northern Sweden. A somewhat extended space for this case was, therefore, deemed appropriate. The 
firms that have experienced bankmptcy (Components, Riverside Joinery, and Inland House) have sections 
describing and discussing the bankmptcy. 

The careful reader wi l l note that far from all questions in the interview guides are used in this study. The 
reason for this is that the researcher at the start had too optimistic a view of what could be accomplished in a thesis 
project. It is mainly questions related to management control (IG sections 8 and 14) which have been saved for 
future projects. The reason why management control was dropped lies in the fact that Part One had little reference 
to the area. As a student in a management control department it is a somewhat strange feeling to present a work 
with little direct reference to our main area. However, there is no doubt in the researcher's mind that this study 
covers important issues related to management control in a broader sense. 
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w i t h a number o f subsections. The reference (IG 3.1), thus indicates that the 

interview guide, section 3.1, has been the major source o f what is presented. 

Each case opens w i t h a short summary o f the company's history and their present 

situation (IG 3.1, 3.2, 15.2, 16.2, 11.4-11.6, and annual reports (AR)) . Then, 

the company's performance is displayed and discussed. First, the firm's 

development i n terms o f number o f employees, turnover and f ixed assets is 

portrayed and related to important events ( A R , I G 3.1, 9.4-9.5), fol lowed by the 

presentation o f the chosen key ratios that are presented i n comparison to the 

industry and related to company events and policy (AR, Industry statistics, I G 

3.1, 9.4-9.5). Then, the CEO's self-reported performance rating for profitability 

and sales growth is compared to the information given in the annual reports 

(Questionnaire f r o m 1994 (Q94), Questionnaire f r o m 1997 (Q97), A R , and I G 

10.1, 10.4, 10.6). 

Then, the C E O profile (background and personality) and situation are described 

and analyzed. The section begins w i t h a summary o f the CEO's background and 

personality in numbers (Q94, Q97, I G 1.1-1.2), fo l lowed by an elaboration 

regarding background (IG 1.1-1.3). Then, the CEO's (and other's) v iew on his 

work is presented (IG 2, 4, 7.1-7.2, 7.4, 18.1-18.3, 10). Af ter this, aspects 

related to the ownership situation is put forward (IG 3.2-3.3), fol lowed by the 

CEO's thoughts about the turbulent situation and how i t influences his actions 

(IG 5, 6, 1.1-1.3). The CEO's internal and external network is then displayed 

(IG 3.3-3.4, 4). Finally, the researcher's interpretation o f the CEO's tolerance for 

ambiguity and self-efficacy, based on the above, is presented. 

The profile o f the company is then presented. First, the strategic competence and 

then, the firm orientation are presented i n numbers and then elaborated on, 

where comparisons are made between the results pertaining to the questionnaire 

and the results pertaining to the interviews and observations. (Q94, Q97 (both 

C E O and employees), I G 11, 5.1, 4 .1 , 3.7, 7, 9.3 A R , Observations, Company 

brochures). 

The descriptions are, overall, relatively detailed to allow the reader to make o w n 

interpretations. A n ambition has also been to provide case descriptions which can 

be appreciated "on their o w n " by academicians and practitioners alike. 

After each case, a concluding within-case analysis is made. I n all cases, this 

analysis contains a discussion about firm performance, the CEO's situation 

(according to Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) model, and the company's (including the 

CEO's) skills i n honing and enterprising according to Black's (1998) model. 

Additionally, some aspects which the researcher found most interesting w i t h each 

case w i l l be discussed. I f a certain issue that merits discussion is found i n more 

than one case, it is only discussed in relation to the case that most clearly is 
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connected to the issue. The between-case analysis follows after all cases have been 

described and analyzed. This analysis focuses on aspects that can be better 

understood by comparing cases, (cf. Explanation-building in Y i n , 1989) 

4.6 Method Problems 

Problems are inherent i n all studies. T o achieve good quality i n a study, this must 

be recognized and actions to minimize the impact o f the problems must be taken. 

However, i t is more complex than that. Some choices and actions taken to batde 

an anticipated problem may create other problems. For instance, by having 

stmcture i n the interviews, all respondents w i l l give information on the same 

basic areas. This makes i t easier to compare cases. However, the stmcture may 

stifle the actor and prevent h im or her f r o m expressing what they really think is 

important. Moreover, what is considered a problem by one researcher may be 

seen as an inherent characteristic by another. A n example o f this is whether an 

interview can be reproduced or not. The positivistic researcher w i l l f ind it 

problematic i f an interview can't be reproduced by a different researcher. A 

phenomenologist wou ld instead f ind i t problematic i f an interview could be 

reproduced, w i t h the same result. This is, o f course, related to that the positivist 

regards society as an objective structure, while the phenomenologist holds that 

objectivity does not exist (Darmer, 1995). The present study, w i t h its two parts, 

attempts, as noted earher, to use aspects o f both these positions. 

As noted i n the first section o f this chapter, Part T w o w i l l have different problems 

to tackle than Part One. Still, they can be organized under the same headlines, 

according to Y i n (1994). Table 4.5 displays these headlines and the tactics that, i n 

his view, help to ensure good quahty. 

Table 4.5. Tactics to ensure high quality in case studies. Based on Yin (1994, p. 33) 

Headline T a c t i c to ensure high quality 

Construct validity • use multiple sources o f evidence 

• establish chain o f evidence 

• have key informants review draft case study 

report 

Internal validity © do pattern-matching 
0 do explanation-building 

do time-series analysis 

Externa l validity e use replication logic i n multiple case studies 

Reliabil ity Ü use case study protocol 
e develop case study data base 
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Construct validity is, according to Y i n , about establishing correct operational 

measures for the concepts being studied. I n other words, theoretical constructs 

and their empirical counterparts should be closely related. In Part One, one o f 

the important constmcts, tolerance for ambiguity, was perhaps not as clear as i t 

could be. However, by attempting to capture different aspects o f tolerance for 

ambiguity (i.e. attitudes and actions) i n Part T w o this is, at least partly, 

remedied. Y i n suggests the use o f multiple sources o f evidence to improve 

constmct validity. By having several sources pertaining to the same situation, 

better knowledge and understanding can be obtained 3 9 . This study uses a 

multitude o f sources which often overlap 4 0 . Establishing a chain o f evidence is 

another tactic Y i n suggests. T o meet this, all the steps f r o m research question to 

conclusions should be traceable. By providing the reader w i t h the interview 

guides and by wr i t i ng case reports which reflect the evidence gathered, this 

should be possible 4 1. The last tactic, to have key informants review draft case 

study reports, has not been used. The reason for this is, mainly, that the reports 

have been wri t ten i n English wh ich causes a language barrier. The case studies, at 

least a short form, w i l l be wri t ten up in Swedish as a next step i n this project. 

One case study company (Smalltown House) has, however, already had some o f 

the results presented to them through a couple o f articles i n newspapers and 

professional magazines. W h e n talking to the C E O after this, he found the articles 

interesting and looked forward to the presentation o f the fu l l material. Al though 

other CEOs have not been subject to "their" case study report, they have all 

been very positive and after the visits, the researcher has talked to all o f them 

over the phone. This wou ld be indications o f practical process validation (Arbnor 

& Bjerke, 1994). The practical result validation (ibid) can not be assessed at this 

point. I t is, as indicated above, considered important by the author that the 

results have practical implications and that both the case study firms and others 

" i n the practice" w i l l f i n d the study wor thwhi le reading 4 2 . 

Internal validity concerns the building o f causal relationships. I t should be made 

clear h o w certain conditions lead to other conditions, where i t is especially 

important to mle out (obvious) rival explanations (Yin, 1994). T o succeed w i t h 

this, Y i n proposes that the researcher does pattern-matching, explanation-

building and time-series analysis. The present study uses all three tactics. The 

- in 
J y Yin would state that we would come closer to the truth. However, this author holds that different accounts 
about the same situation from different sources need not mean that some are false. Different actors may have 
totally different perceptions of the same situation. 
4 0 The sources of evidence include: The raw data and results from Part One - Questionnaire data - Interviews 
with CEO - Interviews with close co-workers - Talks with blue-collar employees - Financial information, 10 years 
back - Company brochures - Observations. 
4 1 The reader, who wants to make sure the case smdies are reported in an unbiased fashion, can examine the taped 
interviews, the notes in the "case study books" and other information gathered at each case smdy firm. 
4 2 This should, ideally, come from two different mechanisms. First, practitioners should find confirmation of 
some of their views, which in m m would give them confidence that they are on the right track. Second, the study 
should challenge other views and plant at least a seed of doubt, which, in mm, can lead to change. 
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research design, w i t h four theoretically generated cells, allows us to compare the 

suggested pattern, found in Part One, i n four different situations. Explanations 

why, and w h y not, the pattern is found can then be made. The design also allows 

us to merge the contribution in each case to an overall explanation o f h o w the 

case study firms manage (or fail to manage) their turbulent situation. Finally, 

time-series analysis has been used, but only to a small degree. By having the 

questionnaire scores f r o m 1994 (Part One), we can make some inferences about 

changes over the period. Moreover, the interviews include parts that probe past 

events. 

In Arbnor & Bjerke (1994), the above two concepts o f validity are referred to as 

scientific process validation. Scientific result validation (ibid) refers to whether 

the study could push the research frontiers forward. As for practical results 

validation, this cannot be judged by the author here and now. The ultimate proof 

o f this lies i n whether the study w i l l have any impact on the field (e.g. by being 

quoted or referenced) 4 3 . 

Extemal validity, that is, establishing the domain to which the study's findings can 

be generalized (Yin , 1994), involves two opposing threats. I f the domain is 

restricted too much, the results w i l l be relatively useless. Conversely, i f the study 

claims to be too general, the internal validity may suffer. However, external 

validity i n case study research does not strive for generalizabihty i n the 

"statistical" way. Here, the concern is to f i nd theoretical generalizations. Where 

could the theory generated i n this study be applicable? This question w i l l be 

answered i n the last chapter o f this thesis. 

Reliability, that Y i n (ibid) sees as the demonstration that the study can be repeated 

w i t h the same result, is the last step in the study's quality control process. 

Al though the present author doubts that a case study could be repeated w i t h the 

same results by another researcher, even i f he or she had detailed descriptions o f 

each and every step taken (due to human idiosyncracity), i t is still important to 

display the details o f the case study work . Perhaps it w o u l d be better to, instead 

o f rehability, talk about tmstworthiness when discussing this area i n the context 

o f case studies. I n the present chapter, the steps taken in this research have been 

presented in a manner that is intended to enable the reader to draw conclusions 

about the tmstworthiness o f the work . Moreover, all data pertaining to the eight 

cases can be obtained in its raw (and intermediate) format f r o m the researcher. 

4 3 Some indications for scientific results validation is present for Part One. Modified versions of Parts I I - IV have 
been published in a scientific journal (Part I I , Westerberg, Singh and Häckner, 1997) and in an anthology on 
bankruptcy (Part IV, Westerberg, in press). Part I I I (Westerberg, Singh and Häckner, 1995), has appeared in a 
conference with double-blind review process. 
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Additionally, an excerpt o f the interviews (covering sections 5 and 6 i n the 

interview guide word-for -word) w i t h two o f the CEOs (Stan Hardy as an 

example o f a "match" and Robert Ericson as an example o f an "anomaly") have 

been presented to three colleagues at the division. None o f them are intimately 

familiar w i t h the research. They were also given the original definition o f self-

efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity together w i t h the modifications presented i n 

Section 13.1. They were asked to mark in the text were they found evidence o f 

the different concepts and whether the evidence indicated that the C E O was 

weak or strong regarding this concept. The researcher then compared his o w n 

interpretation w i t h the interpretation the three colleagues had. When differences 

were found these were discussed. Only minor differences i n interpretations 

occurred which could be resolved by clarifications. After having gone through 

the text w i t h each colleague, the researcher gave the overall interpretation o f 

how the two CEOs had been "typed". A l l three found these interpretations to be 

valid based on the excerpts they had read. 
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Part I I I : 
The Case Studies - Case Descriptions and 

Within-Case Analyses 

The next eight chapters present the eight case studies that constitute the empirical material 

in Part Two of the thesis. The cases are presented in a similar fashion. First, the history 

and a brief summary of each case is given. Then, the recent (last ten years) performance of 

the case in question is presented and discussed. This also includes a comparison between 

the CEO's self-reported performance and the performance according to the company's 

annual reports. Then the CEO's characteristics are presented, followed by a description of 

his situation. This description includes some notes on the CEO's background and how he 

came to work for his firm, the work as CEO, the ownership situation, the impact of the 

turbulent situation and, finally, notes about the internal and external network. Then, 

the researcher presents the evidence for the CEO's tolerance for ambiguity and self-efficacy, 

based on the above description. If there are inconsistencies between the questionnaire score 

and the other sources, potential explanations for the discrepancies are given. Likewise, if 

changes have occurred between the score given in 1994 and the score given in 1991, this 

will also be commented on. After the CEO has been scrutinized, the firm strategy and the 

firm orientation are accounted for. The questionnaire score is displayed and compared with 

the evidence gathered at the company. Each case ends with a concluding analysis. This 

includes some reflections on the firm's performance, a closer look at the CEO's situation 

through Gist & Mitchell's (1992) framework, placing in Black's (1998) entrepreneurial 

grid and, finally, some lessons that can be learnt from studying the case. 

Deviations from this general form are done in the three cases that have experienced 

bankruptcy. The cases Components, Inland House and Riverside Joinery all include 

sections where the reasons for bankruptcy are described and discussed. 

The first case, Smalltown House takes up somewhat more space. The researcher spent most 

time at this case study company and it also constitutes the largest case, in terms of number 

of employees and turnover. 
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5 Smalltown House 

Selection criteria: CEO's traits: High 
Firm Performance: High 

Brief History and Summary of Smalltown House 

Smalltown House originates f r o m a joinery factory set up by the present CEO's 

father and a fr iend o f his some 50 years ago. The original location was changed 

after about 10 years due to lack o f support f r o m the local government when the 

company wanted to expand. Therefore, they moved some 50 k m to Smalltown, a 

small city i n northern Sweden, where the company still resides. Over the years 

Smalltown's local government has been very helpful (e.g. provided good sites for 

the facilities, supported applications for industrial location grants and generally 

helped to "open political doors"). I n the early 1960s, the joinery factory was 

transformed into a manufacturer o f prefabricated wooden houses. A cooperation 

w i t h other companies was forged to be able to present the customer w i t h a 

turnkey-concept. Already f r o m the start the vision was clear; to ensure a low 

manufacturing cost, every step f r o m "log to cabin" should be controlled by the 

company, and as much as possible should be finished in-doors, where weather 

and w i n d wou ld not interfere w i t h the work . The present C E O , Stan Hardy, 

succeeded his father i n 1979 and has continued w i t h the same basic concept. 

Today, Smalltown House designs, produces and markets one-family prefabricated 

wooden houses that are sold directly to the individual home buyer. The 

production is based around an assembly-Hne. The C E O perceives the houses to 

be mainly no-ffiUs, yet high quality, and sold at a lower price than the 

competitors. Their market is currently Sweden, Finland and Norway. Other 

markets, such as Denmark and the Baltic states have received pilot deliveries. 

The company is today owned i n t w o equal shares by Stan and a private investor. 

The company sold about 400 houses for a total value o f 3 0 0 M S E K i n 1996. The 

number o f employees amounted to 160. 

5.1 The Performance of Smalltown House 

Below we wiU first present the company's performance over the last ten years 

according to the annual reports. I n doing so, we wü l relate the performance to 

important events at the company. W e wiU also relate the performance to the 

industry at large as the key ratios are displayed w i t h the median and upper/lower 

quartile o f the industry. FinaUy, the CEO's self-report o f their performance in 

1992, 1994 and early 1997 wül be displayed and compared to the performance 

according to the annual reports. 
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5.1.1 T h e Annual Reports and the Events Behind them 

Figure 5.1 shows the development in sales, fixed assets and employees over the 

last ten-year period. The late 1980s produced steady growth i n sales w i t h a 

relatively constant w o r k force. This was made possible by heavy investments that 

facihtated production. The decline in the beginning o f the 1990s occurs one year 

later than the industry as a whole due to the extensive backlog o f orders the 

company had i n 1991. The company thus had more time to adjust capacity to 

the new lower demand. This reduction in manpower marked the company's first 

lay-off due to lack o f demand since the start. After a couple o f years at a constant 

level, sales have since risen steadily. 1997 seems to continue this pattern. Since 

the downturn i n the market, very little has been invested i n fixed assets. I n spite 

o f this the sales increase has been possible wi thout an increase i n manpower. 

Figure 5.1 Development of number of sales, fixed assets and number of employees for 

Smalltown House in the period from 1985 to 1996. 

I n order to get a better picture o f Smalltown House's performance over the last 

ten years we take a look at our chosen ratios i n comparison w i t h the industry. 

Figure 5.2 (a-f) shows Smalltown House (white line) compared to the lower and 

upper quartile as wel l as the median for the industry. 

Figure 5.2a Growth in sales for Smalltown Figure 5.2b Return on assets (ROA) for 

House compared to the industry Smalltown House compared to the industry 
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Figure 5.2c Return on sales for Smalltown 

House compared to the industry 
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Figure 5.2d Capital turnover rate for 

Smalltown House compared to the industry 
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Figure 5.2e Solvency ratio for Smalltown 

House compared to the industry 
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Figure 5.2f Turnover per employee in MSEK 

for Smalltown House compared to the industry 

Looking at their financial ratios, i t is clear that Smalltown House has been rather 

successful. The return on assets is above the upper quartile for most o f the 

examined period. It is only i n the beginning o f this period and for the year 1994 

that i t is below the upper quartile. Having sufficient profitability, more 

specifically return on capital employed, is considered the most important 

performance feature by Stan. Today, the sufficient level is set at 20 %. Looking 

at the components o f R O A , return on sales and capital turnover rate, i t is 

obvious that the company's strength lies i n its exceptional return on sales. Having 

a stable level o f 15-20 % i n an industry where 75 % o f the firms are below 10 % 

and the majori ty o f firms have returns around or less than 5 % is impressive. The 

other component, capital turnover rate, is instead among the worst i n the 

industry as i t trails the lower quartile. The reason for this is, as noted above, that 

the company has invested relatively large sums to establish more cost efficient 

production facilities. By doing so, the capital employed increases, while the cost 

for production falls wh ich makes the profi t margin better i f the price level is 

stable. Except for the drop in 1993 the capital turnover rate has gradually 

improved, since the company has managed to increase sales more than they 

increased capital employed. 

The turnover per employee, reflecting productivity, has trailed the upper quartile 

for most o f the period. A production based on the assembly line technique is 

generally associated w i t h high turnover per employee. The growth in sales is 
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neither exceptionally l o w nor high looking at the entire period. I t has been 

wi th in the quartiles except for 1993, when sales plummeted a whopping 45 %. I t 

can be seen that the industry as a whole had its major drop in sales in 1992. 

Smalltown House had a substantial order book i n 1991 when the crisis began. 

This order book took them through the entire 1992, but i n 1993 the order book 

was virtually empty. Even though the drop i n sales was no surprise for Stan he 

didn't anticipate the strength o f the decline. Especially for those i n the industry 

that had the individual home buyer as customer, the market virtually died. 

Despite the dramatic drop i n sales, Stan hold that the company actually gained in 

market share. 

When asked to choose between profitability or growth there is no doubt i n Stan's 

mind. "Those who say that growth in sales and market share is more important than 

profitability are not serious." I n Stan's opinion profitabili ty is the prerequisite for 

growth, and not the other way around. By being profitable, the company attracts 

customers and capital. " Growth without profitability is a Pyrrhic victory, both in the 

long and short run". The solvency ratio has been at a very high level, far above 

what wou ld be considered optimal by financial analysts. According to Stan, this is 

because the firm, from the very beginning, wanted to avoid foreign capital. The 

risk o f being at the mercy o f lenders has been avoided. 

5.1.2 T h e C E O ' s Self-Reported Performance Regarding 1992, 1994 

and E a r l y 1997 

Figure 5.3 shows Stan's v iew on his firm's performance for three years. 1992 is 

evaluated retrospectively i n 1994. 1994 is evaluated both i n May 1994 and 

retrospectively i n 1997. 1997 is evaluated as present performance in early 1997. 

Confer section 4.4 (Research Process) for details on h o w the self-report was 

given by the C E O and how the self-report is interpreted to enable the 

forthcoming comparison. 

• Profitability 

• Growth in sales 

• Growth in market share 

a Productivity 
• Customer satisfaction 

is Financial performance 

Stan, 92 (94) Stan, 94 (94) Stan, 94 (97) Stan, 97 (97) B Market per formance 

Figure 5.3 Stan's self-reported performance taken from the questionnaire. 92 (94) 

should be read as self-report concerning 1992 given in 1994. 

Stan has generally rated the "softer" measures (productivity and customer 

satisfaction) as lower than the "harder" measures (profitability and sales growth). 

According to the crude approximation for productivity - turnover per 
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employee - this indicates that the productivity has been underrated for 1992 and 

1994. From the late 1980s productivity seems to have been close to the upper 

quartile the entire period. Regarding customer satisfaction, this study cannot 

evaluate whether the view Stan gives reflects reality or not. 

5.1.3 Compar i son Between the Self -Reported Performance and 
the Performance According to the Annual Reports 

Tables 5.1 (profitability) and 5.2 (sales growth) contain the comparison between 

self-reported and "actual" (according to annual reports) performance. 

Table 5.1 A comparison of profitability stemming from the self-report and the annual 

Period Self-reported 

profitability 

Profitability according to 

annual reports 

Discrepancy o f self-report i n 

relation to annual report 

1992 "5" Far above the upper quartile Self-reported profitability 

accurately reported 

1994 "5" in 1994, 

"4" in 1997 

Around the median in 1994, 

but above upper quartile in 

both 1993 and 1995 

Self-reported profitability 
somewhat overestimated 

Early 

1997 
"5" 

Far above the upper quartile in 

1996. Sustained profitability 

expected for 1997 

Self-report probably accurately 

reported 

Table 5.2 A comparison of sales growth stemming from the self-report and the annual 

Period Self-reported 

sales growth 

Sales growth according to 

annual reports 
Discrepancy o f self-report i n 

relation to annual report 

1992 " 5 " Slightly below upper quartile Self-reported sales growth 

somewhat overestimated 

1994 "5" in 1994, 

"4" in 1997 
Around the median Self-reported sales growth clearly 

overestimated 

Early 

1997 
" 5 " 

Slightly below upper quartile 

in 1996. Moderate sales 

increase expected for 1997* 

Self-reported sales growth 

probably somewhat overestimated 

The company has increased capacity, without much investment, over the year due to increased demand. 

Regarding profitability, Stan's self-report is close to the annual reports. It is only 

the profitability i n 1994 that he seems to overrate. Bu t since both the year before 

and the year after indicate very high profitability, 1994 stands out as an odd 

year. I n the interview, Stan indicated that he was interested i n overall trends 

rather than incidental peaks when looking at performance. This could explain 

w h y he rated 1994 better than the actual report. W h e n i t comes to sales increase, 

Stan is not portraying the same picture as the annual reports. A l l three years seem 
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to be overestimated, where the overestimation in 1994 is most clearly marked. 

Sales-wise, 1993 and 1995 are both worse years than 1994, further indicating 

that the self-report for sales growth i n 1994 is heavily overrated. Stan thus seems 

to be better at estimating profitabiHty than sales growth, w h i c h could be related 

to Stan's preference for profitability over growth. This probably means that he is 

more informed about the industry's level o f profitability than its level o f growth. 

Another reason for the overestimation may be that SmaUtown House's most 

important competitor has performed poorly the last years. Stan may have used 

this competitor's performance as the main benchmark i n his self-report. 

5.2 The C E O and His Situation 

Stan Hardy in a Nutshell 

Stan is 55 years old and has been work ing fuU-time for Smalltown House 

altogether 33 years, including 17 years as the C E O o f the company. Before he 

became C E O he had worked w i t h sales, purchasing, supervision o f the site 

assembly crew and as production manager. Stan's highest formal education is i n 

engineering at the high school level. His major business experience was acquired 

in manufacturing and construction engineering. Stan has no C E O experience 

from other firms, although he has considerable experience as chairman o f sister 

companies i n the group and other companies. 

Stan's personality characteristics compared to the entire industry and the other 

CEOs participating i n this study i n 1994 and 1997 are displayed in Figure 5.4 

below. 

Sel f -Ef f icacy To lerance for 

Ambigu i ty 

N e e d for 

Cogni t ion 

• S tan , Sma l l town H o u s e (94) 

O S tan , Sma l l t own H o u s e (97) 

• M e a n , ent i re industry (94) 

Q M e a n , all e ight C E O s (94) 

O M e a n , al l eight C E O s (97) 

Figure 5.4 The scores on the three personality aspects for Stan compared to the mean in 

the entire industry and the mean cf the eight CEOs in this study.  

Stan's self-efficacy dropped moderately (0,7 units) from an exceptionaUy high 

level. The score regarding tolerance for ambiguity has dropped 0,5 units, 

indicating that Stan might have lost some tolerance for ambiguity over the three-

year period. Finally, Stan's need for cognition has, according to the results, 

dropped 0,6 units, signifying a modest decrease. I n sum, Stan is still above 

average regarding self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity, even though the gap 
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towards the average has decreased, especially for self-efficacy. Regarding need 

f o r cognition i t seems Stan has changed f r o m being at the average to being below 

average on this aspect o f his personality. A n account o f Stan's situation at his f i r m 

w i l l f o l l ow next. 

5.2.1 T h e C E O ' s Background 

Early on in his life Stan decided to work for the company his father started and 

he has over the years acquired experience f r o m practically every position i n the 

company. This has, according to Stan, given h im a general knowledge o f the 

firm that enables h im to have a f ru i t fu l discussion w i t h any employee. His 

education 4 4 was chosen especially to provide h im w i t h knowledge needed for 

w o r k i n g as a manager (and eventually CEO) at Smalltown House. H e was able to 

put his education to w o r k right away in the graduation project wh ich was the 

projection o f a concrete plant (to make elements for the house foundations) at 

Smalltown House. Stan still finds his education useful when discussing technical 

matters. According to Stan, it is impossible to "take h im for a ride" when i t 

comes to constmction issues. He admits that he seldom knows any specific area 

best, but he still has a good knowledge i n almost every area 4 5. 

5.2.2 T h e W o r k as C E O 

Stan tries to be a role model for his employees. He comes to work among the 

first and leaves among the last. He sticks to his w o r d and communicates the 

importance o f honesty by trying to be honest i n every situation. He believes 

action speaks louder than words and the best way to create good behavior is to 

behave in the way you want the employees to behave. The piece rate system and 

the attendance bonus 4 6 are two ways that Stan conveys what he sees as important. 

H e likes systems, such as these two, that clearly show the employee what the 

company wants f r o m them. Stan holds that he listens to his employees ("My door 

is always open")47, but admits he seldom is directly influenced by them. 

Stan uses most o f his t ime to interact w i t h others. Mosdy, this is a choice on 

Stan's part. Experience has shown h im that dialogue is generally a better 

4 4 Stan excelled in his constmction engineering smdies and was actually asked to stay as a teacher at his school. 
4 5 Both Stan himself and his employees state that "knowledgeable" is a fitting description. Almost all employees 
that were interviewed mentioned Stan's deep knowledge, e.g. " I don't know anyone more knowledgeable"; 
"knows everything"; "can very quickly analyze and make sense of a situation". 
4 6 The attendance bonus was introduced as an incentive to lower absenteeism, which Stan thought was too high 
(although compared to similar industries it was below average). The individual employee is paid up to 4 % extra 
by having few absentee hours. No absenteeism is allowed, except visible working injuries and family funerals, 
which counts as working time. The bonus boasted attendance to a level seldom seen in industrial companies of 
similar size. 
4 7 This policy is not appreciated by the production manager, who wants production employees to address him 
before they go to Stan. The production manager has no objection to an employee addressing Stan later, as long as 
he gets a chance to talk to the person first. 
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instrument to convey a message than words on paper. But, over the years, Stan 

has also found that a lot depends on the situation. A solution that works i n one 

situation can be a disaster i n another. The main lesson that experience has given 

Stan is thus to pay attention to the situation and not automatically apply a 

standard solution. 

Stan's knowledge, his practice to quickly f o r m an opinion on issues, and his 

strong w i l l 4 8 tend to block others' involvement at Smalltown House 4 9 . This is not 

intended, according to Stan. Rather, as long as a decision is not made, Stan 

welcomes opposing views. However, when decisions have been made and goals 

are set, Stan demands everybody to either ful ly comply or resign 5 0 . 

Stan is confident that his employees w o u l d give h i m a rather good grade as the 

C E O o f Smalltown House. " They are happy with my efforts and think I do a good 

job, irrespective if that is the actual case51". This was also borne through by the 

answers given by the employees. Everybody was pleased w i t h his w o r k 5 2 , 

although Stan's (too) dominant position was a worry to some and his non-

existing positive feed-back for good w o r k performance was missed by others. 

According to Stan himself, the lack o f praise is due to that he regards top 

performance as the no rm at Smalltown House. Finding out and correcting bad 

performance is more important. N o t doing that could cost the company a 

fortune, while avoiding giving praise has far less implications, according to Stan. 

In Smalltown House, Stan tries to l ink activity to reward as much as possible. 

The use o f piece w o r k i n the production and direct provision for sales 

representatives are examples o f th is . 5 3 . 

Stan has strong confidence in the product cost estimates, probably based on the 

fact that he has made them himself. From each department he collects 

4 8 Both Stan himself (his self-image includes being "tough, persistent and perhaps even stubborn" and "a hard 
negotiator who seldom caves in") and his employees (noting Stan's strong wil l and dominance, e.g. "Believes 
strongly in himself and the decisions he makes"; "He is like the sun - always at the center"; "No one questions his 
decisions") agree that Stan's opinions carry a lot of weight. 
4 9 One employee used an analogy to express this; "Stan is Uke a huge spruce, with branches spreading far in all 
directions. Small plants (other employees) under the branches have great difficulty growing". 
5 0 Using the analogy of the company as a large rowing boat, Stan holds that he, as the captain, must make sure 
everybody rows in the same direction (work towards the same basic goal) and at the same pace (cooperates). The 
ones rowing in a different direction are asked to either follow the captain's orders or leave the ship. When the boat 
occasionally hits a sunken rock, the critics of his chosen direction often speak out. Stan stresses that it is on these 
occasions he really needs to convey his strong belief that this sunken rock was just a temporary setback on their 
journey towards their goal. The notion that goals in a turbulent environment may be useless is not supported by 
Stan. "Of course you need goals". 
5 1 He noted that journalists have called him a patriarch, which suits him fine. He wants to be seen as fatherly 
figure that takes care of his "family" (i.e. company). 
5 2 Apart from the comments given above, he was also found to be goal directed, charismatic, enthusiastic, full of 
energy, consistent, a "doer" and a person that it is enjoyable to work for. 
5 3 Stan has, so far unsuccessfully, experimented wi th models to make it possible to put white collar tasks on some 
sort of piece work contract as well. 
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information about the costs and then calculates the cost for each house down to 

the number o f nails. This is done on paper (i.e. not on computer) and 

comprehensively revised every five year or so. Revisions in the meantime, due 

for example to changed prices, are done using a simplified model i n Excel. W i t h 

his estimate Stan then sets the price on the house. "In a normal company the 

responsibility to set prices is placed on the market manager, but in this firm I set the prices 

while they make the sales". 

The strong confidence in the product cost estimates is not shared by the managers 

for production, finance and market. They all agree that the estimates are relevant 

looking on the whole, but since different types o f houses and different markets 

are compounded in the f o l l o w - u p 5 4 , there is little information regarding how 

each individual order or type o f house is contributing to the overall result. The 

market manager holds that the accounting system is perhaps what is i n most need 

o f being updated at the company 5 5 . In the old market situation, where most 

houses were sold close to the production facilities and the range o f different 

houses was more restricted, there was no need for an advanced accounting system 

to estimate costs. But w i t h the new market situation, having a good grip on costs 

i n different markets and for different types o f houses is necessary in order to stay 

on top, according to the market manager. 

5.2.3 T h e Ownership Situation 

Smalltown House has to some extent always been owned and controlled by the 

Hardy family. In the present situation, where Stan and an investor/industrialist 

o w n the company 50 % each, Stan still feels he is i n control o f his firm. To avoid 

decision making by the lot he has an agreement w i t h his co-owner that major 

changes should only be made when both parties reach a consensus. Otherwise, 

the status quo should remain. Due to this agreement, Stan's power is i n reality 

beyond the actual 50 % he owns. The next generation i n the firm is represented 

by Stan's two sons, one work ing w i t h sales and the other heading the technical 

development department. The future ownership and management situation is 

unclear. Stan wou ld be happy i f one o f his sons wou ld become C E O o f 

Smalltown House, but only i f this was based on merits. 

5 4 The working time and material used for making the houses are lumped together into batches of houses in the 
accounting system. Further, there is no distinction between the production and the saw mill regarding costs. There 
have been discussions whether a more refined account of where time and material are spent should be introduced. 
Up until today, the costs of this better information has been determined to be too much in relation to the 
benefits. 
5 5 In early 1998, the company is about to change their management accounting system. The financial manager is 
heading the project which aims to find a suitable, fully integrated, system for the future. 
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5.2.4 T h e Impact o f the Turbulent Situation 

Dur ing a period when a company can't be controlled by looking in the rear v iew 

mirror, management becomes more important i n Stan's view. He, as C E O , has 

the responsibility to make the changes needed for future survival. I n Stan's words 

the management must "first have the courage to have a belief about what the future will 

be and second to have the courage to act on this belief. I f the current market is 

believed to decrease, actions such as lay-offs, search for new markets, increased 

marketing, etc. must be considered and a strategy to cope w i t h the anticipated 

situation must be developed and communicated. 

W h e n asked directly to what extent he can control his company, Stan notes that 

"To be sure, I can influence everything that has to do with my firm". The C E O who 

believes outside forces control his company should, i n Stan's view, not be C E O . 

" Outside forces may control some contingencies, but what happens inside the firm is up to 

the CEO". Since practically all important changes are preceded by many 

indications beforehand, Stan holds that i t is the j ob o f the C E O to think ahead 

and prepare the company for these probable contingencies. Stan emphasizes that 

the C E O should make sure his company has freedom o f action and never finds 

itself to be left at the mercy o f others 5 6. I n regard to general uncertainty, Stan 

notes that it is the essence o f being an entrepreneur. W i t h o u t uncertainty, there 

wou ld be no challenge to succeed. A Hfe wi thou t uncertainty w o u l d be a poor 

hfe, according to Stan. Still, he notes that the uncertainty in his industry i n the 

beginning o f the 1990s perhaps has been a bi t too high, when demand dropped 

hke a stone, beyond everybody's worst expectations. 

W h e n looking at Stan's perceived ability to control the market, he notes that for 

the individual player i n the market, there are o f course l imited possibilities to 

influence the market situation. Still, by having a strong position as one o f the 

more important spokespersons for the industry, and due to a personal 

acquaintance w i t h ministers, Stan can get the attention o f the government and 

sometimes influence some ministers' decisions. For instance, when new mles and 

regulations for housing were developed by the government i n 1992, Stan could 

influence this process significantly by being part o f an industry reference group 

that had the government's ear. Notwithstanding whether he can influence the 

market situation or not, Stan definitely holds that he can influence his f i r m so i t 

w i l l better suit the market situation 5 7 . 

5 6 For instance, in Stan's view being financially independent is important in order to have freedom of action. 
Today, the company is financed solely by equity and short term, often interest free, debts. 
5 7 Stan holds that governmental decisions never affect a company directly. A number of decisions affect the 
industry and the market situation (such as new norms for constmction, new financing regulations, etc), which call 
for some parrying. Stan sees the pohticians as the course setters in a orienteering race. "They set the course and 
then it is up to individual firms to mn it as fast as possible, without breaking any rules". 
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Whi le Stan has taken many steps toward better control and less uncertainty 

considering internal factors, i t is more diff icult to control the uncertainty that 

external factors contribute. However, Stan does not feel that the uncertainty 

connected with export has influenced the decision to export. He holds that the 

uncertainty due to exchange rate fluctuation and uncertain payment moral, can 

be remedied by forward deal contracts and insurances. Moreover, export can 

reduce the risks connected to being on only one market. Therefore, i f export 

makes good business sense, then i t should be done. Export to northern Finland 

was found to make good business sense, since i t is more costly to transport houses 

1000 k m w i t h i n Sweden compared to perhaps 300 k m to a customer i n northern 

Finland. In retrospect, Stan views the decision to start export to Finland i n the 

beginning o f the 1980s as one o f the most important for the company's 

development. 

Regarding uncertainty due to product development Stan is unwi l l ing to see this as 

something that increases uncertainty. "It is part of doing your business properly". 

The company makes sure that the two new house types introduced each year are 

based on customers' wishes or competitors' earher successful implementation. 

Smalltown House never introduce unproven novelties i n its designs. Any addition 

to present designs must be carefully scmtinized so i t w o n ' t make the production 

inefficient. Based on this, some designs such as bay windows, are not allowed. 

Turn ing to uncertainty due to marketing i t becomes clear that Stan is not altogether 

comfortable w i t h activities, such as marketing, that sometimes are difficult to 

assess i n an unambiguous fashion. According to an employee work ing i n the sales 

department Stan prefers measurable marketing tactics, such as direct mail offers. 

The not ion that the effort can be evaluated w i t h some certainty is appealing to 

Stan. The current marketing plan mns over two years i n which the market 

manager has "committed to" a certain sales volume for a given sum devoted to 

marketing. Marketing has, historically, never been o f major importance for 

Smalltown House. For Stan, marketing is basically just an auxiliary funct ion that 

should help the company to sell what the production makes, at the lowest possible 

cost 5 8. However, Stan is convinced that increased attention to marketing is 

necessary today. He even considers his own changed attitude towards 

marke t ing 5 9 to be o f strategic importance as he gives marketing a lot o f credit for 

the success in the last couple o f years. 

•>° Everything that means an expense is a cost according to Stan. He sees no important difference between 
"normal costs" and investments. Purchases should only be made after having answered the question " W i l l this give 
us value in relation to the cost?" in an affirmative way. 
5 9 Stan holds that this process took many years and started long before the market manager was hired. Rather, the 
hiring of the market manager was an indication that he had a new view on marketing. 
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I t seems clear that market development has been an important tool for Smalltown 

House to remain successful. The old market, wh ich included the northern part o f 

Sweden, Finland and Norway, could not provide sufficient demand for the 

volume Smalltown House requires. I t is not only the geographical market that has 

changed, but more so the actual customer. The market manager calls i t a small 

revolution. "Our old customer was a young couple with kids, having only rudimentary 

education and being able tö afford virtually no down payment. Our present customer is a 

somewhat older couple, often with no kids, having higher education and being able to 

afford a considerable down payment." The old subsidizing system perverted the 

market since no one needed to look at the real costs o f owning a house. Today, 

the house owner must pay his o w n way which drastically alters the market 

situation. This change called for new competence, which the company partly 

acquired by hiring the present market manager. 

5.2.5 T h e Internal and External Network 

Stan has confidence not only in his o w n ability, but also very much so i n the 

company's ability. Stan notes that "Drastically speaking, there is no one in the 

industry that we can learn from". Smalltown House stands very wel l on its o w n feet. 

Even though he firmly believes his firm to be wel l ahead o f the competition, Stan 

and others at the company still keep their ears and eyes open for new influences. 

Smalltown House keeps track o f all competitors, but pay special attention to one 

particular firm. This competitor's moves are closely monitored. Recently, this 

competitor launched a new venture that w i l l imitate the Smalltown House 

concept. Neither Stan nor the market manager are, however, especially worr ied 

about this. They believe their o w n concept is hard to imitate since i t has been the 

subject o f so many years o f honing. 

Before the market manager came into the picture in 1995, Stan had a more 

dominating position at Smalltown House. This is evidenced by the apparent 

vitalization o f the management team 6 0 . Earher i t was referred to as "the supreme 

Soviet", indicating that nothing important was decided there. The "Poli tburo" 

that actually makes the decisions was o f course Stan himself 5 1 . N o w , there is a 

feeling both among managers and others that the management team meetings 

once a month are more than the mere "discussion club" is was seen as earlier. 

Still, there is no question about w h o is i n charge. Everybody at Smalltown House 

knows that i f Stan can't be persuaded that a certain idea makes good sense, there 

is little or no chance that this idea w i l l ever be implemented. In Table 5.3 the 

6 0 The management team consists of the directors for finance, production, the saw mill, technical development, 
and marketing. 
6 1 This does not infer that other managers than the market manager are powerless. But the other managers have 
responsibility over areas that Stan is very familiar with and, therefore, has a better grip on. The market area has 
arguably changed most the last couple of years and the situation is quite different to how it was when Stan worked 
with sales. 
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external contacts that Stan and Smalltown House have are displayed together 

w i t h Stan's v iew on the contact. 

Table 5.3 Short description of Smalltown House's and Stan's extemal network: 

Area T y p e and extent o f contact Stan's view on the contact 

Customers Close, mosdy long-term business 

based contacts w i th exclusive sales 

agents. Limited contact wi th final 

customers. 

Mostly satisfied. I f a sales agent 

performs poorly, he or she w i l l be 

replaced. 

Suppliers Suppliers are, according to Stan, held 

at arms length and mainly evaluated 

on price (given a certain stipulated 

quahty). The supply manager holds 

that the relation is closer, but that  

"uniquely l ow prices" is a must.  

Mostly ok. Stan wants to make sure 

every supplier knows that Smalltown 

House is breathing down their necks. 

Prefers to change estabhshed suppliers 

to avoid the relation becoming too 

comfortable. 

Board The board^ meets four or five times a 

year. Between board meetings Stan 

sometimes discusses issues wi th single 

board members and especially wi th 

his co-owner. 

Stan uses board meetings to take up 

strategic issues for discussion. It is rare 

that other board members raise ideas 

themselves. 

Financiers The same bank has been used many 
years, but evaluations are made 

regularly. Bank has no capacity as 

financier, only as cash f low manager 
and adviser on financial matters. 

The strategy to avoid loans is 

important. Stan does not want the 

bank to have anything to say about 

the running of Smalltown House. 

Auditor The auditor is used to get information 

on financial and accounting queries. 

Stan is happy wi th the auditor. I f he 

wasn't happy wi th him, he would be 

replaced. 

Other firms N o organized cooperation, except 

wi th in the company group 6 3 . Meet  

colleagues in national company fora. 

Stan believes that Smalltown House 

has little to learn f rom others and that 

cooperation is not needed for success. 

Industry Smalltown House is not part o f the 

organizations industry organization, but Stan Hardy 

himself is often involved in industry 

work groups. Stan is also involved 

locally and regionally i n small firm  

organizations.  

The industry organization is, in Stan's 

view, a "mutual admiration society". 

Therefore, he prefers to work outside 

i t . The local and regional engagements 

are more giving than taking, and have 

little impact on Smalltown House. 

Others The minister o f industry has been on 

the board earher. Today they meet 

regularly. 

By being able to get a candid view on 

the things going on in government, 

Stan has a better position than most 

when guessing about future 

governmental actions. 

6 2 The board consists of the two owners and two other members. Stan and his co-owner appointed one member 
each. 
6 3 There is some cooperation around purchasing, financial reporting and production. As chairman of the sister 
companies Stan gets a good view of what they are doing, which can help him pin down possible areas of 
cooperation. 
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5.2.6 Evidence o f Stan's Tolerance for Ambigui ty and Self -Eff icacy 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

The relatively high tolerance for ambiguity reported in the questionnaire is 

supported by the accounts. Stan sees uncertainty as normal i n the entrepreneurial 

wor ld , although he finds the uncertainty level i n the industry perhaps a bi t too 

high at times. The fact that Stan seems to have no preference for the "tried-and-

true" is an indication that he is not deterred by uncertainty. A l l actors i n and 

around the firm are evaluated on their latest performance which could lead to a 

high turnover o f direct contacts that presents a new situation that often is 

somewhat uncertain. The same logic applies to processes in the company. I f 

better methods to perform tasks can be found, Stan w o u l d like to have these 

implemented. However, this practice to constantly evaluate the actors and 

processes in and around the firm, often according to a prespecified model, 

reduces Stan's uncertainty about the firm's performance. Therefore, by allowing 

the process to be uncertain, the result becomes more certain. 

It seems that uncertainty has influenced the actions o f Smalltown House and Stan 

Hardy only to a relatively small extent. Actions such as export and product 

development have been carried out only i f they make business sense, according to 

Stan. The only indications that uncertainty has been blocking action is found in 

the avoidance o f novel, unproven, designs and the scarce marketing activities 

before the marketing manager was hired. Perhaps this is related to the fact that 

these are two areas where Stan lacks experience. I t is also areas that are diff icult 

to evaluate in an unambiguous manner. The small drop i n his tolerance for 

ambiguity is consistent w i t h the increased importance marketing activities have 

attained, especially after the market manager was hired. However, by holding 

the market manager responsible for a certain outcome f r o m a certain marketing 

budget Stan's uncertainty l inked to marketing can be reduced. 

Self-efficacy 

The accounts clearly portray Stan as a person w i t h high self-efficacy. As he notes, 

he believes that he can influence everything inside his firm. A belief that his 

employees share. This very high "internal" self-efficacy seems to stem from 

Stan's extensive knowledge and experience related to the constmction sector i n 

general and Smalltown House i n particular. However, the new market situation, 

where Smalltown House has become a market leader, seems to have made h im 

somewhat less confident as C E O as indicated by the lower score in 1997. The 

fact that Stan hired a new market manager in 1995 could have affected his self-

efficacy both in a positive and a negative way. B y hir ing an experienced 

manager that helps the company i n the new situation, Stan should be able to 

increase his confidence that the company w i l l continue to prosper. However, 

having a strong market manager w h o brings i n new problematic areas into the 

management group meetings could also cause Stan to become less confident about 
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his o w n ability to guide the company to success in the future. I n the past Stan has 

always had good knowledge o f the areas that has been important fo r the 

company. Today, when market aspects have become cmcial, Stan's experience 

and knowledge no longer ful ly match the most important areas for the f i r m . The 

reluctance to let the market manager decide prices may be due to the fact that 

Stan then would lose even more control over what the market department does. 

In sum, Stan has very high self-efficacy for internal matters, while his external 

self-efficacy is lower, but still relatively high. 

5.3 The Profile of the Company-

Here the aspects o f the company that were examined in Part One - strategic 

competence and firm orientation - w i l l be displayed. Evidence for, or against, 

these scores w i l l then be presented. 

5.3.1 F i r m Strategy 

From Figure 5.5 below i t is evident that Smalltown House uses a clear cost 

effectiveness strategy. According to the questionnaire, they have practically no 

competence in differentiation, but a lot i n cost effectiveness. There are no 

changes regarding these two aspects o f strategy between 1994 and 1997. Since 

the average firm, both in the fu l l sample and i n the group o f eight, has moderate 

strategic competence both in differentiation and cost effectiveness, the difference 

regarding these two competencies becomes substantial between Smalltown House 

and the rest seen as a whole. Regarding the focus competence, Smalltown House 

seems to have gone f r o m a relatively high level i n 1994 to an average level 

today. 

• Sma l l t own House (94) 

j P Sma l l t own House (97) 

i • Ent i re industry (94) 

t • All e ight compan ies (94) 

D All e ight compan ies (97) 

Figure 5.5 The scores on the three strategic competencies for Smalltown House compared 

to the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study.  

The interviews and observations support that Smalltown House has a cost 

effectiveness strategy. I t is even part o f the business idea " To build prefabricated 

small wooden houses, for the consumer market, of a high quality and to the lowest price in 

1 — f r 
Dif ferent iat ion Cost Focus 

Ef fect iveness 
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the market", wh ich has been virtually the same since I 9 6 0 6 4 . This has probably 

been a very powerful core to work around and according to Stan the we l l 

implemented cost effectiveness is the key factor to the company's success. Every 

employee knows that cost effectiveness is the guiding star at the company, even i f 

few k n o w the actual wording o f the business idea. Today, Stan estimates that 

they have a price which is around 100 000 SEK less than that o f the competitors 

for a similar product. This is made possible by having piece w o r k contracts for 

the vast majori ty o f workers, commission for sales people, keeping the rest o f the 

employees (both white collar and service blue collar) at a m i n i m u m and applying 

a high cost pressure on subcontractors. 

T o constantly moni tor that the operations are m n efficiently is one o f Stan's most 

important tasks, according to himself. For instance, compared to the main 

competitor, Smalltown House has only a th i rd o f their white collar manpower 6 5 , 

w i t h similar turnover. A problem today is the distance to the markets. The closest 

market is almost 1000 k m away, a fact that costs the company some 30 000 SEK 

per house that is shipped. In reality, this cost is even greater since the company, 

hke any company w i t h long transports, benefit f r o m transportation support 6 6 . 

Since Smalltown House mainly operates as a l o w cost manufacturer, this could 

constitute a threat in the long m n . Additional capacity w i l l , therefore, be placed 

closer to the future markets 6 7. 

The l o w differentiation competence was mostly confirmed by the interviews and 

observations. The company's main interest is not i n customers who want a 

specialized product. The basic house has only the necessities68. The customer can 

then add some extra equipment f r o m a pool wh ich is not as extensive as their 

competitors. However, the last couple o f years (and especially since the new 

market manager was hired) the pool o f extra equipment has grown considerably 

(to include w i n d o w bars, etc). The extremely l o w competence in differentiation 

thus seem to be incorrect. W h e n browsing through their brochures and 

comparing w i t h competitors, the difference was not that great. Moreover, Stan 

6 4 The fact that the same general idea has guided the company over the last 35 years could be dangerous i f it is 
taken for granted. To offset this risk, the business idea is put to test every five year or so. The last time occurred 
only months before my visit and the management team unanimously still found it to be in order. 
6 5 As one of the managers put i t "there are no unnecessary branches on this tree", implying that every employee 
has tasks that can be directly traced to the business idea. Every employee is constantly encouraged to critically 
examine whether the tasks add value to the company. 
6 6 Companies in remote areas can enjoy a governmental transportation support. The company gets 35 % deducted 
from transportations longer than 250 km. This support is meant to make Sweden "rounder" and make 
competition between companies in different parts of Sweden more fair. Smalltown House's use of this support is 
substantial (around 6 MSEK 1996). 
6 7 In the beginning of 1998, a new assembly facility is being projected in a small city in southern Sweden. 
6 8 Stan wants to emphasize that the quality on the basic product is up to par or even better than the competitors. 
This can, however, be questioned since almost every person in the industry who doesn't work for Smalltown 
House has a different view. They find their quality ok, but hardly more. 
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himself holds that although the customer is attracted to Smalltown House by the 

low price, they are kept happy because Smalltown House can give the customer a 

guaranteed delivery time, a correct estimation o f the cost o f l iv ing and a 

guarantee that the house is up to standard 6 9. This can be seen as differentiating 

factors. 

There were also signs that supported diminished focus competence between 1994 

and 1997. First, the market coverage has increased to cover all o f Sweden, 

Norway and Finland. Earlier, the market was restricted to the north part o f these 

countries 7 0 . Since demand i n the prior market fell, an expansion was deemed 

necessary. Second, the pool o f extra equipment has been somewhat increased as a 

step towards attracting additional customers. 

5.3.2 F i r m Orientation 

The f i r m orientation as Stan perceives i t has remained stable, except for a small 

increase in the score for market orientation (See Figure 5.6). According to Stan, 

Smalltown House tends to be t i l t ing towards market orientation, planning 

orientation and results orientation. Figure 5.7 displays the present view o f the 

C E O compared w i t h a number o f white and blue collar employees. The 

perceptions o f the employees are generally similar, although white collar workers 

perceive the company as more internally oriented and blue collar workers 

perceive the company as less result oriented than the C E O does (See Appendix 8 

for details). 

• Sma l l t own House (94) 

Sma l l town House (97) 

• Ent i re industry (94) 

s All e ight compan ies (94) 

Q A I I _ e i g h t compan ies (97) 

Figure 5.6 The scores on the three firm orientations for Smalltown House compared to the 

mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study.  

Traditionally, Smalltown House has been highly internally oriented. The 

production has been, and still is, the core o f the company. Internal effectiveness is 

very high after more than thir ty years o f honing. However, especially during the 

last f ew years the market orientation has become stronger. Stan himself has 

changed his formerly distinct internal (production) orientation to become more 

6 9 Since Smalltown House has control over the entire project to get the house in place, these promises can be 
made and easily held. 
7 0 For Norway, the sales in 1994 were virtually zero. 

1— 1 
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market oriented, perhaps most noted i n the recmitment o f an experienced 

market manager who has pushed the company towards more market orientation. 

The indication o f increased market orientation thus seems correct. However, as 

the market manager notes, Smalltown House is still quite production oriented, 

indicating that Stan's questionnaire score is too high. For instance, having a solid 

back-log o f orders (up to six months) is considered very positive by Stan, 

although this may be negative to the customer. The idea that the production's 

demand should take precedence over the market's demand when in conflict still 

seem to reign at Smalltown House. Therefore, while Stan perceives the company 

to be rather market oriented, the market manager still thinks the company is 

heavily internally oriented. W h e n comparing the group o f whi te collar workers 

(which includes sales staff) the same difference appear. The researcher tend to 

agree w i t h the white collar employees. Perhaps the C E O perceives the change 

towards more market orientation to be more substantial compared to his 

employees' view o f the change. After all, Stan considered the increased market 

orientation as a decision o f major importance. From the original position the 

change is substantial, but compared to other firms in the industry i t is diff icul t to 

perceive Smalltown House as a f i r m w i t h high market orientation. Rather, their 

internal orientation is very high, while their marketing orientation is moderate. 

Stan seems to have a balanced view on the role o f planning vs. implementation. 

He sees plans as guides to the future, that could help h i m to get ahead. Bu t he 

also sees plans as potential traps i f there is a discrepancy between the situation 

drawn up i n the plan and the situation i n real l ife. I t is, therefore, important to 

keep i n mind that i t is the terrain rather than the map that should guide the 

actions when there is a discrepancy between the two. According to this analogy, 

Stan is guided by the terrain (the reality), but he prefers to have a correct map (a 

good plan) that wou ld help h im to get ahead. Stan seems to use management by 

exception as an instmment to detect when plans no longer are valid. 

Discrepancies between the plans that are developed and what actually happens 

should be reported to h i m by the responsible manager as soon as they appear. 

This indicates that Stan has a strong orientation to both planning and 

implementation. Good planning means less parrying i n the w o r k to get things 

done (implementation). 

A n example o f this is the situation where the industry suffered a drastic drop i n 

demand. Stan holds that the drop was anticipated by Smalltown House, even 

though the magnitude was greater than anyone could have expected. Thus, the 

company had plans to deal w i t h the situation, but Stan still needed to parry to 

adjust them to better f i t the real situation. Still, the new situation seems to have 

made i t more difficult for Stan to apply analysis as he used to, as evidenced by 

the decrease i n need for cognition. Whi le i t earlier was possible to spend more 

time on individual issues and get to the bot tom o f a problem situation, both the 
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higher time pressure and the increased attention to market issues made this 

diff icult . Unl ike issues related to production or other internal factors, where Stan 

has deep knowledge, he has less knowledge regarding issues related to the market. 

Thus, Stan has been faced w i t h a situation where he has less time to spend on 

each issue, whi le at the same time each issue probably is more difficult to grasp. 

As indicated by the questionnaire, Smalltown House is a very results oriented 

company. This is evidenced perhaps most succinctly i n the piece rate system. 

Each worker is evaluated constandy and there is no equivocality i n this 

evaluation. 7 1 The outspoken declaration f r o m Stan that everybody who works for 

Smalltown House (e.g. suppliers, financial partners, sales representatives) must 

show results or they are out is further evidence that results are preferred before 

process. Stan also encourages everybody to find better ways to w o r k 7 2 , not ing 

that "If there was a better way to work, a way that would be more efficient, we would 

adopt it". The attitude towards receiving economic support is also an indication 

o f Stan's result orientation. Stan has nothing against receiving economic 

support 7 3 , but wou ld never let the possibility o f getting a certain support 

influence his decision. I f an investment can be partly financed by a certain 

support, they w i l l apply for i t (given it is not too complicated or too slim a 

chance to get i t ) . 

There is no doubt that all employees tend to see Smalltown house as a results 

oriented workplace. But i t seems the closer to the actual production, the less 

results oriented the firm is perceived. Whi le the C E O perceives i t to be 

extremely results oriented, the blue collar workers perceive i t to contain more 

elements o f process orientation, albeit still clearly results oriented. This could stem 

from the fact that although the C E O has done a lot to push the company i n a 

results oriented direction, this has made some tasks quite rigid and hard to 

influence. There is a best way (Taylor, 1947) to do things that is established. 

Thus, the individual employee could perceive that the way things are done are 

important, even though i t is the result that really counts 7 4. Formal reports are 

only produced once every four months. There is a principle that nothing ever is 

produced just for the sake o f it . Every report should have a designated user that 

really needs i t before i t is produced. W h e n asked whether he lacks any 

7 1 There is a certain pay for a certain volume. Given the volume, the pay is set beforehand. In a "normal" system 
the evaluation is more or less arbitrary. 
7 2 The piece rate system gives instant rewards to those who can work smarter, since the pay is directly linked to 
the performance. The company also offers additional rewards for ideas that increase effectiveness and can be 
adopted. 
7 3 Over the years, Smalltown House has received substantial governmental investment grants that have been used 
to expand the company. These investment grants are given to peripherally located firms to help them grow. 
7 4 One could argue that the company is quite process oriented inasmuch as the assembly line is tightly driven and 
workers have little opportunity to choose different ways to work. In this respect, it reminds a lot of scientific 
management, which is an important reference in Stan's world. One can, however, also argue that the assembly line 
is merely a means to get results, which Stan also concurs with. 
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information relevant to control the company, Stan says " o f course", but also 

notes that i f he lacked information that he thought w o u l d have an important 

impact on the firm's effectiveness, he wou ld make sure he'd get i t , given the 

information was w o r t h more than the effort to get i t . 

1) 

Marke t P lanning Process 

or ientat ion or ientat ion or ientat ion 

Figure 5.7 The scores on the three firm orientations for the CEO, the group of eleven 

white collar workers and the group of nine blue collar workers at Smalltown House  

5.4 Concluding Analysis of Smalltown House 

Based on the case material presented above, some areas i n relation to Smalltown 

House and Stan w i l l be briefly discussed. First, some notes about the performance 

are given. Then, we use the modif ied version o f Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) model 

to summarize Stan's present situation. After this follows the placing o f the 

company in Black's (1998) entrepreneurial grid. Finally, we w i l l try to extract 

the main lessons that can be leamt by studying Smalltown House. 

5.4.1 Some Reflections on Smalltown House's Performance 

The present performance indicates that Smalltown House is performing well . The 

financial performance is outstanding, while the market performance is quite good 

as wel l . The company definitely still belongs to the high performance category, 

thereby granting support for the model i n Part One (where the two aspects o f 

C E O personality, tolerance for ambiguity and self-efficacy, were found to be 

most important to explain firm performance). The accounts indicate no 

extraordinary reasons for the firm's performance. Smalltown House has gone 

through the period o f drastically decreased demand (and sales) wi thout suffering 

much profitabil i ty wise. According to his o w n statement, Stan is much more 

concerned w i t h profi tabil i ty than w i t h growth. 

5.4.2 Stan's Present Situation 

W h e n putt ing d o w n the aspects o f Stan's situation according to Gist & Mitchell's 

(1992) framework, the fo l lowing picture appears (see Table 5.4). 
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Table 5.4 Stan's present situation. 

Task Attributes 
Relatively good market situation - The company 

operates as market leader. Strong sales force. 

Relatively homogenous market. 

Very good financial situation - The company has 

substantial financial strength. 

Control in spite of divided ownership - By the 

consensus agreement Stan as CEO has good 

control o f the company. 

Ability 
Relevant education - helped h im to better 

understand his company . 

Good general management skills - dominating 

position in his company. 

Extensive internal, but little external experience -

little relevant experience f rom sales. 

Personality (Tolerance for Ambiguity) 
Attitude and action: Relatively high T A 

Interpersonal Environment 
Management team/ board relatively strong - Has 

good competence in most areas. Both internal 

and external. 

Relatively extended personal network - both inside 

and outside own industry. 

Some positive vicarious experience - Imitates 

successful moves by competitors, but believes 

that Smalltown House is in world-class. 

Task Strategies 
Decisive - Planning important, but consistent 

implementation even more important 

Open to new solutions - focus on long-term 

profitability by allowing change. 

Task Effort 
Very determined. "Works long hours. 

Marketing mosdy left to others. 

The task attributes point to that Stan currently is i n a situation that he has 

relatively good control over. Neither the financial nor the ownership situation 

restrict Stan's options much. The market situation was earher somewhat 

threatening, where the company operated on a l imited market and had relatively 

little knowledge o f marketing. The market has now been extended and 

knowledge has been acquired (mainly by the hir ing o f the market manager). The 

company has become a competent market leader. Today, the market is larger but 

still not diverse in terms o f demand fluctuations. Act ion to further broaden the 

market has been taken. The arrangements w i t h the sales representatives make for 

a strong sales force w i t h l imited costs. Stan's interpersonal environment is quite 

strong. He has good access to both internal and external competence related to 

the industry - f r o m the different area managers to the Minister o f industry. A 

threat for Smalltown House, in the longer m n , is the fact that most o f the 

contacts are personal and not backed up by others at Smalltown House. Both Stan 

himself and Smalltown House as a company leam f r o m others successful 

implementation. However, since Stan holds that the company is best i n the wor ld 

i n some aspects, there are few companies to leam f rom. 

Regarding ability, Stan is fairly strong. U n t i l the last downturn, his education and 

experience had been enough to m n Smalltown House very wel l . The new market 

situation, that emerged after the market collapsed, presented Stan w i t h a 

challenge that he did not have the competence to handle himself. By the hiring o f 

this competence in the shape o f a new market manager, this could be remedied. 

However, i t marked the first time that Stan lacked competence in an area that 
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was important for the company's success. Despite the fact that Stan has a 

relatively high tolerance for ambiguity he has had a clear preference for internal 

factors. The relatively high tolerance for ambiguity seems to have provided Stan 

w i t h an ability to tolerate - even welcome - changes that he believes are positive 

for the long-term profitabiHty o f the company. Stan is, therefore, i n his actions 

open to new solutions. But once a decision is made, there is little hesitance in 

Stan's action. The decision is implemented consistently w i t h a weU-laid plan and 

parrying i f reahty changes. The effort w i t h which Stan does this is considerable. 

Both i n determination and stamina. Marketing seems to be the area that Stan 

spend least direct resources on. Here he relies on the market manager knowing 

his business. 

5.4.3 Plac ing in Black's (1998) Entrepreneurial G r i d 

Based on the presented case material i t is clear that Smalltown House is more 

geared towards honing than enterprising. The honing skills are moderate to high, 

while the enterprising skiUs appear to be moderate. The internal operations have 

been subject to honing for almost for ty years and constitute, according to Stan, 

wor ld class. The very high productivity supports this. The external facet is 

perhaps not as strong, but new houses are developed based on customers' demand 

or competitors' earher implementation. The fact that the company successfuUy 

could cope w i t h the down-turn i n the market and find new customers i n new 

segments indicate that enterprising skiUs are present. From the above, i t seems 

reasonable to characterize Stan's firm as a high performance driver w i t h somewhat 

weaker honing skiUs than the average high performance driver. Stan himself is 

personaUy heavily associated w i t h the high honing skiUs (especiaUy for internal 

effectiveness), but less associated w i t h the entrepreneurial skills. In the latter case, 

Stan has allowed for entrepreneurial activity, but left much o f the implementation 

to mainly the market manager. 

5.4.4 W hat C a n B e Learnt f r o m Smal l town House? 

The advantages and perils of extensive experience 

Stan has been C E O for the company for 17 years and worked there fuU-time in 

different positions for another 16 years. His entire adult life has been closely 

connected to SmaUtown House. Bo th his education and work experience have 

evidently provided bits and pieces to what was necessary as C E O o f the 

company. I t seems he groomed himself and, possibly, was groomed by his father 

i n a very successful way. The combined effect o f Stan's basic characteristics, his 

education and his experience have enabled h i m to lead his company quite 

successfuUy over the years. However, by being very experienced and influential 

there is a risk that he dismisses ideas not suiting the established way o f doing 

things (cf Competency trap; Levitt & March, 1988). As MiUer (1991) notes, 

CEOs tend to become "stale i n the saddle" after a while (also cf. Hambrick & 

Fukotomi, 1991). In a crisis, experience may normaUy help to guide action 
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(Fiedler, 1996), but i n a turbulent situation this "help" could be misleading. His 

extensive firm experience could thus be both an asset and a liability. 

The area where Stan is least confident is probably marketing. His years in the 

sales department took place in another time, not at all resembling today's market 

situation. Smalltown House was unti l the drastic drop i n 1992, not really i n need 

o f specialized marketing knowledge. Houses practically sold themselves and the 

production had more than enough to do. But, after the 18 month backlog was 

reduced, the need for a new market approach became evident. For the first time 

i n the company's history, demand was lacking. Before, practically all energy was 

devoted to production since demand had almost been taken for granted. This was 

a new situation and Stan lacked both the education and the experience to deal 

w i t h i t . Despite this, Stan seems to have handled the situation fairly wel l . The 

company is i n a very good position, regardless o f whether we are looking at 

market or financial performance. 

The reason for the success probably lies i n Stan's ability to refrain f r o m holding 

on too much to the old "taken-for-granted" way to do things. He resisted taking 

the easiest way out and let experience guide h im when the situation demanded 

action (Fiedler, 1996). Stan noted that the responsibility for changes is placed on 

h i m as C E O . As C E O , he needs to have visions or beliefs about the future and 

act upon them. T o acknowledge the need for more and new market activities 

was by Stan himself regarded as the second most important "decision" he has 

taken as C E O o f Smalltown House. For a person deeply rooted i n production 

orientation, this "decision" was, undoubtedly, a diff icult one. Partly giving up 

what had been taken for granted is sure to cause uncertainty, wh ich makes the 

task to m n the company more demanding. Wi thou t high tolerance for ambiguity 

a person is unlikely to take this step, even i f i t may be the only way to survive i n 

the long m n . Stan's deep experience is, however, far f r o m obsolete. Apart f r o m 

the changes i n the market area, Stan and his company still can use their extensive 

knowledge and experience f r o m running a cost efficient production. Stan seems 

to have been able to hold on to the valuable knowledge and experience while 

al lowing change i n areas where present knowledge and experience has become 

obsolete. This is probably one important key to the success for Smalltown House. 

Can lowered self-efficacy be a sign of a functional CEO? 

As described above, there has been a shift i n attention at Smalltown House f r o m 

merely looking at production issues (internal focus) to looking more at market 

aspects (external focus). I n order to sell today, marketing has become a necessity 

and the position as market leader forces the company to take a more active role 

in their market. Since the company for more than 35 years has walked on a path 

(cf myth , Hayes 1983) emphasizing higher and higher internal cost effectiveness, 

the mere acknowledgment that this may be insufficient could lead to Stan 
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becoming less confident about his ability to manage his company. I f Stan wou ld 

have ignored the signals indicating that the market aspect needed more attention, 

he could probably have retained his very high perceived self-efficacy i n the short 

run. 

However, although Stan's self-efficacy has decreased somewhat, the company has 

continued to perform wel l . Increasing the market orientation probably led to 

decreased perceived self-efficacy. I f he wou ld have held on to the " f u l l " production 

orientation, he might have had a higher perceived self-efficacy. However, f ew 

would question that the move towards increased focus on market aspects is 

necessary, implying that the lowered self-efficacy was a necessary by-product o f 

appropriate action by Stan. I f the perceived self-efficacy does not match an 

actual ability to act as C E O , the person is deceiving himself (cf. objective and 

subjective room for action as discussed in Bohman & Johansson-Lindfors, 1998). 

Thus, reduced self-efficacy could be a good sign in a period o f change i f i t stems 

f r o m dealing w i t h a new situation as opposed to sticking to the way things have 

been done. A period o f change is when myths really are questioned. Loosing the 

comfort o f acting according to a myth (taken-for-granted) causes strain and 

uncertainty, but could be instrumental for long-term survival. 

Smalltown House - A company with a clear profile that reflects Stan Hardy 

For the outside observer, i t does not take long to f ind out that Smalltown House 

relies heavily on a l o w cost strategy and is results oriented. Many w o u l d also say 

that i t has an internal orientation and that there is a bias for planning. This profile 

reflects Stan Hardy's ideas and actions (cf. Hambrick & Mason, 1984). 

The Smalltown House case clearly indicates that the C E O as a person can be very 

influential, even when the company has grown beyond the size when the C E O 

can directly influence all the employees. In Smalltown House, Stan has over the 

years molded his closest co-workers to carry on his intentions. The use o f reward 

systems i n the production influences how the blue collar employees behave 

wi thout having to moni tor them direcdy. I n every comer o f the company the 

intentions o f Stan Hardy are being communicated. 

Even i f the market department has the strongest independence, it is still 

influenced by Stan to a great deal. A l l managers concurred that no major decision 

is taken wi thout Stan giving the green light. As Stan noted, the increased 

attention to marketing came after he himself had come to the conclusion that the 

old strong internal orientation needed to be complemented w i t h stronger market 

orientation. Still, the company seems to rest on the same basic foundation today 

as ten years ago, namely cost effectiveness. Despite the fact that there was more 

money to be made in the 1980s w i t h a more diversified product, the company 

remained tme to the proven business idea. I t is probable that the company, by 
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having been true to its business idea, today is among the strongest competitors in 

the industry. Everybody at Smalltown House knows what they make money on. 

A diversion in the 1980s wou ld probably have given the company more money 

then, but could have jeopardized the company in the longer m n . The practice o f 

put t ing the business idea to a test once i n a while makes good sense, although one 

wonders what would happen i f i t was found to be obsolete. For a f i r m like 

Smalltown House, their business idea seems close to what the bible is for the 

Christian. The very essence o f Smalltown House is found in its business idea and 

to change i t substantially wou ld make i t into another company. A company that 

Stan Hardy perhaps wou ld be unable to m n successfully. 
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6 Country Stairways 

Selection criteria: CEO's traits: High 
Firm Performance: High 

Brief History and Summary of Country Stairways 
Country Stairways stems f r o m a carpenter shop founded over 70 years ago in 

Country village, a small village i n the heart o f southern Sweden. The 

manufacmring o f stairs was introduced i n the beginning o f the 1960s. Since then 

the company has changed owners twice. From 1972 unt i l 1988 the company was 

m n by an "old-fashioned" joinery owner. Dur ing this period the expansion was 

slow and relied only on internal funding. I n 1988, the present owner, an 

investment firm based in central Sweden, bought the company and hired the 

present C E O , John Jones, i n 1991. The expansion since 1988 has been substantial 

and externally funded. The products are wooden staircases o f all kinds for mainly 

the German, Swedish and Danish consumer market. Recently, some stairs have 

been sold i n Russia and i n the Baltic states. The C E O considers the products to 

be o f superior quality, wel l specialized and sold at above average prices. I n 1996, 

Country Stairways had sales o f about 38 M S E K and had 31 employees. 

6.1 The performance of Country Stairways 

Below we w i l l first present the company's performance over the last ten years 

according to the annual reports. I n doing so, we w i l l relate the performance to 

important events at the company. W e w i l l also relate the performance to the 

industry at large as the key ratios are displayed w i t h the median and upper/lower 

quartile o f the industry. Finally, the CEO's self-report o f their performance in 

1992, 1994 and early 1997 w i l l be displayed and compared to the performance 

according to the annual reports. 

6.1.1 T h e Annua l Reports and the Events Behind them 

Figure 6.1 shows the development in sales, fixed assets and employees over the 

last ten-year period. The company entered the period w i t h practically all fixed 

assets wr i t ten off. The new owner that took over i n 1988 invested extensively in 

new equipment. The rise in sales was moderate in the late 1980s and was, partly 

due to these investments, possible wi thout any increase i n manpower. As can be 

seen, Country Stairways only suffered a mi ld decline when the market dipped. 

This was mainly due to the fact that the present C E O , appointed by the new 

owners in 1991, had launched a growth strategy including a project to find new 

customers. This strategy produced heavy sales growth in the years after the 

decHne, but suffered a set-back i n 1996 when sales to a large customer dropped 

substantially. Ever since the new C E O jo ined the firm, large investments have 

been made, both i n machinery and new buildings. 
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Sales in M S E K 

Fixed asse ts in M S E K 

No. of E m p l o y e e s 

I ß CO K- <B 0> Q T - EVI » 3 ffi ffi 
C O O O C O G O C O O ) O ) O ) 0 ) 0 ) O ) 0 ) 
( 7 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 3 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 ) 0 

Figure 6.1 Development of sales, fixed assets and number of employees for Country 

Stairways in the period from 1985 to 1996 

The performance ratios for the company looking at the last ten years and 

comparing to the industry are portrayed in Figure 6.2 a-f. Each figure shows 

Country Stairways (white line) together w i t h the lower and upper quartile as we l l 

as the median for the industry. 

Figure 6.2b Return on assets (ROA)fior Figure 6.2d Capital turnover rate for Country 

Country Stairways compared to the industry Stairways compared to the industry 
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Figure 6.2e Solvency ratio for Country Figure 6.2/ Turnover per employee in MSEK 

Stairways compared to the industry for Country Stairways compared to the industry 

The performance o f Country Stairways has varied somewhat over the period. 

This is not surprising, given that i t involves three distinct periods regarding 

ownership and management 7 5. U p unti l 1992, the growth in sales trailed the 

median, reflecting the old owner's philosophy to expand carefully. Then, 

between 1993-95 sales surged, almost tr ipling the company's turnover after the 

new C E O had launched a growth strategy. Finally, i n 1996 there was a small 

decline i n sales, mainly due to the fact that sales to the largest single customer (a 

retailer accounting for almost 30 % o f the turnover) decreased considerably. 

Looking at return on assets and return on sales, the pattern is more stable. It 

seems that the company has performed slightly better than the average firm over 

the whole period. The lack o f change after 1992 can be related to the fact that 

the new C E O in his first years only was interested in a sufficient return on sales 

and assets, whereas growth i n sales was a outspoken goal. 

The decreased result for 1996 is related to the drop in sales to the largest customer 

mentioned above. T o quickly find new appropriate customers, large 

"extraordinary" sums were spent that lowered the result considerably. Capital 

turnover rate has varied but has mostly been found between the lower and upper 

quartile. The first drop i n 1988-89 was due to heavy investments initiated by the 

new ownership. The upswing 1993-95, despite fairly high investments during 

these years, is o f course due to the rapid growth during this period. The last dip 

in 1996 is caused by both the small decline i n sales and large investments during 

the year. Under the old ownership, the solvency ratio seem to have been close to 

the industry standard. Under the new ownership, the solvency ratio has been 

quite l o w and barely reaching the lower quartile. The situation is, however, not 

as bad as it seems, since a large port ion o f the long term debt can be considered 

as pseudo equity. Instead o f providing equity, the owner provides loans. This 

capital (between 11 and 17 % o f the total capital the last three years) is not Hkely 

7 5 Before 1988: Owned and managed by an traditional small joinery manufacturer. Between 1988 and 1991: 
Owned by an investment company and managed by the son of the earlier owner. Since 1991: Owned by the 
investment company, but mn by a hired professional CEO. 
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to be taken out o f the company on short notice, although i t is not as "safe" as 

equity. Finally, the productivity, reflected by turnover per employee, has a clear 

rising trend. The leap up at the end o f the period is the result o f a big increase in 

sales wi thout the same increase i n manpower, due to investments i n flexible and 

fast N C machines. 

6.1.2 T h e C E O ' s Self -Reported Performance Regarding 1992, 1994 
and Ear ly 1997 

Figure 6.3 shows John's view on his firm's performance for three years. 1992 is 

evaluated retrospectively i n 1994. 1994 is evaluated both i n May 1994 and 

retrospectively i n 1997. 1997 is evaluated as present performance i n early 1997. 

Confer section 4.4 (Research Process) for details on how the self-report was 

given by the C E O and h o w the self-report is interpreted to enable the 

forthcoming comparison. 

2 h 

• Profitabil ity 

• Growth in sales 

• Growth in market share 

i Productivi ty 

i Customer satisfaction 

Q Financial performance 

John, 92 (94) John, 94 (94) John, 94 (97) John, 97 (97) " M a r k e t per formance 

Figure 6.3 John's self-reported performance taken from the questionnaire. 92 (94) 

should be read as self-report concerning 1992 given in 1994. 

John has great variety i n his self-report. The only measure that is consistently 

rated as above average is customer satisfaction. The "soft" performance measures 

(i.e. productivity and customer satisfaction) are consistently rated higher than the 

"hard" counterparts. This could be correct, at least for productivity, since the 

turnover per employee after 1992 has been among the best i n the industry. 

6.1.3 Compar i son Between the Self-Reported Performance and 
the Performance A c c o r d i n g to the A n n u a l Reports 

Tables 6.1 (profitability) and 6.2 (sales growth) contain the comparison between 

self-reported and "actual" (according to annual reports) performance. 
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Table 6.1 A companson of profitability from self-report and the annual reports for 

Country Stairways. 

Period Self-reported 

profitability 

Profitability according to 
annual reports 

Discrepancy of self-report in relation 

to annual report 

1992 "2" Slightly above the median 
Self-reported profitability 

somewhat underestimated 

1994 "3" i n 1994, 

" 3 " i n 1997 

Between median and upper 

cjuartile 

Self-reported profitability 

somewhat underestimated 

Early 

1997 
"3" A t the median in 1996. I m 

provement expected for 1997 

Self-reported profitability probably 

somewhat underestimated 

Table 6.2 A comparison of sales growth from self-report and the annual reports for 

Country Stairways. 

Period Self-reported 

sales growth 

Sales growth according to 

annual reports 

Discrepancy of self-report in 

relation to annual report 

1992 "3" Slightly above the median 
Self-reported sales growth 

accurately reported 

1994 "5" in 1994, 

" 4 " i n 1997 

Somewhat above the upper 

quartile 

Self-report from 1994 accurate. 

Self-report f rom 1997 somewhat 

underestimated 

Early 

1997 
"4» 

A t the lower quartile in 1996. 

Substantial increase expected 

for 1997 

Self-reported sales growth probably 

accurately reported 

I t seems John tends to constantly underestimate their profitability according to 

the financial accounts 7 6. Sales growth is generally accurately reported. The reason 

for the accurately reported sales growth could stem from the fact that John has 

focused mainly on achieving better sales. This w o r k has been constantly evaluated 

by measuring their market share. Regarding profitabili ty, John clearly expressed 

that he was dissatisfied w i t h their current long-term level and that the board is 

anxious to raise the level. This may send a signal to John that the company's 

performance is worse (in comparison to competitors) than i t actually is. 

7 6 The performance in 1997 has indeed increased substantially both in sales and profitability, according to a 
telephone conversation with the CEO in the spring of 1998. 
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6.2 The C E O and His Situation 

John Jones in a Nutshell 

John is 59 years old and has been work ing as C E O for Country Stairways for six 

years. Before that, he worked almost 30 years i n various positions in the same 

general industry, including production management, purchasing and sales. 

Dur ing these 30 years, he has also held the position as C E O fo r another jo inery 

f i r m fo r five years. John's highest formal education is i n engineering at the 

college level, while his major business experience is i n production and marketing. 

John's personality characteristics compared to the industry and the other CEOs 

participating i n this study in 1994 and 1997 are displayed in Figure 6.4 below. 

Sel f -Ef f icacy Tolerance for 

Ambigui ty 

Need for 

Cogni t ion 

• John , Count ry Stairways (94) 

P John , Count ry Sta i rways (97) 

• M e a n , ent i re industry (94) 

Mean , all eight CEOs (94) 

• Mean , all eight CEOs (97) 

Figure 6.4 The scores on the three personality aspects for John compared to the mean in 

the entire industry and the mean of the eight CEOs in this study.  

I n 1997, John scored lower in all three aspects. His self-efficacy and need for 

cognition decreased moderately (0,6 and 0,7 units respectively), while his 

tolerance for ambiguity seems to have decreased quite a lot (1,0 units). 

Compared to 1994, when John scored among the highest i n all three aspects, 

John is, i n 1997, close to the average on the same personality characteristics. 

Next , we w i l l give an account o f John's situation at his f i r m . 

6.2.1 T h e C E O ' s Background 

John became an engineer based on the demand from the industry and his o w n 

interests. Ever since he graduated he has held management positions w i t h i n the 

joinery industry or worked as sales representative for firms that had joinery firms 

as customers. John still finds his basic education useful, but i t needed to be 

complemented by a number o f university courses over the years. John notes that 

he always has been able to complement perceived gaps i n his competence profi le 

w i t h appropriate courses. Regarding experience, John has consciously chosen to 

work i n the same industry all his life. He considers it his "home tu r f ' , where he, 

over the years, has gained experience that helps h im funct ion as C E O i n his 

company. He has leamt what he is good at and what he should avoid. For 

instance, his experience f r o m larger firms i n the industry is mostly negative. I n 

his view, management i n these firms is mostly about politics, something John 
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dislikes. The most important experience he has acquired over the years is, 

according to himself, daring to take action. This is something that he tries to pass 

on to his employees by making them take responsibility and act, wi thout stepping 

outside the given boundaries (so the action won ' t risk the entire company). 

6.2.2 T h e W o r k as C E O 

The position at Country Stairways was, i n John's view, a perfect way to end his 

work ing career. He wanted to develop the small, traditional, wel l-run f i rm to 

become a somewhat larger, modem, successful competitor on the market. The 

firm had the right foundation for development w i t h a good product, decent 

production equipment and a developed market i n Germany. John's vision about 

Country Stairways is to bui ld a sustainable (i.e. profitable in the long mn) f i rm, 

ready to take on future demands. A n important task to achieve this has been to 

move the company above its "critical" size, that is, the size needed to attain 

adequate and sustainable profitability. Growth has, however, never been a goal in 

itself, but merely a means to get profitability. As John sees i t , growth paves the 

way fo r profitability. Another means to get profitability is the work towards a 

more flexible organization, both i n terms o f developing the employees and the 

equipment 7 7 . I n this work , an industry network has been important. Country 

Stairways is part o f a 25- f i rm network that John helped to initiate. A l l the 

companies i n the network work i n the w o o d processing industry, but not as 

direct competitors. The basic objective w i t h the network is to develop the 

individual firms by sharing experiences and sharing costs for competence 

generation (tailor-made courses, etc). 

Introducing formal routines is another project John finds important. For instance, 

the cost estimates have traditionally been made up by educated guesswork by 

production supervisors. W h e n more and more procedures are introduced, the 

need for better estimates grew strong. Today, most estimates are based on 

repeated time studies and more and more orders are evaluated against the real 

reported time and material use. In the near future, the estimates (with the margin 

added) w i l l be available for the customers on-line, avoiding the costly work to 

generate tenders. A new ordering system is developed that should help the 

customer (retailer) to better market the staircases. B y committ ing the customer to 

invest i n this system, the customers are less hkely to go elsewhere for staircases as 

long as Country Stairways keep their promises. 

John sees his role at the company as the head service man w h o makes sure the 

machinery w i l l work . After having spent much time training jun io r service men 

(white collar employees) and t r imming the engine (developed the production 

' ' In addition to this, John also noted the importance of keeping the production busy. An idle production facihty 
is costly. The goal, according to this view, is that sales should match (or be shghtly above) the production 
capacity. 
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facilities and the competence o f the blue collar workers), he hopes that he, 

eventually, w i l l be redundant at his f i r m . Presendy, John is definitely not 

redundant. He notes himself that he has come a long way, but that the goal to be 

redundant is still years away. The whi te collar employees agree w i t h this. They 

generally perceive themselves to have assumed more and more responsibility over 

the years, but when something unusual happens, John is often needed to sort i t 

out. Especially regarding market activities, John still does the lion's share. His 

current heavy involvement i n marketing activities is partly related to the crisis 7 8 

that occurred when a large retailer practically ceased to place new orders. The 

immediate crisis is over, but John is anxious to make sure that the same situation 

w i l l not present itself again. Therefore, he has devoted most o f his time to f ind ing 

new suitable long-term customers/retailers. This has been done by participating 

i n fairs or other similar fora for meeting prospective customers i n new markets. 

They should be spread over many markets and not be too large 7 9 . W i t h the 

immediate crisis over, John has initiated action to raise both profitability (focus 

more on the profi t margin) and l iquidi ty (reduce account receivables)8 0. 

6.2.3 T h e Ownership Situation 

The owner gave John a relatively free hand to develop the company as he chose 

in the beginning, but profitability demands have been accentuated recently when 

the owner put a 7 % return on sales-demand on the firm. This has forced John to 

focus more on getting good margins, since he does not want to risk the owners 

commitment. 

There is always a potential conflict between a company and its owner when the 

owner's main interest is to see their investment pay o f f i n the economic sense. 

John has experienced this conflict when he was forced to fight to retain profits i n 

the f i r m . This can become a problem, especially when the company is growing. 

Although not particularly disappointed w i t h the owner, John w o u l d have 

preferred being part o f a solvent industrial group, both for getting easier access to 

capital and for having a more competent board. The present situation has forced 

John to rely mainly on the banks for f u n d i n g 8 1 and the expertise o f the owners is 

not always relevant for Country Stairways situation. 

7 8 Due to the sudden drop in sales, the liquidity went from the "normal" poor state to become terrible. The 
company was on the verge of having a bankruptcy due to insufficient liquidity. 
7 9 As John himself notes, the process to change from fewer larger customers to many small ones is in itself 
associated with risk. It is possible that the large customers notes this intention and cancel the cooperation before a 
number of new smaller customers have been acquired. 
8 0 As John noted, sometimes profitability and liquidity are in conflict. For instance, giving the customers a cash 
discount shaves the profit margin, but boosts liquidity. Likewise, buying goods in larger quantities often enables 
lower costs and higher margins, but produces worse liquidity. A balance must be found. 
8 1 At times, the owner's solvency has been so bad that it acmally put Country Stairways in a crisis situation when 
they had to return capital to the owner. 
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6.2.4 T h e Impact o f the Turbulent Situation 

Uncertainty is, i n John's eyes, the normal state o f affairs when doing business. He 

holds that his experience i n the industry has taught h i m that little can be taken for 

certain. The experience has also, according to his o w n account, prevented h im 

f r o m being too involved w i t h problems that arise. Instead, he is able to focus on 

opportunities. In this respect he noted that Country Stairways can easily double 

its turnover, even though this may take some years. Another advantage stemming 

f r o m being experienced is the ability to keep calm, especially in a crisis situation. 

The past year has been tough on many employees, but John himself has been able 

to keep his head cool. In the beginning o f his career he remembers becoming 

paralyzed i n some crisis situations. The export is substantial and, according to 

John, a must for a company Hke Country Stairways that sells products to very 

quality-conscious customers. Sweden is simply not big enough. Besides, 

spreading the sales on many markets normally makes for less swings in demand. 

Marketing, even i f the company doesn't spend large sums on i t , is also seen as 

something that reduces uncertainty, rather than increases i t . Marketing is needed 

to anchor the products on the markets they have decided to work on. I n John's 

view, production development is also something that must be done. Upgrading 

the production equipment to accommodate the demand on short series is 

necessary i f the company wants to make any prof i t i n the long mn . 

The recent crisis illustrates, according to John, h o w intricate i t can be to balance 

growth, l iquidity and profitability. "If I go 10 mph too fast, we might crash due to 

poor liquidity, and if I go 5 mph too slow the profitability will suffer. It's a hell of a 

balance act". He holds that his extensive experience was the main ingredient to 

take the company through the crisis. Wi thou t this experience, he is uncertain i f 

he could have pulled the company through. 

John has little doubt about his ability to influence the company, although the 

recent crisis made h im wonder at times. Still, by setting goals and work ing hard, 

almost anything is possible, according to John 8 2 . The greatest risk, i n John's 

mind, is that he pushes the company too hard, wh ich may jeopardize both the 

financial and human capital. The first years as C E O , he often felt that he was 

way ahead o f his employees. After realizing that he was trying to introduce 

procedures, such as ISO 9000, that wou ld have become mere files i n a bookshelf, 

he changed strategies. Rather than pushing his ideas through, he tried to 

convince his employees o f the advantages w i t h the idea, by discussing i t more or 

less informally, over an extended time period. ISO 9000 is now being 

implemented w i t h the production manager as project leader. He, who first was 

° When asking the employees to compare Country Stairways before John came, with Country Stairways today, 
everyone is amazed at the change. In six years, the company has been completely reshaped. Although there have 
been difficult times, the employees have great respect for, and confidence in, John's abiHty to lead the company. 
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opposed to the project, is n o w aware what the benefits f r o m the quality system 

can be. 

John considers the internal and external facets as two equally important areas for 

the success o f the company. Retaining the best customers and f inding new good 

customers (that is, customers that generate stable, potentially profitable, sales over 

a longer period) is as important as having a good internal organization that can 

satisfy these customers by flexible, yet cost effective, production. His influence on 

both areas has been substantial, as both he and his employees note. 

6.2.5 T h e Internal and External Network 

There is no regular management team at Country Stairways. There is, however, 

a weekly planned meeting concerning the production involving John, the 

production manager, and the supply manager. Market issues are mostly discussed 

w i t h the sales representative for the German market 8 3 . As noted above, John 

found that there was a lack o f industry experience among the board members. 

However, John recently managed to place an experienced and knowledgeable 

person on the board w h o was better able to question his actions and come up 

w i t h good advice. Having a competent "outsider" to discuss ideas w i t h and 

knowing that his w o r k is reviewed by competent people is important for John. 

Still, some information never reaches the eyes and ears o f the board. The high 

risk level has been downplayed, since he believes they could overreact and do 

something rash. "If the board were aware about all I did, they would have ... lost their 

pants. It's simply so". In regard to this, the financial manager noted that she 

sometimes perceived John to work w i t h different goals towards those on the 

inside, compared to those on the outside. 

In Table 6.3, the external network o f contacts for John and Country Stairways is 

displayed. I n the table the, extent o f the contact is complemented by John's view 

on the contact. 

Table 6.3 Short description of Country Stairways' and John's external network: 

Area Type and extent of contact John's view on the contact  

Customers Long, close relations the norm. The crisis was due to the fact that one 

Contracts written that stipulate the customer grew too big and influential, 

relation. Improved customer support The new customers wi l l be smaller.  

is planned for the future.  

8 3 John hired the former CEO (who is the former owner's son) as sales representative at an early stage. This person 
had good personal relations wi th all customers in Germany which John saw as an important competence to retain 
in the company. The sales representative is, however, not hired directly by Country Stairways. He rans a 
company that is paid commission on their sales. Over the years, John has tried to decrease the dependency on this 
sales representative by meeting with the customers himself (together with the representative) and increasing sales to 
other markets than Germany. 
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Table 6.3 (Cd) Short description of Country Stairways' and John's external network: 

Area Type and extent o f contact John's view on the contact 

Suppliers Long, close relations the norm, but 

price also matter. Important that the 

supplier can develop as Country  

Stairways develops.  

John is pleased w i t h the important 

suppliers. W o u l d still like to be 

tougher when negotiating wi th the 

suppliers.  

Board Active, quite competent, board that 

has 4-5 meetings per year. Frequent 

contact between meetings wi th the 

boardmember that has industry 

experience. A l l boardmembers get the 

monthly report. 

The latest addition to the board, a 

man w i t h industry experience, was 

hired by John. This person is a 

frequent discussion partner when 

contemplating decisions. John also 

likes having a competent board that 

evaluates his work 

Financiers The bank has a small branch office in 

the village. The contact person 

working at the larger office in a 

nearby town lives in the village. 

Almost daily contact wi th the bank, 

although John is only involved  

occasionally.  

John considers good bank contacts as 

crucial and indispensable when 

developing companies. Even though 

he sees equity as the best fo rm o f 

financing, a company can seldom 

develop solely on this. 

Auditor Mainly contact wi th the financial 

manager, but John also uses this 

person for advice and evaluation once 

a month. 

John has great confidence in this 

person and finds his earlier experience 

as bank manager to be positive. 

Other firms Extensive cooperation. Several 

projects wi th in the network mainly 

aimed at improved competence. 

Meets other stair manufacturers 

regularly. 

The network has been essential for the 

company's development. Likes to meet 

wi th competing firms to learn f rom 

each other. John dislikes the term 

"competitor" and instead talks about 

"colleagues". Cooperation is, in John's 

view, a good way for smaller firms to 

be able to take on larger competitors. 

Industry Active wi th in the development 

organizations group in the industry organization. 

Member several local entrepreneurial  

organizations.  

John finds the amount o f activities 

almost overwhelming. It takes 

prioritizing not to spend valuable time 

on useless meetings.  

6.2.6 Evidence of John's Tolerance for Ambigui ty and Self-Eff icacy 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

The lost tolerance for ambiguity that the questionnaire reports is not evidenced i n 

either attitudes or actions. Instead, the evidence seems to display the high level he 

had in 1994. John notes that uncertainty is the name o f the game and he has not 

been prevented f r o m taking action. He holds that the actions taken during the 

last year have saved the company f r o m bankruptcy. I n respect to his lower score 

on tolerance for ambiguity, the uncertainty over the last couple o f months may 

have been" too much", where most o f his t ime has been devoted to keeping the 
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firm afloat. Compared to 1994, when sales were booming and profits rising, the 

situation had changed substantially. At that time, the company developed 

according to plans. Even though John notes that he had anticipated the recent 

crisis, he had not been able to make preparations i n advance to avoid i t . Thus, 

through the growth strategy, John seems to have created a situation that 

sometimes almost overwhelms h im; knowing that the firm w i l l be better prepared 

for the future when the strategy is realized. I t seems John has increased 

uncertainty i n the process to get less uncertainty as a result i n the future. 

Self-efficacy 

The self-efficacy decreased, according to the questionnaire, f r o m being very high 

to become only average, comparing w i t h his colleagues i n the industry. The 

accounts indicate that John still has quite high self-efficacy. He did note that he 

had had some moments o f doubt about whether the company wou ld make i t 

(liquidity wise) through the recent crisis, but still maintained that there was no 

doubt i n his m i n d that the strategy, to find profitable long-term relations w i t h 

chosen retailers, paired w i t h a very flexible manufacturing system, is correct. The 

crisis was an anticipated - although somewhat underestimated - problem, on the 

march towards the vision John had created. 

6.3 The profile of the Company-

Here the aspects o f the company that were examined in Part One - strategic 

competence and firm orientation - w i l l be displayed. Evidence for, or against, 

these scores w i l l then be presented. 

6.3.1 F i r m Strategy 

John's rating in the questionnaire (see Figure 6.5) indicates that Country 

Stairways has average competence i n differentiation and cost effectiveness, while 

the focus competence is relatively low. Bo th the differentiation and focus 

competence have remained the same compared to 1994, while the cost 

effectiveness competence has increased somewhat. 

3 

2 f 

Dif ferentiat ion Cost 

Effect iveness 

Focus 

.inHjarilrrlT 
• Country Stairways (94) 

• Country Stairways (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

U All eight companies (94) 

• All eight companies (97) 

Figure 6.5 The scores on the three strategic competencies for Country Stairways compared 

to the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study. 
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I t seems John is perhaps too modest i n his rating o f their differentiation 

competence. Bo th f r o m observation and the interview, it seems clear that 

Country Stairways is able to provide the customer a product and service wh ich are 

very competitive due to high specialization 8 4 and high qual i ty 8 5 . John noted that 

they need to supply a specialized product so the disadvantage o f location becomes 

less relevant. The l o w focus competence is partly related to the desire to please as 

many customers as possible. But i t is also related to the conscious strategy to 

broaden the market for the f i r m . Both these actions help the f i r m to become less 

dependent on single customers and, thus, less exposed to risk wi thout losing the 

ability to still perform wel l . The contention that this is related to l ow competence 

can therefore be seriously questioned. The increased cost effectiveness i n the last 

couple o f years seems reasonable. U n t i l 1994, the focus was almost entirely on 

increasing sales and building competence. N o w , the owner has given John a 

return on sales target to meet. W h e n it is diff icult to raise prices, being more cost 

effective is the easiest way o f achieving better return on sales. The fact that the 

company has invested in flexible and fast numerically controlled production 

equipment further increases cost effectiveness. 

6.3.2 F i r m Orientation 

Looking at John's questionnaire scores, there have been some changes regarding 

f i r m orientation between 1994 and 1997 (See Figure 6.6). From having a 

balance between market and internal orientation, John presently tends to view the 

company as more internally driven. The planning orientation remains close to the 

center, indicating a balance between planning and implementation. Finally, John 

has shifted f r o m viewing the company as slightly process oriented to perceive i t 

as slightly results oriented. Figure 6.7 displays the present view o f the C E O 

compared w i t h a number o f whi te and blue collar employees. There is a tendency 

that both white and blue collar employees view the company as more market 

oriented and that white collar employees view the company as more results 

oriented (See Appendix 8 for details). 

*™ Although John says that they can't make all stairs that the customers desire, they still have a very broad 
spectmm of stairs to offer. Practically every stair is custom made. The company is, continuously, engaged in 
requiring new skills to be able to meet more customers demands. Moreover, John has stressed the importance of 
"being there" for the customer, that is, supporting the retailer in every way and making sure the retailer is able to 
satisfy the final customer. 
o r 
O D The company has consciously chosen a higher level of quahty than their customers. John notes that their 
customers strongly dislike poor quality and that an investment in better quality is important for building the 
company's reputation, which is needed to be able to set a higher price than the average competitor. 
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Market 

orientation 

- f l 

Planning 

orientation 

Process 

orientation 

• Country Stairways (94) 

• Country Stairways (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

• All eight companies (94) 

All eight companies (97) 

Figure 6.6 The scores on the three firm orientations for Country Stairways compared to 

the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study.  

According to John, market orientation may have decreased, perhaps due to the 

experience w i t h the lost sales to the large customer. Having customers that can 

put the company i n a diff icul t spot is not desired. Therefore, John has expressed a 

preference for certain customers over others. He is prepared to shorten the 

delivery time to a m i n i m u m , give the customer a very specialized product 

shaped after his individual needs and provide the service needed to achieve f u l l 

satisfaction, but he is not prepared to give the reigns to the customer completely. 

N o individual customer should be able to jeopardize the firm's survival. This can 

be related to a greater concern for internal effectiveness. Other evidence fo r 

attention towards internal criteria are the competence and motivation bui lding 

projects and the investment i n new production equipment. But, John stresses that 

it is the combination o f internal effectiveness paired w i t h good customer 

satisfaction that makes a firm profitable. The employees at Country Stairways still 

consider the firm to be more concerned w i t h external than internal criteria. As an 

outside observer, given the facts above, i t is also the researcher's opinion that the 

company seems more externally than internally oriented, although both areas are 

relatively strong. 

The balanced view between planning and implementation seems to be related to 

an understanding that i n a situation as turbulent as the present, plans, although 

important, must be questioned and often altered and action must f o l l o w 

promptly. For anticipated problems, John notes that half-baked (or even fu l ly 

developed) plans normally exist that can be put into action. The recent crisis 

provides a good example that both plans and prompt implementation are 

necessary for success. W i t h o u t knowing what to do in the situation when sales to 

the large customer plummeted (i.e. having no plans) could have paralyzed the 

company. But equally important, not being able to put the plan into action 

promptly, could have destroyed the company's possibilities to ride out the storm. 

Compared to 1994, t ime seems to be a resource that has become more scarce. 

John's decreased need for cognition can be related to the time pressure that 

characterizes periods o f crisis. There is little or no time to analyze single issues i n 

detail. W i t h less time, both planning and implementation may be at a lower level 
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today compared w i t h 1994. John's experience seems to have helped h i m to cope 

w i t h this as he has developed a "sixth sense" that helps guide his actions when 

time is scarce. Even i f this appears to have been functional, he prefers to be able 

to do a thorough analysis. Both for his o w n peace o f mind , but also to better 

explain for his coworkers w h y a certain move is made. 

The change in perception f r o m shght process orientation to shght results 

orientation can be related to the fact that John has initiated several changes i n the 

company that i n the beginning were evaluated in process terms. That is, whether 

the new ways o f doing things were used or not. Once these changes have been 

established in the f i r m , the evaluation has shifted to look more at h o w each 

individual or group contribute to the company's result. He has also, w i t h the help 

o f the new board member, identified key rat ios 8 6 that are related to results 

orientation. The white collar employees, who w o r k closest to John, experience 

relatively strong results orientation. This is most likely the result o f John's yearly 

evaluation talks. John sits down and discusses individual goals w i t h each whi te 

collar employee that the employee then commits to achieve, given that John 

provides the necessary tools (training, equipment, etc) needed. Al though John 

w o n ' t come down especially hard on an employee w h o fails his or her 

commitment, there seems to be a strong pressure to succeed. As one o f the 

employees said, this pressure is mostly exerted by the person itself. 

rfirn 
Marke t 

or ientat ion 

Planning 

or ientat ion 

Process 

or ientat ion 

D C E O 

0 Wh i te collar (7) 

• B lue collar (8) 

Figure 6.7 The scores on the three firm orientations for the CEO, the group of seven 

white collar workers and the group of eight blue collar workers at Country Stairways. 

6.4 Concluding Analysis of Country Stairways 

Based on the case material presented above, some areas i n relation to Country 

Stairways and John w i l l be briefly discussed. First, some notes about the 

performance are given. Then, we use the modified version o f Gist & Mitchell 's 

(1992) model to summarize John's present situation. Af te r this, follows the placing 

The one he considered most important, value-added/hour, equals the sales price minus cost of material and 
direct labor divided on total working hours. According to John, it should be at least 300 SEK/hour to be 
satisfactory. 
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o f the company i n Black's (1998) entrepreneurial grid. Finally, we w i l l try to 

extract the main lessons that can be leamt by studying Country Stairways. 

6.4.1 Some Reflections on Country Stairways' Performance 

The present performance places Country Stairways close to the median, after 

having been very successful, especially in terms o f sales growth, i n the past. W i t h 

the present performance, the company does not belong to the high performance 

category any longer. However, the downturn i n 1996 seems to depend, largely, 

on the crisis that occurred after the large customer had to be replaced. As 

indicated by the C E O on the phone in the beginning o f 1998, both the sales 

growth and profitability are substantially better i n 1997 than i n 1996. Given that 

this is accurate, 1996 was only a temporary set-back performance-wise, 

indicating that the company still can be characterized as a high performer (and 

thereby lend some support to the model i n Part One). The crisis i n 1996 should 

still not be characterized as an extraordinary event since i t was clearly related to 

the normal mnning o f the firm. According to the accounts, there are no 

extraordinary reasons whatsoever for the experienced performance. 

6.4.2 John's Present Situation 

W h e n put t ing down the aspects o f John's situation according to Gist & Mitchell 's 

(1992) framework, the fo l lowing picture appears (see Table 6.4). 

Table 6.4 John's present situation. 

Task Attributes 
Relatively good market situation after crisis - Sales 

spread on many customers and markets. Less 

price-sensitive than average. Relatively close 

ties that are planned to become stronger. 

Relatively poor financial situation - Profitability 

ok, but liquidity and solvency ratio poor. 

Professional ownership - CEO has relatively free 

hands to act wi th in the overall goals given by 

the owner. 

Ability 
Adequate education - does not lack any specific 

education. 

Good general industry skills - both broad and 

relatively deep experience f r o m industry. 

Balanced experience - both f r o m sales and f rom 

production management. 

Personality (Tolerance for Ambiguity) 
Attitude and action: Relatively high T A 

Interpersonal Environment 
Management team board relatively strong - internal 

competence level relatively low, but external 

competence high. 

Extended network - bank, auditor, company 

network, etc. 

Extensive positive vicarious experience - extended 

contact w i t h others in the industry. 

Task Strategies ' 
Service man - wants to develop a company that 

in the end w i l l function well without him. 

First growth, then profitability - has focused on 

achieving an appropriate size before focusing 

on making money. 

Task Effort 
Works hard on most areas. Crisis led to a focus 

on marketing the last year. 
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The task attributes point to that John, after a very difficult period, is back i n a 

better position. The market situation has changed from being almost out o f 

control when the large customer had to be replaced to being quite good 

presently. W i t h many small customers on several markets, the impact o f each one 

w i l l not cause a big problem. By selecting customers that are less price sensitive 

and tying them closer by good service, etc, the Hkehhood that they would 

abandon the company is further reduced. The financial situation has changed 

from terrible to poor. Al though profitability is ok, the l iquidity and solvency 

ratio are not. It is unlikely that further loans from the bank can be taken unti l the 

solvency ratio has improved somewhat. This clearly restricts action and probably 

bans larger investments for some time. However, the investments that have been 

made should be sufficient for operating the company successfully. The owner has 

given John a relatively free hand, but w i l l probably restrict any action on John's 

part not aimed direcdy at profitability. 

John's interpersonal environment is very strong. Even though his employees 

presently still need to bui ld their competence, they are beginning to function as 

managers. Still, i t is i n the external wor ld that John has the important competence 

sources. Especially the recendy appointed board member is a person that John 

listen to. John's network is impressive. There seems to be Httle lacking in this 

respect. For every problem that might occur, John wül be able to discuss i t w i t h a 

number o f knowledgeable persons. By having worked for other joinery factories, 

and by having meetings w i t h present colleagues, John has many examples to leam 

from. Regarding ability, John seems to have acquired the education he felt was 

necessary at each point i n his career. His experience is extensive and very 

relevant for the present position, since i t includes both CEO-ship and various 

positions i n companies related to the joinery industry. The balanced experience 

from both sales and production management probably makes i t easier for h im to 

avoid lett ing either internal or external aspects dominate. 

The high tolerance for ambiguity (that probably stem from his extensive 

experience) facilitates the w o r k to balance internal and external aspects. The 

recent crisis shifted the balance somewhat when John had to put almost all effort 

on the external area. I t might be argued that he, also before the crisis, had a 

slight focus on the external facet o f his w o r k based on that growth has been 

focused. John argues that the company needs to reach a certain size to be able to 

compete successfuUy in the long m n . Acquir ing the growth to reach this size, 

thus, needs to precede the w o r k to make the company sustainably profitable, that 

is his long-term goal. Before the company w o u l d be at this stage, he also plans to 

become less important for the mnning o f the firm, by helping the employees to 

take on more and more responsibility. 
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6.4.3 Placing in Black's (1998) Entrepreneurial G r i d 

Based on the presented case material i t seems John and Country Stairways have 

moderate skills i n both honing and enterprising. The accounts indicate that John 

listens closely to both customers and competitors. Through h im, the company has 

a very good picture o f what is currently happening i n the market. This has 

resulted i n that the company is able to give the customers what they require and 

that this is done w i t h modem production equipment. A l l i n all, this has made the 

company a strong competitor i n their old established niche. The establishment o f 

new markets and new customers (especially during the recent crisis) clearly shows 

that the company is not confined to the once established niche. They constantly 

look for new business opportunities by participating at fairs, etc. The company, 

headed by John, w o u l d then be characterized as a dynamic balancer. T o a large 

degree, both the honing and entrepreneurial skills in the company is closely 

related to John's person. The only exception is the German market, where the 

sales representative (and former CEO) still is rather influential. 

6.4.4 What C a n B e Learnt f r o m Country Stairways? 

Means and ends in the quest to succeed 

W h e n looking at Country Stairways many w o u l d say i t is a classical growth 

company. In a few years, they almost tripled their turnover as they attracted a 

multitude o f new customers in both old and new markets. Based on its history, 

we may expect that the company w i l l grow even more i n the future. However, 

for John the growth is just a means to take the firm to a more stable position 

where long-term survival is possible. Growth is not an end in itself. Therefore, by 

just looking at the firm f r o m afar, we w o u l d falsely infer that John and Country 

Stairways are growth-oriented. 

Somehow, growth seems appealing to both practitioners, academics and policy 

makers. Firms that grow become role models for other firms and sought-after 

study objects by academics. A m o n g policy makers the general idea is that " i f 

more firms showed this growth, unemployment wou ld disappear 8 7". Success i n 

the f o r m o f large profits does not have the same "good r ing" as growth has, 

especially w i t h the public and among policy makers. But, i n the final analysis, i t 

is the ability to make profits that w i l l ensure survival. 

The fine line between success and failure 

Country Stairways has shown a performance the last few years that is above 

average, especially i n market but also in financial terms. The company is i n fact 

This is somewhat surprising, given that growth in sales seldom produces equal growth in employees. In 
Country Stairways the growth that almost tripled the turnover, only increased the number of employees by 75 %. 
By doing this, the company actually increases the unemployment i f the market is stable or in decline. The 
productivity gain is positive for the consumers, but only results in improved employment i f more people buy the 
product (i.e. the market increases). 
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part o f this study because o f its success. Still, recently the company has balanced 

on the verge o f bankruptcy. This crisis can be attributed two independent causes. 

First, the company invested in new production facilities using bank loans to 

finance i t . Even though John recognized this as a risk, he found the alternative 

even more risky (i.e. having facilities that could not manage cost-effective 

production in anticipated volumes). Second, one large customer (retailer) failed 

to keep the sales up. This was anticipated, but switching to other retailers was a 

process that took time and cost money. Thus, despite the fact that John made a 

long-term positive investment, and that he could foresee the decreased sales, the 

failure was near. This is a good example o f how small firms, "doing good 

business", still can end up i n bankmptcy. W h e n financial resources are l imited, 

the survival domain (Tosi, 1992) becomes narrow. There is little or no slack 

resources available to manage a b low. Growth put further demands on the C E O 

to keep the balance and avoid failure. As John himself noted, i f the company 

grows too fast, l iquidity may suffer and i f i t grows too slowly, i t w i l l take longer 

before the profits can be reaped. Too fast growth may also imply too quick 

change. As Pfeffer (1992) noted, there is a danger in changing too quickly, i f the 

employees are not committed to the change. 

Avoiding the loneliness trap as small-firm CEO 

W o r k i n g as C E O in a small firm can be a lonely job. As C E O , there are no peers 

or superiors to discuss strategic ideas w i t h and get feed-back f rom. The board, 

which should function as a superior, is seldom used in smaller firms. Although 

Country Stairways had an active board, John still could not get the feed-back he 

needed, since the board had the wrong competence profile. However, John could 

remedy this by hir ing a person w i t h the right profile to the board. This person 

could question his actions i n a constructive manner. The lack o f peers has been 

remedied by the extensive network John has created w i t h other CEOs in related 

areas. B y using this network and especially the industry cooperation group, John 

meets and discusses the latest developments w i t h other CEOs on a regular basis. 

By his actions John has changed his situation f r o m being alone at the top, to 

being surrounded by competent people that can funct ion as sounding boards and 

as critical evaluators o f his work . By doing this, he " f i l l s " the lower left cell i n 

Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) model. 
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7 Components 

Selection criteria: CEO's traits: Low 
Firm Performance: High 

Brief History and Summary of Components 

Components stems f r o m a company founded over 250 years ago in Placid 

Rapids, a small t o w n i n the heart o f southern Sweden. I t was not unt i l early this 

century the first house was made and since then, many homes have been buil t i n 

Placid Rapids. I n 1974, the family that had been owners since 1875 sold their 

firm to an investment company. Ten years later, after the company, wh ich then 

employed around 250 men and women, had been subject to bankmptcy, several 

small new companies arose. One o f these was Components, owned in majority 

by three earlier employees, including the present C E O , Carl Smith. The 

company produces components i n w o o d for the Swedish constmction industry. 

I n more recent years, complete one-family houses have also been made and sold, 

mainly on export. The C E O considers their products to be o f superior quality, 

we l l specialized and sold at above average prices. I n 1996, they sold house 

components and complete houses for about 76 M S E K and had 44 employees. In 

May 1997, the company filed fo r bankruptcy, but was reorganized w i t h the 

former three owners as minori ty share holders.  

7.1 The Performance of Components 

Below, we w i l l first present the company's performance over the last ten years 

according to the annual reports. I n doing so, we w i l l relate the performance to 

important events at the company. W e w i l l also relate the performance to the 

industry at large as the key ratios are displayed w i t h the median and upper/lower 

quartile o f the industry. Finally, the CEO's self-report o f their performance in 

1992, 1994 and early 1997 w i l l be displayed and compared to the performance 

according to the annual reports. 

7.1.1 T h e A n n u a l Reports and the Events Beh ind them 

Figure 7.1 shows the development in sales, fixed assets and employees over the 

last ten-year period. The late 1980s produced steady growth i n sales w i t h a 

steadily increasing w o r k force. The decline in the beginning o f the 1990s almost 

lowered the company's turnover by half. Their main market, Swedish 

constmction companies, was heavily affected by the changed regulations 

regarding financing, which resulted in very few new projects. As a result o f this, 

the company changed product type and market. From making components, they 

begun to offer complete houses and f r o m being exclusively in Sweden, the main 

market became Germany. Sales were above expectation and produced the 

company's highest turnover ever. The reason w h y the work force didn't increase 
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at the same pace as sales mainly has to do w i t h the fact that a large part o f the 

sales was subcontracted to other firms. The company has not invested a lot i n 

fixed assets. In the late 1980s, the plant was extended w i t h additional warehouse 

space and i n the preparation for entering Germany a new line for plastering the 

outer walls had to be installed. 

Sales in M S E K 

Fixed Assets in M S E K 

N o . of Employees 

Figure 7.1 Development of number of sales, fixed assets and number of employees for 

Components in the period from 1986 to 1996. 

In order to get a better picture o f Components' performance over the last ten 

years we take a look at our chosen ratios i n comparison w i t h the industry. Figure 

7.2 (a-f) shows Components (white Hne) compared to the lower and upper 

quartile as wel l as the median for the industry. 
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Figure 7.2a Growth in sales for Components 

compared to the industry 

Figure 7.2b Return on assets (ROA)fior 

Components compared to the industry 
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Figure 7.2c Return on sales for Components 

compared to the industry 
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Figure 7.2d Capital turnover rate for 

Components compared to the industry 
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Figure 7.2e Solvency ratio for Components 

compared to the industry 

2 ,00 r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Figure 7.2f Turnover per employee in MSEK 

for Components compared to the industry 

The performance for Components has varied widely over the period. The 

growth i n sales was in the late 1980s at the upper quartile, i n 1992 and 1993 at 

the lower quartile and then in the most recent period again at the upper quartile. 

The reason for this remarkable swing hes mainly i n that the company has been 

very specialized. In the late 1980s, i t could prosper i n its niche, but when the 

market fel l , this niche practically vanished. In response to this, the company 

found a new niche quickly. Unfortunately, while the earher niche had been a 

very prosperous one, as indicated by the very good return on sales and assets in 

this period, the new niche turned out to be less than satisfactory. I n fact, i n the 

end i t forced the f i r m to file for bankmptcy. The overall high level o f capital 

turnover is due to a l ow degree o f automation. Some o f the machines "inherited" 

f r o m the previous firm (that operated until 1985) have not been used since they 

were geared for series production. Dur ing the years o f high profitabiHty 

Components did invest, but mosdy in more work stations and new warehouse. 

Machines, other than hand tools, are still very rare. 

The solvency ratio development further shows h o w the company was profitable 

unti l the beginning o f the 1990s. From a relatively l o w solvency ratio when the 

firm was started, profits boosted i t to quite a high level. The reason w h y the 

solvency ratio went down before losses appeared has to do w i t h the change i n 

ownership structure. Six o f the owners, each holding 5 % o f the shares were 

bought out by the three majority owners. As 1992 was a very good year, the 

price o f the shares was high. This drained the company considerably, as the funds 
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to pay for this had to be taken f r o m the equity (dividend). The productivity, 

reflected by turnover per employee, has been relatively good unti l the d o w n 

turn. Af te r 1991, i t has become increasingly worse. The apparent rise i n the last 

two years is due to the fact that a substantial por t ion of the turnover came from 

subcontracting. 

7.1.2 T h e C E O ' s Self-Reported Performance Regarding 1992, 1994 
and E a r l y 1997 

Figure 7.3, shows Carl's v iew on his firm's performance for three years. 1992 is 

evaluated retrospectively in 1994. 1994 is evaluated both in May 1994 and 

retrospectively i n 1997. 1997 is evaluated as present performance i n early 1997. 

Confer section 4.4 (Research Process) for details on how the self-report was 

given by the C E O and h o w the self-report is interpreted to enable the 

forthcoming comparison. 

C a r l , 9 2 (94 ) 

Figure 7.3 

Carl, 94 ( 94 ) C a r l , 9 4 (97) C a r l , 9 7 (97) 

• Profitability 

• Growth in sales 

B Growth in market share 

i Productivity 

i Customer sat isfact ion 

b Financial per formance 

n Market per formance 

Carl's self-reported performance taken from the questionnaire. 92 (94) 

should be read as self-report concerning 1992 given in 1994. 

Carl consistently rated the "softer" measures (productivity and customer 

satisfaction) as a "4" , while the "harder" measures (profitability and sales growth) 

are rated as getting continually worse over the period. According to the crude 

approximation for productivity, turnover per employee, at least 1994 seems to be 

overrated. Regarding customer satisfaction, i t is not possible i n this study to 

evaluate whether the view Carl gives is reflecting reality or not. 

7.1.3 Compar i son Between the Self-Reported Performance and 
the Performance Accord ing to the Annual Reports 

Tables 7.1 (profitability) and 7.2 (sales growth) contain the comparison between 

self-reported and "actual" (according to annual reports) performance. 
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Table 7 A A comparison of profitability stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Components. 

Period Self-reported 

profitability 

Profitability according to 

annual reports 
Discrepancy of self-report in 

relation to annual report 

1992 " 5 " 
Clearly above the upper 

quartile 
Self-reported profitability 

accurately reported 

1994 "4" in 1994, 

" 3 " i n 1997 

Somewhat above median in 

1993 and 1994, but below 

lower quartile in 1995 

Self-reported profitability 

accurately reported both in 1994 

and 1997 (between 3 and 4). 

Early 

1997 
" 2 " 

Below the lower quartile in 

1996. The company went 

bankrupt in May 1997 

Self-reported profitability probably 

somewhat overestimated 

Table 7.2 A comparison of sales growth stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Components. 

Period Self-reported 
sales growth 

Sales growth according to 

annual reports 
Discrepancy of self-report in 

relation to annual report 

1992 " 4 " Slightly below lower quartile Self-reported sales growth clearly 

overestimated 

1994 "3" in 1994 

" 3 " i n 1997 

Between median and upper 

quartile 

Self-reported sales growth 

somewhat underestimated 

Early 

1997 

Above upper quartile in 1996. 

Withdrew f rom Germany in 

early 1997* 

Self-reported sales growth 

probably accurately reported 

* The German portion of sales was substantial. Sales in Sweden were starting to get better, but could clearly not 
replace the lost sales caused by the withdrawal f rom Germany. 

Regarding profitability, Carl's self-report is relatively close to the annual reports. 

I t is only the "present" profitabil i ty that he seems to overrate somewhat. The 

company was not i n a worse situation at the time o f the bankruptcy than during 

1996, according to Carl. This indicates that the overrating is only marginal. 

W h e n it comes to sales increase, Carl is completely wrong in his estimation 

regarding 1992. The fact that the year before was a good year sales-wise may 

partly explain this. Carl's self-report for 1994 is instead somewhat 

underestimated. The period 1993-95 does, however, constitute a period where 

the sales growth varies f r o m being very poor i n 1993 to becoming excellent i n 

1995. However, some o f the reported sales growth i n 1995 (and 1996) was 

subcontracted to other firms, and therefore difficult to assess (since i t was other 

firms that both generated (an independent sales representative) and produced the 

sales). Taken together, this may make the rating quite difficult . Given these 

problems, and the great variation in performance, Carl has been relatively 

accurate in his self-report. 
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7.2 The C E O and His Situation 

Carl Smith in a Nutshell 

Carl is 55 years old and has been work ing as C E O for Components since i t 

started 12 years ago. Before that, he had worked more than 20 years in different 

whi te collar positions for the prefab house manufacturer from wh ich Components 

stems. Carl's highest formal education is i n accounting at the high school level. 

His major business experience is acquired i n finance and accounting. Carl has no 

C E O experience f r o m other firms.  

Carl's personality characteristics compared to the entire industry and the other 

CEOs participating in this study i n 1994 and 1997 are displayed i n Figure 7.4 

below. 

] D Car l , Componen ts (94) 

j ' E C a r l , Componen ts (97) 

: i • M e a n , ent i re industry (94) 

O M e a n , all eight C E O s (94) 

• M e a n , all eight C E O s (97) 

Figure 7.4 The scores on the three personality aspects for Carl compared to the mean in 

the entire industry and the mean of the eight CEOs in this study.  

Carl's scores indicate a moderate increase in self-efficacy (0,7 units) and need for 

cognition (0,8 units) and a moderate decrease i n tolerance for ambiguity (0,7 

units). This puts Carl close to the average regarding self-efficacy and need for 

cognition while he is far below average regarding tolerance for ambiguity. Next , 

we w i l l give an account o f Carl's situation at his firm. 

7.2.1 T h e C E O ' s Background 

Carl was b o m and raised i n Placid Rapids. He planned to get an advanced 

education, but family matters made this impossible. He had to start work directly 

after his basic schooling. He has taken some courses while working , mainly in 

accounting, that put h i m on a high school level. I f he had gone through w i t h his 

plans for higher education, he believes that he wou ld have worked in a bank 

today. " Work in bank was probably what I would have been best cut out to do..." The 

present usefulness o f his education is l imited, according to his o w n account. A l l 

his w o r k experience stems f r o m the same basic company that he still works for. 

He has worked i n many white collar positions, including draughtsman, financial 

office clerk, cost estimator, tender maker, and plant manager. W h e n the 

company filed for bankmptcy i n 1985, a number o f employees, including Carl, 

Self-Eff icacy To lerance for Need for 

Ambigu i ty Cogni t ion 
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decided to start over on a smaller scale. As acting plant manager i t was natural 

that he became C E O i n the new company. The most important experience f rom 

all the years at the company is, i n Carl's view, the necessity to keep a close eye 

on finances, especially costs. K n o w i n g the actual cost o f production has been a 

guiding star in Carl's work . 

7.2.2 T h e W o r k as C E O 

Aside f r o m having the overall C E O responsibility, Carl has also the main 

responsibility for market activities, the budget and personnel issues. He shares the 

responsibility to supervise the draughtsmen and produce cost estimates w i t h one 

o f his co-owners. He can't single out any activity that he likes best. He holds that 

making good business makes h i m satisfied. Good business is, i n Carl's view, 

business that is certain to produce nice profits for the company. It is easier for 

Carl to name activities that he dislikes engaging in . Negotiations wi th the union 

(especially regarding pay raises when there is no profi t to negotiate about) and 

diff icul t personnel issues (such as drug problems) are at the top o f this list. The 

activity he has been most involved in during the last few years is making tenders, 

since only a small fraction o f the tenders result i n orders. Before the down-turn in 

the market, practically all tenders were accepted. 

Since Placid Rapids is an old industrial community ("Bruk") where w o r k and 

social life are tied together, Carl feels unable to be as direct as he wants 

sometimes. T o avoid putting himself and his family i n an awkward situation, he 

rather stays quiet than says what he feels a C E O should. He believes that most 

co-workers wou ld mention his w i l l to find compromises and unwillingness to go 

into a fight as his most distinguishing features. What they did mention was 

perhaps something related; that he tends to keep things to himself. His two co-

owners did not concur w i t h the majority o f the employees and instead noted that 

Carl is very open i n their contacts. 

Profitability has always been focused, whi le little attention has been paid to sales 

growth. Carl sees both advantages and disadvantages w i t h sales growth. I t helped 

the company to become more profitable during the best years, but it also made 

the company more diff icult to control as i t became upgraded to a higher division 

where new tougher demands faced the company. 

In Carl's view, having good control o f the company's economy through budget 

and, especially, appropriate cost estimates, is cmcial. This has been a comer stone 

for the company ever since the start. The company could cream o f f the market in 

the late 1980s, since their knowledge o f their costs was very accurate. 

Unfortunately, neither Carl nor anybody else at Components had a good grip on 

the costs i n the new market (i.e. small houses for the German market). I n the last 

couple o f years, when losses have been incurred, keeping an eye on the l iquidity 
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has become more and more important. I n fact, the company has been m n based 

on l iquidi ty and the order situation. I t was also based on these two indicators that 

the decision to file for bankmptcy was made. The f l o w o f new orders was not 

enough to stop the firm f r o m bleeding. 

7.2.3 T h e Ownership Situation 

W f i e n Components started up i n 1984, nine former employees (both whi te and 

blue collar) shared ownership. Three (including Carl) took the main ownership 

responsibility (70 % i n three equal shares), whi le the remaining six owned 5 % 

each. I n 1992, the six minori ty owners were bought out by the three majori ty 

owners. This was done against the w i l l o f the three main owners, but according 

to Swedish law they were forced to do i t 8 8 . Since the period up unti l 1992 had 

been successful, the price o f the shares became high. The 15 000 SEK each o f 

the six minor i ty owners had invested i n 1985 had now grown to almost 600 000 

SEK. The 3,5 M S E K needed to pay these shares had to be taken out as dividend 

to the three majority owners. Since taxes must be paid on dividends (30 % ) , the 

actual sum that was taken out o f the company was more than 5 MSEK. 

Carl is bitter towards the minori ty co-owners and attribute some o f the blame fo r 

the company's problems (that eventually led to bankmptcy) to their move that 

drained the firm's l iquid funds. Fol lowing this, the company was never the same 

again, according to Carl. This was for h i m the final proof that the old "all fo r 

one-one for all-spirit" that had helped the company to overcome some init ial 

problems had turned into a "take care o f yourself-spirit", where each employee 

cared litde about the company's well-being. 

Carl's v i ew on the different owner-constellations is mixed. A t the start, he was 

pleased to have as many co-owners as possible, but the problem w i t h many 

different opinions which need to be listen to and considered makes the process 

difficult . The constellation after 1992 has been easier to handle. I t is important 

that the owners are prepared to sit d o w n and discuss solutions, and find 

compromises that suit everybody. Even though Carl has little i n common w i t h 

his two co-owners, they have been able to work together well . Still, Carl 

sometimes has felt restricted by the other two owners, when his ideas to develop 

the company have been dismissed. 

7.2.4 T h e Impact o f the Turbulent Situation 

Carl blames the " o l d " uncertainty in the industry on inconsistent governmental 

actions. However, the consistency that is present now, where the government 

refrains from doing anything, has produced a "dog-eat-dog"-situation. Carl 

° ° Two of the minority owners agreed to stay on as owners, but due to juridical technicalities (and lack of 
cooperation from one of the other minority owners) this could not be done. 
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finds this situation very unpleasant. Al though Components has a very flexible 

production facihty, Carl has never really considered entering altogether new 

niches, such as wooden palings for noise control, etc. They wanted to remain in 

the same basic area that they had been in . As the situation gradually got worse in 

Sweden, a new market needed to be found. Germany was the answer for most 

firms i n Components' situation at this time. However, nobody at Components 

spoke good German, which meant that a sales representative was needed. 

W i t h o u t much ado, a contact was established and the orders started to come in . 

I n the beginning, Carl and the others at Components were very happy w i t h the 

development. They could fill their order books w i t h orders that appeared to 

produce nice profits. However, the internal financial reports were obfuscated by 

the orders to Germany since these orders were dealt w i t h object by object 8 9 , a 

method which the present accounting system is not suited for. Whi le 

discrepancies earlier were rare and easy to explain, the Germany orders made 

discrepancies common and diff icul t to l ink to a certain cause. As time passed, 

Carl noted that the anticipated profits turned out to be losses. Costs related to 

being in Germany, instead o f Sweden, were much higher than he had 

anticipated. I t could be increased costs pertaining to setting up the house on site 

in Germany, for fixing complaints, for forcing the customer to pay and costs 

related to losses on accounts receivable. 

Thus, mainly between 1994 and 1996 the cost picture was quite blurred for Carl. 

A n important reason for this was the arrangement to use a sales representative. 

Carl holds that the sales representative was less than forthright i n the 

communication w i t h Components. W h e n the sales representative filed for 

bankmptcy i n January 1996, Carl became more directly involved i n the sales and 

could see the mistakes that had been made. The sales representative's bankmptcy 

that at first appeared to be a problem, thus, i n fact, was a blessing. Carl became 

aware o f the f u l l picture and further sales to Germany could be stopped. 

However, at the time o f the bankmptcy, the back-log o f orders was substantial. 

This forced Components to deliver houses to Germany that they knew would 

incur losses. Today, Carl wants to wri te o f f the failed Germany venture on the 

"inexperience account". The lack o f experience resulted i n that too large a 

responsibility was placed on the sales representative. Presently, Components' old 

niche is getting more lively. Carl hopes that this niche w i l l once again be the 

company's core. However, he does not want to go through the Germany 

experience again. Therefore, the old niche needs to be complemented. As Carl 

sees i t , finding this niche is mainly a task for the new main owner. He is, 

however, optimistic about a company's future prospects since the bankmptcy, in 

Carl's view, was mostly due to l iquidi ty problems that fo l lowed f r o m the failed 

8 9 The material and work is not accounted for until the entire house is invoiced and shipped. I f a number of 
houses for Germany were made at the end of a month, it was difEcult to assess the "real" result without much 
extra work. 
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Germany venture. I n Sweden, he considers the firm to be a good contender on 

the market and that there are firms much worse o f f i n their industry. 

In Carl's mind, the decision to start exporting was more or less compulsory, and 

Germany was the obvious choice for export. The pressure to go abroad came 

f r o m all directions, including union representatives. The only real decision was 

how to handle the export. I f faced w i t h the decision today, Carl w o u l d have 

hired in-house sales people to take care o f the market activities i n Germany, but 

at that time this seemed hke a more expensive and uncertain choice. The only 

real product development that has taken place the last few years is the 

introduction o f outer wal l plastering. This was relatively inexpensive and helped 

the company to sell i n Germany, where houses wi th wooden outer walls generally 

are regarded as not having lasting value. Marketing has always been modest at 

Components. For the traditional customer, personal relations w o r k better. A 

brochure was produced fo r the Germany venture, showing a number o f sample 

houses. The actual marketing was done independently by the sales representative. 

W h e n asked to what extent he can influence his company, Carl first notes that he 

can influence most things. "That is what my job is about". W h e n asked to describe 

how he goes about to influencing his f i r m , Carl hesitates. Then he notes that 

many o f his propositions to develop the market have failed to be accepted by the 

two co-owners. And , as noted before, Carl wou ld rather wi thdraw than engage 

in a "f ight" . Also regarding production issues, Carl has not been able to 

implement what he believes to be appropriate, as he did not want to challenge 

the co-owner who is responsible for production. The area he has been most 

influential i n is administration, but also this is limited since each employee works 

quite independently. The employees note that Carl and his two co-owners have 

about the same influence on the company. The co-owners generally concur w i t h 

this picture, however, adding that Carl tends to be the one that comes up w i t h 

new ideas. 

7.2.5 T h e Internal and External Network 

The management team is simply the three owners that sit d o w n when needed. I n 

the past, this has normally meant once a month, but lately more often. I n Table 

7.3, the external network o f contacts for Carl and Components is displayed. I n 

the table, the extent o f the contact is complemented by Carl's view on the 

contact. 
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Table 7.3 Short description of Components' and Carl's external network 

Area Type and extent o f contact Carl's view on the contact 

Customers The traditional customers are large 

Swedish construction companies. In 

Germany, the houses were sold via a 

Swedish sales representative. 

Personal contacts are important for 

successful business. Good relations lead 

to good business deals. Since nobody at 

Components spoke German, a sales 

representative has been used. The lack 

o f direct contacts wi th the customers 

has been negative, i n Carl's mind. 

Suppliers The most important supplier, the 

saw mil l , is a neighbor to 

Components. They have good long-

term relations. A duopoly exists for 

other important material, which 

results in poor competition and no  

possibility to influence prices. 

Good long-term relations are wanted 

w i t h all suppliers, but a competitive 

price has become more important 

lately. Accurate delivery times are also 

important. 

Board The board, consisting o f the three 

owners, a management consultant 

wi th ties in Placid Rapids and an 

employee representative, meets 

quarterly. Between board meetings, 

Carl discusses issues w i t h the 

consultant and, especially, w i t h his 

co-owners. 

Carl uses board meetings mainly for 

making decisions. The issues have 

generally been discussed before, both 

internally and wi th the consultant. 

Lately, more informal meetings wi th 

the consultant have been held to avoid 

the inclusion of the employee 

representative.  

Financiers The bank has only a small function 
apart f rom being financier. 

Relations were good before the 

bankruptcy. After the bankruptcy, 

there has been a dispute, where Carl 

holds that they have gone back on their 

word in an attempt to secure more 

capital. He wi l l not use the same bank 

again.  

Auditor The auditor has been the same since 

the start. Functions as general 

financial adviser and helped the 

company in its relations w i th the 

bank. 

Carl notes that the auditor was 

strongly opposed to filing for 

bankruptcy before it was absolutely 

necessary. Without his resistance, the 

bankruptcy could have taken place 

already in late 1996.  

Other firms Only Hmited organized cooperation. 

Exchanges orders w i t h a colleague in 

a nearby town to smoothen 

production. Personal relation 

between Carl and the production  

manager at this company.  

The reorganization introduced the 

colleague as majority owner in 

Components. This facilitated the 

reorganization. 

Industry Member o f the industry cooperation 

organizations organization, but does not take any 

active part. Also member o f the local 

entrepreneurs association, where Carl 

has been chairman. 

The biggest advantage w i t h the 

industry organization is the news 

magazine that they publish. Reading 

this is a good way to keep in touch 

w i t h what is happening.  
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7.2.6 Evidence o f Carl 's Tolerance for Ambiguity and Self -Eff icacy 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

The l o w tolerance for ambiguity that is reported i n the questionnaire seems 

accurate. The uncertainty i n the industry, caused both by changed government 

regulations and extremely intense competition, makes Carl very uneasy. D o i n g 

business when the outcome is positive and certain seems to be Carl's cup o f tea, 

while the "Germany experience", when business deals seemed profitable at first 

glance, but new costs kept popping up one after the other, is not. Before the 

exports to Germany were established very little development had taken place. 

Moreover, the choice to place practically all responsibility on the sales 

representative can also be related to a desire to avoid uncertainty. The attempted 

new strategy, to revive the old niche is appealing to Carl. This is natural, since 

here Carl has deep knowledge and experience, and little is uncertain. Internally, 

Carl's avoidance o f conflicts can be seen as evidence o f l o w tolerance for 

ambiguity. By not engaging i n a "f ight" , things are left as they are. 

Self-efficacy 

According to his score i n the questionnaire, Carl has acquired better perceived 

self-efficacy, i n spite o f the fact that he just had fi led for bankmptcy prior to the 

researcher's visit. I n the interview, he contributed the reason for bankmptcy to 

the drainage o f funds due to the buyout o f minori ty shareholders and the failed 

German venture. In both cases, Carl seems to assume some responsibility himself, 

while some is attributed to circumstances. One reason for Carl's better perceived 

self-efficacy could be that the gained experience, although mostly negative, has 

helped h i m to better understand his firm's situation. This could, i n turn, be 

related to the fact that he sees the bankmptcy as a "new beginning", where the 

mistakes due to inexperience now can be avoided. He was optimistic about the 

future since the old niche had become stronger again. Still, from his o w n account 

there are clear indications that Carl has difficulty influencing his firm. First, as a 

one-third owner he sometimes felt constrained by his co-owners. Second, his 

avoidance o f conflicts deters h i m from acting as he w o u l d have wanted (even i f 

his co-owners agreed). Th i rd , he has failed in the task that he thought was most 

important, maintaining a good cost control. Finally, he wants the new owner to 

come up w i t h the strategies for the future. Taken together, i t seems Carl's self-

reported, relatively high, self-efficacy does not match the actual situation. Bo th 

internally, and especially externally, Carl seem to have relatively l o w self-

efficacy. 

7.3 The Profile of the Company 

Here the aspects o f the company that were examined i n Part One - strategic 

competence and firm orientation - w i l l be displayed. Evidence for, or against, 

these scores w i l l then be presented. 
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7.3.1 F i r m Strategy 

According to Carl's rating i n the questionnaire, Components has average 

competence in differentiation and focus, while the cost effectiveness competence 

is quite low. The competence in differentiation has decreased substantially since 

1994, whi le the cost effectiveness and focus competence has remained the same 

(see Figure 7.5). 

[Hl^fnnrn 
Differentiation Cost 

Effect iveness 

Focus 

• Components (94) 

• Components (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

B All eight companies (94) 

Q All eight companies (97) 

Figure 7.5 The scores on the three strategic competencies for Components compared to the 

mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study.  

A reason w h y the differentiation competence has dropped lies i n the changed 

market situation. From being a suppher o f specialized housing components (with 

little or no standard) unt i l around 1994, i t then became mainly a small house 

manufacturer (where a range o f houses was displayed i n a brochure). This 

indicated a clear step away f r o m being completely unstandardized. A t the same 

time, the market became more and more cost conscious and Components could 

no longer successfully demand higher prices than competitors. The relatively low 

cost effectiveness competence seems to be correct, looking at the turnover per 

employee and keeping i n m i n d that the last two years (1995 and 1996) have an 

inflated turnover, due to subcontracting. Regarding focus competence, the 

evidence is mixed. Al though they have a core o f regular customers (implying 

focus), this has never been a conscious plan (implying little focus). The range o f 

products could be seen both as wide and unfocused (almost no limits w i th in 

wooden house constmction), but also relatively narrow and focused (only wood 

based house constmction elements). The average score is perhaps a result o f this. 

7.3.2 F i r m Orientation 

Figure 7.6, indicates that Carl presently (1997) perceives his company to have a 

balance between market and internal orientation, while there is a bias for 

implementation and results. The only notable change f r o m 1994 is that Carl 

perceived the company to be more market oriented then. As can be seen in 

Figure 7.7, especially the blue collar employees still perceive Components to be 

mainly market oriented. Regarding planning vs. implementation, white collar 

employees tend to perceive the company as more planning oriented than Carl 

does. (See Appendix 8 for details). 
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Market 

orientat ion 

Planning 

or ientat ion 

Process 

orientation 

• Components (94) 

• Components (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

• All eight companies (94) 

• All eight companies (97) 

Figure 7.6 The scores on the three firm orientations for Components compared to the 

mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study. 

I n the interviews, there were many pieces o f evidence for a prevailing 

orientation towards the customer at the cost o f internal efficiency. A m o n g white 

collar employees, there was a no t ion that the customer could change the design 

even after the product was i n production at no extra cost. Among blue collar 

employees, many felt the company did not show enough appreciation for the 

work they did. Customer demands took precedence over employee well-being. 

Carl's perceived change towards more internal orientation is probably related to 

both the higher demands on cost effectiveness and also his bad experience w i t h 

(mosdy German) customers that refuse to pay. Whi le there earlier was a clear 

relation between giving the customer what he wanted and doing good business, 

this relation has now been obscured by the harsh market situation. Even when the 

customer should be satisfied, there is no guarantee that he w i l l pay. 

In Carl's view, Components is a mainly implementation oriented firm. "In this 

industry it seems impossible to make plans. Rather, it is the question of adjusting to the 

latest developments". This could be related to the fact that his main responsibility is 

to find a market for the company. Due to the uncertainty, there is not much 

room for planning. The reason w h y the whi te collar employees perceive the 

company to be more planning oriented may be that they are mostly concerned 

w i t h internal tasks. Whi l e the market can seem difficult to make plans for, the 

production seems easier to control. The reason w h y blue collar employees fail to 

see much planning may be due to the fact that plans may be upset by late 

customer changes or other changes i n the production planning. 

Regarding process vs. results orientation, all seem to agree that i t is slightly more 

important to have the result i n mind , rather than the way i t is achieved per se. 

Evidence o f this is the results bonus that the company has paid to all employees 

during the profitable years. A m o n g blue collar employees, there was a feeling that 

aspects related to results (delivery on time) sometimes was emphasized too much, 

at the expense o f aspects related to the process (take the necessary time to do a 

good job) . However, since Carl states that their main competitive advantage has 

been their good reputation o f providing high quality products on time, the 
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conflict between result and process seems to have been somewhat exaggerated by 

the employees. 

Marke t P lann ing P rocess 

or ientat ion or ientat ion or ien ta t ion 

Figure 7.7 The scores on the three firm orientations for the CEO, the group of white 

collar workers and the group of blue collar workers at Components. 

7.4 Concluding Analysis of Components 

Based on the case material presented above, some areas in relation to 

Components and Carl w i l l be briefly discussed. First, some notes about the 

performance are given. Then, a modif ied version o f Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) 

model is used to summarize Carl's present situation. After this follows the placing 

o f the company in Black's (1998) entrepreneurial grid. Finally, we w i l l try to 

extract the main lessons that can be leamt by studying Components. 

7.4.1 Some Reflections on Components ' Performance 

The recent bankmptcy is a clear indication that Components has been 

performing poorly. The development o f return on assets show a long-term 

negative trend, ever since the market collapsed. The market performance has 

been better, but after the German market was abandoned i t has also been dismal. 

The company, which was selected as a high performer (and indeed was a high 

performer once), is n o w a low performer. The model i n Part One "predicted" 

that Components wou ld be a l o w performer, wh ich eventually became tme. The 

turbulent situation seems to have caused the once successful firm to fail. 

However, there are circumstances that speeded this up. The drainage o f equity, 

due to the minori ty owners bail-out, certainly made the task for Carl 

considerably more difficult . W i t h another five milHon i n equity, the company 

could have endured longer. Still, the financial situation o f the company is one o f 

the CEO's concerns, and i t is up to the C E O to act and make i t less threatening. 

7.4.2 Carl 's Present Situation 

W h e n putt ing down the aspects o f Carl's situation just prior to the bankmptcy 

according to Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) framework the fo l lowing picture appears 

(see Table 7.4). 
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Table 7.4 Carl's situation just prior to the bankruptcy-

Task Attributes 
Very poor market situation - The company's old 

market still slow. New market had to be 

abandoned. 

Very poor financial situation - Losses the last 

years have made both solvency ratio and 

liquidity poor. 

Limited control due to divided ownership - A t least 

one co-owner must be persuaded for an idea to 

be implemented. 

Ability 
Only basic education - helped him to understand 

his company, but not to manage i t . 

No dominating skill - has difficulties 

implementing his ideas in the company. 

Relatively little external experience - despite 

market responsibility, l imited experience f rom 

sales except to old contacts. 

Personality (Tolerance for Ambiguity) 
Attitude and action: Relatively low T A . 

Interpersonal Environment 
Management team/board relatively weak - I n -

house competence weak, especially in extemal 

aspects. External board member seems rather 

competent. 

Limited personal network - Only the "basics" 

except for the external board member. 

Little access to vicarious experience - Only limited 

co-operation wi th a single coDeague. 

Task Strategies 
Avoids conflict - Refrains f rom engaging in a 

"fight" even when the issue is important. 

Flexible, but narrow strategy - Able to take on 

any job, as long as i t is related to wooden 

houses. 

Task Effort 
Tries to influence his firm in many areas, but is 

often not especially persistent. 

The task attributes indicates that Carl just prior to the bankruptcy was i n a 

situation that he had virtually no control over. First o f all, he was not entirely in 

the driver's seat since he only owned a third o f the shares. He needed to persuade 

at least one o f his co-owners to be able to carry out his ideas. In addition, the 

company's situation had become difficult to handle. The old market i n Sweden 

could not support the company and the new market i n Germany had to be 

abandoned after losing large sums o f money over a couple o f years. By not 

controlling the sales in-house, Carl was in the dark regarding the losses fo r a long 

time. This made the financial situation very weak and finally brought about the 

bankmptcy. Carl's interpersonal environment is quite weak. The internal 

competence is adequate in production administration, but poor when looking at 

the external aspect. This was probably the reason why the company chose to use 

sales representatives when starting export to Germany. The only person i n Carl's 

network w h o is above the most basic level is the external board member, a 

person Carl seems to have great confidence for. Although Components only has 

been cooperating w i t h one single firm during the last few years, this cooperation 

proved important. The reorganization could be done w i t h the help o f this 

company that stepped in as owner. Perhaps this company has a better market 

situation that they can share w i t h Components. 

Regarding ability, Carl is fairly weak. His education has helped h i m i n earlier 

jobs at the company, but is not appropriate for management. Carl seems to k n o w 

many areas pretty wel l , but he is not really strong in any. This has made h i m 
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relatively weak at his f i rm . Unfortunately, his experience f r o m sales is l imited to 

the old Swedish market. Since this market has been quite weak over the last few 

years, this experience has been more or less obsolete, and is one reason why 

external help w i t h sales to Germany was needed. The relatively l ow tolerance for 

ambiguity seems to have hindered Carl f r o m becoming more dominant and 

retaining sales i n closer control. As is clear f r o m the above accounts, Carl has not 

acted i n a way that strengthens his position. Rather than engaging in a " f igh t" 

for an issue that he believes in he is more likely to give in to avoid a conflict. 

The highly flexible, but very narrow strategy also seems to be related to a desire 

to keep the old known customers and refrain f r o m establishing new uncertain 

contacts. The export to Germany was, as Carl noted, practically forced on the 

company. I f possible, they w o u l d have l iked to continue w i t h the old, tried-and-

true, market. I n this market they once struck gold when they found a formula 

that both satisfied the customer and gave them nice profits. Ever since i t dried 

out, Carl has made attempts to f i n d a new formula, but his efforts to influence the 

company often end at an early stage. 

7.4.3 Plac ing in Black's (1998) Entrepreneurial G r i d 

Based on the presented case material i t is clear that Components is more geared 

towards honing than enterprising. It seems the company's enterprising skills are 

quite l ow , whi le the honing skills seem low to moderate. The internal operations 

are flexible and aimed at serving the customers in the present segment w i t h 

almost any type o f work, which has involved some product development. 

However, the flexibility is accomplished wi thout much production development 

that w o u l d have signified higher honing skills. The relatively poor productivity 

(when taking into account that the turnover the last few year is inflated by 

subcontracting) is an indication o f this. The failed venture in Germany is an 

indication o f l ow enterprising skills. The company could not successfully break 

new ground, even though the product mainly remained the same. From the 

above, i t seems reasonable to characterize Carl's firm as a reactor w i t h somewhat 

stronger honing skills than the average reactor. In the old market situation, Carl 

was an important actor, since he was the person at the firm that "made the deals" 

w i t h customers. This position was weakened by the changed market situation. 

The company's skills (in honing) are no longer as dependent on Carl as they used 

to be. 

7.4.4 What C a n B e Learnt f rom Components? 

The peril of having all one's eggs in one basket 

Components worked almost entirely towards one segment o f the Swedish 

constmction market when the crisis started. In this position, i t could generate 

handsome profits by having good specialized knowledge. But as the demand in 

the segment decreased, its profits dropped. From a position where the company 

was leading the profitabiHty league, i t quickly was placed i n the lower division. 
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This drastic change is the result o f a perhaps too narrow (intentionally or not) 

strategy. But , w i t h the performance Components had, there was little incentive 

to change strategies. However, as Mi l l e r (1992) advised his readers, i t is 

important to not only consider what is profitable today, but also what is needed 

for profitabili ty tomorrow. In Components' case, they were mshed into a new 

segment wi thout much time to consider whether i t was right for them or not. A t 

this point, the alternative w o u l d have been to close down. In retrospect, 

Components should perhaps have anticipated the possibility o f a dechne i n their 

segment and worked up a contingency plan. As Mi l l e r notes, such a plan should 

indicate where the company believes they can make profits i n the future (wi th 

the same product or w i t h new or modif ied products). However, doing this 

demands enterprising skills (Black, 1998) and i f these skills are low, i t might cause 

the C E O to wait too long before this action is taken. 

Divided ownership - a potentially dangerous situation 

Carl noted that he was happy at first when as many as nine former employees 

together took the responsibility as owners. In a situation when the firm's future is 

uncertain, i t can be comforting to share the responsibility and make sure as many 

as possible are committed to the firm. However, the situation that seemed so 

positive i n the beginning turned out to be an important reason for the recent 

bankmptcy. As minori ty owners, the six employees holding 5 % each, could 

force the majori ty owners to buy them out. I f a minori ty owner wants to 

maximize his self-interest, the correct time to sell the shares is when the company 

is at its peak. As described above, this is exactly what happened. Four o f the six 

minori ty owners claimed their right and by doing so momentarily forced the 

company into a poor financial situation. The slack resources that earlier profits 

supplied were gone overnight. Instead o f going into the crisis w i t h a solid 

financial situation, they were back to square one. 

The owner situation between 1992 and the bankmptcy, w i t h three equal share 

owners, also had both advantages and important disadvantages. O n the positive 

side, the C E O had two persons that he can discuss the firm's future w i t h . 

However, by holding only 33 % o f the votes, he couldn't control the company's 

destiny. The situation discussed i n the previous section, that the company was 

forced to take a giant leap, instead o f a number o f prepared small steps, may 

partly be due to the ownership stmcture. Carl noted that he had come up w i t h 

some suggestions to develop their market over the years, but since he wasn't able 

to convince his two co-owners these suggestions were never pursued. Since the 

cautious strategy (doing nothing) often w i l l w i n when majority decisions are 

made, a divided ownership stmcture is l ikely to cause conservative behavior. 

In Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) model, the ownership stmcture contributed largely to 

make Carl's situation poor. First, the ownership stmcture places h im wi thout 
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possibility on his o w n to control his company. Second, the old stmcture caused 

the company to lose substantial long-term financing. The positive aspect o f the 

ownership stmcture wou ld be a better feed-back situation. However, when 

weighing these pros and cons, the divided ownership situation clearly has been 

more bad than good for Components. W i t h a better ownership stmcture, that 

focused more on long-term firm well-being, the company would probably have 

been i n a completely different situation today. 

Small-town CEO - A cross to carry? 

In a small town, where everybody knows each other i n some way, it could 

become difficult to be both a good C E O and a good t o w n citizen. The actions 

that are needed to be a good C E O may be actions that are improper for a good 

t o w n citizen. Carl sometimes wished he could act merely i n the best interest o f 

the f i r m , wi thout taking into consideration that he as a private person, his wife 

or children w i l l be affected i f he makes a " tough" decision. It seems this is also 

restricting Carl f r o m being better i n control (cf. lower left cell in Gist & Mitchel l , 

1992). When i n need o f support for doing the right thing, he is likely to be 

reminded about the negative aspects o f the decision. As noted by himself, this has 

prevented h i m f r o m action in the company's best interest at times i n order to 

avoid "bad talk" in the town. 
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8 Bedrock Windows 

Selection criteria: CEO's traits: Low 
Firm Performance: High 

Brief History and Summary of Bedrock Windows 
The company was started by the father o f the present C E O some 50 years ago i n 

a small t own on the west coast o f Sweden, where i t still is located. I t started out as 

a pure w i n d o w manufacturer, but has been through periods when almost any 

joinery product was manufactured. I n the late 1960s, the present profile was 

established. This meant going back to the or igin and mainly produce windows. 

The present C E O , Robert Ericson, together w i t h an employee (who had worked 

f o r the company since he left school at the age o f fourteen), took over the 

responsibility fo r the company i n 1979. Rober t became C E O and majority 

owner (60 % ) , whi le the partner held the rest o f the shares. A t this time, about 20 

people worked for Bedrock Windows. The number o f employees rose steadily in 

the 1980s and has, after a small dip i n the early 1990s, continued to rise. 

Presendy, about 70 people w o r k fo r Bedrock W i n d o w . The products are mainly 

standard, yet specialized, windows. The products are sold to construction 

companies, prefabricated house manufacturers and retailers. The market is mainly 

Sweden, but they are also selling to England, Germany and Japan. The C E O 

perceives their products to be o f superior quahty and they avoid using price as a 

competitive factor. The sales i n 1996 reached 67 MSEK.  

8.1 The Performance of Bedrock Windows 

Below, we w i l l first present the company's performance over the last ten years 

according to the annual reports. I n doing so, we w i l l relate the performance to 

important events at the company. W e w i l l also relate the performance to the 

industry at large as the key ratios are displayed w i t h the median and upper/lower 

quartile o f the industry. Finally, the CEO's self-report o f their performance in 

1992, 1994 and early 1997 w i l l be displayed and compared to the performance 

according to the annual reports. 

8.1.1 The Annual Reports and the Events Behind them 

Figure 8.1 shows the development in sales, f ixed assets and employees over the 

last ten-year period. In the late 1980s, sales rose steadily and as a result capacity 

had to be increased to be able to handle the demand. The down- tum i n the 

market meant to that Bedrock Windows was paid less for the same product. 

Practically no employees were laid o f f at the company due to the fact that the 

volume (in w o r k hours) could be kept. Recently, the company initiated a new 

large investment that is aimed at making the production more flexible wi thout 

loss o f cost effectiveness. 
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Figure 8.1 Development of sales, fixed assets and number of employees for Bedrock 

Windows in the period from 1986 to 1996. 

The performance ratios for the company, looking at the last ten years and 

comparing to the industry, are portrayed i n Figure 8.2 a-f. Each figure shows 

Bedrock Windows (white line) together w i t h the lower and upper quartile as wel l 

as the median for the industry. 
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Figure 8.2 a Growth in sales for Bedrock 

Windows compared to the industry 
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Figure 8.2c Return on sales for Bedrock 

Windows compared to the industry 
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Figure 8.2b Return on assets (ROA) for 

Bedrock Windows compared to the industry 
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Figure 8.2d Capital turnover rate for Bedrock 

Windows compared to the industry 
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Figure 8.2e Solvency ratio for Bedrock 

Windows compared to the industry 
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Figure 8.2/ Turnover per employee in MSEK 

for Bedrock Windows compared to the industry 

Looking at sales growth, Bedrock Windows has, for the entire period, stayed 

close to the median. This is probably a result o f t h a t they have a relatively diverse 

set o f customers, w h o reflect the market as a whole. I n terms o f profitability, the 

company has been extremely successful i n the past. The last part o f the 1980s 

produced a return on assets around 35 %. Since the capital turnover rate is only 

somewhat better than average, the main contribution comes f r o m the good 

return on sales. However, since the down-turn i n 1991, the profitability has 

become increasingly worse and has, since 1995, been below the median. 

According to the C E O this is the result o f an ever increasing cost pressure f rom 

customers, combined w i t h less suitable production when i t no longer is possible to 

choose which kinds o f orders to take. The turnover per employee illustrates this 

w i t h the declining curve. However, w i t h the recent investment i n flexible 

production equipment, the company may be able to break the negative trend in 

productivity. Despite the relatively large drop in productivity, the company still 

has not fallen below the median. 

Finally, the solvency ratio has varied heavily over the period. The swings can 

almost entirely be attributed to events unrelated to the actual operations o f 

Bedrock Windows . The company has changed "shell" twice during the second 

part o f the 1980s. The years 1986 and 1988 both constitute fresh starts where the 

equity at the beginning o f these years was minimal . In 1989 and 1990, large 

sums were transferred to other, less profitable ventures, i n the group 9 0 . During 

this period, large sums were also spent on forming an employee foundation aimed 

at providing employee well-being. The last drop in solvency ratio after 1993 

stems f r o m investments, combined w i t h lower profits. Presently, the company has 

a relatively good solvency ratio around 40 %. 

90 Bedrock Windows constituted the mother company in a group from 1986 to 1991. Since 1991 the group no 
longer exists. 
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8.1.2 The C E O ' s Self-Reported Performance Regarding 1992, 1994 
and Early 1997 

Figure 8.3 shows Robert's view on his firm's performance for three years. 1992 

is evaluated retrospectively i n 1994. 1994 is evaluated both in May 1994 and 

retrospectively i n 1997. 1997 is evaluated as present performance in early 1997. 

Confer section 4.4 (Research Process) for details on h o w the self-report was 

given by the C E O and how the self-report is interpreted to enable the 

forthcoming comparison. 

I o Profitability 
• Growth in sales 
• Growth in market share 

3 Productivity 
I Customer satisfaction 

in Financial performance 
ID Market performance 

Robert, 
92(94) 

Robert, 
94 (94) 

Robert, 
94 (97) 

Robert, 
97 (97) 

Figure 8.3 Robert's self-reported performance taken from the questionnaire. 92 (94) 

should be read as self-report concerning 1992 given in 1994. 

As can be noted, Robert has rated the company's performance dimensions 

relatively similar, although the market aspects o f performance are rated somewhat 

higher. There is little distinction between the "softer" and "harder" measures for 

the two dimensions o f performance. 

8.1.3 Comparison Between the Self-Reported Performance and 
the Performance According to the Annual Reports 

Tables 8.1 (profitability) and 8.2 (sales growth) contain the comparison between 

self-reported and "actual" (according to annual reports) performance. 

Table 8.1 A comparison of profitability stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Bedrock Windows. 

Period 
Self-reported 

profitability 

Profitability according to 
annual reports 

Discrepancy of self-report i n relation 

to annual report 

1992 » 4 " Clearly above the upper 

quartile 

Self-reported profitability 
somewhat underestimated 

1994* 
"4" in 1994, 

"3" in 1997 Slighdy above the median* 

Self-report given 1994 accurate for 

early 1994. Self-report given 1997 

accurate for entire 1994. 

Early 

1997 
"3" 

Between the median and the 

lower quartile in 1996. I m 

provements expected for 1997. 

Self-reported profitability probably 

accurately reported 

The company has financial year-end in April each year. The financial year May 1993 - April 1994 was quite 
good profitability-wise, whereas the financial year May 1994 - April 1995 was not that good. 
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Table 8.2 A comparison of sales growth stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Bedrock Windows. 

Period 
Self-reported 
sales growth 

Sales growth according to 

annual reports 

Discrepancy of self-report in relation 

to annual report 

1992 "4" A t the median 
Self-reported sales growth 

somewhat overestimated 

1994* 
"4" in 1994, 

"4" in 1997 Slighdy below upper quartile* 
Self-reported sales growth 

accurately reported 

Early 

1997 
"4" 

Slighdy below the median in 

1996. N o major changes 

expected for 1997. 

Self-reported sales growth probably 

somewhat overestimated 

* The company has financial year-end in April each year. The financial year May 1993 - April 1994 compared to 
May 1994 - April 1995 was not as good sales-wise, but both were better than the median sales growth for 1994. 

I t seems Robert has estimated his company's performance relatively wel l over the 

entire period. The slight underestimation o f the profitability for 1992 may be 

due to the fact that the profitabili ty had dropped considerably f r o m the best 

years. For sales growth, there are instead tendencies towards overestimation. Both 

1992 and the present appear to be seen in too bright a light. 

8.2 The C E O and His Situation 

Robert Ericson in a Nutshell 
Robert is 54 years o ld and has been work ing as C E O for Bedrock Windows 

since 1979. Before that, he had worked for the company on and o f f ever since he 

left school. His f u l l time commitment to the company started at the age o f 22. 

Prior to this, he had worked temporary i n other firms, including a carpenter 

shop. Robert's highest formal education is i n commerce at the jun io r high school 

level. His major business experience is acquired i n production administration and 

product development. 

Robert's personality characteristics, compared to the entire industry and the 

other CEOs participating i n this study i n 1994 and 1997, are displayed i n Figure 

8.4 below. 

Self-Efficacy Tolerance for 

Ambiguity 
Need for 
Cognition 

• Robert, Bedrock Windows (94) 

• Robert, Bedrock Windows (97) 

• Mean, entire industry (94) 

• Mean, all eight C E O s (94) 

Q Mean, all eight C E O s (97) 

Figure 8.4 The scores on the three personality aspects for Robert compared to the mean in 

the entire industry and the mean of the eight CEOs in this study. 
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Robert's personality characteristics seem to have remained relatively stable over 

the period. Both self-efficacy and need for cognition have remained the same, 

where the self-efficacy is relatively l o w and the need for cognition is somewhat 

higher than average. The tolerance for ambiguity has, according to the 

questionnaire, increased moderately f r o m being relatively l ow to become 

average. Next, we w i l l give an account o f Robert's situation at his f i r m . 

8.2.1 The C E O ' s Background 

Robert's parents both come f r o m farmer families, where education beyond the 

compulsory level was unusual. Robert's parents wanted h im to break this 

tradition and get a higher education. The additional three years Robert went to 

school have, however, not given h i m a lot, according to his o w n account. The 

only knowledge he still finds useful are his English lessons. Thanks to this 

knowledge, the task o f going abroad i n the early 1990s became easier. Robert 

thinks that w i t h an even higher education he wou ld have been less hkely to take 

over the company after his father. I n his mind, most entrepreneurs are poorly 

educated people w h o wou ld have refrained from starting an enterprise i f they 

would have k n o w n (through education) what awaited them as entrepreneurs. He 

sees his years as owner -CEO as a long journey, where he initially had lit t le or no 

knowledge about the obstacles ahead. Each obstacle had to be overcome as i t 

appeared. The tougher i t was, the harder Robert worked to overcome i t . As he 

puts i t , "you were standing right in the middle of the shit, and had no other option [than 

trying to solve the current problem]". W i t h all the problems that come w i t h 

entrepreneurship, Robert finds i t strange that there are people w h o are wi l l i ng to 

venture everything they o w n to become entrepreneurs. 

The company his father started was much easier to handle when Rober t finally 

decided to fo l low i n his father's footsteps. This, and the fact that the taking over 

o f a family enterprise was common practice i n those days, influenced Robert 

most i n his choice. Even though he seems to dislike the increased complexity, i t 

is Robert himself w h o has made the decisions which have upgraded the company 

to new levels all the time. I n the early 1970s, the company invested about 

200 000 SEK in a brochure that marketed their windows. This move changed 

their situation f r o m being a local jo inery shop to become a national w i n d o w 

manufacturer. W h e n Robert's father decided that he wanted to retire, the next 

upgrading occurred as the company invested 3 M S E K in new production 

facilities. This made Bedrock Windows into a full-fledged modem w i n d o w 

manufacturer. Since that point i n time, the company has almost automatically 

developed in terms o f sales and number o f employees wi thout any important 

decisions being made, according to Robert. The situation that occurred after the 

down-turn in the market could, however, not be solved in the old stmcture. A 

new important decision was taken; to invest heavily i n new flexible production 

equipment that can satisfy the present market. In all these three occations, Robert 
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felt he made a choice between letting the company slowly go under or upgrading 

i t to what he believed the market situation required. 

8.2.2 The Work as C E O 

As C E O , Robert has not been able to come up w i t h any general concept about 

h o w to manage his company. Instead, every day is spent doing what is necessary 

to make the operations run. Creating a good atmosphere at the company has 

been a guiding star in his work . This has become more difficult due to the 

increased number o f employees and the tougher market situation i n the 1990s. 

U p unt i l the early 1990s, Robert worked half his time in the production, where 

he met practically all his employees as he pitched i n where it was needed. The 

increased demands on administration stemming f r o m both increased competition 

and government regulations have forced h i m to spend less and less time in the 

production. However, he still finds time to put on the overall and pitch in now 

and then - mostly on week-ends or after office hours. In the present situation, it 

is this active production work what gives Robert the most satisfaction. Helping 

an employee finish a batch that then can be shipped offers h im a concrete 

reward. Administration is Robert's least preferred task, mainly because i t means 

routine work . Routine work has never been a favorite occupation. I n this 

respect, Robert mentions his musical interest; he likes to play the guitar, but he 

never plays f r o m music. He plays by ear. Robert wants to m n his company "by 

ear" as wel l and hates when routine ties h im down. Since he knows that a 

company o f Bedrock Windows ' size cannot be m n "by ear", he has become 

uncertain i f he is the right person to m n the company. 

W h e n asked to give an account o f what his most important functions at the 

company are, Robert notes that he has spent a lot o f time at the computer ever 

since personal computers were introduced some 15 years ago. He is considered 

the "computer freak" at Bedrock Windows. The applications have generally 

been aimed at facilitating work for production (cost estimation 9 1) and marketing 

(price lists). He has single-handedly developed an impressive p r o g r a m 9 2 for 

ordering, inventory and invoicing. Book keeping has unti l recently been handled 

by an outside firm. N o w , he has hired a university graduate who w i l l be work ing 

Cost estimation is, by Robert himself, considered as perhaps his most important single task. Keeping track of 
costs has depended entirely on him, ever since he became CEO. In the first few years, he could keep track of 
things without having the production produce time reports since he had access to all times by spending time in 
the production. Today, time reports are cmcial for getting a good grip on costs. The new market situation with 
decreased margins makes it necessary to have correct cost estimates. 
9 2 Robert displayed the program he had developed using Excel. The sales person writes down the quantity of the 
components that the customer wants and the program then gives the price for the entire order, taking into account 
quantity discounts, etc. It also produces the necessary production documents. Robert hopes to be able to install the 
program at retailers and large customers in the near future. 
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w i t h financial reports, etc. Another recent hire is a retired consultant 9 3, w h o has 

the role often practiced by the chairman o f the board o f larger firms, that is, to 

challenge the C E O and point mainly to threats, but also opportunities. Al though 

still heavily involved i n the computer area, he has shifted the responsibility for 

the computer system to another recently hired employee. This is i n hne w i t h his 

strategy to become less indispensable for the running o f the firm. U n t i l the early 

1990s, Robert had "a finger i n every pie" at Bedrock Windows. N o w , he 

believes that the company wou ld funct ion pretty wel l wi thout h im. W h e n talking 

to the employees at Bedrock Windows, i t seems Robert still is involved in most 

areas and many have difficulty imaging the company wi thout h i m 9 4 . The main 

ingredient that Robert adds to the company seems to be his d r ive 9 5 . He is the 

person behind the products 9 6 , the production design 9 7 , and partly the customer 

base9 8. I t is, however, clear that marketing is the area where the company 

presendy is least dependent on Robert. The market department is headed by 

Robert's co-owner and has during the 1990s, wi thout much influence f r o m 

Robert, developed f r o m passively taking orders or producing tenders to taking 

active market actions, such as the recent " w i n d o w school". Present and potential 

customers were invited to the company to leam more about the windows and 

have a first try at the new ordering system that Robert developed. According to 

both Robert and the market people, the w i n d o w school was a great success. 

8.2.3 The Ownership Situation 

Robert has fu l l discretion to do whatever he likes since he owns 60 % o f the 

shares. He believes that his co-owner sometimes has felt m n over because o f this. 

Presently, Robert sees litde advantage o f having a co-owner, but i t was an 

important advantage i n the start-up phase. Having someone to discuss the 

9 3 The hiring of this person reflects Robert's way of managing his company. The person passed by the company 
now and then and was curious about it. One day he went in and had a chat with Robert. The outcome was an 
agreement that the retired consultant should analyze the company over a two-month period. When this time had 
passed, Robert wanted to keep the consultant to help them work on the problems he had found. Presendy, he 
works part-time (50 %) for Bedrock Windows and Robert regards him as his "right hand". 
9 4 Although most employees have difficulty imaging Bedrock Windows without Robert, they also have difficulty 
viewing Robert as CEO. "He is not the CEO type". The recendy hired consultant concurs that Robert is 
important for the company, but that he cannot meet the requirements of the CEO position. 
9 5 According to employee accounts, the most common features, when describing Robert, are that he works hard, 
is knowledgeable about the product and the production and tends to be opportunity oriented. 
9 6 Most of the present windows were designed by Robert in the late 1970s. Robert considers these to reflect what 
a quahty window should be Uke also today. Recendy, Robert has designed a new set of windows for older houses 
after having had many inquiries about such windows. 
Q7 
" The task to find a suitable production facility has always been considered important by Robert. He also finds it 
enjoyable. According to himself, this has to do with the fact that it requires practical problem solving. Making 
something work better by first ponder about a solution and then trying it in practice is appealing to Robert. 
QQ 
y o The customers in Japan and England originate from meetings at Bedrock Windows between Robert and a sales 
agent from England and Japan (who initiated the contact). Today, when there are problems with deliveries to 
these counties, it is not unusual for Robert to personally take care of it. He is also involved when there are 
inquiries about products that are not yet produced by the company. Occasionally, the result is that Robert takes an 
order for a special product or makes new designs that become standard products in the future. 
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company w i t h and who pitched i n whenever necessary was very important for 

Robert. Wi thou t this, the company w o u l d not have developed at the same pace. 

The two owners worked for "peanuts" the first years when capital was needed in 

the company. After these "dog years", the reward has been substantial. Both 

Robert and his co-owner have a safe future, regardless o f the outcome for 

Bedrock Windows, thanks to substantial o ld age pension insurances paid for in 

the 1980s. Regarding the future, both Robert and his co-owner wou ld be 

pleased i f a serious new owner stepped i n and bought all the shares. In the best 

years i n the late 1980s they had a serious b id on the company, but at that time it 

seemed to early to sell and retire. 

8.2.4 The Impact of the Turbulent Situation 

The turbulence i n the industry has affected Robert to try and adjust his company 

to the new market demands involving flexibil i ty and specialized smaller orders. 

Bedrock Windows should, i n his view, be a company that can accommodate 

almost any requirement i n quahty windows. By having a broad range o f products 

and by introducing the ordering system at the retailers, Robert hopes to tie the 

customer to Bedrock W i n d o w . The production system is being completely 

changed to better suit small specialized orders instead o f the longer series that 

were common i n the 1980s. Even though the new uncertain market situation has 

not prevented Robert f r o m action, he still holds it is bothersome. I t demands that 

the financial status is monitored closely so the company w o n ' t suddenly start to 

bleed. Robert wou ld like to be able to fo ld the company nice and easy rather 

than having a heavy bankmptcy on his hands. Therefore, while he earlier felt 

more or less in control o f his company and had ample time to adjust to changes, 

he is n o w not sure whether he is the captain o f the ship anymore. This is due to 

both external and internal factors. Externally, customers tend to be more 

demanding and unreliable (e.g. can't or w o n ' t pay; about 2 M S E K were lost last 

years due to this) and internally, Robert no longer has the same dominant 

position that he used to have. The situation o f rapid change causes Robert to 

sleep poorly and contemplate getting rid o f the company. 

As noted, the bad feelings about the present situation have not influenced Robert 

to become paralyzed. Rather, the company has developed both its products, its 

production and its customer base. Robert also believes that one reason w h y they 

still are relatively successful has to do w i t h them being "daredevils" and jumping 

on almost every opportunity that presents itself The money spent on export and 

product development is considerable and has not been affected by the 

uncertainty, at least not to any large extent. Regarding marketing, the company 

has spent more money on marketing during the last couple o f years than i t did 

earlier. The uncertain situation has not influenced the decision. 
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W h e n asked direcdy to what extent he can influence his company's situation, 

Robert wanted to modify the earlier somewhat fatalistic statement that he no 

longer is captain o f his ship. He maintains that he can influence a lot, but i t takes 

active action f r o m himself. A n example is the project to f ind better cost estimates 

that he is involved in right now. W i t h this project, Robert hopes to f i nd cost 

estimates that come quite close to the tmth . This is an essential tool when price 

has become an important competitive force. He also notes that he tries to 

increase stamina and enthusiasm in the organization by employing and 

promoting young people. Robert finds these t w o qualities more important than 

experience i n the present situation. The market situation is harder to influence, 

but Robert is doing an experiment i n this area presently. Instead o f lowering 

prices to f i l l capacity, the company w i l l only take orders that have an acceptable 

margin. The excess capacity w i l l be used for inventory production o f standard 

components. This inventory w i l l then be used during the summer months when 

sales are high and capacity lower. 

8.2.5 The Internal and External Network 

The company does not have an active board. Strategic issues have been discussed 

w i t h the bank, the auditor, the co-owner and the recently hired "right hand". A 

management group was formed recently, but exactly what this f o m m w i l l be used 

for is not yet settled. This group consists o f Robert, the co-owner, the "right 

hand", a production foreman (for w h o m Robert w i l l create a production 

manager position shortly) and a secretary. They meet once a week for about an 

hour. In Table 8.3, the external network o f contacts for Robert and Bedrock 

Windows is displayed. In the table, the extent o f the contact is complemented by 

Robert's view on the contact. 

Table 8.3 Short description of Bedrock Windows' and Robert's extemal network: 

Area Type and extent o f contact Robert's view on the contact  

Customers Traditionally customer initiated Customers are generally very pleased 

contacts. In the 1990s, the company w i t h Bedrock Windows. Most 

has taken a more active role to find customers value quahty higher than 

suitable customers and spend more price. 

time on customer support.  

Suppliers Glass supplier has been the same for a Long-term relations are preferred, 

long time. Wood bought via agent. unless the supplier clearly misbehaves. 

Both are long-term, relatively close Grave problems wi th the glass supplier 

relations. have not resulted in change of suppliers 

yet. The work and costs involved w i t h 

a change wi l l be very high, so Robert 

still hopes for improvements. He 

would like to write long-term price 

contracts wi th most suppliers, but this  

is declined by the suppliers.  
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Table 8.3(C'd) Short description of Bedrock Windows' and Robert's external network: 

Area Type and extent o f contact Robert's view on the contact 

Financiers The bank is first and foremost the 

financier, but Robert uses them as a 

strategic resource as well . Financial 

information is sent to them monthly 

and meetings are held at least 

quarterly. 

The bank is an important actor that 

Robert is eager to have a good relation 

wi th . Tries to play wi th totally "open 

cards". Changed banks (after collecting 

tenders) recently, despite that the old 

bank matched the lowest bid. 

Auditor The auditor has been the same for a 

relatively long time. Meetings where 

important financial questions are 

discussed wi th the auditor are held at  

least once a quarter.  

Robert is content wi th the auditor. 

Other firms Littie organized cooperation. Uses 

subcontractors for some specialized 

windows. Some development has 

been done together w i th another 

window maker. 

Cooperation around sales has been 

proposed, but Bedrock Windows didn't 

want to engage in this. 

Industry Member o f the industry cooperation 

organizations organization. Takes part in the work 

to find a common standard for 

Sweden, the Nordic countries and 

Europe. Also member o f the local  

entrepreneurs association.  

The work to standardize (create 

common rules) is regarded positively 

by Robert, although the standard w i l l 

be set at a level below Bedrock 

Windows'. 

8.2.6 Evidence of Robert's Tolerance for Ambiguity and Self-
Efficacy 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

The relatively l o w tolerance for ambiguity in the questionnaire is evidenced in 

Robert's attitudes, but not i n his actions. Robert notes that the uncertainty is 

bothersome and make h im lose sleep. He is even puzzled why he became an 

entrepreneur in the first place, looking back on all the hardship he has endured 

trying to parry problems as they presented themselves, more or less out o f the 

blue. Still, f r o m the accounts f r o m both Rober t himself and employees, the 

uncertainty has not blocked Robert's action. W h e n going through the accounts, 

i t seems Robert constantly has acted i n a way that has increased uncertainty i n his 

f i r m . Introducing new products, new production equipment and new customers 

are bound to increase uncertainty, at least i n the shorter perspective. Robert 

notes that he has done this, mainly because he believes that i t is needed for being 

successful i n the market situation that has evolved. The relatively long period 

f r o m the decline i n profitability to the decision to invest i n new flexible 

production equipment could perhaps be seen as delay caused by l ow tolerance for 

ambiguity. The increased tolerance for ambiguity between 1994 and 1997 could 

be related to that Robert today has acquired help that can guide h im. Especially 
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the "right hand" seems to have helped h i m quite a lot. The mere expression 

"right hand" indicates that Robert sees this person as a vital asset for himself and 
the f i r m . 

Self-efficacy 

Also regarding self-efficacy, the evidence is mixed. A t one point i n the 

interview, Robert noted that he no longer felt like the captain o f the ship. He 

also noted that the increased demand on administration made h i m feel uncertain 

about his qualities as C E O . The things he was least interested in became more 

and more important for the successful mnning o f the f i r m . His note about f inding 

it strange to engage i n entrepreneurship, is also indicating l o w self-efficacy. A t 

another point i n the interview, he maintained that he, after all, still was 

influencing his company to a large extent. There are also examples that tend to 

support this. He has, through his actions, influenced his company considerably, i t 

seems. Mainly the products and the production are influenced proactively by 

Robert. Other important influence on the company, such as the hir ing o f the 

"right hand" and the establishment o f export seem to be more relying on 

coincidence. These occurrences, and many more i t seems, are not the result o f 

proactive, intentional action, but rather the result o f Robert 's opportunity 

oriented behavior. The employees at Bedrock Windows concur w i t h the dualistic 

picture o f Robert as C E O . O n the one hand, they see h i m as a very competent 

person that influences the company to a large extent. O n the other hand, they 

have difHculty seeing h i m as a C E O . He thus seems to have relatively high self-

efficacy as responsible for the products and the production, but as C E O his self-

efficacy is lower. 

8.3 The Profile of the Company 

Here the aspects o f the company that were examined i n Part One - strategic 

competence and f i r m orientation - w i l l be displayed. Evidence for, or against, 

these scores w i l l then be presented. 

8.3.1 Firm Strategy 

The responses in the questionnaire in 1994 indicate that Bedrock Windows has 

relatively good, above average competence i n differentiation and cost 

effectiveness, while the focus competence is very low. The score i n 1997 

indicates that the company has lost cost effectiveness competence, whi le focus 

competence has increased, placing the company close to average regarding cost 

effectiveness but still below average regarding focus. 
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Differentiation Cost 
Effectiveness 

Focus 

• Bedrock Window (94) 

n Bedrock Window (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

n All eight companies (94) 

O All eight companies (97) 

Figure 8.5 The scores on the three strategic competencies for Bedrock Windows compared 

to the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study. 

The relatively high difFerentiation competence is supported by the accounts and 

observations. The company produces windows that are o f above average quahty 

as evidenced by their 10-year warranty and the attention to details i n the 

p roduc t ion" . The windows are also relatively specialized in terms o f size, while 

the basics about the w i n d o w are kept according to standard. Their sales brochure 

clearly gives an impression o f differentiated products to the customer. 

The decrease in cost effectiveness f r o m above average in 1994 to average today 

fits we l l w i t h the development o f manpower productivity. The reason behind the 

lost competence is found i n the new market situation for the company. The old 

production equipment could manufacture long series efficiently, but small orders 

did not suit the production. The company has a remedy for this, but the new 

production equipment that better fits the present market situation has not yet 

become ful ly functional. 

Regarding focus, Robert perceived the company to be providing "everybody 

w i t h everything" in 1994, while he n o w perceives the company to still be 

leaning towards breadth rather than depth. The accounts tend to support this. 

The customers are found in three different categories and in four different 

markets. The company is prepared to satisfy most demands, but still has limits 

when i t is considered too expensive to please a single customer. 

8.3.2 Firm Orientation 

The f i r m orientation has changed somewhat i n Robert's view (See Figure 8.6). 

From having had a small bias toward market orientation, the bias may have 

become greater. The slight bias towards implementation rather than planning is 

maintained. Finally, Robert now perceives the company to be results oriented, 

whi le he saw i t as slightly process oriented in 1994. Figure 8.7 displays the 

present view o f the C E O compared w i t h a number o f white and blue collar 

99 
grinding and puttying both times. 

For instance, the windows are made using only class A wood and are painted twice, preceded by thorough 
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employees. N o significant difference between the view o f the C E O and that o f 

the employees was evidenced (See Appendix 8 fo r details). 

r ~ T j " ~ ~ ~ j | | — — 

Market 
orientation 

Planning 
orientation 

Process 
orientation 

• Bedrock Window (94) 

n Bedrock Window (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

b All eight companies (94) 

• All eight companies (97) 

Figure 8.6 The scores on the three firm orientations for Bedrock Windows compared to the 

mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study.  

From the accounts, i t seems Bedrock Windows to a large extent directs their 

actions to adjusting the company's operations to the present market situation. 

The customers' requirements are important when deciding about products and 

production. The " W i n d o w School", where customers were invited to leam more 

about the products and the company, is another indication o f market orientation. 

The internal orientation seems to have decreased at the company. Earlier, the 

production facilities were more or less perfect for the type o f products that were 

sold. This resulted i n very good margins. Today, i t is no longer possible to get 

these margins, due to changed customer requirements. However, the investment 

in new production equipment is meant to boost the internal effectiveness as is the 

strategy to produce towards a temporary inventory. Decreased internal 

orientation is also evidenced by Robert's note about the atmosphere having 

become worse. Robert notes that the good company spirit to some degree, has 

been lost when customer demands have shifted and put more pressure on the 

employees. There seems to be a tendency that blue collar workers perceive the 

company as even more market oriented than Robert does. In sum, Bedrock 

Windows still seems to pay a lot attention to internal aspects although market 

aspects are prioritized. The tilt towards market orientation, thus, is not indicating 

a total lack o f internal orientation. 

The question whether implementation w i l l occur or not at Bedrock Windows 

seem to depend mostly on Robert . Also, whether Robert w i l l w o r k on 

implementing something depend on i f i t is related to the products and/or 

production or not. Projects related to these areas are quickly implemented by 

hands-on action by Robert. In other areas, implementation is slower. Regarding 

planning, the company has been forced to become more planning oriented i n the 

last decade. Earlier, Robert more or less controlled everything wi thout any 

formal plans. Even today, plans are not that common. For instance, practically all 

investments are decided upon wi thout doing much paperwork. I t is more about 

intui t ion, a feehng about what is needed, according to Robert. As indicated by 
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his relatively high need for cognition, Robert likes to ponder about issues before 

he takes any action. However, this "internal planning" is seldom put down on 

paper to form formal plans. Some plans, such as investment proposals, are 

produced only for the benefit o f the bank. 

The shift f r o m process to results orientation in Robert's perception can be 

explained by the new profitability situation. Earher, the company made good 

profits and each employee contributed to this by doing his or her task. Today, 

the same basic tasks no longer produce profits. Robert has pondered a lot about 

h o w to motivate the employees to work harder, but has, so far, not taken any 

action. The fact that the employees tend to be closer to Robert's earlier 

perception could be related to the fact that nothing yet have been done to 

promote results orientation. 

Market 

orientation 

Planning 

orientation 
Process 

orientation 

• C E O 

O White collar (5) 

• Blue collar (4) 

Figure 8.7 The scores on the three firm orientations for the CEO, the five white collar 

workers and the four blue collar workers at Bedrock Window. 

8.4 Concluding Analysis of Bedrock Windows 

Based on the case material presented above, some areas in relation to Bedrock 

Windows and Robert w i l l be briefly discussed. First, some notes about the 

performance are given. Then, we use the modif ied version o f Gist & Mitchell's 

(1992) model to summarize Robert's present situation. After this follows the 

placing o f the company in Black's (1998) entrepreneurial grid. Finally, we w i l l 

try to extract the main lessons that can be leamt by studying Bedrock Windows. 

8.4.1 Some Reflections on Bedrock Window's Performance 

The present performance places Bedrock Windows close to the median, after 

having been very successful, especially financially, i n the past. W i t h the present 

performance, the company does not belong to the high performance category 

any more. The development o f the performance could be taken as an indication 

that the model i n Part One is "correct", also for Bedrock Windows. I t was only 

a longer time lag for this company before the turbulence caused i t to perform 

poorly. However, action that could improve performance has been taken. 

Therefore, the present, relatively l o w performance, is not certain to continue. 

According to the accounts, there are no extraordinary reasons for the decline in 
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profitability. It can, as i t seems, be ful ly understood by the changed market 

situation. Still, the drainage o f capital i n the late 1980s to cover losses i n other 

ventures also owned by Bedrock Windows made the company less financially 

prepared for the difficult times that fol lowed. W i t h this capital intact, perhaps the 

company would have invested i n flexible production equipment at an earlier 

stage and avoided the poor profitability that occurred during the last few years. 

8.4.2 Robert's Present Situation 

W h e n putting down the aspects o f Robert's situation according to Gist & 

Mitchell 's (1992) framework the fo l lowing picture appears (see Table 8.4). 

Table 8.4 Robert's present situation. 

Task Attributes 
Relatively good market situation - customers 

spread in several categories. Less price-

sensitive than average. Relatively close ties 

that are planned to become stronger. 

Relatively good financial situation -

profitability not too good, but solvency 

ratio is ok. 

60 % ownership - total control over 

important decisions. 

Ability 
Only basic education - lacks knowledge in 

management. 

Poor administrative skills - dislikes routine work 

Excellent product/production skills - "behind" both 

products and production. 

Mainly intemal experience - little direct experience 

f rom sales. 

Personality (Tolerance for Ambiguity) 
Attitude: Relatively low T A 

Action: Relatively high T A 

Interpersonal Environment 
Management team/ board neither strong nor 

weak - least competence in market aspects. 

Bank and auditor main external influence. 

Relatively limited network - mostly based on 

contacts not initiated by Robert. 

Little positive vicarious experience - littie 

contact wi th others in the industry. 

Task Strategies 
Opportunistic - acts quickly w i t h little formal 

analysis when faced wi th an opportunity. 

Initiates formal structures - From one-man-show to 

a "normal" small company. 

Task Effort 
Works hard on areas he likes (especially 

production related). Less effort on external areas 

and administration. 

The task attributes indicate that Robert currently is i n a situation which he has 

relatively good control over. The market situation seems to have improved over 

the years. The company is not solely dependent on Sweden, although this is still 

the largest market by far. However, since the customer base in Sweden is 

relatively broad, the company has more than one leg to stand on. The w o r k to tie 

the most suitable customers harder to the company w i l l probably further improve 

the market situation. Despite the l ow profitability i n the last two years, the 

company still seems to be in a relatively good financial situation. Actions to 

improve the profitability have been taken i n the f o r m o f investments i n flexible 

production equipment. Even i f this does not pay o f f immediately, the fair 
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solvency ratio indicates that the company could endure a few more years o f 

inadequate profitability wi thout risking bankruptcy. Robert's majority 

ownership places h im - at least theoretically - in total control regarding h o w to 

run his company. Robert's interpersonal environment is neither strong nor weak. 

Traditionally, Robert has m n the company wi thou t the use o f a management 

team or board. The bank contact and the auditor have had the role that external 

board members usually have. Today, this role is also found i n Robert's "right 

hand", a person he obviously has great trust i n . However, none o f these three 

persons is a market person. Market aspects, therefore, tend to be the area where 

Robert has to rely solely on internal competence. His o w n network is not 

especially developed. The network is not extensive and rather passive in the sense 

that Robert has not initiated many of the contacts. The examples to leam f r o m 

are few, since Robert has little contact w i t h colleagues. 

Regarding ability, Robert lacks management training. He also dislikes 

administrative work, normally an important task for a CEO. Instead, Robert has 

excellent knowledge about the products and production which have been the 

core o f the company ever since Robert began as C E O . As market aspects 

become more and more important, Robert's position becomes weaker. Both 

himself and others question h i m as C E O o f the company. Robert's relatively low 

tolerance for ambiguity, as evidenced in his attitudes, has not caused h i m to be 

paralyzed. Rather, he has acted mainly internally, but also externally, to adjust 

the company to the new market situation. His actions seem to depend - to a large 

extent - on seizing opportunities that come along. Although Robert is involved 

i n external projects, i t is clear that he puts the main effort on internal aspects, 

especially those connected to product and production development. A long-term 

strategy that Robert employs is to make the company less o f a one-man-show. 

By appointing competent people i n important positions he makes his o w n 

position weaker, but the company as a whole w i l l probably benefit f r o m this and 

be better prepared for the future. 

8.4.3 Placing in Black's (1998) Entrepreneurial Grid 

Based on the presented case material, i t seems Robert and Bedrock Windows 

have l o w to moderate honing skills and moderate enterprising skills. The accounts 

indicate that Robert pays close attention to the customers and is wi l l ing to adjust 

to their demands. The investment i n flexible production equipment probably 

places the company among the stronger competitors i n their old established 

niche, but presently productivity is only average. The w i n d o w school is further 

evidence o f honing skills. The establishment o f a new product hne and new 

customer groups (partly f r o m the window school) shows that the company is not 

confined to the once established niche. The company, headed by Robert, w o u l d 

then be characterized as a dynamic balancer w i t h weaker honing skills than the 

average dynamic balancer. Robert himself seems to be very important both for 
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the firm's honing and enterprising skills. Lately, the employees at the marketing 

department (collectively, i t seems) have been influential (both for honing and 

enterprising), where the w i n d o w school is the most obvious sign o f this. 

8.4.4 What Can Be Learnt from Bedrock Windows? 

One person cannot control a company in detail - at least not in the long run. 

The Bedrock Windows case clearly shows that being an entrepreneur and being 

manager requires separate skills. Robert has been a successful entrepreneur by 

developing Bedrock Windows f r o m a relatively small company to one o f the 

larger w i n d o w manufacturers i n Sweden. His skills i n administrating the 

company he has developed are poor. He still likes to spend time on details, 

although he knows that he should spend most o f his time coordinating at a higher 

level. The reason w h y Robert could m n his company wi thou t any management 

group for so many years probably is because their market has been quite stable, 

i n terms o f requirements, for a long time. As he noted himself, the period f r o m 

the late 1970s to the early 1990s went by almost automatically, wi thout h im 

making any important decisions. The company practically managed itself and the 

C E O could spend a lot o f time i n the production. Since nice profits were made, 

there was little need for management action. Perhaps the fact that extremely few 

whi te collars employees were hired resulted i n very good margins. Even today, 

the number o f whi te collar workers is relatively small, but compared to the earlier 

situation the number has more than doubled. However, i n the long m n , changes 

tend to occur that lead to problems that one person cannot cope w i t h single-

handedly. I n Robert 's case, he finally realized that he had to delegate 

responsibility to others i n order for the company to funct ion. By doing this, he 

had to assume the role o f the manager. A role that he is uncomfortable w i th . He 

still hkes to be the entrepreneur. 

Negative attitude towards ambiguity/uncertainty does not necessarily paralyze a person 

From the evidence above, it seems clear that Robert has a negative attitude 

towards ambiguity and uncertainty. I t makes h i m lose sleep and cause general 

discomfort. However, as can be seen i n the case description, Robert has acted 

almost as i f he d id not dislike uncertainty. Ever since he started at the company, 

he has made decisions that have changed the company's situation and introduced 

uncertainty. I n his o w n words, these decisions were needed for the long-term 

survival o f the company. 
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9 Riverside Joinery 

Selection criteria: CEO's traits: High 
Firm Performance: Low 

Brief History and Summary of Riverside Joinery 
By the bankruptcy i n early 1997, Riverside Joinery ended a long list of 

companies that had operated on the same premises w i t h the same basic product, 

namely kitchen related joinery components. The original firm started i n 

Riverside, a small community i n the heart o f Sweden, some 50 years ago. Since 

1985, i t has changed ownership three times and gone through one bankmptcy 

prior to the present one. The last CEO, Peter Mason, jo ined the firm during 

1991 and was also a 50 %-owner. The products, kitchen related joinery 

components, were mainly sold via a large home improvement chain, but also 

direcdy to customers, both i n Sweden and abroad. The C E O considered their 

products to be o f good quahty and well specialized. Thei r prices were above 

average. I n 1996, they sold kitchen components for about 11 MSEK and had 18 

employees. 

9.1 The Performance of Riverside Joinery 

Below, we w i l l first present the company's performance over the last ten years 

according to the annual reports. In doing so, we w i l l relate the performance to 

important events at the company. We w i l l also relate the performance to the 

industry at large as the key ratios are displayed w i t h the median and upper/lower 

quartile o f the industry. Finally, the CEO's self-report o f their performance in 

1992, 1994 and early 1997 w i l l be displayed and compared to the performance 

according to the annual reports. 

9.1.1 The Annual Reports and the Events Behind them 

Figure 9.1 shows the development in sales, fixed assets and employees over the 

last ten-year p e r i o d 1 0 0 . The turnover has varied widely over the years, even i f 

there was steady growth during the last three years. I t is only between 1985-87 

and 1994-96 that the company shows "normal" rates o f growth. According to 

the information available, i t is only in these periods that the company has been 

more or less "normal". The period in the middle, especially f r o m 1988 to late 

1991, included changes i n ownership, fraud, devastating market entries, and 

bankmptcy. I n late 1991, the last era under Peter Mason began. The first years 

coincided w i t h the downturn in the market wh ich resulted i n poor sales. From 

1993 the company has grown considerably sales-wise, from a very l ow level. The 

1UU The data was collected from four different companies and there is some uncertainty about the figures between 
1989-91. 
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number o f employees has increased somewhat ever since 1991, but went down in 

1996 after the C E O tried to cut costs to a m in imum. Investments i n fixed assets 

have been l o w after the start i n 1991. Early investments were mainly geared at 

upgrading office equipment whi le the last investment was a second-hand N C -

controlled machine. 
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Figure 9.1 Development of number of sales, fixed assets and number of employees for 

Riverside Joinery (and predecessors) in the period from 1985 to 1996. 

I n order to get a better picture o f Riverside Joinery's performance over the last 

ten years, we take a look at our chosen ratios i n comparison w i t h the industry. 

Figure 9.2 (a-f) shows Riverside Joinery (white line) compared to the lower and 

upper quartile as well as the median for the industry. 

Figure 9.2a Growth in sales for Riverside Figure 9.2b Return on assets (ROA) fior 

Joinery compared to the industry Riverside Joinery compared to the industry 
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Figure 9.2c Return on sales for Riverside 

Joinery compared to the industry 
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Figure 9.2d Capital turnover rate for Riverside 

Joinery compared to the industry 

Figure 9.2e Solvency ratio for Riverside Joinery 

compared to the industry 
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Figure 9.2f Turnover per employee in MSEK 

for Riverside Joinery compared to the industry 

The above six figures indicate that Riverside Joinery has not led a quiet, stable 

life over the last ten-year period. The return on assets indicates that the company 

i n all its "versions" has never been really successful and profitable. Even the 

apparent profi t i n 1992 is not real, since i t stems from financial activities 

unrelated to the main business. Wi thou t this financial profi t , the result wou ld 

have been close to zero. Al though the growth in sales has been good, the return 

on assets has developed i n the other direction. However, as can be seen when 

looking at the components o f R O A , return on sales and capital turnover rate, the 

company was heading in the right direction. Both return on sales and capital 

turnover rate improved after 1993. Still, a return on sales that indicates a loss o f 

20 cents on every sales dollar is i n great need o f improvement. According to the 

C E O , the return on sales was positive in the last quarter o f 1996 after four 

employees had been laid off. The capital turnover rate had become reasonable 

during the last couple o f years after having been extremely poor earher. The 

solvency ratio has during the last few years dropped radically. Af te r capital was 

injected i n 1992, the losses each year has rapidly changed the company's then 

high solvency ratio to became zero and even negative. The turnover per 

employee - our indication o f productivity - has not been able to rise above the 

lower quartile during the last few years (although i t was close i n 1996). Taken 

together, the ratios for Riverside Joinery provide a picture o f a company, which , 

for the last decade, has been struggling to survive and the final bankmptcy seems 

to be very logical from this perspective. 
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9.1.2 The C E O ' s and Other Employees' Evaluation of the 
Company's Bankruptcy 

The reason behind the bankruptcy seems clear i f we look at the performance over 

the last few years, namely unprofitable operations. However, unprofitable 

operations can have various reasons. When asked to give the main reason behind 

the bankruptcy, the C E O and two employees work ing close to the C E O gave 

somewhat different accounts. 

The C E O , Peter Mason, notes two important reasons that are interrelated. The 

deliberate focusing on one important customer and the deception by a financier. 

Whi le Peter thought he had good control o f the important customer's actions, 

this proved not to be the case. Af te r a friend o f Peter's, sitting on the customer's 

board died, Peter perceived that the customer's course was altered completely. 

Almost every decision made was negative for Riverside Joinery. Despite this, 

sales to this customer rose constantly unti l the summer 1996. A t this point, when 

more funds were needed to accommodate greater demand, A L M I , the main 

financier, denied further credits. Peter found this very peculiar, since one o f the 

business banks was ready to extend its credit i f A L M I said yes. Al though the 

person responsible fo r the company's loan at A L M I was new i n his position, Peter 

never thought the credit was at risk since A L M I normally is a greater risk taker 

than business banks. Peter saw this as an act o f back-stabbing that could not be 

foreseen. Therefore, he had done little about f inding alternative sources for 

funding. The acute lack o f capital caused problems w i t h procurement and, thus, 

delivery times for Riverside Joinery that i n the end caused the main customer to 

walk away. 

The production manager was impressed w i t h Peter's ability to acquire new 

capital for the operation. W h e n A L M I , i n 1996, denied further credits, this was 

not surprising in the production manager's view. Rather, he felt A L M I had had 

more patience than could be expected, since the company could never show a 

profit . The reason for this is, i n his view, l inked to the poor productivity. Even i f 

orden came in and the turnover rose steadily, the company could not 

manufacture in an efficient way, due to outdated production equipment. The 

production manager agreed w i t h Peter that the most important part for making 

the company successful w o u l d be to increase sales, but having an efficient 

production must also be taken into account. The failure to do anything about 

production efficiency unt i l the company's fate was almost sealed is, i n the 

production manager's mind, an important reason for the failure. W i t h better 

effectiveness, the company could have been profitable already i n 1995. But, the 

production manager agrees that even i f better production effectiveness wou ld 

have been established, the end result could have been the same anyway. The 

company was i n such a diff icul t position when Peter Mason took over as C E O . 
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The employee responsible for sales to the main customer blames the bankruptcy 

on Peter's neglect o f this customer. Peter took the customer for granted whi le he 

was i n pursuit o f other customers. The sales person discussed this w i th Peter many 

times, but Peter never took notice unt i l they walked away altogether. Despite the 

neglect, sales rose until the end, which the sales person sees as an indication that 

there was even more potential i n this customer. He even believed they wou ld 

have stepped in as a minori ty owner i f Riverside Joinery had been honest and 

given them a fair view o f their situation. 

9.1.3 The C E O ' s Self-Reported Performance Regarding 1992, 1994 
and 1996 

Figure 9.3 shows Peter's view on his firm's performance for three years. 1992 is 

evaluated retrospectively i n 1994. 1994 is evaluated in May 1994 1 0 1 . 1996 is 

evaluated in early 1997. The performance evaluation regarding 1996 reflects the 

CEO's view o f the performance before the company was forced into bankmptcy. 

Confer section 4.4 (Research Process) for details on how the self-report was 

given by the C E O and how the self-report is interpreted to enable the 

for thcoming comparison. 

• Profitability 
• Growth in sales 
• Growth in market share 

• Productivity 
• Customer satisfaction 

Peter, 92 (94) Peter, 94 (94) Peter, 94 (97) 
N/A 

Peter, 96 (97) • Financial performance 
0 Market performance 

Figure 9.3 Peter's self-reported performance taken from the questionnaire. 92 (94) 

should be read as self-report concerning 1992 given in 1994. 

As can be noted, Peter has rated the company's performance as increasingly 

better over the years, after being dismal i n 1992 when he took over. There is 

little difference between the "softer" and "harder" measures. Rather, the 

difference is found between market and financial performance. 

9.1.4 Comparison Between the Self-Reported Performance and 
the Performance According to the Annual Reports 

Tables 9.1 (profitability) and 9.2 (sales growth) contain the comparison between 

self-reported and "actual" (according to annual reports) performance. 

1 0 1 Because the company was in bankmptcy, Peter used a different questionnaire than the other CEO's where 
questions were posed in past tense. Another unintentional difference with this questionnaire was the lack of 
retrospective performance evaluation for 1994. Therefore, we only have Peter's self-report regarding 1994 given in 
the original questionnaire. 
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Table 9.1 A comparison of profitability stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Riverside Joinery. 

Period 
Self-reported 

profitability 

Profitability according to 

annual reports 

Discrepancy of self-report i n relation 

to annual report 

1992 
" 1 " 

Around the median after 

clearing extraordinary items 

Self-reported profitability 

underestimated 

1994 
"2" in 1994, 

N / A in 1997 
Clearly below lower quartile 

Self-reported profitability 
overestimated 

1996 "3" Clearly below lower quartile 
Self-reported profitability clearly 

overestimated 

Table 9.2 A comparison of sales growth stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Riverside Joinery. 

Period Self-reported 

sales growth 

Sales growth according to 

annual reports 

Discrepancy of self-report in relation 

to annual report 

1992 " 1 " 
Clearly above upper quartile, 

but growth increased f rom 

extremely low position 

Self-reported sales growth clearly 

underestimated 

1994 "4" in 1994, 

N / A in 1997 
Clearly above upper quartile Self-reported sales growth 

somewhat underestimated 

1996 "4" Slightly above the median Self-reported sales growth 

accurately reported 

Peter has estimated his company's performance fairly wel l . However, recent 

profitabihty tends to overestimated, while past profitabihty is underestimated. 

This agrees w i t h his view, described above, that the company's performance was 

getting better and better. The annual reports do not support this view. The 

employees also reported about potential "wishful th inking" on Peter's behalf 

regarding the sales budget, that each year was set at a (never attained) level that 

w o u l d produce a "break-even"-result. However, when reporting level o f sales 

growth, Peter is more accurate. The apparent underestimation for 1992 can be 

explained by the very l ow level o f sales in 1991. Even i f the sales grew 

considerably i n relative terms, the absolute level was still quite low. For 1994 and 

1996, Peter is pretty accurate in his self-report. 
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9.2 The C E O and His Situation 

Peter Mason in a Nutshell 
Peter is 53 years o ld and worked as C E O for Riverside Joinery between 1991 

and 1997. He had before that w o r k e d more than 20 years i n different positions 

i n a number o f industries. Peter's highest formal education is i n management and 

law at the university level. His major business experience is acquired i n 

marketing. Peter has six years o f C E O experience f r o m other firms.  

Peter's personality characteristics compared to the entire industry and the other 

CEOs participating in this study i n 1994 and 1997 are displayed i n Figure 9.4 

below. 

Self-Efficacy Tolerance for 

Ambiguity 

Need for 

Cognition 

• Peter Mason (94) 

• Peter Mason (97) 

• Mean, entire industry (94) 

• Mean, all eight CEOs (94) 

• Mean, all eight C E O s (97) 

Figure 9.4 The scores on the three personality aspects for Peter compared to the mean in 

the entire industry and the mean of the eight CEOs in this study. 

Peter has, somewhat surprisingly, maintained his very high self-efficacy, while 

tolerance for ambiguity has become lower. The need for cognition has, hke his 

self-efficacy, remained stable. This makes Peter, despite the bankmptcy, high 

above average regarding self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity, while he is 

close to average regarding need for cognition. Next , we w i l l give an account o f 

Peter's situation at his firm. 

9.2.1 The C E O ' s Background 

Peter has university education, but he does not rate this as especially important. 

The training in analytical th inking that you get at the university is what he finds 

most useful. Regarding experience, Peter has, i n his o w n view, had a lot o f use 

for his considerable experience f r o m other industries. I n these positions, Peter has 

been quite successful. The last f ew years before he came to Riverside Joinery he 

worked as a management consultant. Peter holds that he has never actively 

controlled the course o f his career. Rather, he has been confronted wi th 

opportunities that he embarked on. Also the j ob as C E O at Riverside Joinery was 

unplanned. He came to the company as a hired "divestment handler", but i n this 

process the consulting f i r m that employed h im went bankrupt and, therefore, he 

had no work wait ing i n the near future. Since he found Riverside Joinery to 
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have potential he embarked as C E O and half-owner. Al though he had never 

worked i n this industry before, he was confident that his earlier experience and 

education wou ld be sufficient to run Riverside Joinery. The lack o f industry 

experience is, according to Peter, both a advantage and a disadvantage. Even 

though i t took h i m longer to get up to speed, he thinks the lack o f 

preconceptions helped h im to see when new thinking was needed. 

9.2.2 The Work as C E O 

According to all three interviewed employees, Peter seldom or never let them 

influence his courses o f action, because he thought he knew better. Examples o f 

statements f r o m the employees were: "He always had his own agenda"; "He never 

took notice of my propositions"; and "He acted like an old-fashioned squire". Al though 

dissatisfied w i t h some aspects o f Peter's behavior, they praised his ability to find 

capital for the company and, to some degree, his skills in marketing. I t also seems 

clear that Peter managed to infuse new life into a company that was close to dead 

when he stepped in . T w o o f the three employees felt they had leamt much during 

the last f ew years, while the th i rd one felt mosdy frustrated. The reason for this 

seems related to how they have worked w i t h Peter. Those w h o saw i t as a 

positive learning experience did not fo l low Peter's orders to the letter, whi le the 

person finding i t frustrating d i d 1 0 2 . By adjusting Peter's orders according to their 

o w n judgment two o f the employees could find a balance on issues that were not 

o f strategic importance. As Peter only fol lowed up on strategic issues, there was 

ample room for employee discretion at lower levels. 

The way Peter worked to get things done was by establishing relations w i t h 

important persons, who could influence the company's fate. Peter seems to possess 

good communication/persuasion skills i n contacts w i th his peers, since he was 

able to influence the customer and the bank to go along, even though the 

fundamental facts were discouraging (e.g. poor production productivity, poor 

profitability). The reason w h y he could not influence the employees as much as 

he could influence outsiders might have been because the employees knew these 

fundamental facts. 

W h e n Peter no longer had a direct line (i.e. an established personal relation) to 

the party he wanted to influence, he failed to convey his v iew to this party. 

Consequently, when the board member o f the large customer died, Peter felt he 

had little control o f their actions, and when the person responsible for their loan 

at A L M I was replaced, the loan was revoked. O n both these occasions Peter 

thought the decisions were unprofessional (and, therefore, unexpected) and the 

persons behind them unreliable. I f he wou ld have known that the financier even 

WM w h e n talking to Peter about this person, he indicated that it was this person that had developed most under 
his supervision - from an errand boy to an accomplished sales person. 
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considered revoking the loan, he would have gone to other sources or higher up 

in A L M I ' s organization, and is certain that he would have succeeded. Thus, 

Peter believes the bankruptcy was unnecessary, but unavoidable, since he was 

deceived and had no room for action. 

9.2.3 The Ownership Situation 

Previously, Riverside Joinery was once owned by the large customer who i n the 

end sealed its fate. W h e n this owner entered i n 1975, Riverside Joinery was able 

to manufacture and deliver an entire kitchen. Since the owner was the main 

customer w i t h almost 90 % o f the turnover, the market knowledge at the 

company was l imited. In 1985, when they left, the company had become a 

component supplier w i t h almost no market knowledge. Practically all they did 

was to produce basic components for kitchens. Specialty components were 

manufactured by other firms and sent directly to the owner's central warehouse. 

This centralization was probably positive for the owner, for w h o m Riverside 

Joinery became a cog i n a machinery. For Riverside Joinery i t was problematic, 

and probably one reason w h y they never became successful again. Changing 

f r o m being a subcontractor to having fu l l responsibility is not easy. 

Another problematic area, which may be related to the final failure, is the 

turbulent owner situation f r o m 1985 unti l 1991. In these six years, the company 

had weak, uninterested owners and had some really bad experiences, including 

fraud and bankmptcy. The company's reputation was probably not the best when 

Peter and his partner took over i n 1991. 

The period f r o m 1991 unti l the bankmptcy was stable i n terms o f ownership. 

Peter and his partner owned 50 % each. The partner had his major experience in 

banking and finance. According to Peter, they worked wel l together. O w n i n g a 

company and being its C E O at the same time, is not a perfect combination, i n 

Peter's mind. A n owner-CEO is sometimes too cautious. Peter recalls occasions 

when he wou ld have made a different (better) decision i f he had been only C E O . 

However, by being aware o f the problem, he beheves he has done the right thing 

(i.e. acted as a C E O and not as an owner) i n most situations. 

9.2.4 The Impact of the Turbulent Situation 

Peter has nothing against the normal uncertainty involved in doing business. He 

notes that uncertainty is a trait w i t h both positive and negative connotations that 

you have to hve w i t h . Export is i n Peter's eyes more reduction o f uncertainty 

than the opposite. By spreading the sales on different markets, i t is possible to 

stabilize the turnover in the longer mn . Moreover, since sales growth was an 

important step i n Peter's plan to make Riverside Joinery a successful f i r m , there 

was a need to go outside Sweden to accomplish this. Marketing is Peter's area o f 

expertise and he does not connect i t w i t h uncertainty. However, he 
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acknowledges the problems related to marketing in a small company. The l imited 

resources make i t hard to keep marketing at the high level needed to produce 

results. I f too httle is spent on marketing, Peter finds i t to be an expense w i t h 

httle or no positive effect. 

Peter, thus, finds normal uncertainty to be "the name of the game", but when the 

uncertainty has escalated to a level such as it was in Riverside Joinery, then he 

finds it frustrating. "Then you get a feeling that you cannot control it any longer". 

One drawback w i t h a small company, according to Peter, is that the C E O has to 

handle "disturbances" himself There is no one else to take care o f the everyday 

problems that always seem to surface. I n Peter's mind, he had more than enough 

to handle on the strategic level, while the operative issues (just keeping the 

company afloat) took away both his time and energy i n the end. 

The general comment that the employees give, is that nothing was impossible in 

Peter's wor ld . Peter conveyed to them that everything is possible, although some 

things take longer time than others. Peter largely agree w i t h this, noting that a 

good C E O should be able to control his company to a large extent. I n Peter's 

view, it is mainly a matter o f spending time and energy on the areas you want to 

influence. 

Al though Peter indicates that he was on top o f things at Riverside Joinery, there 

seem to be some doubt i n his mind . W h e n talking about his role at the company 

he notes that "everybody wants to see themselves as the emperor, but perhaps I was the 

emperor without clothes" and "you believe you are the prime mover in the company, but 

sometimes you end up as the bad mother". I n his role as "bad mother", he was the 

person that fixed this and that, yelled at some and comforted others, always 

getting little credit for what he did, even though he maintains that he always did 

i t i n the firm's best interest. The last part, that Peter worked i n the company's 

best interest, was supported by employee accounts. Even though they didn't 

concur that his actions were the most appropriate for the firm, they didn't doubt 

that Peter worked for what he believed was best for the firm. 

9.2.5 The Internal and External Network 

The company did not have an active board. Strategic issues were mainly 

discussed w i t h the co-owner. Peter planned to recruit competent board members, 

but never got around to do this. A competent, influential, board could have saved 

the company, i n Peter's mind . A "management team" worked under Peter. This 

group consisted o f the production manager, the two sales persons and a 

production foreman. Peter saw this as a way to delegate operational tasks, but 

notes that he had to step i n at times when they made bad decisions. The 

employees felt they had almost no discretion in making formal decisions. 

According to the production manager, a sure way to get Peter's attention was to 
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write "we have decided that..." i n the minutes o f meetings. He would then react 

and often change the decision. Informal decisions could be made and carried 

through since Peter had httle knowledge o f and interest i n what happened on the 

operational level, especially i n the production. 

In Table 9.3, the external network o f contacts for Peter and Riverside Joinery is 

displayed. In the table, the extent o f the contact is complemented by Peter's view 

on the contact. 

Table 9.3 Short description of Riverside Joinery's and Peter's external network: 

Area T y p e and extent of contact Peter's view on the contact 

Customers The largest customer had a long 

history w i t h Riverside Joinery. Peter 

had a friend on the customer's board, 

but when that person passed away 

relations became poor on the higher 

level. According to the sales person, 

relations on the lower level were 

good. New customers were sought 

in Germany. Peter had, at the time 

of the bankruptcy, found some  

suitable prospects.  

The largest customer made decisions 

and acted in a fashion that Peter saw as 

unprofessional after his contact at the 

customer's board had passed away. 

This made the work to find new 

customers even more important. Peter 

notes that the contacts he had initiated 

would have produced sales at 5-10 

MSEK in only a matter of years. 

Suppliers Many suppliers, since the product is 

fairly complex. The production 

manager, who handled most contacts 

was amazed that most suppliers 

continued to deliver to Riverside 

Joinery since they seldom could pay 

on time. 

Since there are only few available 

suppliers for the quality Riverside 

Joinery wanted, the bargaining position 

for the company was poor. Peter would 

have wanted a better position. Some 

suppliers had a poor attitude towards 

quahty which made him furious.  

Financiers The company was financed partly by 

a bank and partly by a regional state 

controlled investment company. The 

relation to the bank was good. The 

relation to the investment company 

was good until the old account 

manager left and a new one took 

Peter found the revoked credit (by the 

investment company) that put his 

company into bankruptcy as extremely 

unprofessional conduct, because the 

bank (that normally takes less risk) 

approved further credits. 

Auditor N o t a very close relation. The 

auditor has provided some advice, 

but not much. 

He sees auditors in general as "highly 

paid janitors". In his career, he has 

never met an auditor worth having a 

close relation wi th . He would rather 

spend his energy on customers.  
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Table 9.3(C'd)Short description of Riverside Joinery's and Peter's external network: 

Area Type and extent o f contact Peter's view on the contact 

Other firms Less than a year prior to the 

bankruptcy, a close cooperation 

between two or three local joinery 

firms was discussed. According to 

Peter, the situation changed and 

made this cooperation impossible. 

Earlier, the company had cooperated 

wi th a colleague on sales to Germany  

w i th good results.  

Peter likes to cooperate, but being in a 

financial jam makes it difficult. Then all 

time is needed just to take care of your 

own firm. The last possible cooperation 

could have made the company 

successful, but when credits were 

revoked the potential partners lost 

interest. 

Industry Used to be an active member, but 

organizations canceled the membership after a 

controversy about a marketing 

campaign. 

Generally, the membership cost too 

much and gave too little. When they 

criticized Riverside Joinery, without 

just cause, in Peter's mind, he saw no 

reason to remain a member. 

9.2.6 Evidence of Peter's Tolerance for Ambiguity and Self-
Efficacy 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

As noted above, Peter does not regard "normal" uncertainty as troublesome. 

Rather, i t is what he expects when doing business. Export and marketing were 

seen as related to lowered uncertainty, instead o f the opposite. Moreover, his 

actions do not seem to have been restrained that much due to the uncertainty. I t 

seems hmited capital and l imited time are more to blame. Thus, there are clear 

indications that Peter has relatively high tolerance for ambiguity, i n line w i t h his 

questionnaire score. However, the period just before the company finally went 

bankmpt was considered somewhat troublesome by Peter. The uncertainty rose 

to a level that Peter considered fmstrating. Based on this, the indicated lowered 

tolerance for ambiguity i n 1997 compared to 1994 seems correct. 

Self Efficacy 

Evidence o f the high perceived self-efficacy is evident both in Peter's o w n 

accounts, but perhaps most clearly, i n the accounts o f the employees. Apart f r o m 

the accounts above, the production manager gave a direct comment when he was 

told that Peter scored high on self-efficacy. "Peter is bound to score high on a scale 

that measures the confidence a person has in himself. From the employees' 

perspective, Peter was clearly seen as a person w i t h very high confidence i n his 

o w n ability. The employees do, however, not ful ly acknowledge this ability. 

They found h i m to be competent i n acquiring capital and - to some degree -

managing the market area. In other areas, they found h i m more or less flawed. 

Despite the fact that Peter showed some doubt about his o w n ability i n the 

interview, the perceived self-efEcacy has remained very high. Clearly, his self-
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efficacy is still high regarding both internal and external aspects, but his own 

doubts indicates that his score is perhaps somewhat inflated. 

9.3 The Profile of the Company 

Here, the aspects o f the company that were examined i n Part One - strategic 

competence and f i r m orientation - w i l l be displayed. Evidence for, or against, 

these scores w i l l then be presented. 

9.3.1 Firm Strategy 

The response i n the questionnaire i n 1994 indicates that Riverside Joinery had 

quite good, above average competence i n all three areas. The score i n 1997 

(reflecting the strategic competence level some months prior to the bankmptcy) 

indicates that the company had substantially lower competence, especially 

regarding cost effectiveness and focus. The 1997 score places the company close 

to average regarding differentiation, while cost effectiveness and focus are below 

average (See Figure 9.5). 

i • Riverside Joinery (94) 

• Riverside Joinery (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

j D All eight companies (94) 

Differentiation Cost Focus D A " e ' 9 m companies (97) 

Effectiveness 

Figure 9.5 The scores on the three strategic competencies for Riverside Joinery compared 

to the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study. 

Since Peter himself argues that the company was i n its best position just prior to 

the bankmptcy, his account for 1994 must be wrong. Regarding the more recent 

scores, the moderately high differentiation is probably correct. Riverside Joinery 

had a product that was specialized. I t was produced the "old-fashioned way", 

w i thou t the use o f chipboards. This makes the product more robust and 

environmentally friendly (since the chipboard contains dissolvents that evaporate 

over time). However, the sales through the main customer (in home 

improvement stores) were seldom motivated by these differentiating factors. 

Rather, i t was Riverside Joinery's ability to help the customer put together an 

entire kitchen that was appreciated - from making the drawing according to 

customer demand, to production and shipping o f the details (although Riverside 

Joinery only manufactured the basic components, while having all specialty items 

made by subcontractors). 
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The l o w score on cost effectiveness seems to agree w i t h the facts on hand. The 

production facilities had extensive over-capacity and even Peter himself i n his 

evaluation o f their productivity rated them as being below average, wh ich is also 

supported by the relatively low tumover per employee. The production manager 

agreed in this evaluation. Productivity for a company wh ich makes standard 

components is probably the best indicator o f cost effectiveness competence. 

The focus competence depends on h o w one sees the main customer. Since 70 % 

o f the sales went to this customer, the company could be conceived as very 

focused, although this focus was "inheri ted" f r o m the past and perhaps not ful ly 

intentional. Moreover, since this customer is only a middle-man, the focus 

regarding end customers is low. The company had very little knowledge about 

this customer. The only thing they did k n o w was that they were not attracted 

mainly by environmental concerns. 

9.3.2 Firm Orientation 

The f i r m orientation has changed somewhat, i n Peter's v iew (See Figure 9.6). A n 

inclination towards market orientation is maintained, while he seems to have 

changed f r o m a bias for implementation to a bias for planning, and f r o m clear 

results orientation to a more balanced view. Figure 9.7 displays the present v iew 

o f the C E O , compared w i t h a number o f whi te and blue collar employees. N o 

significant difference between the v iew o f the C E O and that o f the employees 

was evidenced (See Appendix 8 for details). 

Market 
orientation 

Planning 
orientation 

Process 
orientation 

• Riverside Joinery (94) 

o Riverside Joinery (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

ö All eight companies (94) 

• All eight companies (97) 

Figure 9.6 The scores on the three firm orientations fior Riverside Joinery compared to the 

mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study. 

The bias towards market orientation seem probable, i t may even be somewhat 

stronger. The difference f r o m 1991, when Peter jo ined the company is 

substantial; i n 1991 the f i r m was highly internally oriented, but wi thout having 

strong internal effectiveness. The reason for the internal orientation rather 

stemmed f r o m very poor market orientation. The production manager 

remembers how he experienced a small revolution during the years when Peter 

built up the market department. Increasing turnover has been an important goal 

over the years, while internal effectiveness has been down-played (although an 

investment in a NC-machine was done in 1996). Thus, the company has 
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improved its market orientation considerably 1 0 3 , while the internal orientation 

has become increasingly worse over the years. N o t even the recent investment 

could push the company to a level o f satisfactory internal effectiveness, according 

to the production manager. It is interesting to note the tendency that whi te collar 

employees perceive a strong market orientation, while blue collar employees 

perceive the company to be somewhat internally oriented. A n explanation may 

be that Peter, w i t h more concern for market or ienta t ion 1 0 4 , has had the strongest 

influence on the white collar employees, while the production manager, w i t h 

more concern for internal or ienta t ion 1 0 5 , has had the strongest influence on the 

blue collar employees. 

W h e n asked about the relation between planning and implementation, Peter 

gives a balanced account indicating that he is aware o f the need to change plans 

as soon as reality has made them obsolete and that success w i l l come to those who 

are best at abandoning "outdated" plans. However, white collar employees give 

indications that there have been problems w i t h both planning and 

implementation. For instance, the sales budget was considered as "wishful 

th ink ing" by all three whi te collar employees. The aggregated sales level was 

simply set at the company's break-even point and mainly used in communication 

w i t h financiers. Inside the firm, no one (except Peter perhaps) had any 

confidence i n i t . The budget was only partially evaluated in comparison to actual 

sales figures to establish discrepancies and corrective action. In the three white 

collar employees' mind, almost every day was a struggle and implementation, 

therefore, tended to become unfocused and not directed by any consistent overall 

strategy. Since they perceived Peter's directions to be too inconsistent, they tried 

to f i n d a pattern that they could work according to. This was possible since there 

was httle evaluation done by Peter. There seems to be a tendency that the blue 

collar employees perceived even less planning, perhaps because the company 

worked w i t h very short delivery times on some products and had seasonal 

variations that meant overtime in some periods and an idle production in others. 

In the interview w i t h Peter, he noted that he started out handing out 

responsibility to all white collar employees (implying a results orientation). W h e n 

the firm's financial status became worse, Peter took back the responsibility and 

instead tried to control more in detail (implying a process orientation). As noted 

As indicated by the sales person responsible for the main customer, Peter tended to take this customer for 
granted, indicating poor market orientation. However, the increase in sales, both to this customer and to others in 
a tough market, indicates that the company had at least satisfactory market orientation. 
1 0 4 Peter's main competence is in marketing and he has very litde experience from production. It is logical that 
his main focus has been on marketing. The fact that he often "ran over" the employees (in his own mind for the 
good of the firm) is another indication of low internal orientation. 

105 production manager mentioned how he often had to buffer decisions by Peter when he communicated 
this to the blue collar workers. The good atmosphere at the company would otherwise have been lost, according to 
the production manager. The blue collar employees had httle contact with both Peter and the two employees 
involved in sales. 
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before, the employees were o f the opinion that Peter never really gave away 

responsibility. Since i t seems Peter seldom fol lowed up tasks on the operational 

level, the employees still had discretion to control their work . A l l i n all, i t seems 

there was neither results nor process orientation at Rivenide Joinery. The 

employees have partly ignored the instmctions f r o m Peter and instead worked 

toward internally set goals. 

collar (2) 

collar (3) 

Market Planning Process 

orientation orientation orientation 

Figure 9.7 The scores on the three firm orientations fior the CEO, the group of two white 

collar workers and the group of three blue collar workers at Riverside Joinery  

9.4 Concluding Analysis of Riverside Joinery 

Based on the case material presented above, some areas in relation to Riverside 

Joinery and Peter w i l l be briefly discussed. First, some notes about the 

performance are given. Then, we use the modif ied version o f Gist & Mitchell 's 

(1992) model to summarize Peter's present situation. After this follows the placing 

o f the company in Black's (1998) entrepreneurial grid. Finally, we w i l l try to 

extract the main lessons that can be leamt by studying Riverside Joinery. 

9.4.1 Some Reflections on Riverside Joinery's Performance 

I f we look at the performance history, the recent bankmptcy was only the final 

confirmation that the company performed poorly financially. The financial 

performance was below the lower quartile for all but one year. However, market 

performance has been quite good at times, including the last three years. W e , 

thus, have a firm showing poor financial but good market performance. W h e n 

forced to make an overall performance evaluation, the company can be seen as a 

poor performer, that (before its bankmptcy) had some potential to improve its 

position. F rom the accounts i t is clear that the company's troubled history may be 

an important factor i n understanding the poor performance. Peter Mason surely 

did not enter a successful company i n 1991. His part i n the final failure is 

therefore not clear. I t is plausible that the company had ceased to exist already in 

1991 (as was planned) and compared to this, six more years o f operation can be 

regarded as a success. As such, the Riverside Joinery case can't provide clear 

support either for or against the model in Part One. 
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9.4.2 Peter's Situation Prior to the Bankruptcy 

I n Table 9.4 the aspects o f Peter's situation - prior to the bankruptcy - and 

according to Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) framework are displayed. 

Table 9.4 Peter's situation prior to the bankruptcy. 

Task Attributes 
Satisfactory market situation - growing sales to 

dominant customer. Sales to new customers 

rising. Seemingly good prospects for the 

future. 

Very poor financial situation - totally in the 

hands o f the financiers. 

Control in spite of divided ownership - as CEO, 

Peter had the greatest influence despite being 

only half-owner. 

Ability 
Relevant education - helped h im to function as 

CEO in general terms. 

Good general management skills - (perhaps too) 

dominating position in his company. 

Extensive external, but little intemal experience -

knows more about the customers than about 

the internal operations. 

Personality (Tolerance for Ambiguity) 
Attitude and action: Relatively high T A 

Interpersonal Environment 

Management team/ board relatively weak - Peter 

alone wi th substantial market knowledge. Co-

owner had good bank knowledge. White collar 

employees had weak position. 

Relatively weak personal network - contacts he 

relied on proved to be weak. N o back-up. 

Some positive vicarious experience - a lot of prior 

experience f rom other industries. Limited f rom 

joinery sector, due to hmited cooperation. 

Task Strategies 
"Emperor" - controls the company in quite 

direct terms. Believes he knows best. 

Preference for strategic level - dislikes working 

w i t h details. Seldom follows up on operational 

level. Wou ld have liked to work only wi th 

strategy. 

Task Effort 
Worked hard, but did not have time for what 

he most wanted to do. 

The task attributes point to the fact that Peter, prior to the bankmptcy, was in a 

situation that he had poor control over. Even though the market situation was 

promising and the ownership situation did not pose any problems, the financial 

situation was terrible. Since financial performance was very weak, the bargaining 

position towards the financiers was bad. A refusal f r o m the financiers would mean 

a terrible b low to the company. Peter's interpersonal environment was weaker than 

i t seemed. The management team could not help Peter much. He was the only 

person w i t h good general market knowledge. Specific knowledge about the 

joinery market was not available at all. His major discussion partner and co-

owner had good banking knowledge which could be a valuable asset. His 

network seemed strong when he had a fr iend on the board o f the main customer 

and good relations w i t h the creditors. However, this network turned out to be 

weak since there was no back-up behind these persons. W h e n they were gone, 

the good relations wi th the customer and creditor were also gone. Peter has been 

able to use his earher experience f r o m other industries, but this is not always 

directly applicable. The possibility to leam f r o m others' experience in the joinery 

industry has been l imited even though he strove to engage i n cooperation. As 
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Peter noted, the occurrences o f cooperation were sporadic because little time 

could be set aside for this activity. 

Regarding ability, Peter is fairly strong. His education provided the basis for 

being a functional C E O . His extensive experience in managerial positions gave 

further help to w o r k as C E O . Perhaps he had too strong a confidence i n his o w n 

ability and too little i n his employees' ability. He ended up being very dominant 

at his f i r m . The lack o f internal experience also indicated a potential problem. 

The preference for external activities made the internal area weak, which the 

production manager also noted as a problem. Peter's relatively high tolerance for 

ambiguity has probably helped h i m cope w i t h the high level o f uncertainty that 

has been a common feature, especially during the last few years. I t seems Peter 

managed his company like an "emperor". He wanted to have a say i n every 

detail and did not tmst his employees w i t h more than basic decisions. This is 

somewhat paradoxical since he wanted to only engage in issues on the strategic 

level. The lack o f tmst forced h i m to work w i t h issues that he didn't enjoy. Even 

though he put much effort into his work , he still had very little time to spend on 

tasks that he wanted to perform. 

9.4.3 Placing in Black's (1998) Entrepreneurial Grid 

Based on the presented case material, i t is clear that Riverside Joinery, prior to 

their bankmptcy, was more geared towards enterprising than honing. The 

honing skills were low, while the enterprising skills appear to have been 

moderate. Internal operations were not cost effective and the company had 

problems accepting some demands f r o m the major customer. Peter wanted to 

influence them to change instead. Both this, and the fact that the company was 

able to find new customers in new segments indicate that enterprising skills were 

present. However, i t was not possible to find new customers in time to prevent 

bankmptcy, an indication that the enterprising skills perhaps were lower. From 

the above i t seems reasonable to characterize Peter and Riverside Joinery as a 

customizer, perhaps w i t h lower enterprising skills than the average customizer. 

9.4.4 What Can Be Learnt from Riverside Joinery? 

Too much confidence breeds poor management 

Peter, undoubtedly, had great confidence i n his o w n ability and he also proved 

that he could manage situations others saw as impossible. However, i n the end i t 

seems that i t was this great confidence i n himself that backfired and became an 

important reason for the final bankmptcy. Peter had such great confidence in 

himself that reality could not affect i t . Despite clear signals that the end was near, 

Peter held the flag high and maintained that the company wou ld pull through. I n 

retrospect, he still maintains that they w o u l d have succeed i f only the financier 

had not deceived them. When the employees give their view o f this situation, 
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they hold that the company's fate was sealed long before the financier pulled the 

loan. A different reality is displayed in their accounts. 

By being so confident that you stop questioning your o w n actions, you create a 

powerful commitment, but you also lose the ability stop and think. Y o u create 

the reality that suits the situation you want to see. As noted i n the theoretical 

discussion pertaining to self-efficacy, too much confidence in your ability tends 

to be dysfunctional. Peter Mason is probably a good example o f this. As was 

found in an experimental setting, people w i t h high self-efficacy tend to persist 

also on courses o f action that lead to failure (Whyte, Saks & Hook , 1997). The 

attribution o f failure to external causes (the financier and the large customer) is 

also in line w i t h self-efficacy theory (Silver, Mi tche l l & Gist, 1995). 

O f the eight CEOs studied, Peter has by far the highest perceived self-efficacy. 

He is thus the C E O who has the greatest confidence in his ability to w o r k as 

C E O . I t is, however, important to emphasize the fact that it is about Peter's 

perceptions regarding his o w n ability. The perception about Peter's ability w i l l 

differ widely when his o w n account is compared to the employees account. 

Although they give h im credit i n some areas, they f lunk h i m in other areas. The 

not ion about "false" self-efficacy may thus be valid. 

The impact of history 

W h e n Riverside Joinery i n 1985 became a privately owned small jo inery 

manufacturer, they had been crippled by the period in the large company's 

possession. Their competence as a fu l l service provider was lost during the years 

when they only functioned as a components supplier to the large company. The 

turbulent time between 1985 and 1991, where other firms made handsome 

profits while Riverside Joinery incurred losses, didn't boost their confidence 

either. The company that Peter Mason took over was thus severely crippled. 

Poor management and ownership in earlier periods contributed to the failure. 

Since Peter took over the company i n the period when the overall demand on 

housing fell, the task to change a losing company to a winner became even more 

difficult . 
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10 Inland House 

Selection criteria: CEO's traits: High 
Firm Performance: Low 

Brief History and Summary of Inland House 
The company was founded about 20 years ago i n a small community i n northern 

Sweden. I t was family owned and operated unt i l 1976. A t that point, due to 

acute l iquidity problems, new owners stepped i n . After some successful years, the 

ownership situation changed again i n 1983, when the present CEO, Fred Simons 

and t w o other persons (all three work ing for the company at the time) took over 

as owners. In 1987, the company was sold to one o f the largest prefab house 

manufacturers and Fred Simons became C E O . I n the years fo l lowing this event, 

the company grew rapidly and made good profits. Then, due to problems i n the 

relations to the parent company, Inland House was forced into bankmptcy i n 

1991. The outcome o f the reorganization i n 1992 was that Fred Simons and one 

o f the two former owners, together w i t h a local investment company, became 

owners. Since then, the company has worked i n an up-h i l l market situation. The 

Swedish market was not able to support the company and Germany, therefore, 

became a new major market. Today, Inland House produces prefabricated houses 

or house components for mainly the German and Swedish markets. The C E O 

perceives their products to be o f superior quahty and they demand a higher price 

than their competitors. The company had sales o f a total value o f 16,6 M S E K i n 

1996. The number o f employees amounted to 16.  

10.1 The Performance of Inland House 

Below, we w i l l first present the company's performance over the last ten years 

according to the annual reports. I n doing so, we w i l l relate the performance to 

important events at the company. W e w i l l also relate the performance to the 

industry at large as the key ratios are displayed w i t h the median and upper/lower 

quartile o f the industry. Finally, the CEO's self-report o f their performance i n 

1992, 1994 and early 1997 w i l l be displayed and compared to the performance 

according to the annual reports. 

10.1.1 The Annual Reports and the Events Behind them 

Figure 10.1 shows the development in sales, fixed assets and employees over the 

last ten-year period. Between 1985 and 1988, sales rose without much 

investment i n fixed assets. After the company became part o f a large house 

manufacturer and large sums were invested i n additional capacity, there was a 

considerable increase in sales in 1989 and 1990. In 1991, the company filed for 

bankmptcy which was caused by the parent company. As can be seen, the 

reorganized company started up in 1992 on a similar scale to that o f 1985. Sales 
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kept falling unti l 1994 when the company decided to invest considerable sums,, 

mainly i n marketing for Germany. In 1995 and 1996 this seems to have paid o f f 

i n better sales. The prospects for 1997 indicated increased sales. 

Sales in MSEK 

Fixed assets in MSEK 

No. of Employees 

0 
m c o i ^ o o o o i - C M c O T f i n c D 
C O C 0 0 0 C 0 C 0 O > G ) C f > O ) O ) C 0 O ) 
ö i c ß o o c ß o c n c f s c ß O O T C f ) 

Figure 10.1 Development of number of sales, fixed assets and number of employees for 

Inland House in the period from 1985 to 1996. 

The performance ratios for the company looking at the last ten years and 

comparing to the industry are portrayed i n Figure 10.2 a-f. Each figure shows 

Inland House (white fine) together w i t h the lower and upper quartile as we l l as 

the median for the industry. 
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Figure 10.2a Growth in sales fior Inland House 

compared to the industry 
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Figure 10.2b Return on assets (ROA) for 

Inland House compared to the industry 

Figure 10.2c Return on sales for Inland House 

compared to the industry 

Figure 10.2d Capital turnover rate for Inland 

House compared to the industry 
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Figure 10.2e Solvency ratio for Inland house figure 10.2f Tumover per employee in MSEK 

compared to the industry f o r lnland house compared to the industry 

Compared to the industry, Inland House has had both good and bad years. The 

growth in sales has varied substantially - from below the lower quartile to high 

above the upper quartile. After some poor years fo l lowing the reorganization in 

1992, the growth in sales is now i n line w i t h the upper quartile. The return on 

assets has also varied greatly over the period. I n the late 1980s, the profitability 

was more than satisfactory, but after the reorganization the opposite situation has 

presented itself. In 1993 and 1994, the company experienced very poor results 

when the old market collapsed and costs to find a new market were quite high. 

However, the situation has stabilized, as evidenced by a return on assets close to 

the median the last few years 1 0 6 . Looking at the components o f R O A , i t seems 

the company was mnning hke clockwork in the late 1980s w i t h a steady profi t 

margin o f 10 %, despite the rapid growth. This was partly related to the fact that 

most o f the volume was sales to the company that became owner in 1987. 

Moreover, i n this time period the manufacturers were able to set the prices. 

After the reorganization, it was only the first year that produced a healthy profit 

margin. Even i f the last years are i n hne w i t h the industry median, the level must 

rise i n the future in order for the company to survive. The other component of 

R O A , capital turnover rate, has shifted f r o m being quite high before the 

reorganization to being quite poor after. It could have been even higher i n the 

late 1980s, but investments i n new facilities and equipment balanced the positive 

effect o f the growth in sales. The fact that the capital turnover rate has decreased 

even i n the last few years when the turnover has increased is due to substantial 

investments in marketing. The solvency ratio was normal before the 

reorganization, but has been dismal afterwards. Thanks to the ownership situation 

wh ich meant fresh capital during the crisis years, the company could survive. 

Since 1995, the situation seems under control. The manpower productivity, 

measured by turnover per employee, was acceptable before the reorganization. 

Af te r the reorganization, the productivity has been on a rather l o w level. Even i f 

there has been increases in productivity, the level is still below the lower quartile. 

i u t > Since the firm has chosen to activate the marketing activity directed at Germany, the present profitabiHty is 
raised, while future profitability will be lower as the marketing activity is written off over five years. 
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10.1.2 The C E O ' s Account on the Events that Led to Bankruptcy in 
1991 

The bankruptcy in 1991 was caused by the parent company's financial problems, 

according to Fred. The industry group that bought Inland House i n 1987 had 

experienced a very rapid growth i n the second part o f the 1980s. This growth 

was financed, almost entirely, by borrowed money. W h e n the market turned 

colder i n the beginning o f the 1990s, the group faced problems. Fred recalls the 

budget meeting at the group headquarters i n November, 1990. "As the only 

company in the group, we budgeted for a decline in sales 1991. All other companies in the 

group were going to have their best year ever". Fred based his cautious budget on 

indications f r o m the market. D u r i n g 1990, price had started to become an issue 

aga in 1 0 7 . But the chairman fo r the group, a very powerful , dynamic and 

charismatic person, didn't want to hear about declines and Fred was forced to 

comply and come up w i t h a growth budget 1 0 8 . Fred understands the reaction o f 

the chairman. "He is no fool, but in his situation there was no room for having 

problems". The chairman knew that wi thout growth, the group wou ld soon be i n 

big trouble. Since Fred saw future growth as unlikely, based on some 

observations 1 0 9, he then understood that he had to concentrate on saving Inland 

House. 

T o prepare for a decline i n sales, Fred gave notice to 15 employees i n the 

beginning o f 1991. This was against group policy and Fred experienced hard 

pressure f r o m group headquarters not to go through w i t h the layoffs. However, 

doing what was best for Inland House was his guiding light. As Fred's scenario 

became tme, the parent company soon faced bankmptcy. T o salvage as much as 

possible, bankmptcy lawyers tried to sell o f f the companies belonging to the 

group. Inland House appeared to be a real gem when looking i n the rear v iew 

mirror. Their earlier success was indicated by the steady profi t margin o f 10 % 

over the last five years and a healthy solvency ratio. The bleak view o f the future 

that had begun to become clear did not influence the price tag that the 

bankmptcy lawyers set on Inland House. Since a considerable part o f Inland 

1 0 7 Inland House did not give up their own sales organization after the company entered the group. They kept 
about 50 % of the sales to "old" customers. This gave them the opportunity to keep in touch with the market 
themselves. 
1 0 8 In his own planning, he used the original conservative budget. 
1 0 9 A normal house manufacmred by the group cost about 1,5 MSEK. The "real" cost of hving in such a house 
would be around 20 000 SEK/month with the interest rates at that time. Since the customers were normal 
workers, earning about 30 000 SEK before taxes on two incomes, this became an impossible equation in the long 
mn. Subsidies were at that time around 10 000 SEK/month. The poor situation Sweden's finances were in, a 
reduction of subsidies was inevitable. A study visit to Australia at the end of 1990 further indicated that 
something was fundamentally wrong in Sweden. Houses in Australia cost about 350 000 SEK. Although they 
were at a much lower standard, it was possible for a normal worker to buy one, without spending the entire wage 
on the house. 
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House's capital was tied up in the g r o u p 1 1 0 , the bargaining position for Fred's 

company was poor. The choice to file for bankmptcy in late 1991 was, i n Fred's 

eyes, the only way to save the company i n the longer m n . The deadlock in the 

negotiations wou ld eventually have caused he company to "starve to death" 

otherwise. By proactively going into bankmptcy, i t was possible to "start over" 

and break the deadlock in the ownership negotiations that slowly, but surely, 

weakened the company. 

10.1.3 The C E O ' s Self-Reported Performance Regarding 1992, 1994 
and Early 1997 

Figure 10.3 shows Fred's v iew on his firm's performance for three years. 1992 is 

evaluated retrospectively i n 1994. 1994 is evaluated both in May 1994 and 

retrospectively i n 1997. 1997 is evaluated as present performance i n early 1997. 

Confer section 4.4 (Research Process) for details on h o w the self-report was 

given by the C E O and how the self-report is interpreted to enable the 

forthcoming comparison. 

I 
• Profitability 
• Growth in sales 
B Growth in market share 
• 
s Productivity 
• Customer satisfaction 

B Financial performance 

Fred, 92 (94) Fred, 94 (94) Fred, 94 (97) Fred, 97 (97) H Market performance 

Figure 10.3 Fred's self-reported performance taken from the questionnaire. 

Fred has constantly rated their customer satisfaction as quite high, while all the 

other performance measures have varied. Productivity, which was rated to be 

average in 1994 is, i n 1997, rated as below average, which agrees w i t h the 

indication given by turnover per employee. Whether customer satisfaction has 

been high or not is hard to say. However, the increased sales the last couple o f 

years is at least an indication that the customers are not displeased. 

10.1.4 Comparison Between the Self-Reported Performance and 
the Performance According to the Annual Reports 

Tables 10.1 (profitability) and 10.2 (sales growth) contain the comparison 

between self-reported and "actual" (according to annual reports) performance. 

1 1 0 This had two reasons. Fint, Inland House sold a considerable part of their turnover (about 50 % in 1991) to 
the group which the group didn't pay for when their problems became acute. Second, Group pohcy forced each 
company in the group to deposit their "excess liquidity" in a special group account to receive the highest interest. 
Altogether, Inland House had 15 MSEK tied up in the group. 
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Table 10.1 A comparison of profitability stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Inland House. 

Period 
Self-reported 

profitability 
Profitability according to 

annual report 
Discrepancy of self-report i n relation 

to annual report 

1992 "4" Slighdy above upper quartile Self-reported profitability 

somewhat underestimated 

1994 
" 2 " in 1994 

"2" in 1997 
Far below the lower quartile Self-reported profitability 

somewhat overestimated 

Early 

1997 
"3" 

Around the median in 1996. 

Improvement expected for 

1997 

Self-reported profitability probably 

accurately reported 

Table 10.2 A comparison of sales growth stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Inland House. 

Period 
Self-reported 
sales growth 

Sales growth according to 

annual reports 
Discrepancy of self-report in 

relation to annual report 

1992 "3" Not available due to bankruptcy 

in 1991 
-

1994 
" 1 " i n 94 

" 1 " i n 97 
Around the lower quartile Self-reported sales growth 

somewhat underestimated 

Early 

1997 
"4" 

Around the upper quartile in 

1996. Improvement expected 

for 1997 

Self-reported sales growth 

probably accurately reported 

Fred seem to have a good handle on how his f i r m is performing since his 

estimations generally were relatively close to the performance according to the 

financial accounts. The only notable discrepancy occurs for profitability i n 1994. 

Fred maintains that i t is slightly worse than average, while the financial accounts 

indicate that the performance was among the worst in the industry. The practice 

to activate the marketing activity makes the profitability appear better than i f the 

cost was taken during the year when it was incurred. This indicates that the 

profitability could have been even worse i n 1994. I t is interesting to note that 

Fred is consistent i n his accounts for both profitability and sales growth i n 1994, 

i n his two questionnaire rephes f r o m 1994 and 1997. 

10.2 The C E O and His Situation 

Fred Simons in a Nutshell 
Fred is now 51 years old and has been work ing for Inland House altogether 23 

years, including 10 years as the C E O o f the company. Fred has a university 

degree in social and economic geography. His major business experience is 

acquired i n manufacturing and engineering. Fred has no C E O experience f r o m 

other firms. 
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Fred's personality characteristics compared to the entire industry and the other 

CEOs participating in this study i n 1994 and 1997 are displayed in Figure 10.4. 

• Fred Simons (94) 

• Fred Simons (97) 

• Mean, entire industry (94) 

B Mean, all eight CEOs (94) 

El Mean, all eight CEOs (97) 

Figure 10.4 The scores on the three personality aspects for Fred compared to the mean in 

the entire industry and the mean of the eight CEOs in this study.  

I n 1997, Fred scored 0,5 units lower on self-efficacy (indicating that i t might 

reflect an actual decreased level o f self-efficacy), the same on tolerance for 

ambiguity and higher regarding need for cognition. Compared to the group of 

eight, Fred is above average for self-efficacy and need for cognition, while he is 

average regarding tolerance for ambiguity. Next , we w i l l give an account of 

Fred and his situation at the f i r m . 

10.2.1 The C E O ' s Background 

I n the interview, Fred noted several times that he does not "believe" in faith or 

chance. However, neither his education nor his employment at Inland House had 

much to do w i t h deliberate choices. His high school degree was in engineering, 

and at university he started taking courses i n math and statistics. A t that time, he 

started to question his earlier choices and changed direction somewhat to cover 

courses like sociology and economics. His plans for future employment involved 

work ing in local government offices w i t h city planning or the hke. The time 

period when Fred received his degree turned out to be wrong for getting a j ob in 

local government since no new hires were done. As a temporary job , Fred then 

worked as an engineer at a mountain resort 1 1 1 chain. One day, when traveling 

on a train between two resort locations, a fr iend hinted that a company i n the 

prefab housing industry were hir ing constmction engineers. After meeting wi th 

the C E O , Fred was hired at Inland House. Since the salary was very good, 

compared to w o r k i n g in local government, the planned career was abandoned. 

Fred's education, although not entirely i n line w i t h his work situation, has helped 

h i m a lot, according to his o w n account. The process to get a university degree 

has helped h i m to broaden his perspective, given h i m confidence that everything 

can be leamt, and provided h i m w i t h a good work ing discipline. The humil i ty 

that education also brings, that "the more you know, the more you know about 

the things you don' t k n o w " is also important. Based on his own positive view on 

People come mainly for skiing in winter and hiking in summer. 

Self-Efficacy Tolerance for Need for 

Ambiguity Cognition 
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higher education, Fred wou ld like to see more highly educated people i n his 

industry. Especially managers are served we l l by higher education, according to 

Fred. I n his view, educated people are less prone to be poor managers 1 1 2. 

Fred's experience f r o m work ing as a middle manager at Inland House has made 

i t clear to h im that i t is a giant step to go f r o m hne manager to C E O . H e 

sometimes wonder what made h i m take that step. He likes to think it partly had 

to do w i t h his bad, prior experiences o f CEOs. He wanted to become a better 

C E O than those he had had. Another reason was that he saw his education as an 

asset that could help h im to perform w e l l 1 1 3 . Af ter 10 years as CEO, Fred has 

now realized that the task to be C E O is far more difficult than he anticipated. 

This has changed his attitude towards other CEOs. Before he became C E O he 

saw many CEOs as partly unsuccessful. Today, the same CEOs are regarded as 

partly successful. His earlier categorical standpoints have mellowed considerably. 

He n o w knows that there is no single right way to become successful, but a 

number o f paths to choose f r o m . A n d each path has a number o f more or less 

predictable obstacles. 

10.2.2 The Work as C E O 

Fred notes that at the university one had the luxury o f making decisions based on 

certain and unambiguous facts. As a manager and especially C E O , this luxury 

does not exist. It took Fred a whi le to get over the bad feeling he first got when 

decisions were based on too little information. However, soon he realized that i t 

was better to make a decision and act on this rather than just wait. The course o f 

action could later be adjusted as more information became available. T o assume 

responsibility for decisions that contained more or less uncertainty was hard in 

the beginning, but is now natural. 

Fred sees his funct ion at the company as the person w h o initiates visions about 

future prospects (such as which markets the company should operate on) and 

makes sure these visions can be realized by presenting them to the board 

(including owners) i n a way that w i l l make them positive towards the idea. H e 

also w o u l d like to be an inspiring leader, but reality has forced h i m to 

concentrate on actions to merely keep the company alive. This has mainly 

involved sales in Germany and the procurement o f capital. Recendy, Fred hired 

a highly qualified German citizen to handle sales i n Germany. By doing so, he 

w i l l be able, and intends, to spend more t ime on leadership and future-oriented 

l l z ^ Fred's own experience of bosses strongly supported his ideas. One problem with poorly educated managers, 
according to Fred, is that they tend to be afraid that better educated subordinates wi l l take their job. Therefore, 
they wi l l not support the employees that perhaps have the most to contribute. Another problem is that employees 
with higher education often come up with ideas that bosses with lower education may lack the ability to grasp. 
Then, there wi l l be a communication problem. 
1 1 3 Since most CEOs in the industry had only basic education (and relied more on experience), Fred hoped to be 
able to use his higher education as a competitive advantage when competing with others in the industry. 
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tasks. Fred spends little or no time looking in old financial reports. He prefers to 

spend time on anticipating threats or possibilities by gazing into the future. 

Fred notes that some simple tasks that he earlier tried to avoid (and referred to as 

"monkey w o r k " ) , such as making tenders fo r a customer, today has become 

welcome pauses f r o m the daily stmggle. Shutting the w o r l d out for a couple o f 

hours and engaging in a task that he has total control over gives Fred a feeling o f 

well-being. 

10.2.3 The Ownership Situation 

Inland House has a strong main owner i n a local investment company. The 

financial situation has become better by added capital f r o m this owner. This 

owner has an outspoken long-term interest i n the company, which is reassuring 

for Fred. The fact that Fred and his partner o w n 10 % each o f the shares (and 

vote for 25 % each), could be a problem i f a consensus cannot be reached. As 

C E O and minori ty owner, Fred believes i t w o u l d be better to separate ownership 

and CEO-ship completely. The position as C E O would then be more clear. The 

owner sets the overall goals, while the C E O is responsible for achieving these 

goals. For example, w i t h a minori ty owner as C E O it becomes more diff icult to 

fire the C E O . Another problem according to Fred could be that the CEO's 

personal economy influences decisions. However, at Inland House none o f these 

potential problems have yet occurred, according to Fred. 

10.2.4 The Impact of the Turbulent Situation 

The uncertainty that the market situation has created is, i n Fred's eyes, both a 

discomfort and a stimulation. Fred w o u l d not m i n d a somewhat more 

comfortable situation, where he wou ld have more time to "catch his breath". 

Still, the situation is stimulating because i t necessitates cognitive action focused on 

what should be done to succeed. Although the years before the bankmptcy were 

highly successful, Fred did not f i n d them stimulating. I t was merely hard work 

doing what you had done before where li tde or no time was dedicated to 

development o f better ways to m n the company. In today's situation, i t is not 

mainly the uncertain market situation that stops action. Fred claims to have many 

ideas about h o w to improve the firm's situation, but the problem is to finance the 

implementation o f these ideas. The opportunities are almost endless, but the lack 

o f resources prevents the company from taking advantage o f the opportunities 

that arise. For example, mnning experimental series i n the production or 

exploring new prospective markets can seldom be afforded. 

Neither the decision to export i n the first place, nor the init ial decision to spend 

large sums (about 7 M S E K up unti l today) on marketing in Germany were 
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affected by the uncertainty 1 1 4 . Fred was completely convinced that both these 

decisions were needed for survival, since the Swedish market was too small and 

too price sensitive. Since he was the main advocate for these two decisions, Fred 

holds that the company w o u l d probably not have been around i f i t wasn't for 

h im. 

However, to establish some sense o f security when the company had decided to 

start export to Germany, a person that had worked as market manager for 

another company and had experience o f the German market was hired wi thout 

much analysis. Unfortunately, this d id not work out and eventually ended up in 

court. Wise f r o m the experience, the present market manager for Germany was 

hired after having a headhunting firm do the ground work . Fred sees the mistake 

as a classic case o f letting short-term, rather than long-term, aspects take 

precedence, wh ich in turn often is related to a lack o f financial resources. 

Today, i n 1997, C E O Fred Simons has indications that the worst years are over. 

Both the Swedish and German markets are becoming more benign. The present 

position is, however, not very good, since small changes can throw the company 

back in a bad situation. Therefore, Fred wants to make changes that w i l l create a 

company that is sustainable i n the long m n . This requires, according to h im, a 

turnover o f about 50 M S E K per year. W i t h this size, the firm can afford 

specialists and be in a good bargaining position towards customers and suppliers. 

This size also w o u l d allow a broad, but still cost efficient, manufacturing. Since 

the present production facilities coped wi th a turnover o f close to 100 M S E K 

large investments w i l l not be necessary 1 1 5. 

Fred thus sees great opportunities for his firm and he believes that almost 

anything is possible. Both internal aspects, such as achieving a more cost efficient 

yet flexible production, and external aspects, such as finding markets that pay for 

the quahty w o r k Inland House does is to h i m mainly a matter o f getting the 

resources (time and money) to implement i t . The fact that his partner and many 

o f the other employees are against h im on some issues (such as production 

development) does not change Fred's confidence. I n his view, their opposition is 

based only on the fact that he has not invested enough time to convince them 

how his ideas w i l l help the company survive i n the future. The employees 

generally had great confidence in Fred's "external" ability, i.e. to establish a new 

markets, to acquire capital and otherwise funct ion as a representative toward 

U 4 Fred noted that it is fortunate that the 7 MSEK have been spent over a longer period of time. I f the company 
had been faced with a decision where the entire amount had been known in the beginning, he is uncertain i f the 
board would have given the green hght. But once a large amounts have been spent, it is easier to justify spending 
more money on the same project. 
l i e 

Recendy, changes in the direction the CEO indicated have been taken. Inland House has merged with 
another prefab house maker that has a patented system to manufacture houses with small heat losses. Fred Simons 
continue as CEO and the company continue under the name Inland House. 
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outsiders. However, when i t comes to his "internal" ability, f ew had any 

confidence at all that his ideas w o u l d work . They see h im as a competent 

theoretician, but poor practitioner when i t comes to production issues. 

10.2.5 The Internal and External Network 

Inland House has no formal management team. Fred, his partner and co-owner 

and the plant manager tend to take care o f their o w n business. Fred's business 

includes taking the overall responsibility o f the f i r m . H e sometimes feel somewhat 

abandoned i n this position and w o u l d like more cooperation, especially w i t h his 

partner and co-owner. In Table 10.3, the network o f contacts for Fred and 

Inland House is displayed. I n the table, the extent o f the contact is complemented 

by Fred's v iew on the contact. 

Table 10.3 Short description of Inland House's and Fred's extemal network: 

Area Type and extent of contact Fred's view on the contact 

Customers Sweden: Close, long-term contacts 

w i th mainly large construction 

companies. Germany: Newly 

established contact w i th small 

construction coordinators. 

A personal relationship is vital for 

landing jobs in Sweden. In Germany, 

some of the established contacts have 

proven poor. The newly hired German 

citizen w i l l work to find the construction 

coordinators best suited for the firm. 

Suppliers Regular, long-term contacts w i th 

most important suppliers. The rate 

o f change is, however, higher today 

than before. 

Earlier, the suppliers' quality was most 

important. N o w , price is becoming 

increasingly important. Most important 

is the willingness o f the supplier to listen 

to "justified complaints" f rom Inland 

House. 

Board Three external persons besides Fred 

and his partner. A local lawyer, a 

representative o f the main owner 

and a construction consultant based 

in Stockholm. The board meets 

once every two months, but 

individual contacts are taken 

between meetings. 

The board is "unusually" professional 

compared to the norm in the industry. 

Always productive meetings. Three 

roles: The lawyer is the "devil's 

advocate", the main owner's man injects 

positivism, while the third person knows 

the construction sector well and has 

access to governmental information 

before i t becomes pubhc knowledge. 

Financiers The main owner is the same since 

1991 and has invested heavily. The 

bank has backed the owners' 

investments. Fred and his partner 

meet the bank four times a year to 

inform about the situation. A 

regional investment fund has 

extended some additional credit. 

Fred is very happy wi th the main owner, 

who is committed to the company long-

term. The bank is also liked very much 

by Fred. He almost feels that they have 

been too co-operative for their o w n 

good. The only poor financier is the 

regional investment company that has 

acted too formally.  
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Table 10.3 (Cd) Short description of Inland House's and Fred's external network: 

Area Type and extent o f contact Fred's view on the contact 

Auditor The auditor is used to make sure the 

annual report is i n order and to get 

general economical information. Most 

contact in relation to year end. 

Sporadic during the rest o f the year. 

Fred is happy w i t h his choice of 

auditor, even though the choice really 

was the result o f a mix-up. But, since 

this person performed well, he didn't 

bother to change.  

Other firms Limited organized co-operation. Joint 

tenders w i th firms that assemble the 

houses for larger projects. Discusses 

larger projects w i th some colleagues 

to avoid price competition. Discusses 

the general situation (and the latest 

gossip) in the industry wi th a couple 

of colleagues 2-3 times per year.  

Fred would spend more time visiting 

colleagues eye-to-eye i f the time 

allowed this. Before forging co

operations w i th other firms, Fred 

would hke Inland House to stand on 

firmer ground. 

Industry No t part o f the industry organization 

organizations today, but w i l l perhaps j o i n shortly. 
Avoided becoming a member earlier 

since the organization is more geared 

towards firms that sell to the end 

customer. However, the organization 

provides an insurance for sales to 

Germany that appear to suit Inland 

House fine. 

10.2.6 Evidence of Fred's Tolerance for Ambiguity and Self-Efficacy 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

The average tolerance for ambiguity that is displayed i n his scores seems 

somewhat puzzling. From the accounts and observations, the evidence seems to 

point to the fact that Fred has relatively high tolerance for ambiguity. However, 

the note that he disliked the practice o f making decisions under uncertainty i n 

the beginning o f his career indicates that his attitudes towards uncertainty may be 

negative. The fact that he finds comfort i n doing tasks that have little uncertainty 

(such as tenders) is also an indication that Fred tends to dislike (too much) 

uncertainty. Still, Fred's actions indicate that uncertainty has not prevented h i m 

f r o m acting. The venture to enter Germany clearly takes tolerance for ambiguity. 

After having no export and little invested in marketing, the company decides to 

enter a new market and spends large sums to establish the company there. The 

mistake o f hir ing a poorly suited market manager could be related to poor 

tolerance for ambiguity, but the work to rectify this is evidence o f high tolerance 

for ambiguity. I t seems i t is not the uncertain market situation that blocks Fred's 

actions, but rather the poor financial situation that i t has caused. Fred seems to 

attribute more positive than negative aspects to the uncertain situation. He finds 

i t stimulating to have to think about what must be done for his firm to remain a 
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player tomorrow as we l l as t oday 1 1 6 - a practice which is not as necessary when 

uncertainty is lower. 

Self-efficacy 

The accounts indicate that Fred has a very h igh level o f self-efficacy. As he notes, 

he is confident that he can achieve almost anything given that resources can be 

found. The fact that he managed to acquire large sums for marketing in 

Germany indicates that he also can obtain resources. He also beheves that the 

company probably wou ld not have survived wi thou t h i m . He contributes little to 

chance - almost to the extent that he denies that chance exists - even though his 

account about h o w he came to w o r k for Inland House must be considered to 

contain large a large por t ion o f chance. There seems to be no difference i n Fred's 

perceived self-efficacy when we look at external and internal aspect o f his firm. 

But, while Fred perceives no difference, the employees tend to have great 

confidence in his externally oriented actions, while the confidence is low 

regarding internally oriented actions. 

10.3 The Profile of the Company 

Here, the aspects o f the company that were examined i n Part One - strategic 

competence and f i r m orientation - w i l l be displayed. Evidence for, or against, 

these scores w i l l then be presented. 

10.3.1 Firm Strategy 

The response in the questionnaire in 1994 indicate, that Inland House has good, 

above average competence in differentiation, while cost effectiveness is average 

and focus is below. The score in 1997 displays the same picture regarding 

differentiation and cost effectiveness, while there seems to be a drastic increase in 

focus competence. 

Differentiation Cost 
Effectiveness 

Focus 

• Inland house (94) 

• Inland house (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

B All eight companies (94) 

O All eight companies (97) 

Figure 10.5 The scores on the three strategic competencies for Inland House compared to 

the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study.  

1 1 6 Fred's high need for cognition indicates that he indeed does engage in thinking about his firm to a great 
extent. The increased level of need for cognition since 1994 could be related to the fact that he has more time now 
when Germany is an established market and a manager has been hired to take care of customers there. 
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The evidence f r o m Inland House supports the high differentiation competence. 

The production is quite flexible and the company targets on customers who are 

prepared to pay extra for superior quality. The large amounts spent on marketing 

is mainly geared at acquiring top-notch constmction coordinators, whose 

customers are less price sensitive than the average. The cost effectiveness 

competence is relatively poor as indicated by the productivity ratio which is 

around the lower quartile. Fred's partner notes that the company works 

according to the devise "slow but correct", rather than "fast and wrong" . Fred 

has ideas about how to make the production w o r k "fast and correct", but his 

ideas have, so far, been ignored as both the partner and employees i n the 

production f i nd them too theoretical. I n 1994, the company had just launched 

their export venture i n Germany, based on the decreased demand i n Sweden. I n 

this period, the company had litde knowledge o f what their future main 

customers and products wou ld be. A l l they knew, was that the old customers in 

Sweden no longer were enough for survival. The indicated l o w focus competence 

is consistent w i t h this. There was neither a selected customer, nor a special 

product that was marketed. The company was, rather, in the process o f f inding a 

new niche where their basic competence could be used. I n 1997, the company 

has a relatively clear focus on which customers to approach. However, the focus 

on the Swedish and German markets are quite different. This could be a reason 

for the moderate focus competence that the C E O reports. 

10.3.2 Firm Orientation 

The f i r m orientation has remained relatively stable regarding market and process 

orientation, while the planning orientation seems to have changed. Fred 

perceives the company to have a tilt towards market and results orientation, 

while the earher clear preference for planning has changed to a balanced view 

regarding planning vs. implementation (see Figure 11.6). Figure 10.7 displays the 

present v iew o f the C E O compared w i t h a number o f whi te and blue collar 

employees. N o significant difference between the view o f the C E O and that o f 

the employees was evidenced (see Appendix 8 for details). 

• Inland house (94) 

• inland house (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

B All eight companies (94) 

Q All eight companies (97) 

Figure i 0.6 The scores on the three firm orientations for Inland House compared to the 

mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study.  

Evidence for market orientation is found in the company's relatively good 

knowledge o f the market which they get from the board and communication 
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w i t h colleagues. The direct knowledge is also deep since the partner has good 

knowledge about the Swedish market, while the recendy hired German market 

manager has good knowledge about the German market. The internal orientation 

is not as pronounced. As noted above, cost effectiveness is not a priority. Further, 

Fred admits to have neglected his employees the last couple o f years, when the 

task o f finding customers has been considered more important. 

Regarding planning and implementation, i t seems Fred has changed f r o m being 

extremely planning oriented to presently have a balanced orientation. The 

company seems to be very wel l organized - annual reports over the last twenty 

years were easily obtainable. Fred also noted that i t has been a hallmark o f Inland 

House to have everything in order. Order facilitates planning and planning 

facihtates order. The steady 10 % profi t margin in the late 1980s is probably an 

effect o f good planning, through good cost estimates. However, w i t h the new 

market situation, planning loses i n importance. Fred himself notes that success 

depends heavily on the "transpiration" phase, i.e. the implementation. Plans are 

good, but wi thout implementation they are not wor th much. It seems the 

company has been able to carry out plans relatively wel l , judging f r o m the 

increased sales i n Germany. 

Finally, Inland House, like most other firms i n the industry prefers result over 

process. Fred noted that he sees wages as compensation for w o r k done. He wou ld 

like to spread the individual wages more and reward the best performers, but this 

is diff icul t to accomplish since the workers as a group are opposed to large wage 

differences. Today, the production as a whole is rewarded for good performance 

by a bonus that amounts to about 5 SEK/hour. This bonus is based on h o w well 

the production has worked i n comparison to the cost estimate that the order is 

based on. 

I  
I O C E O 

• White collar (3) 

I "Blue collar^ (8) 

Market Planning Process 

orientation orientation orientation 

Figure 10.7 The scores on the three firm orientations for the CEO, the three white collar 

workers and eight blue collar workers at Inland House  

10.4 Concluding Analysis of Inland House 

In this section, a br ief analysis o f Inland House and Fred Simons w i l l be made. 

First, some notes about the performance are given. Then, we use the modif ied 

version o f Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) model to summarize Fred's present situation. 

ri.rJM 
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After this follows the placing o f the company in Black's (1998) entrepreneurial 

grid. Finally, we w i l l t ry to extract the main lessons that can be learnt by studying 

Inland House. 

10.4.1 Some Reflections on Inland House's Performance 

Looking at the annual reports, i t is obvious that Inland House has just come out 

o f a very difficult situation and seems to be standing on more solid ground today. 

The performance could be considered average, w i t h a strong potential for 

improvement. W i t h o u t a strong owner, the company w o u l d probably not have 

endured the extremely meager years leading up to the present t ime. Al though the 

bankmptcy i n 1991 "saved" the company, according to Fred, i t might also have 

created problems. Moreover, having to start f r o m scratch when the market 

plummeted is definitely not an ideal situation. Fred's accomplishment must, 

therefore, be evaluated i n light o f these extraordinary difficulties. Al though not 

conclusive, the Inland House case tends to support the model i n Part One. A t 

least the company no longer is a poor performer, as i t definitely was i n 1994. 

10.4.2 Fred's Present Situation 

W h e n putting down the aspects o f Fred's situation according to Gist & Mitchell 's 

(1992) framework, the foUowing picture appears (see Table 10.4). 

Table 10.4 Fred's present situation. 

Task Attributes 
Better, but still tough market situation - by the 

establishment o f a German market, risk has 

been reduced. German market also less price 

sensitive. 

Relatively poor financial situation - solvency ratio 

not very good, but main owner still wil l ing to 

contribute w i th additional capital. 

1/4 ownership - not possible to make 

important decisions without support f rom co-

owners. 

Ability 
Strong general education - however, not entirely 

in line wi th the present tasks. 

Good administrative skills - both internally and 

externally. Natural figurehead towards 

external actors. 

Little recent intemal experience - has spent most 

time last years on external tasks such as sales 

and financing. 

Personality (Tolerance for Ambiguity) 
Attitude: Moderate T A 

Action: Relatively high T A 

Interpersonal Environment 
Management team/board relatively strong - good 

competence in market aspects. N o t as strong 

for production issues. 

Relatively strong network - both inside and 

outside own industry. 

Limited positive vicarious experience - have not 

had the time to visit colleagues as much as he 

would have liked. 

Task Strategies 
Innovative - has many ideas about how to 

become successful. Capital the main obstacle. 

Long-term oriented - acknowledges that i t takes 

time to get where he wants. 

Task Effort 
Persevering - Prepared to spend a lot o f time to 

achieve his goals. 
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The task attributes indicate that Fred still is i n a situation that is not under control. 

Al though the new market entry i n Germany seems to be successful, i t needs to 

produce greater sales to provide a real complement to Sweden. The financial 

situation is still weak and the company needs to make money soon in order not to 

lose the financiers' patience. As quarter owner, Fred is not i n control at board 

meetings. However, by being C E O and the person that sets the agenda at board 

meetings, he still can influence his company to a large degree. Fred's interpersonal 

environment is relatively strong. The board is unusually competent for a company 

o f their size and industry. Internally, Fred's partner has long experience and good 

knowledge o f the Swedish market, while the newly recruited German employee 

has good knowledge o f the German market. Production-wise, the competence is 

not equally strong. Fred seems to have a strong network o f contacts, both inside 

and outside his industry, wh ich can give h im hints. The cooperation wi th 

colleagues is, however, relatively hmited due to lack o f time, which restricts 

vicarious experience. 

Regarding ability, Fred has a strong general education at university level. The 

fact that i t was not focused on management makes this education somewhat less 

valuable when performing present tasks. I n his w o r k as C E O , he has shown good 

administrative skills. Both internally and externally, Fred is the natural figurehead 

for the company. Production-related issues tend to be the only area that Fred is 

not at the center of. Here, the partner and the plant manager tend to be most 

influential. Fred's relatively high tolerance for ambiguity (regarding action) seems 

to have made i t possible for h i m to engage in a multitude o f tasks aimed at future 

success. I t seems Fred is more hindered by lack o f capital than uncertainty. But 

Fred is not impatient. He acknowledges that getting where he wants i n terms o f 

sales and production efficiency takes a long time. The heavy investment i n 

marketing is an indication o f the long-term orientation i n his actions. By being 

persistent, he believes that the company eventually w i l l become successful again. 

10.4.3 Placing in Black's (1998) Entrepreneurial Grid 

Based on the presented case material, i t seems Fred and Inland House have l o w to 

moderate honing skills and moderate enterprising skills. The accounts indicate 

that the company is well-established as a quality provider i n Sweden and that 

customers' wishes are satisfied. Internally, the operations are perhaps not as 

efficient as they could be, wh ich probably indicates that the company has low, 

rather than moderate, honing skills. The venture i n Germany indicates that 

enterprising skills are present. The company, headed by Fred, wou ld then be 

characterized as a customizer, perhaps w i t h somewhat stronger honing skills than 

the average customizer. Fred is himself highly related to the enterprising skills by 

his w o r k to enter Germany, while his partner seems most influential for the 

honing skills, since he takes care o f the o ld established customers. 
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10.4.4 What Can Be Learnt from Inland House? 

Bankruptcy as a proactive step 

As noted in Fred's account o f the company's bankmptcy, he saw i t as a necessary 

step to create room for action and enable future operations for the company. This 

is then an example o f how bankmptcy can be used proactively in a situation 

which otherwise could have led to failure. However, as M o u l t o n & Thomas 

(1993, p. 125) note: "reorganizations are not a simple matter, and ... the 

probability o f successful outcomes is l o w " . Further, the stigma (Sutton & 

Callahan, 1987) o f bankmptcy may affect both the C E O and the company as a 

whole. Both these references point to that bankmptcy never is an easy step to 

take. Still, i f this step can be taken proactively there is a greater chance that the 

negative aspects related to a bankmptcy can be avoided. Had the company 

instead been forced into bankmptcy at a later stage, the outcome wou ld have 

been less certain. 

Changed view and priority on tasks due to the changed situation 

Fred used to lead a company where he as C E O had little to do w i t h the 

operational mnning o f the company. Others took care o f the daily business and 

Fred's j o b was mainly to facilitate for and guide his employees on the strategic 

level. Af te r the reorganization, Fred had to take on operational tasks since the 

company could not keep all white collar employees when operating on a lower 

sales level. For instance, Fred has been heavily involved in the venture to export 

to Germany. In Table 10.5, the shift i n tasks and Fred's attitude towards them is 

displayed. 

Table 10.5 Shifts in tasks and attitudes towards them when comparing the late 1980s 

with the present. 

Area I n the late 1980s Today 

Strategic work Spent most time on it , but i t Less time for it , but it provides 

provided little stimulation. Little more stimulation. The market 

was done to figure out better ways situation forces every company to 

to work. Mosdy a matter o f think about how they should work 

requiring resources (capacity) to to be able to survive, 

fu l f i l l present demand. 

Operational work Very little. Managers took care o f Main task. W i l l be able to shift 

most daily problems. more to strategic tasks after the 

German employee has begun "to 

find his feet" 

Routine work I f faced wi th it , Fred disliked it. A welcome pause in the hectic and 

Tried to have employees take care uncertainty filled work as CEO.  

o f such tasks ("Monkey work") .  
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I t seems that similar work done by the same person can be regarded as least 

preferred i n one situation and quite welcome in another. Further, seemingly 

similar tasks - such as strategic leadership - can provide stimulation i n one 

situation while i t is more about hard work i n another. For Fred, the strategic 

tasks felt boring when the company ran like clockwork, but invigorating when 

future success is uncertain. I t is likely that another person may have the opposite 

opinion about this. Thus, the attraction o f certain tasks changes, both depending 

on the person and the situation. 
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11 Window Team 

Selection criteria: CEO's traits: Low 
Firm Performance: Low 

Brief History and Summary of Window Team 
The company was founded by the present CEO's father and uncles about 60 

years ago i n a small community i n southern Sweden, where it still is located. 

Over the years, the company has been involved i n house construction, 

prefabrication o f house components and the main task today, joinery production. 

The company was handed over to the present C E O , Wi l l i am Carlson, his brother 

and cousin i n 1975. Since then, the company has been owned by them i n three 

equal shares. A t that t ime the company ceased w i t h its constmction activities and 

has been a "pure" joinery factory ever since. Over the years, the number of 

employees has varied f r o m around 10 to almost 40. Presendy, 13 employees are 

w o r k i n g for W i n d o w Team. The products are mainly customer-specific 

specialized windows and pane sections, although other joinery work is done as 

wel l . Most products are sold to customers i n southern Sweden via sales agents. 

The C E O perceives their products to be o f superior quality and they avoid using 

price as a competitive factor, although this has become more difficult during the 

last f ew years. Sales i n 1996 reached 5,5 M S E K .  

11.1 The Performance of Window Team 

Below, we w i l l first present the company's performance over the last ten years 

according to the annual reports. I n doing so, we w i l l relate the performance to 

important events at the company. W e w i l l also relate the performance to the 

industry at large as the key ratios are displayed w i t h the median and upper/lower 

quartile o f the industry. Finally, the CEO's self-report o f their performance in 

1992, 1994 and early 1997 w i l l be displayed and compared to the performance 

according to the annual reports. 

11.1.1 The Annual Reports and the Events Behind them 

Figure 11.1 shows the development i n sales, fixed assets and employees over the 

last ten-year period. I n the late 1980s, sales rose and the company invested in 

new equipment. The down-turn i n the market affected W i n d o w Team early. 

They responded mainly by reducing manpower to demand. Since the employees 

w i t h the core competence were not affected by this, i t was an easy decision, 

according to the C E O . As can be seen, W i n d o w Team has not invested i n fixed 

assets after the market took a fall. 
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Figure 11.1 Development of sales, fixed assets and number of employees for Window 

Team in the period from 1987 to 1996. 

The performance ratios for the company, looking at the last ten years and 

comparing to the industry are portrayed i n Figure 11.2 a-f. Each figure shows 

W i n d o w Team (white line) together w i t h the lower and upper quartile as wel l as 

the median for the industry. 

Figure 11.2a Growth in sales for Window 

Team compared to the industry 
Figure 11.2c Return on sales for Window 

Team compared to the industry 
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Figure 11.2b Return on assets (ROA) for 

Window Team compared to the industry 
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Figure 11.2d Capital turnover rate for Window 

Team compared to the industry 
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Figure 11.2e Solvency ratio for Window Team Figure 11.2f Turnover per employee in MSEK 

compared to the industry for Window Team compared to the industry 

As can be seen in the figures, W i n d o w Team has not been able to keep an even 

pace w i t h the joinery industry at large. The growth in sales has only occasionally 

been above the median and, i n the most recent years, i t has fallen below the 

lower quartile for the first t ime in this time period. Profitabihty shows the same 

basic pattern. Occasional years i t has been around the median, but most years, 

and especially the last year, i t is far below the median firm. The poor profitability 

is mainly a result o f poor return on sales, since the capital turnover rate has been 

relatively close to the median over the entire period. The very poor return on 

sales in the early 1990s was partly caused by the company reducing manpower 

cautiously, i n the hope and belief that the market w o u l d recover. 

The poor profitability has affected the solvency ratio heavily. From a level close 

to the upper quartile i n the beginning o f the decade, i t has fallen to a level that is 

close to the lower quartile. However, the financial situation is not as poor as is 

displayed here. A sister company (with the same owners) owns real estate and has 

been making profits during the last few years. The buffer against bankmptcy is 

thus stronger than the annual reports portrays. One indication o f the firm's 

problems is found i f we look at the turnover per employee. N o t once during the 

last ten years has the company been able to climb above the lower quartile. This 

productivity problem is certain to cause a l o w return on sales, especially in a 

situation when price has become an important issue. 

11.1.2 The C E O ' s Self-Reported Performance Regarding 1992, 1994 
and Early 1997 

Figure 11.3 shows William's v iew on his firm's performance for three years. 

1992 is evaluated retrospectively in 1994. 1994 is evaluated both i n May 1994 

and retrospectively in 1997. 1997 is evaluated as present performance in early 

1997. Confer section 4.4 (Research Process) for details on how the self-report 

was given by the C E O and h o w the self-report is interpreted to enable the 

forthcoming comparison. 
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Figure 11.3 William's self-reported performance taken from the questionnaire. 

W i l l i a m has generally rated the "softer" measures (productivity and customer 

satisfaction) as higher than the "harder" measures (profitabihty and sales growth). 

Looking at the cmde approximation for productivity, turnover per employee, 

this indicates that the productivity has been highly overrated over the entire 

period. I t is not unlikely that the same goes for customer satisfaction. Though this 

study has no evidence for level o f customer satisfaction, it is unlikely that poor 

sales growth and good customer satisfaction coincide for extended periods. 

11.1.3 Comparison Between the Self-Reported Performance and 
the Performance According to the Annual Reports 

Tables 11.1 (profitabihty) and 11.2 (sales growth) contain the comparison 

between self-reported and "actual" (according to annual reports) performance. 

Table 11.1 A comparison of profitability stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Window Team. 

Period 
Self-reported 

profitability 

Profitability according to 

annual reports 
Discrepancy of self-report in relation 

to annual report 

1992 " 1 " Slighdy below lower quartile 
Self-reported profitability probably 

accurately reported 

1994* 
" 1 " i n 1994, 

"3" in 1997 
Around the median* 

Self-report f rom 1994 correct for 

early 1994. Self-report f rom 1997 

correct for entire 1994 

Early 

1997 

"3" 

Below the lower quartile in 

1996. No major changes 

expected for 1997 

Self-reported profitability probably 

overestimated 

' : The company has book year-end in April each year. The book-year 9305-9404 was quite poor profitability-
wise, whereas the book-year 9405-9504 was quite good. 
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Table 11.2 A companson of sales growth stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Window Team. 

Period 
Self-reported 

sales growth 

Sales growth according to 

annual reports 

Discrepancy of self-report in relation 

to annual report 

1992 
" 1 " 

Slighdy below the median 
Self-reported sales growth 

somewhat underestimated 

1994* 
" 1 " in 1994, 

" 3 " i n 1997 
Around the median* 

Self-report f rom 1994 accurate for 

early 1994. Self-report f r om 1997 

accurate for entire 1994 

Early 

1997 
"2" 

Below the lower quartile in 

1996. N o major changes 

expected for 1997 

Self-reported sales growth probably 

somewhat overestimated 

*: The company has book year-end in April each year. The book-year 9305-9404 compared to the book-year 
9405-9504 was not as good sales-wise. 

I t seems Wi l l i am has estimated their performance in 1992 and 1994 relatively 

close to the performance according to the financial accounts. The discrepancy 

between the estimation in 1994 and 1997 (of the 1994 performance) is logical 

and actually shows that Wi l l i am has had a good handle on how his firm's 

financial situation has been in the past. However, the estimation for 1997 seems 

to be overly optimistic. Wi l l i am holds that firm presently is not much worse o f f 

than the average firm. The annual report covering M a y 1996 - Apr i l 1997 

contains the biggest loss since 1991/92 and a steep decline i n sales. Further, there 

is nothing much pointing to a drastic improvement i n the near future. Since 

Wi l l i am earlier has been able to admit poor performance, i t is somewhat puzzling 

that he contends that their profitability is average and sales growth only 

somewhat below average. Perhaps the poor general market situation makes h im 

believe that everybody is i n the same boat. The firms that W i n d o w Team often 

compete w i t h seem to be i n a similar situation. 

11.2 The C E O and His Situation 

William Carlson in a Nutshell 
W i l l i a m is 65 years o ld and has been work ing as C E O fo r W i n d o w Team since 

1975. Before that, he had worked i n different lower whi te collar positions at both 

W i n d o w Team and for firms i n other industries. Wil l iam's highest formal 

education is i n accounting at the jun io r high school level. His major business 

experience is acquired i n production administration. W i l l i a m has also functioned 

as C E O for a sister company involved i n real estate management. Apart from 

this, W i l l i a m has no C E O experience f r o m other firms.  
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William's personality characteristics compared to the entire industry and the 

other CEOs participating i n this study in 1994 and 1997 are displayed i n Figure 

11.4 below. 

n l i p h r r g T 
_ I ._ .LJ . . JBI  

Self-Efficacy Tolerance for 

Ambiguity 

Need for 

Cognition 

• William, Window Team (94) 

• William, Window Team (97) 

• Mean, entire industry (94) 

B Mean, all eight C E O s (94) 

• Mean, all eight C E O s (97) 

Figure 11.4 The scores on the three personality aspects for William compared to the mean 

in the entire industry and the mean of the eight CEOs in this study.  

Taking the established confidence bands into account, William's personality 

characteristics have remained stable over the period. There is perhaps a slight rise 

i n self-efficacy (the score i n 1997 is 0,5 higher than in 1994, indicating a 

borderhne situation). Nevertheless, Wi l l i am can still be described as having 

relatively l ow self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity, while his need for 

cognition is average. Next, we w i l l give an account o f Will iam's situation at his 

f i r m . 

11.2.1 The C E O ' s Background 

Wil l i am never intended to take over the company f r o m his father and uncles. I n 

his younger years, music was the cornerstone i n his life and during an extended 

period i n Stockholm he gained a reputation as a very talented musician. After 

moving back to southern Sweden (mainly due to his wife's wishes) he toured the 

countryside w i t h his band. I n this period, he worked both for W i n d o w Team 

and other companies. He avoided working in the production, since he was afraid 

that a hand injury (that was not uncommon) could prevent h i m f r o m practicing 

music. Today, Wi l l i am is giving more room to music again as he has cut down 

his work ing hours to part t ime (50 %) and increased his musical agenda. W i l l i a m 

notes that music has always been a factor that has influenced, i f not controlled, his 

important decisions. 

One important reason w h y Wi l l i am finally ended up work ing f u l l t ime for 

W i n d o w Team was the company's lack o f administrative skills. Whi l e the rest at 

the company (including Will iam's father who acted as CEO) were competent 

craftsmen, they were not administrators. Therefore, by just applying the basic 

skills he had gained i n school and at earlier jobs, Wi l l i am could help the f i r m to 

become better organized and more cost effective. He soon became the 

administrative center o f the company and this w o r k took up more and more o f 

his time. W h e n the older generation left the company in the middle o f the 1970s, 
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W i l l i a m was, i n his o w n words, appointed C E O "merely because o f being the 

alderman". 

11.2.2 The Work as C E O 

Apart f r o m his administrative skills, Wi l l i am believes that his good ability to 

communicate and uphold good relations are his greatest assets as C E O . By 

creating tmst both towards employees and towards customers/agents, Wi l l i am 

has, i n his o w n view, been able to funct ion relatively well as C E O o f W i n d o w 

Team. His good diplomatic skills were mentioned both by his co-owners 1 1 7 and 

the employees. The interviewed employees had the greatest respect for Wi l l i am, 

whi le their respect for the co-owners was lower. Both the co-owners and the 

employees regard Wi l l i am as the "glue" that holds W i n d o w Team together 1 1 8 . 

11.2.3 The Ownership Situation 

W h e n the older generation retired, Wi l l i am, his brother, w h o became responsible 

fo r production, and his cousin w h o took care o f development and " m a r k e t " 1 1 9 

shared ownership and the overall responsibility for the company. Over the years, 

important decisions have been made by the three owners i n consensus. This is 

conveyed by all three parties, although W i l l i a m notes that the formal position of 

C E O also has meant that he often is the one that has to assume most 

responsibility. 

W i l l i a m is rather content w i t h the ownership situation. He is pleased that he 

always has someone to discuss problems and ideas w i th . However, one o f the co-

owners had a feehng that all three owners are too cautious by nature. He wou ld 

l ike to see a C E O in W i n d o w Team who has bold ideas and visions. A person 

w h o shows the way. 

11.2.4 The Impact of the Turbulent Situation 

After the down- turn in the market, Wi l l i am has lost faith i n that the old recipe 

for doing business is enough for continued survival. He is almost relieved that he 

is close to retirement, so he can get away f r o m the feeling o f being powerless 1 2 0. 

Still , he feels that he has a responsibility towards the others at W i n d o w Team, 

1 1 7 One of the co-owners felt that William sometimes was too diplomatic. On certain issues it was more about 
"beating about the bush" than diplomacy, in his view. 

118 Potential conflicts between the co-owners and employees were often solved by William, who could find a 
solution that was accepted by all parties. William has functioned as a figurehead also in external contacts. William 
had talked to customers who were worried about what would happen i f he no longer was there to oversee the 
operations. 
1 1 9 The responsibility for "market" implies making tenders and keeping the contact with agents. This has been a 
joint responsibility for William and his cousin, but the cousin has had the main responsibility. 

120 j _ [ e n o tes that i f he would have been younger and in this situation, he would probably have reacted in another 
way. Then he would have had to come up with a solution. In the present situation, he wants to shift the main 
responsibility to the two co-owners who still have many years before retirement. 
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and especially towards his daughter w h o works at the company as a clerk. The 

main ingredient he feels is lacking is a deeper knowledge i n management, needed 

to be able to practice what is necessary today. As he sees i t , "there is a need o f an 

altogether new way o f th inking" . 

Wi l l i am is aware that he has failed to establish reliable and durable contacts 

towards external actors. By putting their trust i n sales agents, W i n d o w Team has 

poor contact w i t h the "real" customers. This, i n turn, has isolated W i n d o w Team 

from the market. The information is buffered by the agents, which could lead to 

time delays or even loss o f important information. Before the market plummeted, 

all at W i n d o w Team were happy w i t h the choice o f using sales agents. The 

altemative to use in-house sales people was always considered too expensive. The 

only complement to the sales agents is a four-page brochure which , thus, 

constitutes the only " o w n " marketing W i n d o w Team has invested in . 

Due to the diff icult situation, Wi l l i am, together w i t h his brother and cousin, 

often ponder about different options such as export or new products. However, 

since export or product development are costly and uncertain ventures, they are 

reluctant to embark on this. Wi l l i am w o u l d hke to see a j o i n t effort between a 

network o f firms (to share competence, costs and risk), but he has not actively 

searched for potential firms for this network. According to Wi l l i am, the reason 

w h y the f i r m did not export much earlier has to do w i t h the uncertainty related 

to finding new contacts that can be trusted. Seeing other firms in their situation 

fail w i t h their ventures (especially i n Germany) has made Wi l l i am reluctant 

towards export. The l imi ted export has mainly been done via established sales 

agents. The employees believed that the company could be quite successful on 

export. Their flexibility wou ld suit the market situation in Denmark and 

Germany, where few standards exists. The reluctance by the management to 

engage in such activities was seen as a sign o f incompetence. The interviewed 

employees were hoping for a new owner w i t h good marketing skills that could 

bring i n this competence. 

A step that has been taken lately is the "Goal 4" -p ro j ec t 1 2 1 that W i l l i a m 

i n i t i a t e d 1 2 2 more or less wi thout the support o f his co-owners. Since the project is 

partly financed by the European U n i o n and there is unused capacity (manpower) 

in the production, the actual costs are minimal for the company. The project has 

activated the employees and the outcome thus far is very good, according to 

Wi l l i am. A project report that was shown to the researcher showed that the 

"Goal 4" is part of the European Union's structural programs aimed at balancing development within the 
EU. Goal 4 is directed at small companies that need competence development. The cost for the project is split in 
half between the company and EU. 
l z , z ' The proposal for the project was drafted by a consultant who also convinced William that the project was a 
good idea. The consultant started up the project, but after a few meetings the employees wanted to manage the 
project themselves. 
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employees seem to have a good grasp o f the current situation. Next, the project 

plan includes employee visits to customers and suppliers w i t h the aim to achieve a 

better understanding o f their respective processes that i n the end could lead to 

changes that might help cut costs and/or improve the product. 

11.2.5 The Internal and External Network 

W i n d o w Team has no active board and management issues are dealt w i t h by the 

three owners i n an informal way. In Table 11.3, the network o f contacts for 

Wi l l i am and W i n d o w Team is displayed. In the table, the extent o f the contact is 

complemented by Will iam's view on the contact. 

Table 11.3 Short description of Window Team's and William's external network 

Area Type and extent o f contact William's view on the contact 

Customers Close, long-term contacts wi th non

exclusive sales agents. Little contact 

w i th final customers. 

Worked very well in the past. Today 

Wil l iam lacks better contacts w i th final 

customers. 

Suppliers Regular, long-term contacts wi th 

most important suppliers. 

Mostly ok, but sometimes the supplier 

cannot deliver the demanded quality. 

Prefers to keep established suppliers. 

Financiers Same bank has been used since the 

start. Apart f rom daily routines, the 

bank gives advice on investments. 

Dislikes their practice o f exchanging 

branch managers regularly. Change of 

bank w i l l , however, not occur until the 

alternative is perceived as substantially 

better. 

Auditor The auditor is used for getting 

information. Most contact year end. 

Sporadic during the rest o f the year. 

Wil l iam would like to see a more 

active auditor. He need help to ask the 

proper questions, rather than just get 

answers. 

Other firms N o organized co-operation. Meets 

colleagues in local company fora. 

Sporadic referrals and a couple o f  

jo in t purchases o f lumber.  

Window Team has done ok on their 

own before. There has been no need for 

organized co-operation. This need 

exists today.  

Industry Wi l l i am is treasurer in the local 

organizations association for entrepreneurs and 

member o f a industry-local 

municipal co-operation group. The 

company is member o f the joinery 

association and active in a 

development group. 

Both positions have been held a long 

period. Wi l l iam sees litde influence on 

Window Team due to these positions. 

The work to develop new windows has 

been helped by being part o f the 

development group. The company 

links are, however, weak and the co

operation has almost ceased after the 

downturn in the market. 
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11.2.6 Evidence of William's Tolerance for Ambiguity and Self-
Efficacy 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

Both Will iam's attitude and his (lack of) actions indicate that he has l ow tolerance 

for ambiguity. Uncertain ventures, such as export and finding new sales channels, 

are avoided. They continue to rely on non-exclusive sales agents although this is 

seen as an important reason why the firm has trouble d m m m i n g up business. The 

contacts once forged are the ones that W i n d o w Team continues to use. The use 

o f sales agents is i n itself a sign o f l ow tolerance for ambiguity. By this choice, the 

company avoided having to handle the market activities - that often tend to be 

uncertain - themselves. The general strategy seems to favor "business as usual" as 

much as possible. Even though there are problems w i t h the bank, the auditor and 

some suppliers, Wi l l i am still prefers to stay w i t h them. This is also a clear 

indication o f low tolerance for ambiguity 

Self-efficacy 

W i l l i a m has relatively good self-efficacy for internal matters, evidenced by h i m 

being the natural hub o f the company. Administration has never been a problem 

for h i m and having been around for a long time and knowing how to resolve 

disputes between co-owners and employees, he is quite confident about h o w to 

make the internal operations work . W h e n i t comes to the external wor ld , 

Wi l l i am is feeling lost. The present solution w i t h sales agents is clearly not 

work ing , but Wi l l i am has no alternative to this yet. Thus, his self-efficacy for 

handling the external w o r l d is quite low. This is further supported by his 

statement that "an altogether new way o f th ink ing" is needed. A way o f th inking 

that he believes he doesn't master. 

11.3 The Profile of the Company-

Here the aspects o f the company that were examined i n Part One - strategic 

competence and firm orientation - w i l l be displayed. Evidence for, or against, 

these scores w i l l then be presented. 

11.3.1 Firm Strategy 

The responses in the questionnaire i n 1994 indicate that W i n d o w Team has 

relatively good, above average competence i n all three areas. The score i n 1997 

shows the same picture and indicates no changes over the period i n how W i l l i a m 

perceives their strategic competence. 
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Figure 11.5 The scores on the three strategic competencies for Window Team compared to 

the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study.  

The annual reports, observations and interviews indicate that Will iam's v iew can 

be questioned on some points. However, regarding differentiation, the company 

seems to have some competence as evidenced in a flexible production equipment 

that can make most joinery products. The building o f a modem paint shop in the 

late 1980s made them a "full-service" joinery manufacturer. The core o f the 

employees have extensive experience in joinery manufacturing i n general and 

w i n d o w manufacturing specifically. Their motto "your requirements are our 

standard" clearly points to a differentiated strategy approach. Still, the lack o f 

" o w n name" on the market, due to marketing via sales agents, restricts the 

differentiation. For the prospective customer W i n d o w Team is likely to be 

perceived just as one joinery factory among many, wi thout any distinctive skills. 

In sum, this probably makes the differentiation competence slightly below 

average. 

The cost effectiveness competence seem to be quite l ow looking at the turnover 

per employee that reflect productivity. The fact that they have had problems to 

make a prof i t since price became an important competitive factor is another 

indication o f poor cost effectiveness. Finally, their focus competence is diff icul t to 

evaluate. The company has a chosen niche - custom windows for mainly older 

houses - that, according to Wi l l i am, normally is viable and relatively stable. But, 

i n this situation o f very poor demand also this stable niche has suffered a 

downturn. As a result, almost any j o b requiring flexibili ty i n the joinery sector is 

considered, given that the sales agents demand a tender f r o m W i n d o w Team. 

The choice to use a l imited number o f sales agents further indicates focus, 

although i t is questionable i f i t is reflecting competence. 

11.3.2 Firm Orientation 

The firm orientation has remained stable, i n William's view (See Figure 11.6). 

H e perceives the company to have a balance between market and internal 

orientation, a preference for implementation over planning and result over 

process. Figure 11.7 displays the present view o f the C E O compared w i t h a 

number of whi te and blue collar employees. N o significant difference between 
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the view o f the C E O and that o f the employees was evidenced (See Appendix 8 

for details). 

5 

4 O Window Team (94) 

• Window Team (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 
3 

2 
• All eight companies (94) 

• All eight companies (97) 
Market 

orientation 
Planning 

orientation 
Process 

orientation 

Figure 11.6 The scores on the three firm orientations fior Window Team compared to the 

mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study. 

As already reported above, i t seems that W i n d o w Team has a poor grasp o f the 

external world, indicating l ow market orientation. W i l l i a m also noted i n the 

interview that his first priori ty has been to establish tmst "at home" before trying 

to establish tmst towards external parties. The problem today is that a lot o f time 

must be spent on the external facet just to obtain orders to survive. 

Automatically, this lead to a situation where less time could be devoted to internal 

aspects. Furthermore, since i t is impossible to only m n orders that f i t the 

production i n the present situation the internal effectiveness had to suffer. The 

ongoing Goal 4 project is, however, something that could l i f t both the internal 

and market orientation. Presently, i t seems that W i n d o w Team has relatively l ow 

orientation towards both external and internal aspects i n the firm. The balance is 

on a l ow level. 

In the last couple o f years, only a small amount o f strategic planning has been 

done at W i n d o w Team. As noted, merely getting orders to survive has been a fu l l 

time effort. The employees lacked action f r o m the management. F rom their 

perspective, management appeared to be paralyzed. One important input for 

plans, market information, has always been scarce at W i n d o w Team due to their 

use o f sales agents. W h e n i t comes to implementation at the operational level, 

everybody at the company seems to have good knowledge about their respective 

task, and can manage wel l on their own . Wi l l i am tries to smoothen operational 

implementation by having a dialogue w i t h the employees. I f problems arise, he 

listens and tries to f i n d a solution. As such, this is a simple but functional 

management control system. In sum, the company seem to have trouble w i t h 

both planning and implementation on a higher level. O n the lower level, 

implementation seems to funct ion wel l , without the use o f extensive planning 

systems. 
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The company seems to prefer results over process. The employees have discretion 

to perform the tasks as they each know best. Then, the best performers (the 

"elite", as Wi l l i am calls them) are rewarded w i t h a somewhat better pay. 

5 r 

r n 
• C E O 

B White collar (2) 

• Blue collar (10) 

Market 

orientation 

Planning 

orientation 

Process 

orientation 

Figure 11.7 The scores on the three firm orientations for the CEO, the two white collar 

workers and the 10 blue collar workers at Window Team. 

11.4 Concluding Analysis of Window Team 

I n this section, a br ief analysis o f W i n d o w Team and W i l l i a m w i l l be made. First, 

some notes about the performance are given. Then, we use the modified version 

o f Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) model to summarize William's present situation. After 

this follows the placing o f the company in Black's (1998) entrepreneurial grid. 

Finally, we w i l l try to extract the main lessons that can be leamt by studying 

W i n d o w Team. 

11.4.1 Some Reflections on Window Team's Performance 

Looking at the annual reports, W i n d o w Team is i n a very mfficult situation. The 

equity is mnning out as the company incurs large losses. Even w i t h the help of 

the sister company, the future o f W i n d o w Team is uncertain w i t h the present 

ownership. The categorization o f W i n d o w Team as a poor performer is, thus, 

still correct, wh ich then lends support to the model i n Part One. According to the 

accounts, there are no extraordinary reasons for their poor performance. Rather, 

the company has been helped by owning real estate (in a separate company). 

D u r i n g periods w i t h low sales i n the joinery firm, employees can be work ing 

w i t h refurbishments i n the houses owned by the real estate company. 

Regarding the evident overestimation o f their present performance, i t might be a 

comfort to find examples (e.g. their local competitor, who was a candidate i n the 

" l o w - l o w " category for inclusion in this study) indicating that their situation is 

not unique. However, the step f r o m f inding anecdotal evidence that they are not 

alone to using this as a benchmark for average performance is big. By 

overestimating the performance, W i l l i a m may block the signal which low 

performance gives; that something needs to be done to improve the situation. In 

Will iam's case, i t seems he is not ignoring the signals, but finds i t difficult to 

come up w i t h a solution to the firm's problems. 
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11.4.2 William's Present Situation 

W h e n putt ing down the aspects o f Wil l iam's situation according to Gist & 

Mitchell 's (1992) framework, the fo l lowing picture appears (see Table 11.4). 

Table 11.4 William's present situation. 

Task Attributes 
Tough market situation - by using o f sales 

agents, the company is stuck in a market 

where price is the only important factor. 

Relatively poor financial situation - solvency ratio 

has suffered gready the last few years when 

losses have been incurred. 

1/3 ownership - not possible to make 

important decisions without support f rom co-

owner. 

Ability 
Only basic education ~ lacks knowledge i n 

management. 

Good administrative and communicative skills -

functions as hub o f company. 

Mainly intemal experience - little direct 

experience f rom sales. 

Personality (Tolerance for Ambiguity) 
Attitude and action: Low T A 

Interpersonal Environment 
Management team/board relatively weak - poor 

competence in market aspects. N o external 

member. 

Relatively limited network - mostly outside own 

industry. 

Little positive vicarious experience - mostly 

examples of failures. 

Task Strategies 
Hesitant - unsure about what to do to become 

successful. 

Cautious - does not want to engage in 

uncertain ventures. 

Task Effort 
Other areas o f his life have become more 

important. Wants to pass on the responsibility. 

The task attributes points to the fact that W i l l i a m currently is i n a situation that he 

has little control over. W i t h the current market situation, where they are at the 

mercy o f sales agents and must spend most o f the time producing tenders that 

only result i n orders just enough to survive, the room for action is l imited. The 

poor financial situation further restricts action. The minor i ty ownership could 

also be a block against action i f W i l l i a m cannot convince his co-owners about a 

certain venture. William's interpersonal environment is relatively weak. He has httle 

or no access to external competence related to the industry. The examples to 

leam f r o m are mainly failures that further restricts action. 

Regarding ability, Wi l l i am lacks management training. U n t i l the last downturn , 

his education had been enough to manage W i n d o w , Team but the intensified 

competition has made h im feel poorly qualified to guide his company to success. 

For a long period, Wi l l i am could use his skills i n achninistration and 

communication to m n his company wi thou t many problems. However, when 

there is a need for establishing new external contacts, neither Wi l l i am nor anyone 

else at W i n d o w Team seem to have the competence for doing this. The fact that 

W i l l i a m has a relatively low tolerance for ambiguity is probably an important 

factor behind his preference for internal factors. As can be expected, W i l l i a m is 

acting quite hesitandy and cautiously. As he is close to retirement, he does not 
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want to become too involved. I t is rather a matter o f "holding the for t unt i l the 

cavalry arrives". The problem may be that the cavalry never arrives, or that 

there is nothing left o f the fort when they do arrive. 

11.4.3 Placing in Black's (1998) Entrepreneurial Grid 

Based on the presented case material, i t seems Wi l l i am and W i n d o w Team have 

hmited honing skills and poor enterprising skills. The accounts indicate that the 

company under Wi l l i am could satisfy customers fairly wel l i n their o ld established 

niche. Still, the poor productivity and the poor customer contacts (mainly 

through agents) indicate that they were hardly among the best i n their niche. The 

inability to establish any important new products (although attempts have been 

made) and/or customer groups indicates that the company is confined to the once 

established niche. The company, headed by Wi l l i am, w o u l d then be 

characterized as a reactor. A t W i n d o w Team, Wi l l i am has been a forerunner 

regarding administrative routines, that today are established. I n other areas, the 

responsibility has been shared w i t h others. Thus, i t seems most o f W i n d o w 

Team's (modest) honing and (poor) enterprising skills are shared by at least two 

persons. This makes the w o r k to f ind a new C E O (since W i l l i a m is planning to 

retire) easier. 

11.4.4 What Can Be Learnt from Window Team? 

A solution is seldom eternally efficient 

Establishing close relations w i t h a number o f sales agents that handle the market 

contact was probably a wise choice in the market situation W i n d o w Team used 

to be in . In good years, this resulted in lowered sales costs and less hassles 

(including uncertainty) to achieve a given sales volume. Today, when times are 

tough, i t restricts the room to maneuver and increases uncertainty about present 

and future sales. The once undisputed "correct" choice is today the main reason 

behind the firm's problematic situation. I n order to avoid these unpleasant 

"surprises", i t may be a good idea to test a proposed course o f action i n different 

future scenarios. Especially today, the swings tend to be large and happen wi thout 

much notice. Perhaps such a test w i l l have as a result that a f i r m can be better 

prepared for a new situation. I n turbulent times, the best solution i n the long m n 

may be quite different f r o m the best solution for the present. 

In the same vein, a C E O may be perfect i n one situation, while he becomes a 

burden i n another. Wi l l i am was a functional C E O when he first became C E O 

for W i n d o w Team. In many joinery firms at this t ime, the administrative 

competence was very low. There is no doubt that by applying his skills, Wi l l i am 

could l i f t the company to a higher level. However, when new skills are necessary, 

including an ability to f ind new niches when old ones become less viable, 

W i l l i a m is no longer the person w h o can help his company. Rather, he holds the 

company back by not doing anything about the situation. Like one o f the co-
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owners said, the company w o u l d be served well by having a new C E O that could 

h f t the company to a higher level. Wi lham is also aware that his time is over, but 

finding a new C E O is difficult . W i n d o w Team is in need o f a person like John 

Jones (the C E O at Country Stairways) or perhaps Peter Mason (former C E O at 

Riverside Joinery) - someone f r o m the outside who has marketing skills and an 

ability to take advantage o f the competence that the company already possesses. 
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12 Hanson's Joinery 

Selection criteria: CEO's traits: Low 
Firm Performance: Low 

Brief History and Summary of Hanson's Joinery 
The company was founded some 75 years ago i n a small community i n central 

Sweden, where i t still is located. I t was a family owned and operated firm unti l 

1976. Af te r a short period o f external owners, the present owner situation was 

estabhshed i n 1981. The C E O , George Larsen, who is a Hanson in- law, owns 

the company together w i t h four employees. They all have equal shares. Over the 

years, Hanson's Joinery has worked w i t h essentially the same task, wh ich involves 

producing front doors, pane sections and other jo inery products for mainly the 

Swedish renovation market. I n the 1960s, the joinery factory peaked i n number 

o f employees, wh ich was then around 30. A t that time they also ran their own 

sawing and planing m i l l . Their present products are perceived to be o f superior 

quahty by the C E O and they demand a higher price than competitors. The 

company had sales for a total value o f 2,6 M S E K in 1996. The number of 

employees amounted to eight.  

12.1 The Performance of Hanson's Joinery 

Below, we w i l l first present the company's performance over the last ten years 

according to the annual reports. I n doing so, we w i l l relate the performance to 

important events at the company. W e w i l l also relate the performance to the 

industry at large as the key ratios are displayed w i t h the median and upper/lower 

quartile o f the industry. Finally, the CEO's self-report o f their performance in 

1992, 1994 and early 1997 w i l l be displayed and compared to the performance 

according to the annual reports. 

12.1.1 The Annual Reports and the Events Behind them 

Figure 12.1 shows the development in sales, fixed assets and employees over the 

last ten-year period. Sales have varied, but always stayed between 2,5 and 4,2 

M S E K . The years 1989 and 1990 constitute the peak o f sales that since have 

dropped to a level around 2,5 M S E K , a level that barely is keeping the company 

alive. Due to the down- tum, some employees were let go. According to George, 

those were the employees who were supposed to be the link to the next 

generation. The majority o f the present workforce is close to retirement. As can 

be seen, Hanson's Joinery has not invested much in fixed assets either before or 

after the market took a fall. 
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Fixed Assets in MSEK 

No. of Employees  

Figure 12.1 Development of sales, fixed assets and number of employees for Hanson's 

Joinery in the period from 1984 to 1996. 

The performance ratios for the company, looking at the last ten years, and 

comparing to the industry, are portrayed i n Figure 12.2 a-f. Each figure shows 

Hanson's Joinery (white fine) together w i t h the lower and upper quartile as wel l 

as the median for the industry. 

Figure 12.2b Return on assets (ROA) fior Figure 12.2d Capital tumover rate for 

Hanson's Joinery compared to the industry Hanson's Joinery compared to the industry 
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Figure 12.2e Solvency ratio for Hanson's figure \2.2f Tumover per employee in MSEK 

Joinery compared to the industry f o r Hanson's Joinery compared to the industry 

Compared to the industry, Hanson's Joinery has not been able to compete 

successfully. Their market performance, and especially financial performance, has 

been dismal. The growth i n sales has mostly trailed the lower quartile and at best 

been at the median. The return on assets has been below the lower quartile for 

most o f the period. Moreover, this is most hkely an inflated value o f their 

performance for the last time period since the five owners at times during the 

1990s have drawn salaries far below "market standard" and even skipped their 

salaries some months. It is clear that the l o w financial performance stems f r o m a 

l ow return on sales since the capital turnover rate is at par w i t h , or even better 

than, the industry. However, the improved capital turnover rate during the last 

few years is entirely due to the fact that no investments have been made since the 

beginning o f the 1990s. A n d even before that, investments were scarce 1 2 3. Even 

though George noted that the 1980s were good years for Hanson's and that they 

had a good competitive situation, this is not borne out by the information they 

provide in their annual reports. The turnover by employee, reflecting 

productivity, has been around 300 000 SEK for the entire period, a level that is 

far below even the lower quartile o f the industry. Looking at solvency ratio, the 

opposite is tme. Hanson's Joinery has had, and still has, a solvency ratio far above 

the upper quartile for the industry. Avo id ing debts has been important for 

Hanson's Joinery. Profits have been used fo r repaying loans, even though these 

loans had not expired. 

12.1.2 The C E O ' s Self-Reported Performance Regarding 1992, 1994 
and Early 1997 

Figure 12.3 shows George's view on his f irm's performance for three years. 1992 

is evaluated retrospectively i n 1994. 1994 is evaluated both i n May 1994 and 

retrospectively i n 1997. 1997 is evaluated as present performance i n early 1997. 

Confer section 4.4 (Research Process) fo r details on how the self-report was 

123 walking through the Hanson's plant is like traveling in time. The furnimre and colors are early 1970s and 
some machines look like they have been there since the start, 75 years ago. In the offices, there is no modem 
equipment, except for a fax machine. Computers have not seen the inside of Hanson's, a fact the youngest owner-
employee finds ludicrous. 
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given by the C E O and h o w the self-report is interpreted to enable the 
for thcoming comparison. 

, in Profitability 
i •Growth in sales 
j • Growth in market share 
, D 
j B Productivity 

• Customer satisfaction 

a Financial performance 
b Market performance 

Figure 12.3 George's self-reported performance taken from the questionnaire. 

George has generally rated the "softer" measures (productivity and customer 

satisfaction) as higher than the "harder" measures (profitability and sales growth). 

Looking at the cmde approximation for productivity, turnover per employee, 

this indicates that the productivity has been highly overrated over the entire 

period. I t is not unlikely that the same goes for customer satisfaction. As noted 

before, i t is unlikely that poor sales growth and good customer satisfaction 

coincide for extended periods. George also admitted that i t was getting more 

diff icult to retain o ld customers due to their price (which is part of the customer's 

criteria). 

12.1.3 Comparison Between the Self-Reported Performance and 
the Performance According to the Annual Reports 

Tables 12.1 (profitabihty) and 12.2 (sales growth) contain the comparison 

between self-reported and "actual" (according to annual reports) performance. 

Table 12.1 A comparison of profitability stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Hanson's Joinery. 

Period 
Self-reported 

profitability 

Profitability according to 

annual reports 
Discrepancy of self-report i n relation 

to annual report 

1992 "3" Slighdy below lower quartile Self-reported profitability clearly 

overestimated 

1994 
" 2 " i n 1994 

" 2 " i n 1997 
Clearly below lower quartile 

Self-reported profitability clearly 

overestimated 

Early 

1997 
"3" 

Above the median in 1996*. 

No major changes expected for 

1997 j 

Self-reported profitability probably 

heavily overestimated 

* Below market salaries have been drawn by the five owner-employees. Wi th salaries similar to those at Window 
Team, the profitabiHty would have been below the lower quartile. 

George, George, George, George, 
92 (94) 94 (94) 94 (97) 96 (97) 
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Table 12.2 A companson of sales growth stemming from self-report and the annual 

reports for Hanson's Joinery. 

Period 
Self-reported 
sales growth 

Sales growth according to 

annual reports 

Discrepancy o f self-report in relation 

to annual report 

1992 "2" 
Slighdy below the lower 

quartile 

Self-reported sales growth 

somewhat overestimated 

1994 
" 2 " i n 1994 

" 2 " i n 1997 

Between the median and lower 

quartile 

Self-reported sales growth 

accurately reported 

Early 

1997 
"3" 

Far below the lower quartile in 

1996. N o major changes 

expected for 1997 

Self-reported sales growth probably 

heavily overestimated 

I t seems George generally has overestimated their performance in comparison to 

the financial accounts. On ly sales growth for 1994 seems to be accurately 

reported. Profitability is heavily overestimated all three years (even i f i t seems 

correct i n 1997 because the owner-employees have drawn salaries below market 

standard). Sales growth is estimated somewhat better, but still tends to be 

overestimated, on the whole. A reason for this overestimation may be that 

George compares his company to the local competitor w h o is also performing 

poorly. 

12.2 The C E O and His Situation 

George Larsen in a Nutshell 
George is n o w 66 years old and has been work ing for Hanson's Joinery 

altogether 36 years, including 21 years as the C E O o f the company. George has 

no formal education beyond the basic level. His major business experience is 

acquired i n manufacturing and engineering. George has no C E O experience 

f r o m other firms. 

George's personality characteristics compared to the entire industry and the other 

CEOs participating i n this study i n 1994 and 1997 are displayed in Figure 12.4. 

• George, Hanson's Joinery (94) 

• George, Hanson's Joinery (97) 

• Mean, entire industry (94) 

EJ Mean, all eight C E O s (94) 

• Mean, all eight C E O s (97) 

Ambiguity Cognition 

Figure 12.4 The scores on the three personality aspects for George compared to the mean 

in the entire industry and the mean of the eight CEOs in this study.  
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George's score on self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity has remained stable 

over the period, while his score on need for cognition has decreased substantially. 

Compared to the group o f eight, this puts George below the mean for self-

efficacy, while he is close to the mean regarding tolerance for ambiguity and 

need for cognition. Next, we w i l l give an account o f George's situation at his 

firm. 

12.2.1 The C E O ' s Background 

George was a pastry cook for 15 years before he entered Hanson's Joinery after 

marrying the daughter o f the C E O at that time. I t took some persuasion by his 

father-in-law to convince George to give up his old hne o f work . Before he 

started at Hanson's, he had no knowledge or experience from the jo inery sector. 

His father-in-law trained George in both practical jo inery w o r k and 

administration. After 15 years at Hanson's, he (hesitandy) became C E O when the 

older generation left the company and it was sold to passive external owners. Five 

years later, George and four employees took over the company when the passive 

owners wanted out and George continued as C E O . George notes that he 

sometimes has felt that he had inadequate education and training to deal w i t h 

some o f the C E O tasks. Especially, his poor skills i n language and business law 

has, according to his own account, l imited his possibilities to do a good j o b as 

C E O . The reason why he hasn't acquired these skills is attributed to the inherent 

f lux in the j ob as C E O - when "reality" every day provided new problems that 

needed to be solved. I n George's view, circumstances beyond the control o f the 

C E O upset any plan the C E O might have to get time o f f for education or other 

activities not connected to the daily work at the firm. 

12.2.2 The Work as C E O 

George has problems declaring the overall goal for Hanson's Joinery. H e notes 

that doing quality work is important - both for the satisfaction among employees 

and for the reputation that this gives the company i n the market. A good 

reputation is, according to George, a necessity for achieving profits and 

expansion. However, George is not prepared to borrow money for expansion 

since this can jeopardize survival. Even though George w o u l d like to increase the 

turnover, he regards i t as more important to get better prices for the jobs they 

already do. Being profitable is very important i n George's view, but i t has not 

been possible due to the l o w market prices. T o increase profitabihty is, therefore, 

mostly out o f the company's control, according to George. Thus, before prices 

increase, and profits are made, there wü l be no investments fo r expansion at 

Hanson's Joinery, since i t does not make sense to do more unprofitable work . 

He notes that the good o f the company has always been the focus o f his work . I n 

the 1980s when profits were generated, these were used for investments and for 

paying o f f loans (rather than paying higher salaries for the owners). George 
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believes this was instrumental for the survival o f the company. In today's 

situation, there is no room for investments and high interest payments. 

The employees at Hanson's Joinery are a relatively quiet bunch. George noted 

that this is normal i n this part o f the country. Because o f this, he had little idea 

what they really felt about h i m and the company. But, he assumed they were 

fairly satisfied since they still stick around. The few comments about George f r o m 

the employees were inferring that George often voiced complaints about external 

factors, such as the business regulations or the l o w prices on the market 1 2 4 . 

George notes that he spends, and has spent, most o f his time alone i n his office 

doing "paperwork", even i f he sometimes engaged in hands-on production in 

the 1980s. In that period, George recalls that he spent more time pondering over 

different issues. Today, he first and foremost "produces" tenders so that orders 

keep coming in . George finds days wi thout interruptions (both internal and 

external) satisfying. Those are the days when he leaves work feeling most content 

about what he has done. George presently w o r k part-time (50 %) after having 

retired the other 50 %. There is no successor ready to take on George's work. 

Only small parts o f his j ob could be taken over today by other employees. The 

succession problem has been brought up by George at owner meetings, but 

nothing has been done about i t . 

George has httle or no idea whether a certain order produces profi t or not. Since 

virtually all orders are customer specific, his tenders, when it comes to labor, are 

made up by qualified guesswork, while the materials part is fairly easy to get 

right, according to George. There is no practice established for evaluating the 

orders i n retrospect. George sees little use o f this, since a certain order is likely 

not to be repeated again. The difficulty o f pricing the tenders "correctly" 

sometimes has the effect that George is more worr ied when he gets an order than 

when another f i r m gets i t . " When a tender is accepted, the first thought that enters my 

mind is whether I made a mistake in the calculation". 

12.2.3 The Ownership Situation 

Hanson's Joinery has been owned by George and four employees since 1981. 

George was offered to buy the company himself, but didn't want to have the 

entire responsibility for the company on his shoulders. Therefore, he extended 

the offer to the employees right away. I f no one wou ld have taken up the offer, 

the company w o u l d probably have folded. However, four o f the employees 

agreed to become owners. In this group o f five owners, two had mainly offensive 

124 Even i f George tended to attribute much to external causes and gave a pessimistic view of the state of affairs, 
he still could be seen as an optimist, compared to some of the others at Hanson's. The shop is located on the 
outskirts of "the whining belt", an area where people are considered to whine more than normal. It is also an area 
where entrepreneurship seems to be less common and large businesses more common. 
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reasons for participating, while three had mainly defensive reasons for 

participating. George and the youngest co-owner had applied for and gotten 

other positions outside the company, but saw a continued cornrnitment to 

Hanson's Joinery as more interesting. The other three wou ld have become 

unemployed. Today, George sees little or no problems w i t h the owner stmcture. 

Rather, i t has helped the company to perform better. Having responsible owners 

in both production and achriinistration makes i t easier to keep the pace up, 

according to George. I t also gives the company more flexibil i ty regarding salary 

payments. As opposed to ordinary employees, owner-employees can wait a week 

or two , and even skip salary payments i f the l iquidity is strained. 

Whi le George saw no problems w i t h the ownership stmcture, the youngest 

owner did. He felt the company had become conservative, due to the owner 

constellation. H e had made many suggestions to develop the company during the 

last few years, but he could never convince the others and, therefore, his 

suggestions were dismissed. Today, he has almost given up trying. In the 

researcher's view, he had good ideas, but due to George's attitude towards 

investments, they could not be realized. The three other owners relied heavily on 

George's opinion, wh ich actually made George the important decision maker. 

He has assumed the role o f "father", where the others normally come to h i m for 

advice and help w i t h decisions. 

12.2.4 The Impact of the Turbulent Situation 

George's experience f r o m the industry has helped h i m to cope w i t h the 

uncertainty. From extensive experience he knows there is a large element o f 

uncertainty involved i n doing business. Al though he l iked i t better i n the 1980s 

when i t was easy and predictable to land jobs for the company, he does not feel 

overwhelmed by the uncertainty in the present situation. Rather, i t is the 

harshness in the market that troubles h i m - that practically no one in the industry 

does wel l . Even i f George holds that the uncertainty is tolerable, i t seems to have 

kept h im from doing anything beyond the absolute necessities. Although both the 

auditor and the youngest owner-employee have suggested new niches to explore, 

George (and the other owner-employees) have dismissed this as fruitless 

ventures 1 2 5 . H e also explicitly noted that export was not an option he considered, 

since i t w o u l d involve too much uncertainty. Changing regulations also cause 

irritation. George feels it prevents h i m and other firms to plan ahead. He wou ld 

hke to see fewer, more durable, regulations for small firms. 

Somewhat puzzling, George noted in the interview that being an entrepreneur, in his view, demands that you 
have a general positive "can-do" attitude. In order to survive, you have to believe that everything wil l work out 
and that everything is possible. During the last few years, he has been criticized by his employees for taking on 
work that requires extra time in the production because it includes details that Hanson's Joinery normally doesn't 
do. 
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The location o f the shop, not far f r o m Stockholm, w i t h more than a mil l ion 

people in a 100 k m radius, seems to produce great opportunities. Still, they have 

not used this advantage much. The huge potential back-yard market has never 

been approached directly. N o t even their o w n hometown, i n which they have 

had practically no sales over the years. Virtually all sales are done through large 

constmction companies and middlemen (sales agents), located throughout central 

Sweden. George believes that their inactivity is due to lack o f resources and skills 

i n marketing. 

George notes that the primary reasons why Hanson's have been able to survive is 

due to good quality and timely deliveries. The customers are satisfied, which 

according to George, is evidenced by that they come back for more business. He 

admits that he has troubles getting new ones. A n d in the present market situation, 

even some o f the old customers complain that Hanson's are too expensive. 

George tries to tell them that i t is not so. They do quality work and exactly 

according to the blueprints, while others cut comers and use their o w n standard 

instead o f blueprint requirements. 

12.2.5 The Internal and External Network 

Hanson's Joinery has no active board and management issues are dealt w i t h by 

the five owners i n an informal way. I n Table 12.3, the network o f contacts for 

George and Hanson's Joinery is displayed. I n the table, the type and extent o f the 

contact is complemented by George's view on the contact. 

Table 12.3 Short description of Hanson's Joinery's and George's external network 

Area Type and extent o f contact George's view on the contact 

Customers Close, long-term contacts w i th non

exclusive sales agents. More distant 

relation wi th the large building 

contractors. 

George likes doing business through 

sales agents. These projects often allow 

for better margins and there is more 

focus on other aspects than price. When 

large building contractors are the 

customers, they only focus on price and 

take the rest (such as quahty) for 

granted.  

Suppliers Regular, long-term contacts w i th 

most important suppliers. 

Mostly ok, but George has a feeling 

that long-term relations cost the 

company money. He has, therefore, 

begun to compare prices w i th 

alternative suppliers.  

Financiers Same bank has been used since start. 

Recently, they needed to extend 

their credit and only after another 

bank had agreed to grant the loan,  

did the bank accept the extension. 

George is bitter, but still keeps the 

bank. After 35 years wi th a perfect 

payment record, he expected that the 

bank would treat them better. 
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Table 12.3 (Cd) Short description of Hanson's Joinery's and George's extemal network 

Area Type and extent of contact George's view on the contact 

Auditor The auditor's office takes care o f 

book keeping for Hanson's Joinery. 

Each year, the auditor takes part i n 

the annual shareholder's meeting and 

helps George draw up a break-even 

budget for the coming year.  

The help George gets is welcome, but 
he would like to have more external 

impulses. 

Other firms Litde organized co-operation. 

Discusses industry issues w i t h local 

colleagues. Sporadic referrals to and 

f rom a local joinery factory (but 

more often they are competitors 

bidding on the same projects). Joint 

project w i th ten other joinery 

factories to obtain a EU-certificate o f 

approval for their doors (which is 

needed when doing business wi th 

government institutions on all  

levels).  

Generally, George sees little use o f 

cooperation for his firm. The area in 

which he would hke to see some 

cooperation is price level. Joinery 

factories should not let large 

construction companies manipulate 

them to accept too low prices. 

Industry The industry organization was 

organizations crucial for setting up the project to 

obtain the EU-certificate o f 

approval. I n other cases, the 

organization has not been o f much 

use. 

Mostly, the industry organization takes 

care o f larger joinery factories' agendas. 

George would like to see an 

organization which helps the smaller 

companies. 

12.2.6 Evidence of George's Tolerance for Ambiguity and Self-
Efficacy 

Tolerance for ambiguity 

George's score regarding tolerance for ambiguity was average. It seems his 

attitude towards uncertainty is not that negative. He accepts uncertainty as 

normal i n a business situation. However, his actions have definitely been 

restrained by the uncertainty. The practice to stay i n the old known tracks 

regarding sales channel, "product l ine", production equipment, etc implies that 

this is a strategy to reduce uncertainty. I t seems George is not prepared to do 

anything besides what is absolutely necessary. Before the company tries to 

increase sales w i t h export, new products, or the like, profits must be made to pay 

for the development that is necessary. According to George, the company w i l l 

have to wait unt i l market prices rise before they can expect profits. 

Self-efficacy 

George's relatively l o w self-efficacy is evidenced by his attribution o f problems to 

external sources. I n his mind , there is little the company can do to improve its 

situation. I t all depends on the market situation. As George sees i t , practically 
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every firm is doing poorly in the present market situation. They are neither i n a 

better or worse situation than the average firm in the industry. The note he made 

about having a positive "can-do" attitude seems to apply only to contacts w i t h 

old customers. In other areas, George has had a "no-can-do" attitude instead. In 

sum, his self-efficacy is relatively l ow both regarding the internal and external 

facet. 

12.3 The Profile of the Company 

Here the aspects o f the company that were examined in Part One - strategic 

competence and firm orientation - w i l l be displayed. Evidence for, or against, 

these scores w i l l then be presented. 

12.3.1 Firm Strategy 

The response in the questionnaire from 1997 indicates that Hanson's Joinery has 

relatively good, above average competence in all three areas. Compared to 1994, 

the scores indicate an increase i n cost effectiveness and focus (see Figure 12.5). 

• Hanson's (94) 

• Hanson's (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

• All eight companies (94) 

Differentiation Cost Focus BAH eight companies (97) 

Effectiveness 

Figure 12.5 The scores on the three strategic competencies for Hanson's Joinery compared 

to the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study. 

George's view, that Hanson's Joinery has good strategic competencies, seems 

hard to believe. W h e n we look at the company, another picture emerges. The 

competence in differentiation could perhaps be above average since the company 

has substantial experience and is able to meet most customers' demands. Still, httle 

or no money is spent on product or production development. Moreover, George 

finds some new customer demands to be a hassle. The cost effectiveness seems 

quite low, as indicated by an extremely l o w turnover per employee, despite the 

fact that expenses are very low. Both from observation and indications f r o m 

employees, i t seems clear that some o f the decreased expenses give rise to 

increased overall costs (e.g. not investing i n more modem machinery and 

keeping the inventory too low) . The fact that George admits to having little 

knowledge about the actual cost o f production is another indication that costs are 

not being focused on. The increased focus competence, evidenced i n the 

questionnaire score, may be related to that the company today has fewer 

customers. This is not related to a conscious plan by the company to target its 
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activities, but rather to the fact that i t has not been able to drum up more work 

than this. Clearly, this is not an indication of increased competence. 

12.3.2 Firm Orientation 

The f i r m orientation has remained stable in George's view, except for a change 

from results to process orientation (see Figure 12.6). His perception that the 

company has an internal and slight planning orientation has, thus, remained the 

same. Figure 12.7 displays the present view o f the C E O , compared w i t h that o f 

the employees. N o significant difference between the view o f the C E O and that 

o f the employees was evidenced (see Appendix 8 for details). 

Market 

orientation 

n 
1 hr • i 

Planning 

orientation 
Process 

orientation 

• Hanson's (94) 

• Hanson's (97) 

• Entire industry (94) 

• All eight companies (94) 

• All eight companies (97) 

Figure 12.6 The scores on the three firm orientations for Hanson's Joinery compared to 

the mean in the entire industry and the mean of the eight companies in this study. 

The inclination fo r internal orientation is i n accord w i t h the researcher's 

impression. Internal aspects seem to have more weight than external, although 

the company seems to be relatively weak i n both aspects. George noted that 

customer satisfaction is important for survival, but he still tries to get the 

customers to adjust to Hanson's practices 1 2 6 . As noted above, the production is 

not especially cost efficient - an indication o f weak internal orientation. As can 

be seen in Figure 12.7 the employees tend to perceive the company as more 

market than intemaUy oriented. One plausible reason for this difference may be 

related to the fact that the customer today generaUy has more o f a say compared 

to how i t was i n the 1980s. Thus, even a company that tries to focus on internal 

factors, has to accept more odd customer specific requests. Moreover, since 

profitabihty is l o w at Hanson's Joinery, the employees (and especiaUy the owner-

employees) do not get much monetary reward for their efforts. This might be 

interpreted as a bias for the external (since the customers get the same quahty 

today for a lesser price). 

The company is not much i n favor o f long-term plans. I n the 1980s, i t wasn't 

needed since George and the others at Hanson's Joinery were satisfied w i t h the 

An interesting example o f this is the breaks. Between 9.00 and 9.30 and during lunch no one answers the 
phones at Hanson's. During the interview with George it happened that the phone rang and George let it keep 
ringing. His comment was: "They should know when we have our breaks. I f it is important they wil l call back". 
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situation. Today, no planning is done since they feel that their firm's situation is 

beyond their control. Even shorter-term production plans are diff icul t to 

accomplish in today's situation, according to George. Late changes disturb plans. 

Implementation is not focused on much either. Act ion, other than making 

tenders and producing orders, is l imited or non-existing. In the questionnaire, 

George finds his company to be slightly planning oriented, while the employees 

tend to find i t implementation oriented instead. This discrepancy may be related 

to that the orders today, compared to earlier times, are more complex and 

require more work . To make things even worse, the customers today demand 

shorter delivery time. Some o f the additional planning work done by George 

may, thus, not be noted by the other employees. They only see that they have less 

time to do more work , and less time to plan their work . 

Regarding results vs. process orientation, George has changed f r o m being 

relatively results oriented in 1994 to being relatively process oriented today. The 

employees, i f we look at their average, seem to have a balanced view on this 

orientation. George's change f r o m results to process orientation may be due to 

Hanson's poor performance. By inferring that i t is important what is done, rather 

than the result, the poor performance can be attributed to external causes. Dur ing 

the interview, George also noted several times that the company did a good 

quality job , but that the market didn't pay the right price. The price level i n the 

late 1980s was, according to h im, the "r ight" level, while the present price level 

makes everybody lose money i f they do a good job . 
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Figure 12.1 The scores on the three firm orientations for the CEO and the group of six 

workers at Hanson's Joinery. 

12.4 Concluding Analysis of Hanson's Joinery 

In this section, a brief analysis o f Hanson's Joinery and George w i l l be made. 

First, some notes about the performance are given. Then, we use the modified 

version o f Gist & Mitchell's (1992) model to summarize George's present 

situation. After this follows the placing o f the company i n Black's (1998) 

entrepreneurial grid. Finally, we w i l l try to extract the main lessons that can be 

leamt by studying Hanson's Joinery. 
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12.4.1 Some Reflections on Hanson's Joinery's Performance 

Looking at the annual reports, i t seems Hanson's Joinery is i n a poor situation. 

Even though the solvency ratio is retained at a high level, and there is little risk 

for bankruptcy, the company is i n reality incurring large losses when taking into 

account that below market salaries are paid to owner-employees. The future o f 

the company is uncertain and depends on how l o w salaries the five owners are 

prepared to settle for . Even in a better market situation, i t w o u l d be doubtful i f 

the company w o u l d make profits. The categorization o f Hanson's Joinery as a 

poor performer is, thus, still correct, wh ich again lend support to the model i n 

Part One. According to the accounts, there are no extraordinary reasons for the 

company's poor performance. George tends to overrate their performance 

heavily, holding that the f i rm presendy is not much worse o f f than the average 

firm. George, thus, tends to believe that everybody is i n the same boat. By 

overestimating the performance, George probably blocks the signal that l o w 

performance gives; that something needs to be done to improve the situation. 

George is not ready to do anything unt i l the market situation improves. 

Somewhat o f a Catch-22 situation. 

12.4.2 George's Present Situation 

W h e n putt ing d o w n the aspects o f George's situation according to Gist & 

Mitchell 's (1992) framework the fo l lowing picture appears (see Table 12.4). 

Table 12.4 George's present situation. 

Task Attributes 
Tough market situation - stuck in a market 

where price is the most important factor. 

Relatively poor financial situation - poor income 

the last years. Owner-employees make 

situation better by drawing below market 

salaries. 

1/5 ownership - need co-owners consent to 

make important decisions. 

Ability 

Only basic education - lacks knowledge in 

management. 1  

Some administrative skills - functions as hub o f 

company. 

Mainly internal experience - httle direct 

experience f rom sales. 

Personality (Tolerance for Ambiguity) 
Attitude: Average T A ; Action: Low T A 

Interpersonal Environment 
Management team/board weak - poor general 

competence. N o external member. 

Limited and weak network - basic contacts which 

contribute litde. 

Little positive vicarious experience - only meets 

regularly w i th neighbors. 

Task Strategies 
Wait and see - hopes for external changes. 

Overly cautious - does not want to engage in 

anything beyond what the company has done 

before. 

Task Effort 
Part-time retired. Only does what is needed to 

keep afloat for the moment. 

The task attributes point to that George currently is i n a situation that he has little 

control over. W i t h the current market situation, where they must spend most o f 
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the time producing tenders that only result i n orders just enough to survive, the 

room for action is l imited. Further, by staying in the old niche, the company has 

been forced to lower prices to a level that hardly gives them any margin at all. 

Since the majority at Hanson's Joinery also are owners, George has great 

f lexibi l i ty regarding financial matters. Un l ike an ordinary company that has to 

pay wages on a timely basis, Hanson's can postpone payments to owner-

employees in order to manage a potentially poor financial situation. However, in 

the end, the firm must produce an income that can give the owner-employees a 

fair day's pay. I t seems this has not been possible ever since the market 

plummeted in 1991. As a one-f i f th owner, George should have little possibihty to 

influence the company as he chooses. However, his dominant position, where 

others come to h i m for advice, makes h i m the important decision maker. 

Moreover, since George proposes a conservative strategy i t is easy for h i m to 

convince the majority to be careful and refrain f r o m doing anything that can 

jeopardize the survival o f the company. As C E O (knowing that he is needed and 

not easily replaced), he can use this as leverage to convince others to do as he 

proposes. 

George's interpersonal environment is quite weak. He has httle or no access to 

external competence related to the industry. The examples to leam f r o m are firms 

i n the same area and situation as Hanson's Joinery, which probably cannot 

provide much help. Rather, they could deceive George into believing that the 

company's situation is completely normal and, thus, difficult to do anything 

about. Regarding ability, George lacks management training, which over the 

years have restricted h i m i n his o w n view. Before the last downturn, he could 

guide his company to at least an acceptable performance, but during the last few 

years, he has been unable to find a way to perform well . Still, George is the only 

person at his f i r m that has any knowledge and experience in management. This 

has made h im the hub o f the company - both internally and towards customers. 

The contacts w i t h customers are almost exclusively based on the customer 

contacting George. The fact that George has a relatively l ow tolerance for 

ambiguity (in his actions) is probably an important factor behind that little 

proactive sales are made. George's strategy seems to be "wait and see". He is not 

acting himself unt i l the situation has improved and given them profits to act 

w i t h . Therefore, he says no to all new ventures that are proposed. I n his view, 

this cautious strategy is the best way to make sure that the company survives. 

George is retired part-time (50 %) and uses his part-time at the company to keep 

the f i r m afloat - no more, no less. 

12.4.3 Placing in Black's (1998) Entrepreneurial Grid 

Based on the presented case material, i t seems George and Hanson's Joinery have 

very l imi ted honing skills and poor enterprising skills. The accounts indicate that 

the company under George could satisfy customers fairly well i n their old 
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established niche. Still, the very poor productivity and the mainly reactive 

customer contacts (which often indicates that the knowledge about the customer 

is poor) indicate that they were not at all among the best i n their niche. The 

inability to establish any new products and/or customer groups indicate that the 

company is f i rmly confined to the once established niche. The company, headed 

by George, w o u l d then be characterized as a crofter, or perhaps a reactor w i t h 

worse honing skills than the average reactor. Although at least one person (the 

youngest co-owner) has ideas about developing (both through honing and 

enterprising) Hanson's Joinery, this person (like the rest o f the employees) lacks 

the competence to put these ideas into action. 

12.4.4 What Can Be Learnt from Hanson's Joinery? 

Stale in the Saddle 

W h e n comparing the account George gives w i t h the researcher's view, there are 

great discrepancies. Their profitability, which George deemed very good i n the 

late 1980s, was less than mediocre compared to the industry. Their strategic 

competence, which George scored as high on all three dimensions, is hardly high 

on any dimension. Their general production standard level was quite low, while 

George found i t to be like any other joinery factory. The same can be said about 

other aspects such as productivity, which is extremely low. I t is amazing that a 

company can be maintained when the turnover per employee is around 300 000 

SEK (where material often constitute half the cost o f the finished product). 

The reason for these discrepancies, most hkely, lies i n George's frame o f 

reference. George uses small, rather unsuccessful, joinery shops i n the 

neighborhood as benchmarks for their o w n performance. Even i f i t is comfort ing 

to find that there are firms i n a similar, or even worse, situation, George may be 

fool ing himself and putting the company at stake when not acknowledging the 

critical situation the company is i n . 

The end of the old-fashioned craft company? 

Is Hanson's poor situation point ing to that small traditional craft firms i n general 

are facing diff icult times? I t seems that turbulence requires the firm to be able to 

change from its traditional market when needed. They need enterprising skills 

(Black, 1998) The "crafters" (who resemble the traditional craft firm) lack 

enterprising skills (ibid). I n a turbulent market they w i l l f i n d that fewer and 

fewer customers buy their products (both because they can't supply the product 

to a competitive price and because the overall demand is lacking). However, 

since the crafter refrains from listening to the market, this w i l l come as a surprise 

and the crafter w i l l argue that the market is "malfunctioning". Using the same 

logic, there is nothing to do but to wait unt i l the market "functions" again. I n 

this wait ing period, the crafter may dream o f the time when customers were 

standing i n line to buy their products. 
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Part IV: 
Between-Case and Between-Part Analysis, and 

Conclusions and Implications 

13 Between-Case and Between-Part Analysis 

In this chapter, the between-case and between-part analysis will be made. In so doing, we 

will engage in a number of tasks. One task is an attempt to clarify some concepts and 

discuss some operationalizations and other method issues that have become clear when the 

results from both studies are available. A second, partly related, task is to put the 

framework in Chapter 3 to the test. Can the eight cases provide answers to the research 

questions put forward? Can the combination of Part One and Part Two further increase 

our understanding of the phenomenon being studied. Throughout this chapter, both the 

results from Part One and Part Two will be used. Directions for future studies will be 

given running. The disposition in this chapter is based on the disposition in Chapter 3. 

However, since CEO personality is a key factor, we will discuss the modified 

conceptualization of self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity first. This modified 

conceptualization will then be applied in the rest of the analysis. 

13.1 The Modified Conceptualization of Self-Efficacy and 
Tolerance for Ambiguity 

Self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity according to the questionnaire scores, 

did not coincide perfectly w i t h the researcher's view (based on interviews and 

observations). In the case descriptions, plausible explanations for the discrepancies 

were introduced as self-efficacy was spht into an internal and an external facet. 

Likewise, tolerance for ambiguity was split into an attitude and an action 

dimension. This w i l l be discussed next. 

13.1.1 Self-efficacy 

W h e n dividing self-efficacy into an internal and an external facet (see Table 

13.1), only one CEO's perceived self-efficacy still remains "inaccurate", namely 

Carl Smith's. His relatively high perceived self-efficacy cannot be l inked to 

confidence for either internal or external tasks. 
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Table 13.1 The eight CEO's self-reported self-efficacy, according to the questionnaire in 

1994 (Q94) and 1991 (Q91), and the researcher's evaluation of the 

CEO's internal and external self-efficacy, based on the interviews. 

Internal External 
Q 94 Q 97 Self-efficacy Self-efficacy 

Stan Hardy, Smalltown House 5,0 4,3 Very high Relatively high 
John Jones, Country Stairways 4,7 4,0 Relatively high 
Carl Smith, Components 3,3 4,0 Relatively low 
Robert Ericson, Bedrock Windows 3,0 3,0 Moderate* Relatively low 
Peter Mason, Riverside Joinery 4,8 4,8 High 
Fred Simons, Inland House 4,8 4,3 High 
Will iam Carlson, Window T e a m 3,2 3,7 Relatively high Relatively low 
George Larsen, Hanson's Joinery 3,5 3,3 Relatively low 

Relatively high regarding product development and production, relatively low regarding other intemal aspects 

The notion o f internal and external self-efficacy was based on indications that 

some CEOs had a relatively good grip on the internal facet o f the firm, whi le the 

external facet was less under control. I n a turbulent environment, the external 

facet is likely to become more important, and often cmcial, for good 

performance and survival i n the longer m n . The internal facet is important, but 

far less influential when the environment is changing. The idea that C E O self-

efficacy can have several facets agrees w i t h the basic definit ion o f self-efficacy, 

since i t is task specific (Gist, 1987). The task o f the C E O can be divided into 

internal and external sub-tasks, that are related, but still quite distinct. A lesson to 

leam for future studies may, thus, be to model C E O self-efficacy in at least two 

sub-facets (internal and external). I t could, perhaps, be f m i t f u l to further sub

divide these also (e.g. administrative, employee contact, customers, suppliers). 

13.1.2 Tolerance for Ambiguity 

The tolerance for ambiguity concept may also benefit f r o m being divided into 

components. This is done i n Chapters 5-12, as the researcher is presenting both 

the view regarding the CEO's attitude towards uncertainty, and h o w the 

uncertainty affects the CEO's ac t ion 1 2 7 . I n some cases, there were clear 

discrepancies between what the C E O felt about uncertainty and how i t affected 

his actions (see Table 13.2). I n most cases, the CEO's perceived tolerance for 

ambiguity could be l inked to at least one o f these dimensions. I t is only John 

Jones' relatively l o w score regarding perceived tolerance for ambiguity that still 

seems puzzhng, since the accounts clearly portray h i m as a person who has high 

tolerance for ambiguity, both i n attitudes and in actions. 

A related issue to tolerance for ambiguity in attitudes and in actions surfaced in Wiklund (1998). He found 
that the concept used for entrepreneurship (entrepreneurial orientation) contained both entrepreneurship "in 
theory" and " in practice". Entrepreneurship in practice (entrepreneurial behavior) would, he suggests, have been a 
better explanatory variable. This is related to our contention that tolerance for ambiguity in action probably would 
have made the results pertaining to tolerance for ambiguity in Part One even stronger. 
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Table 13.2 The eight CEO's self-reported tolerance for ambiguity according to the 

questionnaire in 1994 (Q94) and 1991 (Q91), and the researcher's 

evaluation of the CEO's tolerance for ambiguity in attitudes and actions 

based on the interviews. 

Q 94 Q 97 
Tolerance for ambiguity 

Attitudes Actions 
Stan Hardy , Smalltown House 4,0 3,5 Relatively high 
John Jones, Country Stairways 4,2 3,2 Relatively high 
Carl Smith, Components 2,8 2,0 Relatively low 
Robert Ericson, Bedrock Windows 2,2 3,0 Low Relatively high 
Peter Mason, Riverside Joinery 4,8 3,8 Relatively high 
Fred Simons, Inland House 3,0 3,0 Moderate High 
Will iam Carlson, Window T e a m 2,5 2,2 Low 
George Larsen, Hanson's Joinery 3,0 3,2 Moderate Low 

As can be seen in the table, there is a general decrease in perceived tolerance for 

ambiguity between 1994 and 1997. This is probably related to that the industry 

as a whole is i n a tougher situation in 1997, compared to 1994. Moreover, i n 

1997, each o f the CEOs has experienced three more years o f this situation, 

which may have caused them to lower their tolerance for ambiguity. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, tolerance for ambiguity is not directly linked to action 

in its original definition (Dermer, 1973). The operationalization o f the constmct 

in Part One tried to l ink it to behavior. However, by looking at the 

questionnaire items (see Part One, Appendix 4, page 1, bo t tom four questions) i t 

is clear that they probe both attitude and behavior. The data concerning 

uncertainty collected in Part T w o , is also related to both attitudes and behavior 

(or action, see Appendix 4, Section 5). 

For a firm to be successful it seems more important that the C E O has a tolerance 

for ambiguity i n relation to action (Lipshitz & Strauss, 1997). I f the uncertainty 

delays or blocks action for the CEO, i t is bound to have an influence on the firm. 

I f the uncertainty mainly affects the C E O by making h i m or her uneasy, the 

influence is not as severe. A comparison between Fred Simons at Inland House 

and George Larsen at Hanson's Joinery can illustrate this. They have about the 

same score regarding tolerance for ambiguity that seems to reflect their moderate 

tolerance for ambiguity in attitudes. They both find uncertainty somewhat 

troubhng to live w i t h . However, while Fred acts boldly, George acts very 

cautiously. 
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I n the longer run, i t is likely that a person's attitude towards uncertainty also w i l l 

affect this person's actions 1 2 8 . But, as the case studies show, at least i n the shorter 

run, a person may view uncertainty as bothersome, while he is still able to act, i n 

spite o f the uncertainty. Perhaps Bedrock Windows and its C E O , Robert 

Ericson, is the most striking example o f this. Robert displays clear aversions 

against the uncertainty that is related to doing business in general and operating 

in a turbulent industry specifically. Still, he has been able to manage his company 

relatively wel l the last couple o f years. The recent investment i n new flexible 

production equipment (based on changed customer demand) is definitely a bold 

act taken under considerable uncertainty. 

Since the action component o f tolerance for ambiguity seems more important, i t 

appears wise to include this component i n future studies. Still, the attitude 

component may also be o f interest, especially i f a longitudinal study is done. 

Then, i t w i l l be possible to see how attitudes and actions affect each other over 

time. I t is also possible that actions taken by a person who dislikes uncertainty 

lead to worse outcomes than actions taken by a person who has positive or 

neutral attitudes towards uncertainty. Thus, both aspects seem to merit inclusion. 

13.2 Firm Performance 

13.2.1 Introduction 

W h e n looking at the eight case study firms, i t becomes clear that they perform 

widely different. This was anticipated, since the cases were chosen based on their 

performance, where four were high performers and four were l o w performers i n 

1994. Since 1994, a lot has happened. One high performer i n 1994 filed for 

bankmptcy in 1997, while one l o w performer i n 1994 performed relatively wel l 

i n 1997. This indicates that i t is important to keep track o f performance (and 

other factors) over a longer time period. The "snapshot" o f the industry, made 

by Part One, is informative, but wi thout knowing the history (the years leading 

up to 1994) and the future (the years f r o m 1994 to 1997 in this case), a single 

year doesn't say that much. Kimberly & Bouchikhi (1995) definitely have a point 

when they say that the present is shaped, and the future is constrained, by the 

past. But , i t is important to note that the future is constrained, and not predicted, 

by the past. A n actor can, as this study shows, act to change a threatening 

situation to become more benign. The opposite is also possible. By not acting, or 

by acting unwisely, a benign situation may soon become threatening. Al though 

performance is far f r o m the only factor that is important i n establishing the 

severity o f a situation, i t is clearly very influential. 

1 2 8 Successful action in uncertain environments may also influence the attitudes towards uncertainty in a positive 
way. That is, a person who is able to act, in spite of having negative attitudes towards uncertainty, may gain 
more positive attitudes towards uncertainty, which in turn may facilitate action under uncertainty. Whether it is 
the attitudes or actions that change probably depends on how " f i rm" the attitudes are "planted" in the persons 
personality. 
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13.2.2 Bankruptcy as Performance Evaluator 

One aspect o f performance, the ability to avoid bankmptcy, actually tells very 

httle about a firm's other aspects o f performance (i.e. market and financial 

performance). A m o n g survivors, we f i nd both high performing firms and low 

performing firms. Likewise, a bankmptcy does not necessarily mean that the 

financial and market performance are poor. The three cases o f bankmptcy 

portray three firms w i t h very different situations. Riverside Joinery had poor 

financial, but quite good, market performance just prior to their bankmptcy. 

The company had been bleeding financially for a long time, while the market 

performance had become gradually better. 

Components filed for bankmptcy in a situation when they had both poor 

financial and market performance after having had good market performance the 

year prior to the bankmptcy. Moreover, Components ended up i n bankmptcy 

after having been very successful, especially financially, but also i n market terms a 

few years back. This poor performance, just prior to the bankmptcy, was related 

to the abandonment o f the company's major market, Germany. This market had 

produced heavy sales growth, but also heavy losses the last few years. W i t h o u t the 

sales to Germany, the company was stuck w i t h too much capacity (mainly in 

terms o f manpower) for the situation. The cost for this capacity made the 

company bleed financially. Al though the bankmptcy indicated poor 

performance, the fact that the company could reorganize w i t h the same C E O 

(but a new major owner) is an indication that the company may have prospects 

in the future. 

The th i rd bankruptcy, which involved Inland House, can be seen as essentially 

different f r o m the other two. Here, the company's performance was not 

especially poor at the time o f the bankmptcy. Rather, the bankmptcy was 

designed to prevent the company f r o m performing poorly. By filing for 

bankmptcy, the C E O could avoid the stalemate produced by the earlier 

bankmptcy o f Inland House's main owner - a stalemate that left the company 

powerless and bound to slowly demise. By the bankmptcy, the company could 

start over, and control its o w n fate. 

The three cases, thus, portray quite different forms o f bankmptcies. First, they 

differ i n how they came about. Riverside Joinery was forced into bankruptcy 

after having performed poorly (financially) over an extended period. This wou ld 

be related to the category that D 'Aven i (1989) labels as "lingerer". Components 

went f r o m a good performance to an increasingly worse (financial) performance, 

w h i c h ended i n bankmptcy. This fits the "gradual decliner" category (ibid). 

Inland House showed a good performance prior to the bankmptcy, therefore, 

they fit very wel l i n the "sudden decliner" category (ibid). 
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The second difference is the outcome o f the bankmptcies. Riverside Joinery 

ceased to exist after its bankmptcy, whi le the situation for Components is 

uncertain. The company, at least, still exists on the market. Inland House could 

continue their operations fairly wel l . The year after the bankmptcy, the company 

produced a relatively good financial performance (although the company later 

had a very poor performance). 

A third difference, related to the other two , is how the firm's performance 

affected the way they f i led for bankmptcy. Whi le Riverside Joinery was forced 

to do so since funds were drained, Components had more o f a choice (perhaps 

mostly related to t iming). Inland House is the only f i r m that wasn't pressed by 

prior poor performance. Rather, the proactive f i l ing for bankmptcy was 

motivated by a threat o f future poor performance i f the situation was to 

continue. 

These differences show that bankmptcy, as such, may be a very dull too l for 

performance evaluation. The histories behind the bankmptcies i n our three cases 

indicate that bankmptcies may be very heterogeneous. However, i f we also take 

into consideration whether the f i r m is able to reorganize or not, we w i l l be much 

better informed. This was also evidenced i n Part One. Reorganizations had some 

similarities w i t h (final) bankmptcies, but also many similarities w i t h survivors. 

13.2.3 Self-Reported Performance vs. Performance According to 
Annual Reports 

The congruency between self-reported performance and performance according 

to annual reports is not perfect. As is described i n the cases, there are both 

overestimations and underestimations. These discrepancies are also, i n part, 

analyzed in each case. Here, we w i l l look at the overall pattern. Table 13.3 shows 

the eight CEOs' self-report (for sales growth and profitability) i n relation to the 

information given i n the annual reports and industry statistics. 

Table 13.3 The eight CEOs' self-reported profitability and sales growth for 1992, 

1994 and 1997 in comparison to annual reports and industry statistics. 

Smalltown Country Compo Bedrock Riverside Inland Window Hanson's 
House Stairways nents Windows Joinery House Team Joinery 

R O A 1992 A S UE A S UE C UE S UE A C OE 
R O A 1994 S OE S UE A A SOE S OE A C OE 
R O A 1997 A S UE S OE A N / A A C O E C O E 

Growth 1992 S OE A C O E S OE C UE N / A S UE S OE 
Growth 1994 C O E A/S UE S UE A S UE S UE A A 
Growth 1997 S OE A A S OE N / A A S OE C OE 
A: Accurately reported; S: Somewhat; C: Clearly; OE: Overestimated; UE: Underestimated 

The firms that had good "overall" performance in 1994 take up the first four 

columns in the table, while the firms that had poor "overall" performance in 
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1994 take up the last four columns. For 1994, w i t h the exception o f Stan Hardy 

at Smalltown House, all good performers either underestimate their performance 

or display it accurately. For poor performers, the opposite is tme (but only for 

R O A ) . A l l , either overestimate their R O A or display it accurately. This indicates 

that there is a tendency among the CEOs to rate their performance as more 

"average" than i t , in fact, is. The performance "gap" between poor and good 

performers (at least for R O A ) is, therefore, most likely, greater than is portrayed 

in Part One. The reason for this tendency towards the center could, partly, be 

related to that different firms have different reference points (cf. section 13.5, 

where this is discussed in relation to strategic competence). W i n d o w Team and 

Hanson's Joinery tend to compare their performance w i t h local, relatively weak, 

competitors, which is likely to result i n an overestimation o f their performance i n 

relation to the industry as a whole. More successful firms instead tend to compare 

their performance w i t h other successful competitors, which is likely to produce a 

self-reported performance that is underestimated in relation to the industry 1 2 9 . 

Another reason may be that the CEO's self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity 

may help the C E O to better estimate his firm's performance. By having better 

self-efficacy, the C E O is hkely to have a better grip on his firm's performance, 

especially in relation to the competition. Likewise, tolerance for ambiguity 

should be helpful for a C E O i n evaluating firm performance in a less than stable 

market situation. However, the CEOs who , in 1994, had higher composite level 

o f self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity were not more accurate in estimating 

their performance (regarding 1994) than their counterparts w i t h a lower 

composite trait score. Rather, the high trait group (Smalltown House, Country 

Stairways, Riverside Joinery and Inland House) had only one fairly accurate 

estimation, while the low trait group (Components, Bedrock Windows, W i n d o w 

Team and Hanson's Joinery) had six accurate estimations. 

But, i f we look at the present (i.e. 1997) performance, i t seems that the CEOs 

w i t h higher composite trait level are, on average, more accurate in their self-

report than CEOs w i t h lower self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity. Four out 

o f six (Riverside Joinery N / A since they filed for bankmptcy in early 1997) 

estimations (66 %) are accurately reported i n the former group, while only two 

out o f eight estimations (25 %) are accurately reported i n the latter group. 

Moreover, the only clear mis-estimations are found i n the latter group. Thus, the 

evidence is inconclusive. 

l z " A plausible reason (that also agrees with the discussed phenomenon) why Stan Hardy breaks the pattem is 
given in Chapter 5, in relation to the presentation of the self-report. Smalltown House has one strong major 
competitor which has performed quite poorly. Stan's self-report is probably made in comparison to this 
competitor, rather than in comparison to the industry as a whole. 
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13.3 Firm Orientation 

I n discussing firm orientation, we w i l l first address the issue o f absolute and 

relative levels when looking at firm orientation, and other method-related issues. 

Then, we w i l l discuss indications o f h o w firm orientation (as i t was reported i n 

the case studies) could influence a firm. From this discussion, insights regarding 

how firm orientation could be used i n future studies should emerge. 

13.3.1 Absolute vs. Relative Firm Orientation and Some Method-
Related Issues 

The problem related to absolute vs. relative firm orientation has already been 

discussed i n Chapter 3. Part One had the disadvantage o f looking only at the 

relative orientation, and not at the absolute strength o f the two tentatively 

opposing orientations. As anticipated, two firms w i t h similar relative orientation, 

for example a balance between planning and implementation, could be quite 

different. For instance, both Smalltown House and Hanson's Joinery have a score 

on this dimension that is close to the center. However, as laid out i n the case 

descriptions, the reason for this score is quite different. Smalltown House is 

oriented towards both planning and implementation, whi le Hanson's Joinery is 

oriented towards neither planning nor implementation. For a new questionnaire 

study, i t might be better to look at both absolute, but also relative, levels 

regarding firm orientation. I t is the opinion o f this researcher that this w i l l 

increase the hkehhood that firm orientation can be linked directly to 

performance. The evidence i n Part T w o tends to show that the most successful 

firms (Smalltown House and Country Stairways) tend to have stronger absolute 

firm orientations than the other firms. The lowest absolute firm orientations seem 

to be found i n Hanson's Joinery and W i n d o w Team, two firms that portray poor 

performance. 

Another problem is related to the not ion that the C E O may have a different view 

than the employees. Although few significant differences were found (mainly due 

to hmited number o f observations) between C E O , whi te collar employees, and 

blue collar employees (see Appendix 8), there are indications that there may be 

actual differences i n h o w these three groups view "how things are done" in the 

firm. For instance, Stan Hardy (the CEO) perceives Smalltown House to be 

market oriented, while the whi te collar employees perceive i t to be internally 

oriented. One reason for the discrepancies probably lies i n the operationalization 

o f firm orientation. This can be improved by adding items and testing these, 

using factor analysis. This w i l l also enable us to draw conclusions about how the 

"pairs" o f firm orientations (i.e. Internal-Market, Implementation-Planning, and 

Results-Process) are related internally, and to each other. For instance, are the 

poles i n each pair negatively correlated (e.g. more market orientation is 

associated w i t h less internal orientation), as is speculated in Part One, or are they, 
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perhaps, positively correlated (i.e. more market orientation is associated w i t h 

more internal orientation), as is indicated by Part T w o and discussed in the 

preceding paragraph? 

13.3.2 The Influence of Firm Orientation 

Internal - Market 
The proposition in Part One, that market orientation (at the cost of internal 

orientation) may be dysfunctional, finds some support i n this study. Riverside 

Joinery, clearly, had an external focus on their activities as they were trying to 

drum up new customers. However, the l ow internal efficiency (as evidenced by 

the l o w productivity) slowly made the company weaker and weaker. Despite 

increase in sales, no profits could be made. The production manager at Riverside 

Joinery urged for better production equipment at an early stage, but not unt i l the 

company was more or less out o f the game, d id the C E O agree to invest in 

internal efficiency. 

Also the other bankmptcy, i n Components, may be related to lack o f internal 

efficiency and too much attention to the customer. The background o f the 

bankmptcy was the poor profitability that the German orders produced. After 

having been very thorough about knowing costs and making sure the orders f i t 

the company's production, the German orders violated these "mles". Neither 

Carl, nor anybody else at Components, was aware o f the real costs. Making one-

family houses instead o f larger projects suited their organization poorly. The 

company lost control to the customers. Previously, they could satisfy customers 

and be efficient internally. I n Germany, satisfying the customers meant poor 

internal efficiency for Components. 

The only significant results regarding Internal - Market i n Part One pertained to 

that bankmpt firms were biased towards the market. The two bankmptcies 

among the cases, thus, tend to support this. A m o n g survivors, no relationship 

between this firm orientation and performance could be detected. John Jones in 

Country Stairways noted that he tried to find a balance between internal and 

external aspects at a high level. He found this task to be very difficult . I f the 

external aspects are focused on too much, the profitability may suffer, and i f 

internal aspects are focused on too much, the growth may come to a halt. 

However, this account tends to support our hypotheses in Part One. A bias 

towards the market is likely to be related to better market performance, while a 

bias towards internal factors is likely to be related to better financial performance. 

Thus, the reason why no significant results emerged for internal - market 

orientation on market and financial performance in Part One is still a mystery. 

One potential reason for the lack o f results could be related to the 

operationahzation, which only consists o f two items. Another reason may be that 

an orientation need not result i n the necessary action needed for performance. 
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For instance, even i f a f i r m adapts to the customer i n every way, i t is not certain 

that they have the competence to satisfy this customer and attain good market 

performance. 

Implementation - Planning 
I n the theory section, we put forward doubts about the way Part One had 

conceptualized planning. Especially the insights f r o m Stone & Bmsh (1996) 

indicated that we should look at planning i n a different way. As they note, there 

is great difference between planning aimed at getting legitimacy, and planning 

aimed at getting commitment. Whi l e the first may be both negatively (e.g. 

planning for planning's sake), and positively (e.g. planning that reduces barriers 

for action), related to implementation, the latter is clearly positively related to 

implementation (since commitment facilitates action). Their model can help us 

distinguish between the different types o f planning. 

However, Stone & Brush's model may, perhaps, be more useful i f a "time 

pressure" (normal vs. crisis situation) dimension is added. W e argue that different 

approaches w i l l be most efficient, based on how urgent i t is to implement 

something. Country Stairways portrays this very wel l . A matter that was not 

especiaUy urgent is the implementation o f the ISO9000 quality control routine. 

I n the beginning, John tried to implement this routine by simply teUing the 

employees to foUow the steps he had planned (i.e. formal planning). He 

understood that this plan w o u l d fail when employees showed disinterest and 

doubts when forced to work w i t h i t . He, then, realized that he needed to 

convince the employees that the introduction o f ISO9000 made sense. Therefore, 

by getting commitment for the idea, by discussing i t informally over an extended 

period (i.e. interpretative planning), he managed to implement the plan i n a way 

that seems better than the formal way. The employees "believed" in the plan and, 

therefore, were likely to take active part i n the implementation, (cf. Bohman & 

Johansson-Lindfors, 1998 about changing subordinates to cooperators). 

Another time, John was faced w i t h a situation that left no room for prolonged 

discussions w i t h the employees. The crisis that started when a large retailer i n 

Germany lost virtuaUy aU sales i n a short period o f time was dealt w i t h by John i n 

a very hands-on manner. He converted a semi-ready plan into action as soon as 

he could by taking the lead and push for results. This is more related to formal 

planning. Figure 13.1 displays the proposed relationship between the two types o f 

planning and their effectiveness under different time pressures. This can be related 

to finding a fit between the designer (the CEO) and the users (the employees) i n 

Ginzberg's (1980, p. 370) model for implementation. 
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Bias towards Bias towards 

Little time pressure 
"Normal" 

Strong time pressure 
"Crisis" 

Likely to be more ineffective, 

since employees are not 

convinced about the usefulness 

o f what is planned to be 

implemented. 

Likely to be more effective, 

since employees are more 

hkely to commit to the plans 

and out o f free w i l l take active 

part in the implementation. 

Likely to be more effective, 

since there is too little time to 

build commitment. Action 

must fol low promptiy after 

the planning is done. 

Likely to be more ineffective, 

since commitment takes time 

to build. When employees 

have become committed, i t 

might be to late for action. 

Figure 13.1 Proposed relationships between the choice of bias towards formal or 

interpretative planning and the effectiveness in implementation under 

different time pressures (normal or crisis). 

One o f the most positive aspects o f getting employees committed is the changed 

use o f control by the C E O . Instead o f having to control that a certain routine 

(e.g. an ISO9000 quality system) is fo l lowed, the C E O can depend on the 

employees' cooperation and even count on them, in t u m , persuading others 

about the usefulness o f the routine. A shift f r o m control over to control with has 

occurred (Boland, 1979). Likewise, we can talk about a shift f r o m strict formal 

rationality (Weber, 1947), to include elements o f communicative rationality (cf. 

Kle in & Hirschheim, 1991 for a review o f different types o f rationality i n the 

organizational context). 

Even i f a short-term crisis may force the C E O to plan and take action wi thout 

first getting the employees committed, i t is probably easier for a C E O , who 

normally wants commitment, to "get away" w i t h an exception now and then. 

The employees under such a C E O are more hkely to "understand" that certain 

situations must be dealt w i t h more promptly. However, i f the C E O seldom seeks 

commitment, also the occasions when commitment should not be sought (i.e. 

when time pressure is high), may lead to resistance. Thus, i n order to be able to 

be effective, the planning type needs to be matched to the situation. 

Overemphasizing formal planning is l ikely to be the worst choice (since the 

employees are likely to put up resistance), but inappropriate use o f interpretative 

planning may also result i n failure because o f acting too late i n some situations. 

Formal planning i n Stone & Bmsh's (1996) model is what management schools 

teach their students and i t is this k ind o f planning that a company engages i n to 

show that i t is (formally) rational and legitimate. Looking at our cases, elements 

o f this k i n d of planning are found, most clearly, i n Smalltown House, Inland 

House, Riverside Joinery and (as already mentioned) Country Stairways. In 

Smalltown House, i t is necessary because o f its size, and in the other three, i t 

probably has to do w i t h the CEO's education, (ibid). 
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Example o f abbreviated planning (Stone & Brush, 1996), e.g. when the C E O 

needs plans for getting the board's formal approval, but does not want to be 

bound by these, is also found i n Country Stairways. Bo th John himself and an 

employee indicated that different plans were used for the board and for internal 

matters. This seems natural. The board is likely to be requesting classical formal 

plans. Wi thou t formal plans, John is not likely to get the board's commitment. 

Here, commitment comes f r o m formality. Inside the company, when plans need 

to be put into action, commitment is more likely to result f r o m communication. 

A reason w h y Peter at Riverside Joinery had problems getting the employees' 

commitment for his ideas may be because he overemphasized the formal aspects 

o f plans (and, thus, paid too httle attention to communication). The accounts tend 

to portray Peter as a person who mainly gave orders (formal plans). The 

employees were not committed to his plans. Rather, they tried to avoid having 

to fo l low his plans, since they did not f ind them appropriate. Moreover, the plans 

that he used to acquire the financiers continued support, were, according to the 

employees, even more unreahstic and they saw them as "wishful th inking". A n 

indication o f decoupled planning (Stone & Bmsh, 1996). 

Similar problems as Peter had in his f i rm , are also found i n Components and 

Inland House. Both Carl and Fred had some problems convincing their co-

owners/ employees about a certain course o f action. Especially i n Inland House, 

this is probably related to the CEO's university education. A t university, we are 

taught to argue for our case i n rational terms i f we want to be heard. This seems 

related to persuasion. Persuasion works in the board room setting, but not on the 

shop floor. Attempts o f persuasion in this setting w i l l probably only result i n 

resistance. Here, i t takes convincing, which is more diff icul t and time 

consuming, since i t related to communication. This indicates that higher 

education may cause problems, when faced w i t h the task o f implementing plans. 

The discussion above indicates that the issue o f planning and implementation may 

be important for whether a C E O is successful or not. Therefore, i t wou ld be 

interesting to see future studies that operationalize planning according to Stone & 

Bmsh's (1996) model, w i t h the inclusion o f the ideas given above f r o m this 

study. 

Results - Process 
Since this dimension was not included in Part One, the relationship between 

C E O personality, results - process orientation and performance is not reported in 

Part One. However, the questionnaire sent out i n 1994, included questions about 

this dimension. This enables us to display the results here (see Figure 13.2). As for 

the other two firm orientation dimensions, the "pair" is seen as opposing 
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orientations. I n other words, we only measure the relative orientation towards 

either results or process. 

Need for Cognition 

Tolerance for Ambiguity 

Self-Efficacy 

Numbers refer to beta-weights (standardized coefficients), for f i rm performance the influence of the other two firm 
orientations are partialled out. *: p<0.10, **:p<0.05 (n=139, all still operating firms) 

Figure 13.2 The relationship between CEO personality, results-process orientation and 

firm performance in the questionnaire sample. 

The results show that the only influence f r o m C E O personality is the connection 

between higher self-efficacy and a bias for results orientation (p<0.05). The 

impact on performance is interesting. Neither o f the two other firm orientations 

could evidence any impact on firm performance in Part One. For this firm 

orientation, the results show that a tendency towards results orientation is linked 

to better financial (p<0.05) and market (p<0.10) performance. 

This result indicates that results orientation may be an important instrument for 

CEOs w i t h better self-efficacy to reach better performance 1 3 0 . I n the case studies, 

there is at least one case that clearly supports this, namely Smalltown House. The 

C E O , Stan Hardy, who has high self-efficacy, is very results oriented and has 

organized the entire firm according to this. For instance, employees are paid 

strictly i n relation to what they accomplish (in f o r m o f a piece-rate system or by 

performance evaluations), and suppliers are evaluated mainly on price (given a 

certain standard). The results orientation seems to be one important element that 

has produced high performance for Smalltown House. 

A l l firms in this study could be considered having relatively l o w task variety 

(Macintoch, 1985), implying that the same general types o f tasks are repeated 

over and over. The task knowledge (ibid) varies among the firms. In some firms, 

where the products are more standardized, i t is possible to gain good task 

knowledge, while i n other firms, where products tend to be unstandardized, this 

1 J U Since the results in Part One report a non-significant relation between CEO self-efficacy and financial 
performance, the effect of CEO self-efficacy on financial performance, via results orientation, is canceled out by 
other factors. One such factor could be how the CEO goes about implementing his plans, as discussed above. 

Financial Performance 

Market Performance 
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task knowledge w i l l remain unknown. Macintosh (1985) labels the former type o f 

firms as having routine technology, while the latter have craft technology. 

A m o n g the eight cases, two f i t the first category, namely Smalltown House and 

Bedrock Windows, that both have quite standardized products. The other six 

companies market mainly unstandardized products. 

Both i n Smalltown House and i n Bedrock Windows, i t should be possible to 

determine the best way to work (since the exact same procedure w i l l be repeated 

many times). B y using the methods developed by scientific management (Taylor, 

1947), appropriate behavior (procedures) i n certain situations can be established. 

I n other words, i t is possible to apply process (or behavioral) control (Ouchi , 

1979) to many situations in these two firms. However, for some situations, such 

as marketing (including sales), i t may be difficult - even impossible - to find a 

"best way". Then, results (or output) control is an option. By paying attention to 

the outcome (i.e. rewarding employees for achieving results), i t is possible to 

control the employees, and, i n the end, the company. I n the other six firms, 

process control is not possible other than in a l imited number o f situations. Here, 

results control is the only option for most situations. 

The two firms that are able to apply process control have two very different 

approaches to control. Smalltown House seems, on top o f the strong results 

orientation, also to have strong process control i n the company's production 

department. Taylor has been an important inspiration for Stan when developing 

his company. I n line w i t h scientific management, a "best way" to do a task has 

been established (related to process control i n Ouchi's (1979) model). But , at 

Smalltown House, there is no obligation to w o r k according to the procedures 

that have been established. Everybody is free to work as they please, but their 

pay is based on piece-rate contracts (and a pay which is too l o w w i l l result i n 

dismissal i n the end). This leads to a de-facto process control. 

A t Bedrock Windows, we f i n d the opposite situation compared to Smalltown 

House - weak results orientation and weak process control. Whi le the company 

has been successful, wi thout results orientation i n the past, the present situation 

seems to call for a stronger results orientation. Robert Ericson, the C E O at 

Bedrock Windows, is, however, uncertain h o w a results orientation can be 

established. H e has pondered about i t a lot, according to his o w n account, but has 

not been able to come up w i t h any solution. The process orientation i n this firm 

(that is indicated by the questionnaire), is not related to carefully chosen 

procedures to fo l low (i.e. process control; Ouchi , 1979). Rather, i t seems to be 

related to a "laizzez-faire" approach, where the C E O has left the " h o w " to the 

production employees wi thout asking for results. Based on this apparent lack o f 

control, the relatively poor performance today is perhaps easier to understand 

than the very good performance that the firm experienced earlier. The different 
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approach to control i n these two firms is, probably, highly related to the 

respective CEO's self-efEcacy. By perceiving himself to be in control, i t is easier 

to apply control. O r vice versa, by being able to apply control, the C E O w i l l 

perceive himself to be better i n control. 

For the six firms where results control is the only real option for control, i t is 

more difficult to find a pattern. The only C E O who perceives the company to be 

process oriented is George at Hanson's Joinery. W e speculated, based on 

George's notion that the prices on the market were "wrong", that changing to 

process orientation might be a way to cope w i t h poor results. By inferring that 

the process is important, i t is easier to "live w i t h yourse l f , despite poor results. 

George also rated their customer satisfaction as superior to other firms, further 

implying that he believes the company is doing the right thing, wi thout being 

rewarded accordingly (due to a malfunctioning market). 

The above indicates that all our three firm orientation dimensions have potential 

i n helping us understand small firm performance. W e only need to refine the 

operationalizations. This includes, as noted above, looking at absolute 

orientations, apart f r o m relative. W e also need to refine the scales developed for 

Part One by adding items and testing these (see e.g. DeVellis, 1991). 

13.4 The Influence of the C E O 

There is no secret that this study focuses on the C E O and his (or her) influence 

on the small firm. Part One gave clear indications that the C E O seems to matter 

for the well-being o f his or her firm. The case studies have also shown that the 

C E O is the key player i n every firm. This is i n hne w i t h Mintzberg's (1972) 

findings. However, some CEOs tend to be more influential than others. Some 

CEOs act i n a way which makes lasting impressions on their firms, whi le other 

CEOs are less active i n their w o r k as C E O . A striking example o f the first type is 

Stan Hardy, C E O at Smalltown House. He personifies Smalltown House, both 

among the employees and among the public. As discussed in connection w i t h the 

case description, i t is easy to l ink Stan Hardy, both to the firm orientation and 

the strategy at Smalltown House. George Larsen at Hanson's Joinery is a CEO 

who belongs to the less active category. The characteristics o f Hanson's Joinery 

are probably more related to George's father-in-law, w h o ran the company for a 

long time. George seems to be more involved in keeping the status quo than 

making his o w n impression on the company. 

Using the Bohman & Johansson-Lindfors (1998) typology, both Stan and George 

belong to the administrative group, where the main ambition is to stay in 

business. Also W i l l i a m Carlson at W i n d o w Team and Carl Smith at Components 

belong here. Thus, half o f our cases belong to this group. John Jones at Country 

Stairways and Fred Simons at Inland House could, perhaps, be seen as 
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industrialists, since they are both trying to develop their firms, based on company 

networks and cooperation w i t h other firms. This can be seen as finding synergies 

between their o w n firm and other firms. Peter Mason at Riverside Joinery is 

perhaps related to the opportunistic type, for w h o m the actual business deal is the 

main attraction. Finally, Robert Ericson at Bedrock Windows seems to be related 

to the incubative type. Innovations, i n products, production and computer 

systems have been his main tasks during his CEO-ship. I t seems these types are 

valid, since the case firms can be placed i n the four groups. However, we beheve 

that Black's (1998) framework is more powerful , especiaUy i n a turbulent 

environment and i f we want to l ink the types to personality and firm 

performance. 

13.4.1 Black's Framework - Honing and Enterprising 

Next, we wiU place the eight firms in Black's (1998) model, according to the 

analysis given for each firm. W e wül summarize this analysis by presenting the 

actions and other evidence related to honing and enterprising f r o m each firm. 

The honing and enterprising refer to the firm's "present" situation. H o n i n g is 

divided into an internal and an external facet, where the former mainly has to do 

w i t h the production and the latter w i t h h o w the company attends to " o l d " 

customers. When it is possible to attribute the firm's honing or enterprising skiUs 

to a person (for instance the C E O ) , or group o f persons, this wiU be done. See 

Table 13.4. From this, the placing i n Black's model is done i n Figure 13.3. 
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Table 13.4 Actions and other evidence related to honing and enterprising in the eight 

firms. Person(s), if any, who mainly possesses the honing/enterprising skills, 

is displayed in brackets. 

Actions and other evidence Actions and other evidence  
related to honing related to enterprising 

Smalltown Internal: Operations fine-tuned. Very 

House n ' S n productivity. (CEO) External: 
New types o f houses are released 

M M ' Market yearly, based on customers' present 

, . demands or competitors' earlier 
M a n a g C r designs. (CEO, M M ) 

A new geographical market was 

entered successfully a few years 

back, and more markets are 

prospected. New features on the 

houses make them interesting for a 

new type o f customer. ( M M ) 

Country Internal: Flexible production wi th 

Stairways NC-machines. High productivity. 

(CEO) External: Monitors 

GSR' German competitors and listen closely to 

„ , „ customer demands and let this guide 

^ l e S K e p - action. (CEO, GSR) 

New customers in both old (GSR) 

and new (CEO) geographical areas 

could be found on short notice. 

Prospective markets are being 

evaluated at close range (e.g. by 

participating at fairs). (CEO) 

Components Internal: Flexible, but not very cost-
efficient, production. Litde production 

development. External: Some 

product development to satisfy 

customer demands. 

Attempt to market their product in 

Germany failed, despite great sales 

volumes. Poor knowledge o f this 

market (related to usage of sales 

rep.), led to significant losses. 

Bedrock Internal: Recent investment makes 

Windows t n e c o m P a n y very flexible and w i l l 
probably boost the productivity. 

* * r i . w i (CEO) External: Customer demands 
M D : Markeüng K ' 
„ influence company action. (CEO) The 
Department . , , 

window school. (MU) 

New markets have been entered the 

last couple of years. (CEO) The 

Window School. (MD) A new line 

of windows is being developed, 

which is intended to attract new 

customer groups. (CEO) 

Riverside Internal: Operations not very efficient 

Joinery (poor productivity). External: Tried 
to influence main customer to change 
rather than adjust to their demands. 

Could find new customers on new 

markets that resulted in increased 

sales, but still not a profit for the 

firm as a whole. Wanted to change 

main customer's operations (CEO). 

Inland Internal: Flexible, but not very cost-

House efficient, production. Some production 
development. External: Close 

/- customer contacts that influence 
CO: Co-Owner 

action to great extent. (CO) 

Successful (after having had some 

problems) new market entry in 

Germany. (CEO) 

Window Internal: Fairly flexible, but not cost-

Team efficient, production, wi th no 
development. External: Listens and 

„ _ adjusts to customers demands. Some 
C O : Co-Owner J 

product development. (CO) 

Has not been able to f i nd new 

customer groups or new markets to 

replace the lost sales to old 

customers. 

Hanson's Internal: Very poor productivity. N o 

Joinery production development. External: 
Dislikes some, but still adjusts to, 
customer demands. N o product 

development. 

Has not been able to find new 
customer groups or new markets to 

replace the lost sales to old 
customers. 
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Honing 

High 
Initiators of Within 
Niche Innovation 
(Quality, Speed of 
Response, Customer 
Orientation, etc.) 

Moderate 
Second Movers on 
Within Niche 
Innovation 

Low.. . 

See Norms 
Acceptance of 
Established Norms / 
Initial Creation o f 
Norms in New Markets 

No... 
Ignore 

Norms 
No Commitment to 
Others' Norms 

Enterprising 

Low to None 
Estabhshed Niche 
Acceptance 

Moderate 
Current Niche 
Modification 

High 
New Market Niche 
Creation/Discovery 

Honing 
Drivers 

Cost Cutters 

High 
Performance 

Drivers 

I Smalltown House Ii 

Dynamic 
Balancers 

^^^^H-jouseJ j c o m p ö n e n t s ^ l j 

Reactors _ — 

[Riverside Joinery I  

^jJimkrø^T^^^^ 

Hanson^mneryJ— 

Crafters 

H 
Customizers 

Pouncers 

Dynamic 
Drivers 

Innovation 

Drivers 

Knowledge 
Drivers 

Knowledge 
Prospectors 

Figure 13.3 The eight cases, placed according to the researcher's view (see Table 13.4) 

on their honing and enterprising skills. 

The placing can, o f course, be questioned. However, the relative positions are 

probably fairly accurate. As noted i n Chapter 3, honing skills were tentatively 

related to self-efficacy, while enterprising skills were related to, mainly, tolerance 

for ambiguity, but also self-efficacy. This agrees w i t h the majority o f the cases, 

w i t h two exceptions. Riverside Joinery (where the C E O has both high tolerance 

for ambiguity and high self-efficacy) should have been able to have both better 

honing and enterprising skills, while Bedrock Windows (where the C E O has 

mixed tolerance for ambiguity (low i n attitudes and high i n actions) and low 

general self-efficacy) has greater honing and enterprising skills than expected 

f r o m questionnaire data. For the rest o f the firms, the placing does not disagree 

w i t h the CEO's level o f tolerance for ambiguity and self-efficacy. 
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The three firms w i t h poor enterprising skills are all reactors (Hanson's Joinery 

perhaps strong crafter). I n accordance w i t h the definition, reactors tend to know 

their industry's norms, but they are slow to change. This seems correct for 

Hanson's Joinery, W i n d o w Team and Components. For the first two firms, the 

changed conditions i n their niche has not led to any response (in f o r m of changed 

approach to obtain sales) f r o m these firms. I n Hanson's case, the C E O holds that 

it is not the company that should change, but the market. This is an indication 

that the company may belong to the crafter category. Components responded, 

but i n a very reactive way. Rather than proactively choosing to enter Germany, 

they felt forced to do so. 

T w o firms are placed i n the customizer category. Riverside Joinery is placed as a 

customizer w i t h somewhat weaker enterprising skills, since the enterprising 

activities could not save the company in the end. However, the company fits the 

defini t ion since i t , rather proactively, tried to find a new niche instead o f 

reactivity changing to suit the old niche. In Inland House, the C E O has 

proactively searched for new niches and subsequently entered the ones he found 

best suited for his firm. I f only the production facilities w o u l d have been more 

developed, Inland House could easily become a dynamic balancer. 

As i n the former category, there are also two firms in the next category, dynamic 

balancers. Bedrock Windows has changed, both to better serve their old 

customers, but also to serve new customer categories. As is noted in the case 

description, this change is not entirely based on proactive choices. Rather, 

together w i t h purposeful actions, such as the W i n d o w School and the investment 

in flexible production equipment, also ad-hoc actions, related to the initial export 

orders, have been taken. Since ad-hoc actions, probably, are more likely to result 

in failure, the position for Bedrock Windows is not as stable as i t wou ld have 

been i f the enterprising was based on prior analysis to a greater extent. 

Country Stairways seems like a stable dynamic balancer. The company is a very 

competent actor both in its oldest niche, the home market, as well as on new 

markets. The company has production equipment i n class w i t h the better 

companies in the industry and constantly monitors both current and prospective 

markets. As Black (1998) notes, i t is diff icult to be relatively strong both i n 

honing and enterprising, but when i t is possible, i t is l ikely to result i n above 

average performance. 

The last company, Smalltown House, is categorized as a (weak) high 

performance driver. Even though the production facilities, probably, are among 

the best i n the wor ld , productivity-wise, the external aspects on honing are yet 

not as strong. However, w i t h the new market manager i n charge o f this, the 

company might become even stronger i n the honing dimension. The enterprising 
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skills, wh ich also are closely related to the market manager, seem to be similar to, 

or perhaps somewhat weaker than, these skills at Country Stairways. Their new 

market entries have been on markets that are fairly easy to handle (mainly new 

areas in Sweden and Finland). However, other markets are prospected and w i l l 

be entered i f the demand is believed to be sufficient. W i t h o u t the market 

manager (or rather, wi thout the honing and enterprising skills he has added), 

Smalltown House would probably have been a cost cutter. A n d as such, the 

company wou ld probably have survived as a l o w cost alternative, but probably 

on a smaller scale (implying lower performance). 

The eight cases convey a clear message that, i n turbulence, enterprising seems 

vital for a f i r m to perform wel l . As old markets become weaker, new ones must 

be conquered for success to be possible. A firm wi thout enterprising skills mns a 

great risk to become marginalized and forced to use price as the main tool when 

competing for orders. By being able to apply enterprising, the firm can take 

advantage o f present or future opportunities which are perceived to exist i n the 

market (cf. Kirzner, 1982). The better the match between the perceived and the 

"actual" opportunities, the more successful the firm w i l l be (Kirzner, 1978). 

Black's model, w i t h the not ion o f enterprising and honing as defining skills, 

seems powerful and deserves testing in a quantitative study. 

13.4.2 C E O Personality 1 3 1 

In this section, we w i l l first discuss self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity, 

using the modified conceptualizations presented in Section 13.1. Then, we take a 

look at how three different factors (CEO background, CEO's external network 

and firm ownership; taken f r o m Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) framework) may 

influence C E O personality (conceptuahzed in the new way) and firm 

performance. 

Self-Efficacy 
The fact that Part One only could detect a relatively weak direct effect f r o m self-

efficacy on firm performance (moderate on market performance, none on 

financial performance) may be related to the too general conceptualization o f 

self-efficacy. The cases tend to show that C E O self-efficacy about external tasks is 

more influential on performance than C E O self-efficacy about internal tasks. 

This, i n turn, can be related to the not ion that CEOs, w h o have l ow external 

self-efficacy, as opposed to high external self-efficacy, manage their firms i n a 

different way. CEOs, who have a higher external self-efficacy (Stan Hardy, John 

Jones, Peter Mason and Fred Simons), tend to be: 

Need for cognition wil l not be covered in this analysis. Since this personality aspect only had weak hnks to 
performance in Part One, we chose to pay less attention to it . Some remarks relating to this dimension are found 
in the within-case analysis. 
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• More focused on the future and how the company should get there. They have 

visions about h o w the company should be developed in order to prosper i n the 

long m n . The past takes up little o f their time. 

• More tuned to what is happening presently in the industry. They have many 

contacts or other means o f keeping in touch w i t h the latest developments. 

• W o r k i n g consciously to get, or retain, important functions w i t h i n the control 
o f the company. 

CEOs who have a lower external self-efficacy (Carl Smith, Robert Ericson, 
Wi l l i am Carlson and George Larsen) tend to be: 

• Mostly focused on the present or the past. They have difficulties to see ways to 

become successful, unless things go back to how they were before. 

• Less knowledgeable about the outside wor ld . They rely on what was "tr ied and 

tme" earlier. 

• Letting important functions (such as sales) get out o f the company's control. 

The only C E O who tends to break this pattern, somewhat, is Robert Ericson. 

Robert has been able to develop his f i r m to a certain degree (without having 

visions) and his knowledge o f the outside w o r l d seems better than the other three 

CEOs w i t h l o w external self-efficacy. A t the same time, i t seems not to be as 

good as the knowledge held by the CEOs i n the other group. Robert has also, 

contrary to his three colleagues, retained control o f sales w i t h i n the company. I n 

sum, this places Robert i n a position where he does not belong to either group. 

From at least a couple o f cases, Riverside Joinery and Inland House, we have 

clear evidence o f a clash between the CEO's self-efficacy and the employees' 

perception o f his efficacy. A t both these firms, the C E O believed he had good 

knowledge and understanding about an area that the employees found h i m to be 

rather incompetent in . This raises the question about what self-efficacy is? Can i t 

be a total illusion? Even i f these two CEOs had areas, where their competence 

wasn't found to be as great as they thought themselves, they still were respected 

among the employees for other skills they had. I t is also important to note that 

the mis-match between C E O and employees may be related to implementation 

problems. As noted in Section 13.3.2 (Influence o f firm orientation), the 

advanced education these CEOs have may cause them to choose too formal an 

approach for planning and implementation in their firms. As already noted, 

failing to gain commitment may lead to employee resistance and, possibly, also to 

a negative attitude towards the C E O . Perhaps a high self-efficacy makes this 

problem more probable. I f the C E O has high self-efficacy, he w i l l tend to be 

more confident about the usefulness o f a certain approach and, therefore, pay less 

notice to the employees' viewpoints. 
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As Silver, Mitchel l & Gist (1995) noted, a person having high self-efficacy (often 

reflecting old success) may try to keep the self-efficacy high by ignoring 

information that threatens to reduce the self-efficacy. This could result i n that the 

person works harder to do what he or she did successfully before, which 

(unbeknown to h i m or her) could lead straight to failure (Krueger & Dickson, 

1994; Whyte , Saks & Hook , 1997). 

Therefore, i n times o f turbulence, i t might be a good sign that a C E O who 

started out w i t h a high perceived self-efficacy later perceives his level to have 

decreased somewhat. Three out o f the four CEOs (Stan Hardy at Smalltown 

House, John Jones at Country Stairways and Fred Simons at Inland House) who 

had high self-efficacy i n 1994, perceived a lower self-efficacy i n 1997 compared 

to 1994. Only Peter Mason at Riverside Joinery has kept his high self-efficacy 

intact. A somewhat lowered self-efficacy (confidence) may be an appropriate 

response when the situation is uncertain. I t could be seen as a sign that the C E O 

is not overconfident and sees a need for change. By benefiting f r o m the still quite 

high self-efficacy, the C E O can take actions and i f these are appropriate, the 

firm is able to continue to perform wel l . After a while, the C E O may increase 

the self-efficacy again (given that new uncertainty doesn't arise). From this, we 

propose two opposing patterns o f behaviors among CEOs w i t h initial high self-

efficacy. I n the first type o f pattern, the initial level o f C E O self-efficacy is 

sustained at the cost o f firm performance. I n the second type o f pattern, the firm 

performance is sustained at the cost o f lowered C E O self-efficacy (although the 

level o f self-efficacy may rise after a while) . See Figure 13.4. 

—Level o f self-efficacy 

^ Level o f firm performance 
_ / 

1 i Level o f self-efficacy 

Time 

Figure 13.4 Two proposed patterns of behavior for CEOs with initial high self-efficacy in 

a turbulent situation. 

As noted, the only C E O w i t h sustained self-efficacy, despite the bankmptcy, is 

Peter Mason. I n the within-case analysis o f Riverside Joinery the not ion o f 

overconfidence is discussed. Peter Mason was confident about himself while 

Type 2: 
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having little confidence for other actors inside and outside the firm. In the other 

three firms where C E O self-efficacy initially was very high, the reduced level 

could be related to the fact that more responsibility has been placed on other 

actors inside or outside the firm. For instance, Stan Hardy hired an experienced 

market manager, John Jones was able to place a new highly competent person on 

the board, while Fred Simons hired a new sales representative for their main 

market, Germany. In all three cases, the CEO's direct control in the short m n is 

decreased (since the new actors w i l l be able to influence the company), but the 

prospects for future success is probably better (which can be related to better 

control i n the long mn) . 

Based on this, i t might be a good idea fo r a C E O w i t h high self-efficacy to 

question his or her plans and actions n o w and then, especially when feeling very 

confident about how appropriate these plans or actions are. A competent board 

(or other external persons) that can scrutinize the assumptions behind the plans or 

actions w i l l probably be a good help. W i t h o u t having the possibility to put one's 

assumptions and ideas to the test, the likeliness o f ending up in Type 1 behavior is 

greater. 

Tolerance for Ambiguity 
W e argued, at the beginning o f this chapter, that i t w i l l be easier to fink C E O 

tolerance for ambiguity to firm performance, after having divided the concept 

into an attitude and an action component. C E O tolerance for ambiguity in 

action, then becomes essential for enterprising, which , i n turn, is essential for 

attaining good firm performance (perhaps even survival) in a turbulent 

environment. That is, wi thout having tolerance for ambiguity in actions, a C E O 

w i l l not engage i n (or allow others to engage in) enterprising activities to any 

great extent. A n d wi thout enterprising activities, a firm is stuck in the position i t 

currently occupies - a position, wh ich in turbulence is likely to become less and 

less suitable for the firm, and, therefore, less profitable. In the end, i t w i l l 

jeopardize the company's existence. 

W e , then, have a paradox. A C E O needs to tolerate uncertainty to be able to 

steer away f r o m uncertainty (or risk) by engaging in enterprising. Especially 

from Stan Hardy's and John Jones' accounts, i t seems clear that they see this as 

their main funct ion, that is, to steer the company away from uncertainty i n the 

longer m n . However, enterprising involves increased initial uncertainty and risk, 

as John became wel l aware o f as his firm balanced on the verge o f bankmptcy. 

H e could have provided yet an example o f the "sudden decliner" (D'Aveni , 

1989) type o f bankmptcy. Thus, being able to apply enterprising may cause 

failure i n the short perspective, but the alternative, refraining f r o m applying 

enterprising, seems an almost sure way to fail i n the longer m n . Somewhat o f a 

"Damned i f I do, and damned i f I don' t" situation. Figure 13.5 below 

summarizes this. 
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Little or no Substantial 

Short-term 
uncertainty/risk and 

benefits 

Long-term 
uncertainty/risk and 

benefits 

Litde risk for immediate 

failure, but likely to result in 

below average financial and 

market performance. 

Greater risk for failure, but 

also more likely to result i n 

above average financial and 

market performance. 

Substantial risk for failure or, 

at least, far below average 

financial and market 

performance. 

Some risk for failure, but also 

likely to result in above 

average financial and market 

performance. 

Figure 13.5 Summary of the relation between short-term and long-term uncertainty/ 

risk when applying different levels of enterprising. 

Gist & Mitchell's Framework 
After each case, the CEO's situation has been discussed using Gist & Mitchell 's 

(1992) framework. This framework attempts to understand the antecedents (or 

determinants) for self-efficacy. However, as discussed i n Chapter 3, self-efficacy 

can also be the cause o f these "determinants". That is, a high (low) level o f self-

efficacy tend to give the C E O a better (worse) opportunity to affect his or her 

situation - we may have virtuous or vicious circles. See Figure 13.6. 

A 
Factors which affect the CEO's situation 

~ r 

The CEO's self-efficacy |* Firm performance 

1 
C E O action 

Figure 13.6 The virtuous or vicious circles that may be related to self-efficacy. 

In Gist & Mitchell 's framework, firm performance, that is, financial and market 

performance, can be seen as one o f the factors which affect the CEO's situation. 

As discussed i n the section about performance above, the financial and market 

situation may be the most important single aspect o f the CEO's situation. A C E O 

in a firm w i t h poor firm performance is severely restricted, while a C E O i n a 

firm w i t h good firm performance has a far better situation. Firm performance is 
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also believed to influence other factors o f the CEO's situation (such as the 

ownership situation, the CEO's education and experience and the CEO's 

external network). For instance, i f the performance is poor, the owner might be 

put t ing restrictions on the C E O . Firm performance, together w i t h other factors 

that affect the CEO's situation, also affects the CEO's perceived self-efficacy. 

Based on the perceived self-efficacy, the C E O acts (or refrains from acting). This 

(in)action may cause the situation to turn for the better or the worse as f i r m 

performance and the other factors that affect the CEO's situation may be 

influenced. 

Below, a summary o f the eight cases w i t h regard to C E O background, 

ownership, external network, C E O personality and f i r m performance is 

presented (see Table 13.5). The choice o f factors is based on that they were found 

to be influential. Based on this summary, we w i l l discuss how aspects o f the 

CEO's background, his external network and the ownership situation influence 

the CEO's personality (wi th a focus on self-efficacy) and the firm's performance. 

W e begin w i t h the background. 
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Table 13.5 Summary of CEO background, external network, ownership, CEO personality and firm performance for the eight cases 

C E O Background External Network Ownership C E O Personality F i r m Performance 

Smalltown 
House 

Made decision co work 
for company early, and 

was groomed to become 
CEO by his father. 

Technical education 
tailor-made. Has litde 

management education. 

Very strong personal 
network that he uses to 
manage his company. 

The company is mostly 
self-reliant and keeps 
business relations at 

arm s length . 

CEO owns 50 % of the 
company, but agreements 
with the co-owner, and 
the fact that he is CEO 
make the ownership 

power greater. 

TA: Relatively high, both 
regarding attitudes and 

action. 
Self-Efficacy: Very high 
internal, relatively high 

external. 

Financial performance 
excelkuit. Market 

performance quite good. 

Country 
Stairways 

Headhunted. Extensive 
management experience 
from focal industry. Has 
consciously chosen to 

work in the same 
industry. Relatively high 

education in both 
technical and 

management issues. 

Strong personal network, 
that is also used by the 
company as a whole. 

Works closely with other 
firms, mainly in the 

region, but also 
nationally. 

Employed CEO. Has 
relatively free hands to 

work as he sees fit, 
although more 

accentuated demands 
have been put forward 
recently. Owner not so 

strong financially. 

TA: Relatively high, both 
regarding attitudes and 

action. 
Self-Efficacy: Relatively 
high, both regarding the 

internal and external 
facet. 

Financial performance 
above average (although a 
bankruptcy, due to poor 

liquidity, was close in 
1996). Market 

performance excellent 
(except for 1996, when it 

was below average). 

Components Was forced to abandon 
plans for higher 

education and a banking 
career. AH experience 

from same basic 
company, which he 

started to work for early. 

Relatively restricted. 
Limited cooperation with 
other firms, although the 

reorganization was 
possible, mainly thanks to 
personal contacts with a 

colleague. 

Before the reorganization 
in mid 1997, the CEO 
owned the company to 
one third. He could, 

thus, not make important 
decisions without consent 

from co-owners. 

TA: Relatively low both 
regarding attitudes and 

action. 
Self-Efficacy: Relatively 
low, both regarding the 

internal and external 
facet. 

Financial performance 
poor. Was forced into 
bankruptcy, but could 

reorganize with new 
ownership. Market 

performance poor (after 
leaving Germany). 

Bedrock 
Windows 

The company was started 
by the CEO s father, and 
he felt compelled to 
take over. Education 

only slighdy above the 
basic level. 

Limited extemal 
network. Cooperation 
with other firms also 

limited, but improving. 

CEO owns the company 
to 60 %, which puts him 
entirely in charge of his 

company. 

TA: Regarding attitudes 
low, but rather high 

regarding action. 
Self-Efficacy: Relatively 
low, except for product 

development and 
production. 

Financial performance at, 
or shghtly below, 
average. Market 

performance average. 





Background 
Three (or perhaps four) o f the firms have a C E O who "inherited" the C E O 

position f r o m the earlier generation. In Smalltown House, Bedrock Windows, 

and W i n d o w Team, this is definitely the case. Also Hanson's Joinery can be 

considered such a case, even though the C E O is only an " in- law". The CEO's 

personality and the firm's success among these firms vary considerably, which 

indicates that an inherited CEO-ship, as such, is not l inked to C E O personality 

or firm success. 

For Smalltown House, Stan Hardy seems to be a very suitable C E O . The fact 

that he was highly motivated f r o m the very beginning and then groomed by his 

father makes for a good start. When this was topped w i t h an engineering 

education (that he excelled in) closely related to the company's business area, i t 

made h i m close to perfect for his task. EspeciaUy since Stan Hardy took over as 

C E O when the company already had become quite successful, indicating that his 

task has been to uphold success, rather than to "create" i t . W i t h this situation, 

high self-efficacy almost should foUow. A person who is highly "honed" for a task 

that has been successfuUy accomplished over a long period, makes for high self-

efficacy (cf. Figure 13.6). 

Perhaps this situation also facüitates tolerance for ambiguity. That is, i f a C E O 

has acquired good knowledge about the "ordinary" mnn ing o f the firm (the 

mle), he is able to tolerate the "extraordinary" events (the exceptions) better, 

since the daily events cause httle worry or hesitation. 

Stan Hardy has, wi thou t doubt, been able to manage his company weU, 

performance-wise. However, the turbulence seems to have made earlier 

experience less important. A few years back, Stan had good knowledge o f the 

entire company, whUe today he has lost some knowledge regarding market 

aspects. The new market manager has this knowledge. This seems to have 

decreased Stan's self-efficacy somewhat - mainly regarding the external facet, we 

argue, since little has happened regarding internal operations. I f turbulence also 

affected the internal operations i n a radical way, Stan's main asset - his in-depth 

firm experience - w o u l d no longer be o f much value. I f such a situation were to 

be tme, i t wou ld probably affect Stan's self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity 

i n a negative way and his abüity to manage his company w o u l d be uncertain. I t 

seems such a scenario is far f r o m probable, and that Stan's experience wiU 

continue to help h i m manage his firm successfuUy (despite the lack o f higher 

education often possessed by CEOs in companies o f SmaUtown House's size). 

Quite contrary to Stan Hardy, Robert Ericson, C E O fo r Bedrock Windows, 

took over his f i r m when i t was still relatively smaU and insignificant on the 

market. He did not share Stan's strong motivation to take over the family 
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business, but felt compelled, by tradition, to do it . Under Robert's CEO-ship, 

the company grew to become one o f the more important w i n d o w manufacturers 

i n Sweden and later also an exporter (which was facilitated by Robert knowing 

English well , the only education he f o u n d relevant i n his j ob as CEO) . However, 

the last few years have not been very successful, and Robert finds himself i n a 

situation where he does not feel comfortable as C E O o f his f i r m (which also is 

evidenced by relatively l o w self-efficacy and low tolerance for ambiguity 

regarding attitudes). I t seems his successful work as C E O earher, has transformed 

the company into something that he no longer is able to manage. 

The areas Robert still has good knowledge of, the products and the production, 

are too hmited for h i m to w o r k successfuUy as C E O . The company he has built 

up needs a C E O w i t h general management sküls. Robert's education and 

experience, wh ich were sufficient to take the company to today's situation, wül 

probably not be enough to take the company further. Robert w o u l d probably 

serve his f i r m better by engaging wholeheartedly in the areas he knows best, 

product and production development, while letting someone else assume the 

overaU responsibility for the firm. The notion o f seasons in the CEO's tenure 

(Hambrick & Fukatomi, 1991) seems fitting. Robert has led his company to 

success in the past, but his "season" as C E O is over. N o t because he is 

complacent, as Hambrick & Fukatomi suggest tenured CEOs become, but rather 

because he has not been complacent and, thus, has developed his company 

beyond his o w n control. 

The last two CEOs who "inherited" their posts, George Larsen at Hanson's 

Joinery and W ü l i a m Carlson at W i n d o w Team, have not been able to develop, 

or even sustain, the company's position the last couple o f years. Both became 

C E O wi thout really having the motivat ion for i t . I n the past, their experience 

and education were enough for at least a passable C E O performance (and in 

Wilham's case, even for developing the company), but both seem to lack the 

ability to make their companies reaUy successful, both then and now. Both 

ment ion their lack o f education as a reason for their inability to m n their 

companies successfully. This is probably partly correct. 

The other four firms have CEOs w h o ended up in their posts for other reasons 

than famüy bonds. John Jones at SmaUtown House was headhunted, Carl Smith at 

Components had worked for his firm his entire work ing hfe, Peter Mason at 

Riverside Joinery seized what he saw as an opportunity when he entered as 

owner and C E O , and Fred Simons at Inland House ended up at his company 

more or less by chance. 

Given that John Jones was headhunted, i t is perhaps not strange that he has been 

the most successful o f these CEOs the last few years. Both his education and 
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experience seem to fit his position almost perfectly. He was hired as C E O to 

transform the traditional, small, moderately successful, firm into a m o d e m 

successful company. After having had problems in 1996, the company today 

seems to be wel l on the way toward the vision that the C E O had. Even though 

the crisis i n 1996 made John wonder about his ability, he is today confident that 

he can guide his firm to success i n the future. This confidence is also evidenced i n 

his relatively high self-efficacy (and tolerance for ambiguity). 

The other C E O in this group w h o is at least partly successful presently, Fred 

Simons, attributes most o f his ability as C E O to his university education. The 

years at university gave Fred important tools for management. Still, his university 

education was not at all designed for small firm management, since he planned to 

become a "bureaucrat". I t seems a university education, also in fields not directly 

related to the work situation, can be useful. According to Fred's o w n account, his 

education was an important factor when he decided to become C E O after 13 

years as manager, and i t also makes h im confident (which his high self-efficacy 

reflects) that he can manage the w o r k as C E O to make his company as successful 

as i t once was. His long experience from his f i r m , both regarding internal and 

external aspects, also seems valuable in this task. 

The last two CEOs both ended up in bankmptcy. Peter Mason at Riverside 

Joinery had no experience f r o m the joinery industry, which seems to have been a 

disadvantage. Perhaps knowledge from the industry wou ld have deterred h i m 

from embarking on the j ob i n the first place. I n retrospect, i t seems to have been 

a futile quest to make Riverside Joinery successful. His experience from other 

industries and his advanced education instead gave h im confidence that he could 

turn the company around. Even after the bankmptcy, he was certain that he 

could have succeeded, i f only the financier had not deceived h im. Even though 

his experience helped h i m increase sales i n his company, i t may have misled h i m 

regarding how fast this could be done. 

Carl Smith at Components has a background completely different from Peter 

Mason. Carl worked for the same company (situated in his home town) fo r his 

entire work ing life. He had ample experience f r o m the industry (especially 

regarding internal aspects, but also hmited external). His education was not 

extensive and only related to internal aspects. For a long period, he apparently 

functioned wel l as C E O , but when changes needed to be made, Carl was not able 

to lead his company to success. His experience from prior sales was not enough to 

make successful new sales. His confidence as C E O is l ow (as evidenced by the 

relatively l o w self-efficacy) and he wanted guidance from the new main owners 

as how to m n the company i n the future (after the reorganization). 
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W i t h the above, it is possible to put down the eight CEOs in the fol lowing 

figure. I t shows the " f i t " , or how wel l the CEOs' experience and education suit 

their present situation (divided into an internal and an external facet). See Figure 

13.7. A good fit means that the experience/education is appropriate for today's 

situation. A poor fit, instead, indicates that the experience/education is 

inappropriate or even misleading. A n average fit indicates a situation where the 

experience/education give some help, but not much. 

Experience Education 

Stan, Smalltown House: + Stan, Smalltown House: + 
John, Country Stairways: + John, Country Stairways: + 

Internal 
Carl, Components: + Carl, Components: 0 Internal 
Robert, Bedrock Windows: + Robert, Bedrock Windows: 0 

aspects Peter, Riverside Joinery: - Peter, Riverside Joinery: 0 
Fred, Inland House: + Fred, Inland House: + 
Will iam, Window Team: 0 William, Window Team: 0 
George, Hanson's Joinery: 0 George, Hanson's Joinery: -

Stan, Smalltown House: 0 Stan, Smalltown House: 
John, Country Stairways: + John, Country Stairways: + 

External 
Carl, Components: 0 Carl, Components: -External 
Robert, Bedrock Windows: 0 Robert, Bedrock Windows: _ 

aspects Peter, Riverside Joinery: 0 Peter, Riverside Joinery: + 
Fred, Inland House: + Fred, Inland House: 0 
Will iam, Window Team: 0 William, Window Team: -
George, Hanson's Joinery: 0 George, Hanson's Joinery: -

+: Good fi t ; 0: Average; -: Poor f i t 

Figure 13.7 The fit between the eight CEOs' experience and education and the internal 

and external aspects of their "present" situation. 

According to this figure, only John at Country Stairways has a background that 

ful ly fit his present situation. Fred, at Inland House, only lack market related 

education to have a " f u l l house". Thus, f r o m a background point o f view, he 

seems rather suitable as C E O o f his company. Most CEOs, except W i l h a m and 

George, have a f i t i n at least one square. However, today the external aspect 

seems more important and i n these two squares only four good fits exist, o f which 

two belong to John. However, lack o f fit does not necessarily mean that there is a 

problem. Even though Stan at Smalltown House lacks the extemaUy oriented 

education and has partly obsolete experience regarding the external aspects, he is 

able to m n his company by compensating for this w i t h the experienced and weU-

educated market manager. StiU, i n the longer m n , i t may be necessary to at least 

obtain an average fit, to be able to make informed decisions (instead o f having to 

rely too much on other persons' judgments. 
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Extemal network 
Regarding the CEO's external network, i t seems there is a relatively strong l ink 

between having a well-developed "usable" external network and having 

confidence as CEO. The four CEOs w i t h the strongest network are those w i t h 

the highest self-efficacy. For all these four, except Peter at Riverside Joinery, this 

network is also related to better firm performance. One mechanism w i t h which 

this external network works to enhance self-efficacy is by providing opportunity 

for vicarious experience (i.e. learning from others' experiences, Gist & Mitchel l , 

1992). Building a network is (like other enterprising related tasks) likely to 

increase the uncertainty, at least i n the short run. But, by admitting some 

uncertainty to begin w i t h , the overall uncertainty can probably be reduced as 

time passes. As one entrepreneur in a Danish firm noted, uncertainty (in the 

context o f networking) is something you have to live with (tolerate), i f you want 

to live from i t ( Møns ted , 1998). 

One reason why Peter could not benefit more f r o m his network may be the 

company's very poor financial situation during the entire time he was C E O . 

Taking care o f this pressing situation (e.g. by work ing hands-on w i t h sales or 

financing) took most o f his time. Another reason for the hmited use o f Peter's 

external network may be that i t was too unrelated to the industry (i.e. poor f i t 

w i t h his "present" situation, and, thus, poor grounds for relevant vicarious 

experience). A third reason may be its fragility. Perhaps Peter depended too 

much on a few individual persons, w h o were very important for the company's 

well-being. When the contact was broken (by the person dying or by the person 

being replaced), the situation became critical. 

The four CEOs w i t h the weakest external network, consequently, have lower 

self-efficacy. Even so, a l imi ted external network may also prove to be 

important. This is evident from the Components case. Carl's personal relation 

w i t h a colleague paved the way for a reorganization, where Carl and his old co-

owners could continue as minor i ty owners, while the colleague took the main 

owner responsibility. The outcome o f the bankmptcy would , wi thout this 

contact, have been uncertain - both regarding the continued operation o f the 

company and whether Carl and his old co-owners wou ld have been able to keep 

their old j o b 1 3 2 . 

Al though Robert at Bedrock Windows has a relatively weak external network, 

he has been able to get some o f the benefits f r o m such a network anyway. B y 

hir ing the experienced consultant or "Righ t hand", he gets access to vicarious 

experience and instant feed-back on his actions. 

1 3 2 Some might argue that the reorganization is likely to lead to another bankmptcy in the future, since little has 
changed, substantially. The question, whether the reorganization is a sign of success or not, then rises. However, 
from both the firm's and the CEO's perspective, this reorganization enables a better future performance. 
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W i l l i a m at W i n d o w Team has a pretty good local external network after having 

served on the board for local entrepreneur associations for many years. As he 

noted himself, this has provided little help for h i m to m n the company. Also, 

other CEOs, like John at Country Stairways and Stan at SmaUtown House, 

mentioned local associations i n their networks, but also noted that these networks 

have relatively low value for the f i r m . I n other words, local cross-industry 

associations can seldom provide help w i t h the industry-specific issues that often 

are the most vital. 

Ownership 
Ownership also seems hke an important factor i n relation to C E O confidence. 

GeneraUy, those w i t h more power (due to ownership factors) to influence their 

firms have greater confidence as C E O . However, the only C E O w i t h actual 

majority ownership, Robert at Bedrock Windows, is not a confident C E O . StiU, 

he is an acting CEO, w h o , over the years, has engaged i n several risky ventures. 

Perhaps these ventures w o u l d not have taken place i f he d id not have fu l l owner 

power. 

The two CEOs wi th 50 % ownership, Stan at SmaUtown House and Peter at 

Riverside Joinery, are practicaUy in f u l l control, owner-wise. Both have a 

partner, not working i n the firm, wh ich places the C E O in a clearly dominant 

position. Both these are also confident CEOs. Another two CEOs also have a 

powerful position stemming from ownership characteristics. John at Country 

Stairways and Fred at Inland House, both seem to have great power over their 

respective firm. As C E O w i t h external owners, i t is possible to set the agenda and 

control the company's overall direction, as long as this is not i n violation o f 

important owner interests. I n both these firms, the main owner has mainly agreed 

to let the C E O m n the show, which then puts them, as CEOs, f i rmly i n the 

driver's seat. 

I n the firms, where ownership is divided (wi th no majority owner) between 

persons actively work ing i n the firm they own, problems seem to occur. 

Components, W i n d o w Team and Hanson's Joinery share this ownership type, 

where bold decisions are lacking and status quo is the mle. In aU three firms there 

have been suggestions (sometimes from the C E O , sometimes from other owners) 

for change, but this couldn't find enough support to be implemented. A bold, and 

thereby risky, suggestion is likely to be rejected when discussed in rational terms. 

As Bmnsson (1982) notes, i n some situations, action must lead the way. A n d this 

is clearly restricted when the C E O is not able to take action before the matter is 

scmtinized. 
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13.5 Strategie Competence 

In Part One, level o f strategic competence had practically no direct effect on 

firm performance. Although some moderating effects could be detected, the weak 

influence from strategic competence was puzzling. The fact that the strategic 

competence was self-reported in the questionnaire may have influenced the 

results. I f we compare the eight case study firms' self-reported strategic 

competence w i t h the strategic competence according to the researcher's view 

(based on interviews and observation in Part T w o ) , the fo l lowing picture emerges 

(See Figures 13.8 and 13.9). 

Relative Focus 
High 

Relative Cost Effectiveness 

High L o w 

High 

Relative 

DifFerentiation 

Window Team [ Inland House 

L o w l̂ ^̂ sĤ Ej 

L o w 

Relative Cost Effectiveness 

High L o w 

I Country Stairways 

fS!̂ ĉ Wmc!̂ ws 

Figure 13.8 The eight cases placed in strategic competence groups based on questionnaire 

scores (CEO's self-report). 
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Inland House I 
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Bedrock Windo 

Smalltown House 1 |Hansonjs^oinery^ 

iRiverside Joinery | 

Figure 13.9 The eight cases placed in strategic groups based on the researcher's view 

(Interpretation based on interviews and observations). 
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As can be noted, there are great discrepancies between the two figures. The two 

CEOs who head the firms belonging to the " l o w traits-low performance" 

category both rate their firms' strategic competence, regarding all three aspects, 

as superior compared to the industry. I n the researcher's view, these two firms 

only had focus competence (according to the definition i n Part One; "having a 

distinct array o f products and/or a distinct niche in the market"). Quite opposite 

to these two firms, Country Stairways and Bedrock Windows have according to 

the researcher's view, better strategic competence than the CEOs' self-reports 

portray. I n both cases, it is the cost effectiveness competence that is rated lower 

by the CEOs, compared to the researcher. In the other four cases, the self-

reported competence level matches the competence level attributed by the 

researcher. The first two firms, that over-rated their strategic competence, are 

poor performers, while the two firms that under-rated their strategic competence 

per form relatively well . As indicated earlier, the discrepancies can be related to 

the not ion that the CEOs have related their competence to different standards. In 

the questionnaire, the CEOs were asked to answer a number o f questions, 

starting w i t h the lead question " O n the market we are known as a company 

that...". Since the market is fragmented, there are several sub-markets. 

Therefore, "the market" is not perceived similarly by different CEOs. 

Moreover, both Hanson's Joinery and W i n d o w Team sell their products mainly 

through agents, which makes the market knowledge poor. As is also indicated, 

both compare their companies w i t h local competitors/colleagues. They might, 

therefore, have too local a point o f reference. 

The two firms that under-rated their strategic competence may, instead, have 

had too global a point o f reference. Both these firms have substantial export and 

probably compare their company w i t h competent competitors that operate on 

these export markets. A related explanation could be that these two firms tend to 

compare their firm mainly w i t h the best competitors/colleagues in Sweden. 

Weaker firms, operating only on local markets, may be dismissed as obsolete 

benchmarks. A result that can be related to this is Ylinenpää's (1997) finding that 

l o w performing firms overestimated their competence level i n relation to the 

customer's view, while high performing firms did the opposite. 

I f the firm's strategic competence is more in line w i t h the researcher's view, a 

pattern o f direct effects on performance is beginning to become visible. The 

three firms w i t h the lowest strategic competence are all firms that show poor 

performance. Among the firms w i t h higher strategic competence, we find both 

the we l l performing firms, but also one o f the two firms that was forced into 

bankmptcy i n 1997. Thus, the picture is still somewhat bluned. W e argue that 

this has to do w i t h the applied definit ion o f focus competence. This w i l l be 

elaborated on next. 
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13.5.1 Looking at Focus Competence in a New Way 

As indicated above, i t seems focus competence (as defined and operationalized i n 

Part One) is difficult to relate to successful action. The strategic competence 

model (or rather the operationalization o f it) is unable to differentiate between 

firms wh ich are stuck in a niche and firms who, by choice, have selected a 

certain n i c h e 1 3 3 (since both types o f firms w i l l be related to high focus 

competence in the model). I t is evident that the two groups w i l l have completely 

different chances to succeed. A firm that is more or less stuck in a small niche, is 

rather showing a lack o f focus competence. A better definit ion wou ld perhaps be 

that "focus competence should reflect an ability to find a match between the 

firm's resources and a niche, where these resources pay o f f ' 1 3 4 . Especially i n a 

turbulent environment, this demands some enterprising skills, as defined i n 

Black's (1998) model. Using the dimensions i n Black's model, focus competence 

according to the new definition is normally about honing, that is, the focused 

firm should be able to use its resources i n a way that w i l l provide the customers i n 

their niche w i t h a better offer than firms that work more broadly. But , i f the 

niche no longer is viable, the focused firm must put its enterprising skills to use 

and find another niche, where they can serve the customer better than other 

firms. 

It is also problematic to classify firms that try to broaden their customer base, as 

having lower focus competence, per se. I f this is done in a hap-hazard way, then 

i t may be correct, but i f i t is done i n a planned fashion i t could instead be 

reflecting high focus competence. Especially i n turbulence and when the firm is 

growing, it becomes necessary to constantly identify where the most prosperous 

niches can be found. 

The way focus competence has been defined and operationalized earlier is, thus, 

too simplistic. For focus competence to better be able to discriminate between 

success and failure, aspects discussed above should be taken into consideration. 

According to the researcher's view, the placing in the model wou ld be as follows 

i f the new definit ion o f focus competence is used (see Figure 13.10). 

1 3 3 In "niche" we include both a chosen array of products and a chosen geographical market (segment). 
1 3 4 One way to operationalize this would be to investigate how the firm has chosen its markets (ad hoc, trial-
and-error, analysis, etc), and also (at least in turbulent environments) find out i f potential markets are 
monitored/evaluated on a regular basis. 
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Figure 13.10 The eight cases placed in strategic competence groups based on the discussion 

above 

The changes f r o m Figure 13.9 are that Components, W i n d o w Team, and 

Hanson's Joinery all are considered to have l o w (as opposed to high) focus 

competence, while Country Stairways is considered to have high (as opposed to 

low) focus competence. The case descriptions for the first three cases indicate that 

all three firms operated i n relatively distinct, but unfi t t ing niches. For 

Components, the choice was "forced" on the f i r m according to the C E O . I t also 

resulted i n large losses and bankmptcy in the end. In the other two firms, their 

present niche had become so weak i t no longer could support the firms properly. 

Moreover, neither o f the two firms had any ideas about alternative products/ 

markets. For Country Stairways, the case description indicates that the company 

operates i n carefully chosen niches. The fact that the market has expanded is 

natural, since the turnover has almost tripled i n a few years. As argued above, this 

is not a sign o f l o w focus competence according to the new definition. 

When looking at Figure 13.10, we can see that the correspondence between 

strategic competence and firm performance is quite strong. The four firms wi th 

the best present "overall" performance have high strategic competence in at least 

two o f the three aspects. The four firms w i t h the worst present "overall" 

performance have high strategic competence i n none, or only one, o f the aspects. 

The changes i n how the firms are placed i n the strategic competence model (from 

the CEO's self-report, via the researcher's v iew according to the old definition, 

to the researcher's view according to the new definition) have, according to the 

researcher's view, resulted in that the placing now better reflects each firm's 

"real" strategic competence. I f this should be the case, there are strong 

indications that strategic competence does have a strong influence on 

performance as many o f the reviewed studies (e.g. Mi l le r & Friesen, 1986 a, b; 
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see also Section 8.1 i n Part One) earlier have shown. I n future studies including 

strategic competence, i t might be interesting to put this framework to the test. 

However, as this study indicates, the operationalization is far f r o m simple. The 

main problem may be h o w to find a reference point. As noted before, 

fragmented markets seldom have clear reference points. One alternative may be 

to present a number o f "type f irms", and ask the respondents to relate their 

company to these types. Another alternative may be to avoid a direct reference 

point and instead ask the companies to rate their firms i n absolute terms, 

regarding what they do (e.g. engage in product and production development), 

and what they have (e.g. NC-cont ro l led machines, etc). Perhaps a combination 

o f approaches is most f m i t f u l . 

13.5.2 Strategic Change 

The new conceptualization o f strategic competence takes the issue o f strategic 

change into account through the focus competence. A firm that lacks ability to 

change, lacks focus competence. Some o f our firms (especially Hanson's Joinery 

and W i n d o w Team) lend support to Hedberg et al (1976), who noted that most 

firms responded to turbulence by doing more o f what they did before, since these 

firms responded to the downturn i n the market by not doing anything new. StiU, 

the result that G r ø n h a u g & Falkenberg (1989) found, a total lack o f strategic 

change among aU firms, was not at aU evidenced in this study. Perhaps, their lack 

o f detected change was because they looked at strategy at too aggregated a level. 

I t is probably seldom wise for a firm to change its overaU strategy when faced 

w i t h turbulence, even i f there seem to be short-term benefits. Perhaps a strong 

overall guideline for action (a firm strategy) is most important i n times o f 

turbulence. SmaUtown House could probably have increased its performance in 

the 1980s by changing its strategy to become more differentiated (i.e. applying 

an ad-hoc or profitability focus (Bohman & Johansson-Lindfors, 1998) to 

strategic change). However, the company's strong position today w o u l d perhaps 

have been jeopardized by this. Scrutinizing the overaU strategy, as SmaUtown 

House does every five years or so, is probably a good practice (that can promote 

a holistic, rather than functional, focus (Bohman & Johansson-Lindfors, 1998) on 

strategic action). But, putt ing the overall strategy to the test too frequently may 

instead cause confusion and lack o f commitment. I t is, however, important to 

adjust the implementation o f the strategy to the opportunities and threats that are 

found i n the environment. This is what the more successful firms i n this study 

have done. 

Boeker's (1989) finding, that the founder's strategy stiU remains intact even after 

change o f C E O receives some support by this study. Smalltown House is a 

successful example o f this, while Hanson's Joinery can be seen as an unsuccessful 

example. Again, i t is important to make a distinction between overaU strategy 

and strategy implementation. For both these firms, the overaU strategy has 
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remained the same. However, the way this overall strategy has been implemented 

has changed, especially at Smalltown House, where the type o f customer the 

company serves has changed dramatically. This has necessitated large adjustments, 

but the basic overall strategy has remained the same. Gupta's (1988) not ion about 

the C E O as implementor, rather than formulator, thus, seems to f i t many o f our 

firms. Still, the CEO's role as formulator o f overall strategy is also evident in 

some o f these cases. Country Stairways has changed dramatically after John Jones 

became C E O . Likewise, Inland House seems to have gone through rather radical 

changes (especially the recent merger w i t h a colleague) that are designed to put 

the company i n a new strategic position. 

The discussion above, relating to planning and implementation, can also be 

related to strategic change. A C E O is more hkely to fail when t rying to 

implement strategic change wi thout getting commitment first. W h e n strategic 

change is concerned, commitment often comes f r o m a shared vision (cf. Denis et 

al, 1996). A n d for a vision to be shared, i t needs to have been communicated 

(related to communicative rationality), rather than ordered (related to formal 

rationality). W h e n looking at the cases, i t seems John Jones at Country Stairways 

has established a better position for strategic change than Fred Simons at Inland 

House. Whi le John's visions seem rooted among the employees (leading to a 

commitment) , Fred's visions are still not wel l communicated (leading to some 

resistance). I f the C E O pushes to hard for change, before the employees are 

"ready" fo r the change, the C E O risks more than loosing the present "battle". 

The position for the C E O to act i n the future may be restricted, due to lack of 

tmst among the employees. A n d i f the employees resist change, i t w i l l be difficult 

for the C E O to act and w i n tmst f r o m the board. I n the end, the C E O might 

have to resign. I t , thus, seems important for a C E O to realize that i t might be 

better to progress in small steps, rather than in big. Pfeffer's (1992) caution that 

power often is lost when trying to do too much too soon deserves to be noted. 

13.6 Firm Structure 

13.6.1 Location 

I t seems location can be a rather important factor for how a firm acts. As noted 

i n the performance and strategy section o f the analysis, some low performing 

firms (Hanson's Joinery and W i n d o w Team) are situated close to l ow performing 

competitors that they compare themselves against. Such a constellation o f low 

performing firms may, as discussed, serve as a conservative force. Since other 

similar firms are performing equally poor, each individual firm can interpret this 

as no immediate need for change. I f the local competitor instead was a successful 

firm, this w o u l d probably result i n a behavior aimed at getting more successful. 

A related issue concerns whether the firm is located in an area where there are 

positive or negative attitudes towards entrepreneurship. Among our firms, two 
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are situated in an area that tends to be relatively "unfriendly". Hanson's Joinery 

and Components operate i n areas where larger firms have been the traditional 

employers. One firm, Country Stairways, is situated i n a more "friendly" area, 

that instead is known for being dominated by small firms. The other firms are i n 

areas that seem neither "fr iendly" nor "unfr iendly" towards entrepreneurs. 

I n "unfriendly" areas, where people are less positive towards entrepreneurs, i t 

might be more difficult to succeed, for a number o f reasons. The mere fact that 

the immediate environment tends to be unsupportive may cause the firm to 

perform worse. Local customers, who in other areas buy locally, may not want to 

support the entrepreneur. I t may also be more diff icult to attain funding for 

development, since financiers probably are l ikely to favor larger firms. The fact 

that entrepreneurs are more scarce in these areas may also be an obstacle, since 

appropriate networks w i l l be more difficult to bui ld. Al though this study only has 

indications about the problems and benefits that result f r o m the general attitude 

towards entrepreneurs (or SMEs) i n the area, i t seems interesting to look closer at 

this i n future studies. 

A location which is too "rural" may, as Carl Smith at Components evidenced, 

cause the C E O to restrict actions. As noted, Carl sometimes felt incapacitated as 

C E O because he didn't want to make decisions and take actions that affected his 

and his families life as private citizens i n his town. However, this need not 

happen, as Stan Hardy at Smalltown House shows. He makes his decisions and 

takes action, not as a "Smalltowner", but as C E O o f Smalltown House. 

The distance to the market also seems important. Smalltown House operates on 

markets that are a 1000 k m away from the production facilities. Compared to 

the competitors, who are located much closer to the market, this produces a 

substantial comparative disadvantage i n transportation costs (even after taking 

governmental transportation support into account). This has caused Smalltown 

House to establish a new assembly plant i n the heart o f their present market. This 

is especially important, since Smalltown House uses cost effectiveness as its main 

competitive advantage. The firms that export note that the liability o f distance 

that is present, i n comparison to competitors operating from these export 

countries, cannot be overlooked. By providing top-quality products, aimed at a 

less price-sensitive segment o f the market, these firms want to reduce the 

disadvantage that long distances create. 

13.6.2 Business Segment 

As can be seen in Figure 4.3 in the method chapter, the development o f sales 

growth and return on sales has not been identical i n the two segments that f o r m 

the industry. Prefab house makers seem to have had more turbulence evidenced 

by greater swings i n sales growth. They also seem to have more narrow margins, 
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as evidenced by the lower level o f return on sales. However, since these statistics 

do not include bankruptcies, the information becomes somewhat uncertain and it 

is difficult to analyze these differences. The case studies do not show any pattern, 

where differences become clear. The pressure o f the difficult market situation 

seems to affect the t w o segments i n a similar way. 

13.6.3 Ownership 

Apart f r o m the discussion above in relation to Gist & Mitchell 's (1992) model, we 

w i l l also look at ownership, using Table 3.1 (Based on Morris et al, 1997) as a 

starting point. I t soon becomes clear that the two types, family-owned and 

managed and professionally owned and managed, tend to be mixed together i n 

the eight case study firms. The only companies (and CEOs) that seem to f i t the 

first category wel l are Smalltown House (Stan Hardy) and Bedrock Windows 

(Robert Ericson). The firm and the person are, i n these two cases, very closely 

connected. W i l l i a m Carlson at W i n d o w Team also fits fairly well , but the 

connection between the C E O and the firm is weaker i n this firm. O n the other 

end, there seems to be no firm (and CEO) that fits wel l . Country Stairways seems 

to be the firm that matches this type best, but John Jones appears to have a great 

commitment towards the firm and also appears to v iew firm success as the key to 

personal success - two indications o f a family-owned and managed f i r m . The 

other four firms (and CEOs) cannot easily be assigned to one or the other 

category. For instance, George Larsen at Hanson's Joinery tends to fit many o f 

the characteristics for family-owned and managed, but since the company is not 

family-owned, some characteristics are not found. 

Thus, i t seems family-owned characteristics are also found i n non-family-owned 

small firms. Perhaps the characteristics i n the professionally controlled category 

better applies to larger firms. For a small firm C E O , i t becomes difficult to m n 

the firm according to the "mles" i n this category. I t takes commitment and 

failure w i l l probably affect a hired C E O almost as much as i t w i l l an owner-

C E O , except for the economical aspect. I t appears that the professionally 

controlled f i r m is too l inked to the formal rationality. I n order to be able to m n 

the company successfully, more aspects o f communicative rationality - that can 

be found i n the family-owned and managed category - are needed. However, 

for some family-owned and managed firms, i t might instead be the formal 

rationality that is lacking. 

From the discussions regarding ownership, we can see that merely dividing them 

into family-owned and managed, and professionally owned and managed, only 

provides some help. Still, this categorization was rather powerful in detecting 

performance differences among firms in Part One. Thus, i t is likely that a better 

categorization can help us even more. For instance, distinguishing whether the 

owners are w o r k i n g i n the firm or not seems important (since an external owner 
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cannot monitor the firm as wel l as an internal; Smalltown House, Country 

Stairways, Riverside Joinery and Inland House are examples where the C E O had 

a better position since the co-owner/main owner was external). I t also seems 

important to know on h o w many hands the ownership is spread (since a more 

spread ownership situation makes i t more diff icul t to establish majorities; this was 

noticed i n Components, Hanson's Joinery and W i n d o w Team). 

13.7 Summary 

After having analyzed the eight cases and taking into account the results f r o m 

Part One, i t has become clear that some modifications in the original research 

model may be warranted. However, the basic stmcture and the factors used seem 

appropriate for a study o f small firms i n a turbulent setting. The resulting factors, 

to be tested by future research, is displayed i n Figure 13.11 below. 
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Figure 13.11 The modified research factors with their suggested dimensions and sub-

dimensions. 
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Firm orientation has great potential to become an influential factor group i f the 

operationahzations take into account both the relative and absolute aspect o f each 

dimension. The developed conceptualization, especially regarding planning and 

implementation, may also be able to bring for th better understanding. Regarding 

firm stmcture, i t seems ownership may be very influential and, hopefully, the new 

aspects on ownership turn out to be helpful, also to explain differences i n a larger 

sample. Location has not been focused on to any large degree i n this research, but 

there are indications that it influences the firm and the C E O . 

The strategic competence seems to be a factor that is far more promising to include 

after having modif ied the definit ion on focus competence. However, the task to 

measure strategic competence may be difficult, and must be carefully considered. 

The adding of firm skills in enterprising and honing also seems promising, according 

to this study. I t is likely that strategic competence and firm skills i n enterprising 

and honing are related. More knowledge about this can also be expected f r o m 

future studies. 

W h e n turning to C E O related factors, we found these to be quite influential. The 

new inclusion, CEO skills in enterprising and honing is usually strongly related to 

firm skills in enterprising and honing. The greater the resemblance, especially at 

higher levels o f enterprising and honing, the more influential the C E O is. When 

looking at CEO background, i t seems important to establish the quantity and type 

o f the CEO's education and experience. However, i t also seems fruitful to get the 

CEO's own view o f whether his or her education and experience are appropriate 

fo r the situation they are in . Finally, CEO personality, that was found most 

influential i n Part One, must still be considered as the key factor. W i t h the 

modif ied conceptualization o f self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity, the 

chances that these two personality dimensions surface as important i n future 

studies, seem strong. By also comparing the CEO's self-efficacy w i t h the 

employees' v iew o f the CEO's efficacy, it might be possible to f ind explanations 

f o r when the relationship between C E O self-efficacy and firm performance is 

weak. The impact o f need for cognition has not been in focus i n Part T w o . 

However, the results f r o m Part One gives i t merit for inclusion in future studies, 

especially when firm orientation also is included. 

As was evidenced i n Part One, the chosen aspect o f performance affect the results 

heavily. Depending on whether market or financial performance is focused on, 

the factors that influence performance w i l l be different. I f survival is the 

performance measurement, yet other factors may prove important. The results 

from Part One, together w i t h the indications from Part T w o , point to that a 

multidimensional approach on performance is most likely to provide interesting 

results. The results i n Part T w o , indicate that using self-reported performance 

may be problematic. However, the benefits f rom doing this seem strong, 
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therefore, instead o f giving up, researchers could try to overcome the problem by 

spending time on the operationalization issue. Indications to h o w it could be 

approached has been given above. 
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14 Conclusions and Implications 

In this concluding chapter, we will bring forth the most important conclusions that can be 

drawn from this study (including both Part One and Part Two). Together with the 

conclusions, implications for managers and academicians will be discussed. Finally, some 

directions for future research is suggested. Since the study only covers a single industry, the 

conclusions should be seen as more suggestive than conclusive. 

14.1 Overall Conclusions 

Since turbulence seems to find its way into more and more industries and 

markets, the ability to handle turbulence becomes an important quality for a firm 

- and especially its C E O - to possess. Part T w o had as overall purpose (stated in 

Section 1.2) to identify how small firms faced with turbulence manage their situation. As 

we have seen, managing in turbulence is a great challenge to the C E O and his 

firm. Part T w o shows that small firms can apply rather different approaches to 

this task, ranging f r o m doing nothing (or rather doing everything as nothing had 

happened in the environment), to making substantial changes to better fit the 

new situation. The outcome o f these approaches are also widely different. Some 

thrive i n the turbulent situation, while others fight for mere survival. Bankmptcy 

becomes more common and can also affect those who seem to perform relatively 

wel l . Part T w o definitely lends credence to that turbulence heavily affects the 

situation for small firms. Actions that gives superior performance in more stable 

situations, may prove dysfunctional, and result i n poor performance, when 

turbulence is at hand. Firms that once were highly successful can suddenly 

become poor performers. 

I n Part One, some factors that were believed to be important for management in 

turbulence, were examined. The same factors were then applied i n Part T w o . 

The more specific purpose o f Part T w o was aimed at identifying how different firm 

factors (including firm orientation, firm strategy and ownership) and especially the CEO's 

characteristics (including background and personality) can be linked to how the small firm is 

managed and how it is performing. This purpose has been fulf i l led by the w i t h i n -

case, between-case and between-part analysis that has been carried out earher. In 

essence, the modif ied factors presented i n Figure 13.11 and the discussion around 

them provide conclusions about the usefulness o f these factors for understanding 

small firm management and performance i n a turbulent setting. However, some 

conclusions deserves to be highlighted. This w i l l be done next. 

14.2 The C E O Does Matter 

The indication f r o m Part One, that the C E O may be the person that "make or 

break" the firm, is supported Part T w o . The C E O seems to be the key actor at 

his or her firm, regardless how i t is performing (cf. Mintzberg, 1972). 
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14.2.1 Enterprising "Demands" C E O Tolerance for Ambiguity 

For a small firm to engage in enterprising (Black, 1998), which most likely is 

needed for attaining good performance i n a turbulent setting, the C E O must at 

least allow for this to happen. I n many, i f not most, firms i t is likely that little 

happen i f the C E O doesn't initiate and promote actions towards change (cf. 

Denis et al, 1996). Fi rm change (and thus ability to perform better) is therefore 

strongly l inked to the C E O . This can explain the strong direct hnk between 

higher C E O tolerance for ambiguity and higher firm performance found i n Part 

One. I f the C E O can tolerate the uncertain environment that turbulence causes, 

he or she makes i t possible for the firm to engage i n enterprising. This is 

especially tme for tolerance for ambiguity i n actions. Al though enterprising as 

such is no sure way to gain success, lack o f enterprising seems to be a sure way to 

perform poorly i n a turbulent situation. 

The implication f r o m this is not necessarily that a C E O w i t h l o w tolerance for 

ambiguity should resign and leave room for a new C E O that possesses high 

tolerance for ambiguity. This w o u l d probably be the quickest fix, but many small 

firms do not have this option. For instance, when the C E O also is the owner this 

becomes problematic. There might also be other factors that prevent small firms 

from being able to choose C E O "freely", such as the financial situation (can't 

afford), the lack o f suitable candidates, etc. However, a current C E O w i t h a l o w 

level o f tolerance for ambiguity may be able to acquire a higher level, given the 

appropriate motivation. For instance, tolerance for ambiguity might be 

developed w i t h the help o f game-playing exercises and repeated exposure to 

uncertain and/or ambiguous situations (hypothetical or otherwise), and/or by 

developing "coping" skills such as the acquisition and use o f information (which 

can reduce uncertainty) i n decision making (cf. Lipshitz & Strauss, 1997). 

14.2.2 High C E O Self-Efficacy- A Powerful "Tool" but also 
Potentially Dangerous 

The other characteristic o f the C E O that appears to be very important is his or 

her self-efficacy. A C E O w i t h high perceived self-efficacy makes it his or her 

business to be on top o f his or her firm. B y acting to improve their o w n situation 

(e.g. by estabhshing/maintaining a network or by acquiring special skills), they 

can act to improve their firm's situation. Self-efficacy seems to take the f o r m o f 

virtuous or vicious circles (cf. Gist & Mitchel l , 1992; Bandura, 1982). This may 

be both a promise and a threat for CEOs w h o have l o w self-efficacy. I t is a 

promise since i t indicates that a virtuous circle can be created. However, i t is a 

threat since a person having l o w self-efficacy often is caught i n a vicious circle 

that makes a turnaround more and more diff icul t as time goes by. They tend to 

be caught in the present - or even worse - i n the past. A person w i t h relatively 

l ow self-efficacy probably needs a "lever", e.g. a competent external "mentor", 

to initiate the climb towards better self-efficacy. After having started the virtuous 
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circle, the importance o f this "lever" w i l l decrease as other ways for increasing 

the self-efficacy is established (such as a relevant network, new knowledge and 

skills, etc). 

Thus, the proper answer for firms having a C E O w i t h l o w self-efficacy is not 

necessarily to get r id o f the C E O . Rather, such a C E O may, given he or she is 

helped to create a virtuous circle that helps bui ld self-efficacy, be a better person 

to lead the company than most other persons. Generally, a C E O knows his or her 

company very well . This knowledge, paired w i t h help f r o m the outside, could be 

a recipe for future success. Still, i n some situations, the present C E O is unlikely to 

be able to fill the requirements o f a functional C E O . This could be the case when 

the CEO's background and education are too mis-fi t t ing for the situation the 

C E O is in . Acquir ing the experience and education needed to do a good job 

probably take too long time, and, therefore, a new C E O (wi th a more 

appropriate background and education) is hkely to be the best solution for the 

company. 

Although generally positive, high C E O self-efficacy may be dysfunctional in 

some situations, when the C E O (often unknowingly) is more concerned w i t h 

maintaining a feeling o f control rather than control itself, (cf. Silver, Mitchel l & 

Gist, 1995). This can easily lead to a situation where the C E O take actions that 

jeopardizes his or her firm (cf. Whyte , Saks & Hook , 1997). Our results thus 

emphasize the importance for a confident C E O (i.e. who has relatively high self-

efficacy) to be open to constmctive criticism. By having an open mind , i t seems 

less probable that the high self-efficacy, wh ich i n most cases is an asset, w i l l 

become a hability. There seems to be no similar contingency effect for l ow self-

efficacy, that is, l ow self-efficacy seems negative i n all situations. Even though a 

C E O can manage his or her firm despite their l ow self-efficacy, a better self-

efficacy wou ld facilitate their task and probably help the person perform better. 

14.3 The Benefits of Applying Both Quantitative and 
Qualitative Methods in the Same Study 

Withou t Part T w o , many questions that were raised in Part One w o u l d have 

remained unanswered. For instance, the result implying no direct effect f rom 

strategic competence on firm performance w o u l d still puzzle us. As noted in Part 

One, there were no evident mistakes made i n the operationalization o f strategic 

competence, since i t showed acceptable scale properties. However, by being able 

to come closer to the phenomenon at study, i t is also possible to find out more 

about anomalies o f this kind. Like Sutton & Rafaeli (1988), we w i l l be able to 

better understand "the entire picture" i f quantitative and qualitative approaches 

are combined. Part T w o , thus, helped us to find reasons for the anomalous results 

in Part One. Strategic competence does seem to be influential i f conceptualized 
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and operationalized i n a somewhat modif ied way as outlined above i n Section 
13.5. 

The idea to alternate between quantitative and qualitative research approaches 

also allows for interesting research designs. The design in Part T w o o f this study 

is based on the results i n Part One. The eight case study firms were chosen to 

better understand the impact o f C E O self-efficacy and tolerance for ambiguity 

on firm performance. W i t h o u t Part One, the applied design wou ld not have 

been possible. A n d f r o m the results i n Part T w o , it is possible to design new 

quantitative studies that benefit from both Part One and Part T w o . 

14.4 Directions for Future Research 

The main direction for future research has already been put forward i n Figure 

13.11. Testing this modif ied framework quantitatively (using, for instance, the 

models designed in Part One) i n different industries, facing different levels o f 

change, seems interesting. This could result i n better knowledge about the factors 

that influence firm performance, especially the impact o f the C E O . Is i t mainly 

i n industries facing high levels o f change that the C E O tends to dominate the 

firm? W i l l the impact o f the C E O be lower in industries where the level o f 

change is low? 

Further, the issue about linear or combination effects, that is, whether there are 

interactions (or moderating relations) among the different factors, is not focused 

on in this study. W e have only provided some indications that need to be studied 

more i n detail i n future research. W i t h the modified factors, a new quantitative 

study could be able to help us w i t h this task. 

After leaving the eight (or rather seven remaining) case studies i n a situation that 

was rather unclear, i t w o u l d be interesting to fo l low up on them. The change i n 

performance from 1994 to 1997 supported the "predictions" Part One made 

quite well . That is, a C E O who possesses high tolerance for ambiguity and high 

self-efficacy w i l l be associated w i t h a firm which is performing wel l , and vice 

versa. Therefore, the continued development o f these firms is interesting. W i l l 

the firms continue to develop according to the "predictions", or w i l l there be 

new "anomalies" to understand? 

As W i k l u n d (1998) suggests, an attractive overall research design could be to m n 

surveys and case-studies side by side. As was indicated i n the method chapter, 

and pointed out i n the preceding section, this author encourages other researchers 

to use both qualitative and quantitative methods in their work . The idea to m n 

them parallel, where collection o f data is done regularly, seems very appealing. 

The insights f r o m the case-studies can directly be applied i n a survey, and 
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anomalies in the survey can be addressed in the case-studies. The abduction 

pattern that often is needed to advance research can be used fully. 

A task for managers and management trainers is to explore and search for 

effective methods o f developing tolerance for ambiguity and self-efficacy. The 

suggestions given above are only indications. Moreover, since small firm CEOs 

seldom can f i nd time to be away from their firm for more than a few days now 

and then, i t is important to find approaches that f i t this constraint. 

This study has focused on a number o f factors which have been shown to be 

more or less critical for the successful mnning o f a small firm, i n a turbulent 

situation. The choice o f these factors was based on indications in the hterature, 

but there are, o f course, many other factors that may be influential. W e therefore 

invite future researchers to delineate other critical factors i n this context that over 

t ime could result i n a more comprehensive understanding o f the research area. 
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Appendix 1: The placing of the eight case study firms 
when plotting them on individual personality and 
performance dimensions 

In the fo l lowing six figures, the eight cases are placed according to their relative 

level o f each individual dimension. The figure is divided into sixteen boxes, 

based on the median, and the lower and upper quartiles. I f a firm is placed 

between two boxes, i t has a score that is on the median or lower/upper quartile. 

Market 
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Low High 

* Financial performance 

Figure At.i Market vs. financial performance 

CEO 

Self-efficacy 

0 

Low H i g h 

* CEO Tolerance for Ambiguity 

Figure A1.2 CEO self-efficacy vs. CEO tolerance for ambiguity 

Legend: 
1= Smalltown House 2= Country Stairways 3= Components 4= Bedrock Windows 
5= Riverside Joinery 6= Inland House 7= Window Team 8= Hanson's Joinery 
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Figure Al.3 Market performance vs. CEO self-efficacy 
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Figure Al.4 Financial performance vs. CEO self-efficacy 

Legend: 

1= Smalltown House 2= Country Stairways 3= Components 4= Bedrock Windows 

5= Riverside Joinery 6= Inland House 7= Window Team 8= Hanson's Joinery 
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Figure A 1.5 Financial performance vs. CEO tolerance for ambiguity 
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Figure A1.6 Market performance vs. CEO tolerance for ambiguity 

Legend: 
1= Smalltown House 2= Country Stairways 3= Components 4= Bedrock Windows 

5= Riverside Joinery 6= Inland House 7= Window Team 8= Hanson's Joinery 
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Appendix 2: Firm characteristics and firm performance (according to questionnaire in 1994) 

Firm Line Location Owner
ship 

No of 
emp. 97 

Tumover 
95 M S E K 

Diff Cost Focus Market 
ori 

Planning 
ori 

Financial 
perf94 

Market 
perf94 

Financial 
perf92 

Market 
perf92 

Smalltown House P N/sm city Other 170 267,5 1,33 4,67 3,67 3,00 3,33 4,00 4,33 4,00 4,33 
Country Stairways J S/rural Other 34 39,9 3,67 2,33 2,33 3,00 3,33 3,50 4,67 3,00 3,33 

Components P S/rural Other 35 60,2 4,67 2,00 3,00 4,00 2,67 4,00 3,33 4,50 3,67 
Bedrock Windows J W7 rural Family 75 66,6 3,67 3,67 1,00 3,50 2,33 3,50 4,00 4,00 4,00 

Riverside Joinery J C/rural Other 13 10,4 4,33 4,00 4,33 3,50 2,67 2,00 4,00 1,00 1,00 
Inland House P N/rural Other 25 14,4 4,00 3,00 2,00 3,50 4,67 2,50 2,33 3,50 3,67 

Window Team J S/sm city Family 13 6,9 3,67 3,67 4,00 3,00 2,00 2,00 1,67 1,50 1,67 
Hanson's Joinery J C/rural Other 8 4,0 4,00 2,67 3,00 2,50 3,33 3,00 3,00 3,50 3,00 

Line: J~joinery, P=prefab; Location: S=south, C=central, etc; Ownership: Family=At least 50 % of stocks are owned by the C E O ' s family; Diff, Cost & Focus: Self-rated score based on 
three items ranging from 1 to 5; Market onentation: Self-rated score based on two items ranging from 1 to 5; Planning orientation: Self-rated score based on three items ranging from 1 to 
5; Financial performance 1994: Self-rated score of current performance based on two items (relative profitability and productivity) ranging from 1 to 5; Market performance 1994: Self-rated 
score of current performance based on three items (relative customer satisfaction, growth in sales and growth in market share) ranging from 1 to 5; Financial performance 1992: Self-rated 

^ score of earlier performance. Same items as for 1994; Market performance 1992: Self-rated score of earlier performance. Same items as for 1994. (see Westerberg, 1996 for details) 

O 
Appendix 3: C E O characteristics and firm performance (according to questionnaire in 1994) 

Firm Age Scholary Area of Main work Years Years in External Tol for Self- Need for Financial Market Financial Market 
(94) education education experience iu firm as C E O ambiguity efficacy cognition perf94 perf94 perf92 perf92 

firm C E O experience 
Smalltown House 52 High School Engineering Production 30 14 - 4,00 5,00 3,57 4,00 4,33 4,00 4,33 
Country Stairways 56 College Engineering Prod & mark 3 3 5 4,25 4,67 4,29 3,50 4,67 3,00 3,33 

Components 50 Vocational Commercial Accounting 10 10 _ 2,75 3,33 2,29 4,00 3,33 4,50 3,67 
Bedrock Windows 51 Vocational Commercial Production 30 14 - 2,25 3,00 3,71 3,50 4,00 4,00 4,00 

Riverside Joinery 50 University Management Marketing 3 3 6 4,75 4,83 3,29 2,00 4,00 1,00 1,00 
Inland House 48 University Pol science Production 20 7 - 3,00 4,83 3,43 2,50 2,33 3,50 3,67 

Window Team 62 Basic _ Production 35 8 11 2,50 3,17 3,29 2,00 1,67 1,50 1,67 
Hanson's Joinery 62 Basic - - 34 18 - 3,00 3,50 4,43 3,00 3,00 3,50 3,00 

Tolerance for ambiguity: Score based on four items ranging from 3 to 5; Self-efficacy: Score based on six items ranging from 1 to 5; Need for cognition: Score based on seven items ranging 
from 1 to 5 (see Westerberg, 1996 for details) 



Appendix 4: Inroductory letter to the C E O in the Case Company 

Ql HÖGSKOLAN I LULEÅ 
LULEÅ UNIVERSITY, SWEDEN 

Luleåden 17/9 1996 

Smalltown House 
CEO Stan Hardy 
99 Smalltown Drive 
999 99 Smalltown 

För snart tre år sedan påbör jade jag ett projekt som handlar om företags framgångsfaktorer då 
omgivningen är föränderl ig. Sveriges trähus- och snickerifabriker har använts som exempel på en 
bransch som är präglad av stora förändringar, vi lka under de senaste åren mest resulterat i ett allt 
hårdare klimat. Många företag har tvingats i konkurs, men trots att marknaden minskat t i l l endast en 
bråkdel av vad den var före de senaste årens fa l l , klarar de flesta företagen sin överlevnad. 

Jag har precis avslutat fas ett i detta projekt. Med hjä lp av en enkätundersökning där drygt hälften av 
alla företag i branschen deltog, har jag dragit slutsatsen att företagsledaren som person verkar vara 
mycket betydelsefull för hur företaget som helhet lyckas klara av de påfrestningar som den svåra 
marknadssituationen skapat. 

Nästa fas ämnar att försöka svara på frågan varför företagsledaren är så v ik t ig . För att göra detta har 
jag valt ut ett antal företag som jag tror kan hjälpa t i l l att svara på denna fråga. Jag behöver då hjälp 
från Ert och några andra företag i branschen. Bara genom att f å möjlighet att personligen närvara och 
diskutera hur ni löser de uppgifter som företaget står inför tror jag att det är möjligt att förstå något om 
hur företag i Er situation fungerar. Självklart kommer all information jag får att behandlas 
konfidentiellt. Om ni så önskar kan uppgifterna om företaget anonymiseras i den slutliga rapporten. 

Jag som kommer att bedriva undersökningen heter Mats Westerberg och är 32 år. Jag har bott större 
delen av mitt l iv i Luleå , förutom fyra år i Linköping då jag läste t i l l civilingenjör samt tre är i Västerås 
då jag arbetade som inköpare och projektledare på A B B . 1993 återvände jag t i l l Luleå och påbörjade 
mina doktorandstudier. M i n handledare är professor Einar Häckner (tel. 0920-91429), som har stor 
erfarenhet från forskning om trähusföretag. 

Jag kommer att kontakta Er under de närmaste veckorna för att närmare utröna om det är möjl igt för 
mig att få studera Ert företag. A l l t som allt planerar jag att tillbringa ungefär en vecka på varje företag. 
Närmare detaljer om detta v i l l jag diskutera om N i skulle vara intresserade att delta i undersökningen. 

Undersökningen kommer att avrapporteras i form av en vetenskaplig rapport på engelska. Dessutom 
hoppas jag kunna ge företaget feedback under arbetets gång. M i n förhoppning är att v i skall kunna 
hjälpa varandra. 

Tack fö r att N i tog Er tid att läsa. Jag hoppas Ert företag har möjl ighet att delta i undersökningen. 

Med vänliga hälsningar 

Mats Westerberg 
Doktorand i företagsekonomi 

Besöksadress/ Postadress/ Postal address 
Visiting Address Avd/ Dept. IES 
Regnbågsallén S-971 87 Luleå 
Porsön, Luleå 

Telefon/Telephone Email 
Dom. 0920 91808 Mats.Westerberg@ies.luth.se 
Int. +46 920 91808 
Fax +46 920 72144 
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Appendix 5: Interview Guides 

Interview guide for the C E O 

1 Background: 
1.1 Your education? W h y this education? What controlled your choice o f education? H o w 

have your education helped you in your present position? Would another type o f education 

have changed your situation as CEO in important ways? 

1.2 Your prior work experience? Planned career or more ad hoc? What are the most important 

experiences gained f rom earher jobs pertaining to the role as CEO? Have your prior 

experiences been helpful for your present position? Examples! 

1.3 H o w did you get your present job? Planned or more ad hoc? The most important 

experiences fo rm the time as CEO in this company? Examples! 

1.4 H o w has your family influenced you as CEO? Positive/negative aspects. Does family 

members work (or have they worked) for the company? Positive/negative aspects. 

2 C E O ' s roles: 
2.1 What is your function in this company? What roles do you have? Time spent on each 

role/function? What role/function do you enjoy the most/the least? In what role are you most 

important for the firm? 

2.2 H o w is the time divided between oral (talks w i th one or more persons in more or less 

formal situations), cognitive (desk duties, reading or writing) and physical activities (actual 

value adding in the production)? 

3 About the company: 
3.1 The history in brief. Change of ownership. Change of CEO. Reasons behind changes, etc. 

3.2 Present ownership. H o w is the company owned? Does i t own other companies? Pros and 

cons w i t h the present owner structure! 

3.3 Board o f directors. Active/passive, role, competence. H o w did the CEO influence the 
present use of the board? What is the position of the CEO in relation to the board? 

3.4 Management team. Do you have a management team? Who is part o f it? H o w do you 

work w i th this team? H o w much is your choice? 

3.5 White collar employees. General competence and experience? What is your part in the 

present composition? H o w do you do to make them perform? 

3.6 Blue collar employees. General competence and experience? What is your part in the 

present composition? H o w do you do to make them perform? 

3.7 H o w is the company organized? Are you happy wi th this organization? Pros and cons! 

What (if anything) are you doing to improve the organization? 
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4 Contacts with external parties: 
4.1 Customers. W h o are they? H o w do you work wi th customers? Long-term relations? Do 

you try to get a certain k ind o f customer? What kind and why? 

4.2 Suppliers. Who are they? H o w do you work wi th suppliers? Long-term relations? Do you 

try to get a certain kind of supplier? What k ind and why? 

4.3 Financiers. Who are they? H o w do you work wi th financiers? Any additional role apart 

f r om lending capital? Have you influenced the choice o f financier? 

4.4 Auditor. H o w do you work w i th the auditor? Any additional role apart f r om auditing? 

Have you influenced the choice of auditor? 

4.5 Cooperation wi th other firms. How? Sporadic/regular? Purpose? Benefits? H o w did it 

start? Your part i n the start and process? What about the future? More or less cooperation? 

4.6 Are you member in any industry or company organization? Your choice or not? What are 

the benefits (if member)? I f not member: Why? 

5 About working in an uncertain environment: 
5.1 H o w do you feel about working in the k ind o f uncertainty about the future that is present 

in your industry? Does the uncertain market situation affect your possibility to influence the 

company in the direction you want? H o w do act when changed circumstances make your old 

plans obsolete? 

5.2 D o you export products? H o w do you feel about the uncertainty that export brings in? 

H o w do the risks related to export affect your decision to engage i n export or not? 

5.3 Do you have any product development? H o w do you feel about the uncertainty that 

product development brings in? H o w do the risks related to product development affect your 

decision to engage in product development or not? 

5.4 Have you had extensive marketing activities? H o w do you feel about the uncertainty that 

marketing activities brings in? H o w do the risks connected to marketing activities affect your 

decision to engage in marketing activities or not? 

6 What is the extent of the C E O ' s influence: 
6.1 T o what extent can you influence the company's position in general? What do you do to 

influence? 

6.2 T o what extent can you influence the company's market situation? What do you do to 

influence? 

6.3 T o what extent can you influence the company's internal work (production, etc.)? What do 

you do to influence? 

7 Position v is -å-v is employees: 
7.1 What is your role in relation to employees? H o w is your relationship wi th employees? 
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7.2 H o w do you get employees to develop in the direction you want? Do you let yourself be 
influenced by employees? 

7.3 H o w do you think employees feel about working in your company? Trust? Morale? Good 

spirit? Any tension or stress due to the pressing situation? H o w much can you personally 
influence the well-being o f the staff? 

7.4 I f the employees were asked to characterize you as boss (and CEO), what would be their 
first answer? What do you base this on? 

7.5 H o w do you know whether an employee performs his or her duties poorly or well? H o w 
do the employees get to know whether they have performed poorly or well? 

7.6 Y o u have an employee that don't perform according to your standards. What do you do? 

7.7 What, i n your mind, are the most important characteristics o f an employee? 

7.8 H o w much influence do the employees have on decisions that are made? In what areas are 
they most influential? 

8 Management Control: 

8.1 H o w do you know whether the company is performing well or not on a daily or weekly 
basis? H o w do you keep track on the firm's economy? 

8.2 H o w do you use the (management) accounting system? What reports do you use? Why? 
Have you influenced the design o f the system? 

8.3 What ( i f any) economic information is shared wi th the employees? 

8.4 Based on the accounting information, can you determine which parts o f the company that 
are more or less successful? 

8.5 Do you consider that you have control over the company's revenues, costs and result? 

8.6 What information about the operations do you miss the most? 

8.7 (If accounting is external) H o w is the accounting firm used for evaluating the operations? 
What do you ask them to do? 

8.8 What is the most important area o f use for the (management) accounting system? 
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9 O n information use and decision making: 
9.1 Give examples of situations in your work where one o f the following types of informat ion is 

especially important 

Routine reports f rom the 

accounting system 

Special information such as 

evaluation o f budget and 

profitabihty analysis o f products 

Regular evaluation according to 

own methods outside the 

accounting system 

Information in relation to lunches, 

meetings or encounters in the hall 

9.2 Do you think that your experience and education have influenced your use ofinformation? 

How? 

Three decision making situations: Regular (relatively small impact), Offensive (relatively large 

impact), Defensive (relatively large impact) 

9.3 Regular: 
State an economic issue that needs regular decision making involving others than yourself. 

H o w do you go about to create a basis for the decision? W h o do you contact? What written 

and oral information is used? What are the options in this situation? H o w do you arrive at 

these? What information and which persons are most important? Is the collected information 

"enough" for making a good decision ? Would more information mean a better decision? 

9.4 Offensive: 
Recall an important investment you have been part o f implementing. H o w was the need for 

the investment "discovered"? 

H o w did you go about to create a basis for the decision? Who did you contact? What written 

and oral information was used? What were the options in this situation? H o w did you arrive at 

these? What information and which persons were most important? Was the collected 

information "enough" for making a good decision ? Wou ld more information have meant a 

better decision? 

9.5 Defensive: 
Recall the situation in the beginning o f the nineties when the market started to fold and later 

collapsed in a very short time. When did you realize that something needed to be done? H o w 

did the problematic situation become clear? 

H o w did you go about to create a basis for the decision? Who did you contact? What written 

and oral information was used? What were the options in this situation? H o w did you arrive at 

these? What information and which persons were most important? Was the collected 

information "enough" for making a good decision ? Wou ld more information have meant a 

better decision? 
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10 Goals, Financial ratios, etc. 
10.1 What "yardstick" do you use for evaluation o f the company? 

10.2 What financial ratios are calculated? Which (if any) are important in evaluating the 

company? I f used, how is the evaluation done? H o w much are financial ratios used when 
managing the firm? 

10.3 Do you use/discuss goals in your company? Do you make plans? Do you put up rules? 
H o w do you go about to otherwise influence your company? 

10.4 What is the company's most important goal? Who developed that goal? What is your 
position regarding growth? 

10.5 Please rate the following possible goals. 

Totally unimportant 

2 
Survival (that the company lives on) 

Good solidity 

Good liquidity 

Satisfied customers (good reputation) 

Increased sales (growth) 

Profitabihty 

Satisfied employees (well-being/voc.pride) 

Satisfied owners 

Good profit margins 

High productivity 

Good reputation in the local community 

Other goals: 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Very important 

5 6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

10.6 Have you during the last years worked towards specific quantified goals? I f so, which? 
W h o set the goals? I f not, why? 

10.7 Some say i t is meaningless to work toward goals in a turbulent environment. What is 
your position? 

10.8 Have the view on/importance o f goals changed the last couple o f years? I f so, how and 
why? Implications? 

10.9To what extent have the most important goals been fulfilled? 

No t at all Completely 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 
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10.10 Elaborate on why this is the situation. What is your own part i n the success or failure to 
reach these goals? 

10.11 What is the single most important condition for your company to be successful (reach 

important goals)? Can you as a person influence this condition? Has this changed? Implications? 

10.12 Other important conditions for the company's success? (In descending order) Can you as 
a person influence this condition? Has this changed? Implications? 

11 Strategy and business idea: 

11.1 What do you make money on? H o w come your company has managed the crisis? What 

draws the customers to your firm? What is your personal part i n this? H o w do you influence 
this? 

11.2 D o you have an outspoken business idea (mission)? H o w was it developed? Has it 
changed over the years? 

11.3 Have you been able to realize your business idea (make money on it)? Indicate on a scale 

f rom 1 to 6 and elaborate where you are and why you are there? Your part i n this? 

11.4 Indicate your product quahty relative competitors. l = m u c h lower, 6=much higher. 
Changes the last couple o f years? Implications 

11.5 Indicate your differentiation relative competitors (i.e. to what extent you provide 

customers w i th specialized products). 1 =much lower, 6=much higher. Changes the last couple 
of years? Implications 

11.6 Indicate your price level relative competitors. l = m u c h lower, 6=much higher. Changes 
the last couple o f years? Implications 

11.7 Indicate the competitive situation f rom 1986 to present. 

Very strong competition 

Strong competition 

Moderate competition 

Weak competition 

Very weak competition 

1985 1997 

Elaborate on this situation! 

11.8 Indicate your firm's position on the market compared to your most important 
competitors. 

Much stronger 

Somewhat stronger 

About the same 

Somewhat weaker 

Much weaker 

1985 1997 
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Elaborate on this situation! 

11.9 What competitive means have been important f r om 1986 until today? ( l = n o t important, 

5=very important) 

Price 

Quality (the product) 

Service (delivery time etc) 

Marketing 

Other means (what?) 

1986 1997 

Elaborate on this situation! 

11.10 H o w many known competitors does the company have? Indicate the three most 

important w i th their respective market share. Changes? Reasons/implications. 

11.12 Differences between your firm and your three most important competitors? The biggest 

difference? 

11.13 Relative differentiation? Substantially lower Substantially higher 

11.14 Relative quality? Substantially lower Substantially higher 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

11.15 Relative price level? Substantially lower Substantially higher 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

11.16 Describe the strategic actions (during your period as CEO) that in your mind has 

influenced the company most. When? The company's situation? The process f rom recognition 

to implementation. Your part in this? Impact of this action? Your satisfaction wi th the 

decision/action? Reasons for success or failure 

12 Authorities and political influence: 
12.1 Which national poHtical decisions have affected your company and its ability to attain 

goals (business idea) most? What are the consequences o f these decisions? Changes? 

12.2 Other political decisions that have affected your company's ability to succeed? What are 

the consequences o f these decisions? Changes? 
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12.3 Do your company enjoy any support from the government (national or local)? D o you 

apply for support? Why? W h y not? Conditions for support? 

12.4 Attitude towards the European Union? Private vs. as business man? Changes? Are you 

eligible for E U support? Do you apply? Why? W h y not? 

13 Other 
13.1 Are there any other areas that have to do wi th your part in your company's success, that I 

have failed to raise questions about? 

14 Interview guide for the person responsible for accounting 

14.1 H o w do you know whether the company is performing well or not on a daily or weekly 

basis? H o w do you keep track on the firm's economy? 

14.2 What ( i f any) economic information is shared wi th the employees? 

14.3 Describe the accounting system. 
Budgets? Results, cost, sales) W h o does them? H o w are they evaluated? What is the purpose 

wi th the budget? What is the significance o f the budget? (Large, regular deep analysis - Little, 

shallow analysis) 

14.4 Do you plan your liquidity? Periodicity? H o w is the liquidity monitored? H o w is the 

liquidity situation? 

14.5 Do you make "cost estimations" ? (Product, order, investments) before/after. Evaluation? 

Is it Hnked to the accounting system? Importance for controDing the operations? 

14.6 H o w good is the foundation for setting product prices? 

14.7 H o w good is the foundation for comparing profitabiHty between different 

products/orders? 

14.8 Do you do daily book keeping and end of year closing o f the books your self? I f self, i t is 

computerized? W h y have you chosen this solution? 

14.9 D o you prepare part year reports? H o w detailed? Who prepare? W h o uses? Other reports 

f rom the accounting system? 

14.10 Based on the accounting information, can you determine which parts o f the company 

that are more or less successful? 

14.11 Do you consider that you have control over the company's revenues, costs and result? 

14.12 What information about the operations do you miss the most? 

14.13 (If accounting is external) H o w is the accounting firm used for evaluating the operations? 

What do you ask them to do? 
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14.14 What role does the auditor have? Only the yearly audit, or other tasks as well? I f so how 

much contact do you have? 

14.15 What is the most important area o f use for the (management) accounting system? 

14.16 What financial ratios are calculated? Which (if any) are important in evaluating the 

company? I f used, how is the evaluation done? H o w much are financial ratios used when 

managing the firm? 

14.17 What "yardstick" do you use for evaluation o f the company? 

15 Interview guide for the production manager 

15.1 What is the general education and experience among the blue collar employees? Are they 

specialists or generalists? Have you influenced the recruitment? I f so, how? H o w do you do to 

make the employees do a good job? 

15.2 Describe your products! Changes the last years? 

15.3 Do you make "cost estimations" ? (Product, order, investments) before/after. Evaluation? 

Is it linked to the accounting system? Importance for controlling the operations? 

15.4 H o w good is the foundation for setting product prices? 

15.5 H o w good is the foundation for comparing profitability between different 

products/orders? 

15.6 Do you do any product or production development? Why, why not? Changes? 

15.7 What percentage o f the turnover relates to new products (less than three years old)? 

15.8 Write down the average capacity usage over the years! 

Very good 

Good 

Moderate 

Poor 

Very poor 
1986 1997 

Elaborate on this! 

15.9 Do you suffer seasonal changes? I f so, what do you do to cope wi th these? 

15.10 What is your level o f production technology compared to competitors? Level o f 

automation? Reasons for this! 

15.11 Your level o f productivity compared to competitors? Reasons! 
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15.12 H o w do you control the production? Changes? H o w would you hke to control the 

production i f you could change the present situation? W h y can't this be accomphshed? 

15.13 What production area sets the production capacity? Is this a conscious choice? 
W h y / W h y not? 

16 Interview guide for marketing manager 

16.1 What kind o f customer structure do you have (many small or few large, old or new, 

geographical area)? Cooperation w i t h these? (Brief weak relations or long strong relations) 

Characterize a large customer/ an average customer! Do you work to attract a certain 

customer? (Target customer/market) 

16.2 What are your most important markets? Your market shares? Changes? Stable or 

turbulent markets? Do you market different products to different markets? Changes? Why? 

16.3 D o you market a stable product hne or is i t changing? Do the market demand new 
products? Is i t necessary to provide new products to remain competitive? Do you f ind this 
positive or negative? 

16.4 H o w much of your sales is on export? What countries? W h y do you export? W h y not? 
Changes? 

16.5 Do you have any product development? W h y / w h y not? Changes? 

16.6 What is the turnover percentage for new (less than three years old) products? 

16.7 H o w much do you spend on marketing activities (percentage o f sales)? Changes? 
Reasons! 

17 Interview guide for the supply manager 

17.1 Characterize your largest supplier/ an average supplier! H o w is the supplier structure 

(many, few, old new)? Cooperation wi th these? (long-term or short-term) 

18 Interview guide for employees (general) 

18.1 Characterize the CEO as boss? What is the first that comes to your mind? What qualities 
(both positive and negative) are the most pronounced? 

18.2 I f the CEO has set a goal for the company or for your department, is it your opinion that 
this goal wi l l be fulfilled? H o w does he work to fulf i l l the goals? 
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18.3 H o w much influence does the CEO have over what happens in the firm? W h o else have 

great influence? What is your own influence? 

18.4 H o w does the CEO influence your and your co-workers uncertainty about the future? 

Does he breed security or insecurity? What is i t in his actions that shows this? 

18.5 What is your own role at the company? What is the most important you do? Does the 

CEO influence how well you can perform your work? 

18.6 H o w do you know i f you have performed well or not? Does anybody (the CEO?) tell you 

when you do a good/bad job? 

18.7 What are the important changes at the company over the last five years? 

18.8 Have you access to financial (economic) information about your company? From what 

source? Do you use economic information? W h y (what purpose)/Why not? 
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Appendix 6: The persons interviewed at each case study 
firm 

Smalltown House 
CEO (Stan Hardy) 

Longer interviews (more than 30 minutes) 

Financial manager 

Market manager 

Market department employee 

Supply manager 

Technical manager 

Technical department employee 

Production manager (assembly) 

Production manager (saw mill) 

Production foremen (2) 

CEO's secretary 

Shorter interviews or informal talks 

Production employees (5) 

Country Stairways 
CEO (John Jones) 

Longer interviews (more than 30 minutes) 

Financial "manager" 

Market area employees (2) 

Supply "manager" 

Technical department employee (2) 

Production manager 

Shorter interviews or informal talks 

Production employees (5) 

Components 
CEO (Carl Smith) 

Longer interviews (more than 30 minutes) 

Financial manager (Co-owner) 

Production manager (Co-owner) 
Production foreman 

Clerk 

Draughtmen (3) 

Shorter interviews or informal talks 

Production employees (5) 

Bedrock Windows 
CEO (Robert Ericson) 

Longer interviews (more than 30 minutes) 

Market manager (Co-owner) 

Market department employees (3) 

Supply "manager" 

Technical "manager" 

Technical department employees (2) 

Production foreman 

Clerks (4) 

Shorter interviews or informal talks 

Production employees (5) 

Riverside Joinery 
CEO (Peter Mason) 

Longer interviews (more than 30 minutes) 

Market department employees (2) 

Production manager 

Shorter interviews or informal talks 

Inland House 
CEO (Fred Simons) 

Longer interviews (more than 30 minutes) 

Production manager (Co-owner) 

Financial "manager" 

Production foreman 

Shorter interviews or informal talks 

Production employees (5) 

Window T e a m 
CEO (William Carlson) 

Longer interviews (more than 30 minutes) 

Production manager (Co-owner) 

Technical manager (Co-owner) 

Clerk 

Shorter interviews or informal talks 

Production employees (5) 

Hanson's Joinery 
CEO (George Larsen) 

Longer interviews (more than 30 minutes) 

Production "manager" (Co-owner) 

Production employee (Co-owner) 

Shorter interviews or informal talks 

Production employees (4) 
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Appendix 7: Definitions of performance dimensions. 

The definitions are taken f r o m SCB's (The Swedish Statistical Agency) brochure 

"Nyckeltalshandbok", on which the industry statistics (median, and upper and 

lower quartile) are based. 

Return on assets (ROA): 

Profit before financial expences and taxes/Average total assets 

Return on sales (ROS): 

Profit before financial expences and taxes/Turnover 

Capital turnover rate: 

Tumover/Average total assets 

Turnover per employee: 

Tumover/Average number of employees 

Solvency ratio: 

(Equity + 70% of untaxed reserves)/Total assets (Closing balance) 

Growth in sales: 

(Turnover current year-Turnover preceding year)/Turnover preceding year 
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Appendix 8: Statistical Details Regarding Firm Orientation 

C a s e 1: S m a l l t o w n House 

Variable INTERNAL VS. MARKET 
High 

Analy s i s of Variance 

Source D.F. 
Between Groups 2 
Within Groups 18 
Total 20 

Sum of 
Squares 

2,3492 
11,3889 
13,7381 

Mean 
Squares 

1,1746 
,6327 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
1,8564 ,1849 

Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 3,5000 
White C o l l a r 11 2,5000 
Blue C o l l a r 9 3,1111 
To t a l 21 2,8095 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,5000 3,5000 
White C o l l a r 1,0000 4,0000 
Blue C o l l a r 2,0000 4,0000 

Standard Standard 
Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

, 8367 
,7407 
,8288 

,2523 
,2469 
,1809 

1,9379 TO 
2,5418 TO 
2,4323 TO 

3,0621 
3,6804 
3,1868 

Var i a b l e IMPLEMENTATION VS. PLANNING 
Low High 

Analy s i s of Variance 

Sum of Mean F F 

Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio Prob. 

Between Groups 2 2,4515 1,2257 2,1377 ,1469 

Within Groups 18 10,3210 ,5734 

T o t a l 20 12,7725 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 1 3,3333 
White C o l l a r 11 3,0000 ,7149 ,2156 2,5197 TO 3,4803 

Blue C o l l a r 9 3,7037 ,8070 ,2690 3,0834 TO 4,3240 

To t a l 21 3,3175 ,7991 ,1744 2,9537 TO 3,6812 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,3333 3,3333 
White C o l l a r 1,3333 3,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 2,6667 5,0000 

Variable RESULTS VS. PROCESS 
LOW High 

Analy s i s of Variance 
Sum of Mean F F 

Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio Prob. 

Between Groups 2 ,7234 ,3617 ,5292 ,5980 

Within Groups 18 12,3030 ,6835 

To t a l 20 13,0265 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 1 1,3333 
White C o l l a r 11 1,8485 ,8348 ,2517 1,2876 TO 2,4093 

Blue C o l l a r 9 2,1111 ,8165 ,2722 1,4835 TO 2,7387 

To t a l 21 1,9365 ,8070 ,1761 1,5691 TO 2,3039 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 1,3333 1,3333 
White C o l l a r 1,0000 4,0000 
Blue C o l l a r 1,0000 3,3333 
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Case 2: Country Stairways 

Variable INTERNAL VS. MARKET 
Low 

Analys i s of Variance 

Source D.F. 
Between Groups 2 
Within Groups 13 
Total 15 

High 

Sum of 
Squares 

,5558 
4,9286 
5,4844 

Mean 
Squares 

,2779 
,3791 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
,7330 ,4993 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 2,5000 
White C o l l a r 7 3,2857 
Blue C o l l a r 8 3,2500 
Total 16 3,2188 

Deviation 

,4880 
,7071 
,6047 

Err o r 

,1844 
,2500 
,1512 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

2,8344 TO 
2,6588 TO 
2,8965 TO 

3,7370 
3,8412 
3,5410 

GROUP MINIMUM 
CEO 2,5000 
White C o l l a r 2,5000 
Blue C o l l a r 3,0000 
TOTAL 2,5000 

MAXIMUM 
2,5000 
4,0000 
5,0000 
5,0000 

Variable IMPLEMENTATION VS. PLANNING 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

D.F. 
2 
13 
15 

High 
Analysis of Variance 
Sum of 

Squares 
,0149 

3,0337 
3,0486 

Mean 
Squares 

,0074 
,2334 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
,0319 ,9687 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 3,0000 
White C o l l a r 7 3,0952 
Blue C o l l a r 8 3,1250 
Total 16 3,1042 

Deviation 

,4600 
,5020 
,4508 

Err o r 

,1739 
,1775 
, 1127 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

2,6698 TO 
2,7053 TO 
2,8639 TO 

3,5207 
3,5447 
3,3444 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,0000 3,0000 
White C o l l a r 2,3333 3,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 2,3333 4,0000 
TOTAL 2,3333 4,0000 

Variable RESULT VS. PROCESS 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

High 

D.F. 
2 
13 
15 

Analysis of Variance 

Sum of 
Squares 

,9345 
2,0655 
3,0000 

Mean 
Squares 

,4673 
,1589 

F 
Ratio 
2,9409 

F 
Prob. 
,0884 

Standard Standard 
Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 2,6667 
White C o l l a r 7 2,142 9 
Blue C o l l a r 8 2,6250 
Total 16 2,4167 

Deviation 

,3780 
,4155 
,4472 

Error 

,1429 
,1469 
,1118 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

1,7933 TO 
2,2777 TO 
2,1784 TO 

2,4924 
2,9723 
2,6550 

GROUP MINIMUM 
CEO 2,6667 
White C o l l a r 1,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 2,0000 
TOTAL 1,6667 

MAXIMUM 
2,6667 
2,6667 
3,3333 
3,3333 
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Case 3: Components 

Variable INTERNAL VS. MARKET 
Low High 

Analys i s of Variance 
Sum of Mean F F 

Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio Prob. 
Between Groups 2 ,4697 ,2348 ,4756 ,6312 
Within Groups 14 6,9127 ,4938 
Total 16 7,3824 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 1 3,0000 
White C o l l a r 7 3,6429 ,8018 ,3030 2,9013 TO 4,3844 

Blue C o l l a r 9 3,7222 ,6180 ,2060 3,2472 TO 4,1973 

To t a l 17 3,6471 ,6793 ,1647 3,2978 TO 3,9963 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,0000 3,0000 
White C o l l a r 3,0000 5,0000 
Blue C o l l a r 3,0000 5,0000 
TOTAL 3,0000 5,0000 

Variable IMPLEMENTATION VS. PLANNING 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

Low 

).F. 
2 
14 
16 

High 
Analy s i s of Variance 
Sum of 

Squares 
2,5729 
6,7866 
9,3595 

Mean 
Squares 

1,2864 
,4848 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
2,6538 ,1054 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 1 2,3333 
White C o l l a r 7 2,9524 ,5587 ,2112 2,4357 TO 3, 4691 

Blue C o l l a r 9 2,1481 ,7837 ,2612 1,5457 TO 2, 7506 

Total 17 2,4902 ,7648 , 1855 2,0970 TO 2, 8834 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 2,3333 2,3333 
White C o l l a r 2,0000 3,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 1,3333 3,0000 
TOTAL 1,3333 3,6667 

Variable RESULT VS. PROCESS 
Low High 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean 

D.F. Squares Squares 
2 ,1008 ,0504 
14 2,0952 ,1497 
16 2,1961 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
,3369 ,7196 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 1 2,6667 
White C o l l a r 7 2,3810 ,4050 ,1531 2,0064 TO 2, 7555 

Blue C o l l a r 9 2,3333 ,3727 ,1242 2,0469 TO 2, ,6198 

Total 17 2,3725 ,3705 ,0899 2,1821 TO 2, ,5630 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 2,6667 2,6667 
White C o l l a r 1,6667 2,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 1,6667 3,0000 
TOTAL 1,6667 3,0000 
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Case 4: Bedrock Windows 

Variable INTERNAL VS. MARKET 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

High 
Analy s i s of Variance 

D.F. 
2 
7 
9 

Sum of 
Squares 

3,8000 
4,3000 
8,1000 

Mean 
Squares 

1,9000 
,6143 

F 

Ratio 
3,0930 

F 
Prob. 
,1090 

Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 4,0000 
White C o l l a r 5 3,2000 
Blue C o l l a r 4 4,5000 
Total 10 3,8000 

Standard Standard 
Deviation E r r o r 

,9083 
,5774 
,9487 

,4062 
,2887 
,3000 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

2,0722 TO 
3,5813 TO 
3,1214 TO 

4,3278 
5,4187 
4,4786 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 4,0000 4,0000 
White C o l l a r 2,0000 4,5000 
Blue C o l l a r 4,0000 5,0000 
TOTAL 2,0000 5,0000 

Variable IMPLEMENTATION VS. PLANNING 
Low High 

Analy s i s of Variance 
Sum of Mean F 

Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio 

Between Groups 2 ,4543 ,2272 ,1583 

Within Groups 6 8,6074 1,4346 

Total 8 9,0617 

Standard Standard 
Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t 

CEO 1 2,6667 
White C o l l a r 5 2,9333 1,2996 ,5812 1,3197 TO 

Blue C o l l a r 3 2,4444 ,9623 ,5556 ,0541 TO 

Total 9 2,7407 1,0643 ,3548 1,9227 TO 

F 
Prob. 
,8570 

4,5469 
4,8348 
3,5588 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 2,6667 2,6667 
White C o l l a r 1,0000 4,3333 
Blue C o l l a r 1,3333 3,0000 
TOTAL 1,0000 4,3333 

Variable RESULT VS. PROCESS 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

High 

D.F. 
2 
7 
9 

Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean 

Squares Squares 
,7167 ,3583 

5,5056 ,7865 
6,2222 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
,4556 ,6516 

Standard Standard 
Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 2,3333 
White C o l l a r 5 2,9333 
Blue C o l l a r 4 3,2500 
Total 10 3,0000 

Deviation 

,6412 
1,1345 
,8315 

E r r o r 

,2867 
,5672 
,2629 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

2,1372 TO 
1,4448 TO 
2,4052 TO 

3,7294 
5,0552 
3,5948 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 2,3333 2,3333 
White C o l l a r 2,0000 3,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 2,3333 4,6667 
TOTAL 2,0000 4,6667 
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Case 5: R i v e r s i d e J o i n e r y 

Variable INTERNAL VS. HARKET 
Low 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

High 

D.F. 
2 
3 
5 

Analy s i s of Variance 

Sum of 
Squares 

2,4167 
2,2917 
4,7083 

Mean 
Squares 

1,2083 
,7639 

F 
Ratio 
1,5818 

F 
Prob. 
,3396 

Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 3,5000 
White C o l l a r 2 4,2500 
Blue C o l l a r 3 2,8333 
Total 6 3,4167 

Standard Standard 
Deviation E r r o r 

,3536 
1,0408 
,9704 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

,2500 
,6009 
,3962 

1,0734 TO 
,2477 TO 

2,3983 TO 

7,4266 
5,4189 
4,4350 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,5000 3,5000 
White C o l l a r 4,0000 4,5000 
Blue C o l l a r 2,0000 4,0000 
TOTAL 2,0000 4,5000 

Variable IMPLEMENTATION VS. PLANNING 
LOW High 

Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean F F 

Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio Prob 

Between Groups 2 1,2593 ,6296 ,8226 ,5190 

Within Groups 3 2,2963 ,7654 

Total 5 3,5556 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 1 3,3333 
White C o l l a r 2 3,0000 ,4714 ,3333 •1,2354 TO 7, 2354 

Blue C o l l a r 3 2,2222 1,0184 ,5879 -,3075 TO 4, 7520 

Total 6 2,6667 ,8433 ,3443 1,7817 TO 3, 5516 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

CEO 3,3333 3,3333 
White C o l l a r 2,6667 3,3333 
Blue C o l l a r 1,3333 3,3333 
TOTAL 1,3333 3,3333 

Variable RESULT VS. PROCESS 
L O W High 

Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean F F 

Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio Prob 

Between Groups 2 ,1852 ,0926 2,1429 ,2642 

Within Groups 3 ,1296 ,0432 

Total 5 ,3148 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 1 2,6667 
White C o l l a r 2 3,1667 ,2357 ,1667 1,0490 TO 5, 2844 

Blue C o l l a r 3 2,8889 ,1925 ,1111 2,4108 TO 3, 3670 

Total 6 2,9444 ,2509 ,1024 2,6811 TO 3, 2078 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

CEO 2,6667 2,6667 
White C o l l a r 3,0000 3,3333 

Blue C o l l a r 2,6667 3,0000 
TOTAL 2,6667 3,3333 
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Case 6 : Inland house 

Variable INTERNAL VS. MARKET 
LOW High 

Analy s i s of Variance 
Sum of Mean F 

Source D.F. Squares Squares Ratio I 

Between Groups 2 1,2604 ,6302 1,2692 

Within Groups 9 4,4688 ,4965 

Total 11 5,7292 

Standard Standard 

Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t 

CEO 1 4,0000 
White C o l l a r 3 3,0000 1,3229 ,7638 -,2862 TO 

Blue C o l l a r 8 3,6875 ,3720 ,1315 3,3765 TO 

Total 12 3,5417 ,7217 ,2083 3,0831 TO 

F 
Prob. 
,3269 

6,2862 
3,9985 
4,0002 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 4,0000 4,0000 
White C o l l a r 2,0000 4,5000 
Blue C o l l a r 3,0000 4,0000 
TOTAL 2,0000 4,5000 

Variable IMPLEMENTATION VS 
Low 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

D.F. 
2 
9 

11 

PLANNING 
High 

Analy s i s of Variance 
Sum of 

Squares 
,3148 

2,6852 
3,0000 

Mean 
Squares 

,1574 
,2984 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
,5276 ,6072 

Standard Standard 
Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 3,0000 
White C o l l a r 3 3,4444 
Blue C o l l a r 8 3,0833 
Total 12 3,1667 

Deviation 

,6939 
,4960 
,5222 

Err o r 

,4006 
,1754 
,1508 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

1,7207 TO 
2,6687 TO 
2,8349 TO 

5,1682 
3,4980 
3,4985 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,0000 3,0000 
White C o l l a r 2,6667 4,0000 
Blue C o l l a r 2,3333 4,0000 
TOTAL 2,3333 4,0000 

Variable RESULT VS. PROCESS 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

High 

D.F. 
2 
9 

11 

An a l y s i s of Variance 

Sum of 
Squares 

2,1852 
3,5556 
5,7407 

Mean 
Squares 

1,0926 
,3951 

F 
Ratio 
2,7656 

F 
Prob. 
, 1158 

Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 2,3333 
White C o l l a r 3 1,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 8 2,6667 
Total 12 2,3889 

Standard Standard 
Deviation E r r o r 

,8819 
,5345 
,7224 

,5092 
,1890 
,2085 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

-,5242 TO 
2,2198 TO 
1,9299 TO 

3,8575 
3,1135 
2,8479 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 2,3333 2,3333 
White C o l l a r 1,0000 2,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 2,0000 3,6667 
TOTAL 1,0000 3,6667 
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Case 7: Window Team 

V a r i a b l e INTERNAL VS. MARKET 
Low High 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

D.F. 
2 
11 
13 

Analys i s of Variance 
Sum of 

Squares 
1,0893 
3,1250 
4,2143 

Mean 
Squares 

,5446 
,2841 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
1,9171 ,1931 

Standard Standard 
Group Count Mean 
CEO 1 3,0000 
White C o l l a r 2 2,7500 
Blue C o l l a r 11 3,5000 
To t a l 14 3,3571 

Deviation 

,3536 
,5477 
,5694 

E r r o r 

,2500 
,1651 
,1522 

95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

-,4266 
3,1320 
3,0284 

TO 
TO 
TO 

5,9266 
3,8680 
3,6859 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,0000 3,0000 
White C o l l a r 2,5000 3,0000 
Blue C o l l a r 3,0000 4,5000 
TOTAL 2,5000 4,5000 

Va r i a b l e IMPLEMENTATION VS. PLANNING 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
To t a l 

Low 

D.F. 
2 
10 
12 

High 
Analy s i s of Variance 
Sum of 

Squares 
,4034 

3,2889 
3,6923 

Mean 
Squares 

,2017 
,3289 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
,6133 ,5607 

Standard Standard 
Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 
CEO 1 2,0000 
White C o l l a r 2 2,3333 ,0000 ,0000 2,3333 TO 2,3333 
Blue C o l l a r 10 2,6000 ,6045 ,1912 2,1676 TO 3,0324 
To t a l 13 2,5128 ,5547 ,1538 2,1776 TO 2,8480 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 2,0000 2,0000 
White C o l l a r 2,3333 2,3333 
Blue C o l l a r 1,6667 3,3333 
TOTAL 1,6667 3,3333 

Va r i a b l e RESULT VS. PROCESS 
Low High 

Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
To t a l 

A n a l y s i s of Variance 
Sum of Mean 

D.F. Squares Squares 
2 ,0245 ,0123 

11 1,3485 ,1226 
13 1,3730 

F F 
Ratio Prob. 
,1001 ,9056 

Standard Standard 
Group Count Mean Deviation E r r o r 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 
CEO 1 2,3333 
White C o l l a r 2 2,1667 ,2357 ,1667 ,0490 TO 4, 2844 
Blue C o l l a r 11 2,2727 ,3596 , 1084 2,0312 TO 2, 5143 
To t a l 14 2,2619 ,3250 ,0869 2,0743 TO 2, 4495 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 2,3333 2,3333 
White C o l l a r 2,0000 2,3333 
Blue C o l l a r 1,6667 3,0000 
TOTAL 1,6667 3,0000 
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Case 8: Hanson's Joinery 

Variable INTERNAL VS. MARKET 
Low High 

Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean 

Source D.F. Squares Squares 
F F 

Ratio Prob. 

Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

,7202 
2,2083 
2,9286 

, 7202 
,4417 

1,6307 ,2577 

Group Count Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Standard 
Error 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 
Blue C o l l a r 
Total 

2,5000 
3,4167 
3,2857 

,6646 
,6986 

,2713 
,2641 

2,7192 TO 
2,6396 TO 

4,1141 
3,9318 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 2,5000 2,5000 
Blue C o l l a r 3,0000 4,5000 

Variable IMPLEMENTATION 
L O W 

Source 

VS. PLANNING 
High 

Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean 

Squares Squares 
F F 

Ratio Prob. 

Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

,6772 
1,0370 
1,7143 

,6772 
,2074 

3,2653 ,1306 

Group Count Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Standard 
Error 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 
Blue C o l l a r 
Total 

3,3333 
2,4444 
2,5714 

,4554 
,5345 

,1859 
,2020 

1,9665 
2,0771 

TO 
TO 

2,9224 
3,0658 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,3333 3,3333 
Blue C o l l a r 2,0000 3,3333 

Variable RESULT VS. PROCESS 
Low High 

Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean 

Source D.F. Squares Squares 
F F 

Ratio Prob. 

Between Groups 
Within Groups 
Total 

1 
5 
6 

,6772 
1,7037 
2,3810 

,6772 
,3407 

1,9876 ,2177 

Group Count Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Standard 
Error 95 Pet Conf I n t for Mean 

CEO 
Blue C o l l a r 
Total 

3,6667 
2,7778 
2,9048 

,5837 
,6299 

,2383 
,2381 

2,1652 
2,3222 

TO 
TO 

3,3904 
3,4874 

GROUP MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CEO 3,6667 3,6667 
Blue C o l l a r 2,3333 3,6667 
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